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70REWORD

The fashion meraandisinq and management field offers a variety
of occupational opportunities for the trained professional. The trends
of the industry are forever changing as consumers' demands change. To
be an up-to-date, skillful employee, employer or entrepreneur in this
growing area of marketing, requires the sound development cf the basic
Skills Of communications, mathematics and human relations as_well as
the development of the technical_skills of management; merchandising;
operations, promotion, and salesmanship. Product and service knowledge
is a must for any professional merchandiser in this rapidly growing/
changing field.

Thislresource guide has been develcped to assist_marketing and
distributive education teachers in_their planning, preparation and
implementation of instruction designed to develop these required
compAencies. The format is so designed to encourage the teacher's
creativity in its use and expansion.

A. Craig P ips

State Supo endent
NOrth1Caro a Department
of Pdblic Instruction
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Managing the FaShion Morchandi!ying Curricul nn

Background

This Fashion Merchandising Curriculum_Guide was developed to be used as
a resource guide ;n planning and teaching Fashion Merchandisinc 7271.

ThrOdgh a lot of involvement of fashion merchandising instruCtOrS over a
two-year period; a curriculum review team organized the cOmpetencies in appro-
priate scope and sequence for Fashion Merchandising and for the second-year
course, Fashion Merchandising and Management.

Units of Instruction

The competencies were unitized for Fashion Merchandising 3nto seven teaching
units. These units 8nd the recoMmended instruCtional period for each are listA
helow:

Fashion Merchandising

Unit

Overview of the Fashion Industry
Communications in Marketing
Merchandise Information for Fashicn
Merchandising

Persoral Selling
Merchandising Operations
Sales Promotion
Employment Skills

Approximate Teacning

3 weeks
3 weeks

5 weeks
9 week§
7 weeks
3 weeks
3 weeks

Thirty-three weeks were suggested as the:total_instrOction tiMe all-ocated.
This allows three school weeks for program orientation, exams, DECA activities
and interruptions that normally occur.

The COmpetencies were sequenced so that a student could exit from_Fashion
Merchandising into other appropriate, second-level marketing and diStribOtive
education courses, such as Marketing and Merchandising, with a bate of cOre
co Hetencies which would allow him/her to SucceSSfully prepare for his/her
career goal.

Competencies_

The cimpetencies werei_validated:by teachers:and rashion merchandising
employers and employees. :_18ch competency is designated as either core; supple-
MentalAt cOntent:OhlY. This designation should be interpreted according to
the following definitions:

1. CORE COMPETENCY - Minimal expectations for student
achievement in a given course and/or course sequence;
THE MUST KNOW'S.
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2. SUPPLEMENTAL COMPETENCY - Optional outcomes believed
to be important to student development for a given tburse
and/Or cbiirse sequence THE NICE TO KNOW'S.

3. CONTENT ONLY - A competency identified:by the tiirriculum review
team as important to th=tUreiCUluM Writer in his or her
development of the_actOal Unit bf instruction. This will
ensure inclusion of the concept.

At UR_beginning of each unit; each competency is:identified as either
core (by the capital letter "C"), supplemental (by a "S"); or content only
(by the letters "CU").

In the guide, the competencies are sequenced according to the writers'
recommendations as to the best teaching sequence. The writing team realizes
that some teachers may prefer to teach units in another order (i.e. the
Merchandising Operations Unit before the Merchandise Information and Personal
Selling Units).

The comprehensive_compet2ncy listing for the:course may be utilized aS a
basis for a training plan or may serve as a student skill=record for documenting
student cOmpetehce;

ForMat

The format for each unit Within this guide is as follows:

SettiOns I and II -- Broad Content 3nd Detailed Content Outlines
SettiOn III -- Student Activities

:

Section IV Evaluation_Measures ahd Keys (CompeteAcy Test Item Bar4
Section V == Printed References

These teCtibht can be best described as follows:

BrOad Content Outline

The broad content outline shows the competencies and objectives as
sequenced:by tOpiC_:_:Each competency is ident...fied dS core; SOpplemental,
or content only. This section should he very helpful in developing
you,- cbUrse syllabus and annual teaching calendar.

. Detailed Content Outline

The detailed content 1is designed to help you as the instructional
manager plan for student activities. You may use the suggested
content and activities or should feel free to develop your own
activities to ensure student competence.

Within the Detailed Content Outline:

. "Printed references" (symbolized by the letters "PR") are noted to
help you locate instructional resources for student use.

"Student activities" (symbolized by the letters "SA") are noted and 11
have been developed to give you a va-iety of ideas for developing
methods for helping students achieve the competencies. These activities
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appear: in a separate_section; Some student activities which are,simple
to explain are listed in_the front of the Student Activities Sfjction
( I; SA 2; etc;); Those that you may desire te rebroduce for Student
use and the writer felt were:essential are printed in such a manner as to
facilitate reproduction. Audio visualS are SOggested which may be
purchased commercially to enhance student learning:

, "HandoutS (syMbolized by the letters "HO") for providing students
information were developed and noted; however; because of printing
limitations; they have been omitted at this time.

"Transparency masters" (symbolized by the letters " M") are noted but
have likewise been omitted at this time;

It is hoped that the "Handouts" and "Transparency Masters" that have been
developed can be added at a later time as additional instruTtional aSsiStahe
for you.

The Detailed Content Outline is_in a format which will allow you to include
Your own planning notes along the right side of each sheet. As you loCate
resources; you may write them in and include the materials in the appropriate
section for future use.

Evaluation measures and:keys are_included for_the competency/test-tem
bank fer thiS courSe; A table of specifications for test construction is
included for your usein test:planning. The evaluation measures in this CHB
wrill.be_further developed as competency-based competitive eventS are returned
to_you from the apparel and accessories:instructional area.; Y.Ou shoOld reference
these appropriately in your planning notes:and include them in_your bank of
evaluation measures. The test keys are printed on separate pages so that you
tan eaSily reproduce test items for use in your evaluation without any changes.

'Trinted references" are shown in one location for each_uoit for your
convenience in purchasing and ordering materialS. ThiS Section should aid you
in your unit planning.

InStruCtional Planallag

This guide is designed to help you develop:

. an annual course syllabus;

. teaching unit plans; andi
; a competency testing program;

As:with any vocational subject; planning must be done -lin conjunctiOn_Wth
the business users (emplover0 Of our products_ A:Fashion Merchandising AdViSbry
committee or a:subcommittee of the Marketing and Distributive...Education Advisory
Committee should review:the course_syllabus annually; These business people
ShOUTd:be inVelved in planning experiences which help students achieve and
demonstrate competence.

Instructional Delivery

The 1982 edition of the Voeationai_Education Program of Studies allows
students in Fashion Merchandising to be trained through the use of a variety
of instructional methods. Students may be trained in a regular classroom/
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laboratory situation where a variety of simalated_activities cam be utilized
in_developing the core competencies Me common store theme of "Logahs" ih
each unit allows_for a simulated business to encompass the entire course.

_

Students_can be given the greatest amount_ofirealistic training_by being placed
in actual on7the-jobitraining stations-. If:the on-the-job training meets the
standards set forth in'the_Vocational Education Cooperative Polieleand
Stahdardt, theh ah_additibhal brat Of Credit ShoUld be aWarded. When a major
internship or business/DECA project is utilized to enhance and expand the
classroom/laboratory training; the local school system must establish a policy
which allows for awarding appropriate credit which is commensurate with the
time and project work requirements.

Evaluating Student Achievement

Theevaluation measures included in this auide provide cne method of
evaluating student competence. On-the-job training supervisors, DECA project
advisory committee members, and internship supervisors should also be a part
Of the evaluation process._ The ultimate evaluation is the success rate of
students:anditheisatisfaction of employers with the students who are trained in
Fashion Merchandising;

Employment opportunities exist in fashion merchandising for a range of
students that include disadvantaged and handicapped students as well as gifted
and talented students. The fashion merchandising instruction and evaluation_
should be individualized_to:allowifor the_successful_training and placement of
all students; Because of the variety of_levels of job entry opportunities in
fashion merchandising, a wide range of students and businesses can accommodated
with the fashion merchandising competencies.

FeedbaCk

As you_implement this_fashion merchandising curriculum; your feedback to
the_North Carolina Marketing and Distributive_Education Staff is valuable in
helping us to improve later curriculum products, provide needed staff develOpment
to teachers andiprovide technical assistance to-LEAs beginning new programs.
Your contact with employers of fashion merchandising_students:andiformer students
helps us know what adjustments should be made as fashion merchandising continues
to evolve.



FASHION MERCHANDISING

HANDOUTS AND TRANSPARENCIES

Many_of_you have indicated a need for the handouts and:transpar
encies_that are referenced in your Fashion:Merchandising guide; After
looking at these materials_we-have found that you already have many
of these items in your IDECC LAPs.1 Since we do not have an artist
available and our_printing budget_is limited; there are some commercial
Ly prepared materials that are far better than any we could print.
Therefore, we are suggesting you obtain these materials for your USO.

Two references that we feel are basic are: Retail Sales Trans-
actions- by Susan Eisenberg and1COlor In Display by JUdith L. Domiin
and Kent Duniphan, Thete_May_be_pUrthased from Milliken Publishing
Company, St. Louis, Mo. or you may_find a school supply store that
carries these books. Each hook contains transparencies, duplicating
masters and a teacher's guide.

In some instances we_are suggesting you have students do collages
or bulletin boards to replace some handouts and transparencies.

We are working to provide you unit by unit either printed
materials, references, or alternatives. When you receive these
materials you should put them in your guide in the appropriate
places.
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Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising 7271

Fashion Merchandising and Management 727a

COMPETENCY S[ATEMENT 7271

Terminology

001 Demonstrate knowledge of fashion industry terminology:

Given a _list of key fashion terms, the student will define each.

The student will demonstrate proper usage of fashion terminology.

X

[. HiStory (1900's)

002 Demonstrate knowledge of fasnion history and how it relates to today's fashion.

lhe-student will identify faShionS from variouS periodS of time and State their
historical significance;

Fashion Principles

A. Fashion Cycle

03 Demonstrate knowledge of the fashion industry's cycles of merchandise
acceptance.

The student will identify each of the fashiol cycle steps and state its

importance.

Given a skeleton fashion cycle, the student will label the five (5) steps
which occur in merchandise acceptance and identify the price level for each
step.

B. SOciety's Influence on Today's Fashion

C. Fashions Influence on Society

004 Demonstrate knowledge of the geographic movement of fashion.

The:studenti will identify those factors which determine how society is
influenced by fashion.

Fashion Medid

X X

005 Read current fashion and trade magazines and newspapers to keep informed of

current trends.

The student will !identify at least six leading fashion peciodicals and determine
if each is a trade or consumer publication:

Given a list of periodicals, the student will identify the consumer market to
WhiCh eadi iS aimed:

Trends

006 Adjust and adapt to new and unique ideas and situations.

Th2 student will define the term fashion trends and identify factors which
cQntribute to new and different fashion trends.

007 Identify incoming fashion trands.

The student will identify those tactors that influence fashion trends.

The student will ill:Istr-te and disCuss incoming fashion trends using current
periodicals for illustrations and facti concerning the trends.

Fashion Gverview



Marketing and Distributhe EduCatiOh

lismws

Fashion Merthandisihj- 7271
Fashion Merchandising and Management- 7272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT
7271 CO

VI. Designers

008 Demonstrate knowledge of the leading fashion designers; tharatterittit features
of their fashions, trends they are currently setting; etc.

Given a list ofileading fashion designers; the student Will identify the
characteristic features Of theie detight.

The student will identify_the influence designr have On the fathion ihdUttry.

009 Identify ways fathinn detighert influenu the sale of apparel and accessory
merchandise.

Given a list of leading fathion detigners, the student will match the given
trademarks with the appropriate designer;

VII. Types of Store Organization

VIII. Career Opportunities

Fashion Overview
2



I. Terminology

A. Understanding Fashion

Fashiow-styles-which-are currently accepted and used by a particular group of
people at a given time.

1. Basic_or_classic fashion

a; is accepced by the majority of people;
b. M-,1s, ht expensive or inexpensive.

Pleases the average customer from the retailer's viewpoint.
d: Remains "in fashion" for long time,

Z. Staple or mass fashion

a. Creates keenest retailing competitibri.
b. Is manufactured ard sold in large quantities at moderate to low

prices.

3. High fashion (Haute Couture)

a. Has 1,mited appeal because of newness, unusualness, and often
impractical,

b. Is risky:but often profitable:when aimed_at right_customer group.
t. Is usually produced and-scild in small quantities at high prices.
d. Is accepted by those who are first to accept fashion change and

usually the elite among consumers.

4. Fad fashion

a. Is short-lived faShibhS.
b. Is enthusiastically accepted by a large group for a very short period

of_time:
c. Affects a narrow group within total population.

Understanding Merchandising

Merchandising: the planning, buying, and selling of merchandise in order fo-
a prOfit tO be realized.

1. Planning

a. Estimating how much is expected tb Sell.
b. Estimating the right amount of inventory to meet the expected rate of

sale.

2. Buying

a. Using the planning process as a basis for purchasing stock.
b. Purchasing up to the dollar figure which has been approved by the

merchandise manager.

3. Selling

a. Communicating with consumers in order to sell and promote image of
store.

b: Promoting merchandise_through advertising, displays, and other
activities to create interest and response from consumer and to
influence purchase of merchandise.

C. Understanding Fashion Merchandising

Fashion Merchandising: refers to the planning; buying, and selling of wanted
fashion oriented merchandise at the right time, place, Ouantity, and price.

II. History (1900's)

A. Fashions mirror periods of time

In the-20's-the sexual emancipation was expressed in-the flappers-shbrt tkirtS

and short hair which created more masculine appearances. The 80's truly:re-
fleet the ''free" lifestyles with casual dress in jeans and leSS complicated
fashion styles_

1. Reflects the way we thihk ahd liVe,

2. Reflects the values of various leveis of society,

Fashion Overview
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3. Reflects the degree of class structure. P,_ANNING NOTES

4. Reflects the activities of the population.

B; Fashions are evolutionary, saldom revolutionary

Consumers decide when styles no longer appeal and when styles will-exist.
Consumers gradually-accept new hem lengths or new lapel widths Designers
must keep current fashions in mind since most consumers buy apparel and
accessories to supplement and update their present wardrobe.

C. Fashions end in extess

Hoopskirts ba-looned out so large they made moving from room to room compli-
cated. MinisKirts became so shOrt they caused many problems, When the
extreme is reached, people bevin to seek new and different fashions.

D. Fashions are descriptive of the decades

1. Events of the 190U-1909 period;

6. Paris was the center of the-fashion worlth
b. The_ period was called the "beautiful period:" _

c. In England; the period was known as the "Edwardian-Era."
d. The first ready-to-wear fashions were mass produced;
e: Clothing was worn for adornment.

Clothing was not-functional, comfortable, or economical. High
hairdos were topped by large brimmed hats lavishly trimmed; Women
wore corsets. Masculine clothing consisted of standardized cuts.
Colors were sober and_styles basic; Pants had cuffs and creases:
Waistcoats were worn to match coat and trousers.

f. Swimwear-indicated changing standards of modesty;
g. The "Gibson Cirl" and "Gibson Man" were evident.

Women were becoming more active-and ,cal. The young "New_Women"
wanted to resemble the Gibson Girl with the shirtwaist outfit with
its stock and sailor hat. The young man, the Gibson Mani was clean-
cut, square jawed, and smooth shaven;

2 Events of the 1910=1919 period.

a; Paul Poiret introduced the "hobble" dress:

This was-a high-waisted skirt closely fitted to the hips with_the
foot of the skirt caught in a straight band; This styling helped to
bring about the disappearance of the corset.

b; War closed most fashion houses:

Wemen had te take care of their own fashions. They were looking for
more_comfort and convenience. More women working_outside the home
led to a:shortening of skirts, more adoption of silk hosie-y versus
the previous cotton hosiery, and low-cut shoes rather than high boots;

3. Events of the 1920-1929 period;

a. The decade was known as the "Rearing 20's."

Women wereiinfluencediby movie screen beauties. Emancipation was
evidenced-ty the-"boyish" looki-and shirts reached their high point
in lengths that came only_to the knee. The dress was the "chemise"
(no waist, no bOsom) and hair-was "bobbed" under the tight, skull
shaped felt hat called_the_cloche; Young women who followed this
fashion trend_were called "Flappers." The 60'S were rather
reminiscent Of this period with the miniskirt.

b. Masculine fashions saw little change.

"Union suits" were still being worn, wool for winter and cotton for
warm weather;

c. Cosmetics were coming into great importance.

4. Events bf the 1930=1939 peried.

a; Hemlines lengthened, fashions became functional.

b. "Classics" were fashionable.

With the depression, consumers became thrifty. They purchased Shet
land Sweaters, tweeds, and the "Shirtmaker Dress."

Fashicm _Overview
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Royl honeymoon had influence.

England's King married a divorcee and renounced his-throne. ineir honey-
Mbon tb Tyrol brought the-influence of the dirndl_ to fashion. _In the_
80's Prince Phillip married and the influence Of Lady Diana's hair-Style
became evident.

J. In 1938, Vogue ran the first issue and wa!,, devoted exclusively to
American designs:

e. Elasticized yarn allowed production of-the-one-piece maillot.
f. Men's fashions were coordinated, but not necessarily with matching pantS

and coats.

5. E4tritS of the 1940-1949 period.

a. War had great influence._

Law 1-85 restricted yardage in clothing and the shirtwaist dress became
a basic working girl's deess, along with the-factory girl's overalls.
Fashions had wide, padded shoulders, high necklines, wide lapels; collars,
scarves; ancl_bows

b. The lew Look': was introduced.

Christian:Dior introduced the look With feminine curves, tiny waist and
great fullness in lender skirts.

c. Shoe fashions were of importance.

The-Capezio-ballet slipper and the Norwegian moccasin were two very iMpor-
tant shoe fashions: Wedge pdinps and platforms were forerunners for the
shb05 bf the 70'S.

d. The two-piece swimsuit prepared the Way for the Frenth bikini of 1947.

6. Events of the 1950-1959 period.

a. American designers received much acclaim.
b. "Baby Doll" look appeared with volumns of crinoline petticoats.

This was a fashion feature no longer practical in a fast-paced society
and quickly gave way to the "sack" or "chemise" dresse

L. Sportswear influenced every category of fashion late in the decade.
d. MaSculine apoeel showed-narrow lapels, ties, and belts.
e. Pleats disappeared from slacks and gave way to a smoother appearance.

This was a time of sweater vestsi argyle socks and corduroy fashions for
an "Ivy-League" look (much like the "Preppy" look of the BO's).

f. The "CoStOrne" dress made the biggest news in late 50s.

This was a simple straight dress with its own jacket.

7. EVentS_Of the 1960=1969 period.

a. The "Jackie" Look was readily accepted.

This consisted of a simpler dress worn by First tady, Mrs;_John F. Kennedy
and was a loose, sleeveless, high-necked overblouse and Slim Skirt.

b. The shirtwaist dress remained a recurring _fashion;
c: Hemlines continued to rise; hair continUed tb greW.

Thi.s was-an era-of youth. The "sack" (chemise, or a.so known as the
shift) gained more acceptance

d. Furs were dominant theme in winter fa,hions.

Furs ranged ft-dm fun fuet, fake furs, real furt, short-haired, long-
haired, plain or patterned.

e. The chemical industry made miracles.

(1) Drip7dry fabrics introducuL
(2) Vinyl invaded sportswear, shoes, and the hethe.

f. Men competed for fashion attention.

Beth sexes patronized boutiques and discotheques as males grew their long
hair-and beards wore turtleneck sweaters, chains, tight pants, Edwardian
suits and Nehru collars

8. Events of the 1970-1979 period.

a: Women rejected the midi skiet.

Wonen became unsure and confused about hemlines and fer the firSt time,
the majority of the female population wore pants on tne street as a sub-
stitute for dresses and skirts.

Fashion OvervieVel
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b. Swimmear became more and more brief.

The string suit was even more brief than the bikiri.

c. The wrap-skirt and T-shirt dress were typical of simplicity:

More of society thought of clothes as disposable and bought cheaply in
order toihave a new fad or fashion each season. There was less class
dittinctioniim_societyias the rich and less rich dressed in similar
fashions.: Blue jeans dominated the later portion of the decade-as more
people rejected those fashions which were-restrictive of the fast.paced
society. Women did not want to wear corsets and some did not want to
wear bras. All of this made demands for slimmer figures and more emphasis
on the diet and exercise.

d. Black society estaulished their unique claims to beauty.

Minority groups no longer worried about their curly hair or slanted eyes
and the colcr of their skin;

e. Men continued to be fashion conscious.

Probably the most dramatic changes in masculine costume cane during this
decade. Leisure suits aolinated-and colors went from drab to interesting
tones for the male. The_ving tip shoe, white si Nid tie, and navy
blue_suit were a thing of the past. "He" was coming .nto his own in the
fashion wor1C -Casual living gave him blue jeans and T-shirts, sport
coats and slacks.

9. EVentt bf the 191301t.

The 80's are a:continuation of the 70's with their jeans -and casual living._
BUt there is also a trend to-return to the classics of the "Ivy-League" look,
which in the 80's is referred to as the "Preppy" look. The eccnomy dietates
a return to inveStment clothing, gold jeweiryi_and a watchful eye for those
fashions which are practical, functional, and carrying a "designer" label.

III. Fathibh PrinCiplet

A. Fashion cycle

1. What is a fashion cycle?

It it the life curve of a style as it is born, reaches popularity, and
then dies.

a. Stages of a fashion cycle.

(1) Introduction of new fashion.

A producer seeks to offer consumers a new style, color; or
texture.: Those who seek toihave something "new and different"
are willing to pay a big price to be outstanding or to be the
first to-have a new product or item; Since most new designs
are produced in small quantities, prodUction costs and risks are
high. Due to these factors, the new fashion or design is
introduced in higher-priced merchandise.

(2) Rise-in-popularity of new fashion;

If a_new design seerds to be of the type that will "catch on%

manufaCturers will copy the design in such a way that it might
be mass produced at a lower price. Designers who work for
various manufacturers read current fashion news and many times
attend shows-of original designers bothihereand abroad in
order to keep_abreast of new developments. The customer who
likes to be different-and yet cannot-afford the_price of an
original-will be induced to buy the adapted style at the
reduced price and will have the further prestige of people
thinking that perhaps their fashion is an original;

(3) Mass sales of new fashion.

After the-fashion Vas been successfully popularized and a market
created for the item; other manufacturers will adapt the style
in:order to make a iittle profit-also. Many manufacturing firms
Will-be involved at this stage_and the style will have been at
its peak in public sales acceptance.

(4) Decline in popularity of new fashion;

The smart merchant immediately reduces the entire stock of an
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item when the first_indication is made in the market that the
ctyle is going to be replaced by somethingielse. At this stage,
racks of merchandise are reduced ri peice in the retail store.
The slope of the introduction stage is-rather slow and gentle,
but the decline stage is rather steep and sudden.

(5) Obsolescence and abandonment.

ManUfacturers Lompletely discontinue making the style and those
retailers who have_not sold all of their ttetk haVe redUted
tne price drastically. Many times it is necessary for retailers
to_ mark items at half-priCe or even less.

. Long run and short run fashion cytles.

(1) Long run cycle,

(a) Fashions that are-wearable, becoming, and familiar - rise to
a peak of_guick popularity and are slow to decline.

(b) Fashions that are wearable, becoming, and unfamiliar - rise
to a slow-peak as they require a familiarization period
before acceptance.

(c) Basic or classic and staple fashions are representative of
long run cycle.

(2) Short run cycle.

(0) Fashions have a fast acceptance and fast decline.
(b) Fads are representative of short run cycle.

2. What is the importance of fashion cycles?

a. To aid buyers in stocking merchandise.
b. To aid buyers in timing effective disposal of merchandise.

B. Society's Influence on Today's Fashiont

1. Historical influences.

a. Emancipation and improved status of women.
b. Higher levels of education.
c. Development of suburbia:
d. Increased leisure.
e. Growth of middle class poplation.
f. Increasediavailability of high fathion at moderate prices.
9. Increase in buyiny power.

. Sociological influences:

a. Decrease in upvr class influence.
b. Growing influence of middle class.
c. GrOpihy influence of youth dominated population.
d. Fashion tastes becoming international.
e. Increase in sales promotion and communications.

C. Fashion's Influence on Society

1. Psychological factors.

Fashions have developed fashion consciousness and created desires for
teival attractiveness, comfort, variety, leadership, social approval,
distinction, and self-improvement: Indications of this -at- feUnd in
growing popularity of "designer label" merchandise and the popularity of
sex-oriented advertising directed toward the blue jean market.

2. Economic factert.

a. Geographic markets:

Regional fashion apparel markets:have become a necessity as more and
more consumers demand that the latest fashionsibe=available te them
more quickly: Television informs viewers of-the latest trends,
makihg society_the_most sophisticated consumers _in history. With
travel costs soaring, moreidemandiwill be placed on the regional
markett. AlthOugh Nei/4 YOek it-ttill-the_major fashion apparel market,
regional marts are changing the pattern of whoiesale fashion mer-
chandising.

The_major:regional fashion apparel markets are the Dallas Market; the
California Apparel Mart, the San Francisco Apparel Mart, the DenVer
Market, the Carolina, Virginia, and Tennessee Market, the Atlanta
Market, the Miami Market, and the Chicago Mart;
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b. Competition. PLANNING NOTES

Consumer response to fashioo change resultS in -djuttftlientt in the
industry - from the designer't conception to promotion to thd
aVailability, to the consumer acceptance; Risk is a part of every
stage of development and timing is an important factor in the
acceptance or failure bf a fathion idea.

3. Theories of fashion influence;

a. Downward-flow theory (Alto khoWn at the trickle-down or top-down
theory).

This is a result of uppet clast influence on the lower class.

b. HbriZontal-flow theory (also known as the mass-market theory).

Fashions move horizontally betWeen groups co similar social levels
rather than vertically from one level to another.

c; Upward-flow theory (altb khoWn at the bottom-up theory).

This is a result of lower class influence on the upper clatt.

IV. Fathibn Media

A. Consumer PUblications.

1; Functions of fashion magazines.

d. Servet as reporter of fashions;

(1) Often take part in production-and distribution of merchandise.
(?) Editors shop wholesale markets at home and abroad.
0) Work closely with retailert ahd MahUfacturers.

b. Keeps-readers informed about stores where featured merchandise tan be
bought.

c. Shares research studies with merchants in order to know consumer
better.

d; Influences demand for certain fathion products among customers.

2. EkamOles of_fashioo magazines.

a. Vogue; Tow0A,Country, Harper's Bazaari_Gentlemen's Quarterly,
L'OfficielTEigulre - aimed at oldir readers with more money.

b; Seventeen:and inenue - aimed at teedage_Market.
c. MAdeMbite-Ile and Glamour - aimed at college and young adult market.

B Trade Publications;

1. Function of trade publications;

a; AnOyzes fashion trends.
b. Discussesibutiness conditions;
c; Coversconventions and other meetingt bf interest to industry.
d. Conducts market research.
e. Locates:sources of_supply for retailers and manufacturers.
f: Analyzes and reports on foreign matketS.
g. COntains artitles on how to produce, promote, and sell products:

2. Examples of trade publications.

a. WOmen's-Wear_Daily;:the Bible:of the female fashion industty.
b. Intimate Apparel...Han -"-----Attettbritt, B-6-eit and Shoe Recorder:

afted at a tpetifit fash on industry;
c. Men's Wear: aime at the masculine apparel and accestory induttry.

v. ":rendt

A. Definition.

A fashion trend Is the dirert-- 7n which fathiOn it MoVihg.

Manufacturers or merchants mu
or away from maximum acceptanc
actively promote the fashion;

,gnize whether fashions_are moving toward
is then that they decide whether to

t. or to abandon it.
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B. Factors which influence fashion trends.

1. Publicized people.

These people influence fashi;Jn because they:are colorful and intriguirg in
a way that is unique. An awareness of who these people are, what they ai-e
wearing, and to what degree they are admired is an important ouide to the
direction fashion is taking.

a. Political leaders.
b. Royalty.
c. Theatrical personalities.
d. Fashioo nodels.
e. "Jett set" faShion leaderS.

f. Designers.

(1) Forei6h.
(2) Domestic.

2. Dominant events.

Front page fashion is made from front page news. Wars, drastic stock
market changes, new breakthroughs-in science, and politics have all had
d7amatic effects on fashion. (Example: a consciousness of ecology brought
eartntone colors and energy conservation brought the "layered look.")

3. Changes in ideas;

a. Morals and mores.
b. Art forms.
c. Concepts of beauty.

4. Shifts in population distribution by age.

The "Youth Market" and a consciousness of !-eing youthful has been a
result of the increased proportion of young people in our population.

5. Foreign influences.

Fashion conscious travelers bring, exchange, and borrow fashion ideas
from their travels.

6; State of the economy;

ThE return of the "classics" and investment buying-has been a result of
inflation. Many claim a direct relationship between the hemline and the
economy - long skirts; poor economy: or short skirts, good economy.

7. New fabrics and textures;

8. Television.

All current trends_gain great momentum by repeatediexposure through
commercials, television personalities who are supplied with clothes by
fashion manufacturers and the personal r,-.oport these personalities have
with the consumer.

C. Fashion Forecasting

1. Sources of Data.

a. Sales Data.

Merchants need accurate figures available f(T study. They must be
aware of sales figures, stOck on hand, changes in customers'
preferences, and the rate of sale of affected styles. Automation
helps make these figures available for study much more quickly than
ever before.

b. Observations.

The successful merchant will observe what is_generally being worn.
Observations are most helpful if they are made in terni4 Of four
elements of fashion: silhouette, detail, texture, and color.

Successful forecasting requires that the_merchant determine the
target market of customers because the direction Of a trend may vary
in different age, income, and interest groups, and in differing geo-
graphical areas
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c. Trade and Consumer Publications.

VI. Designers

A. Types of Designers.

1. Couture, "name", or high-faShico.

The "name" designer is well known to the fpshion conscious customer.
They are responsible for creating the designs, and choosing the fabric.
texture, and-color for-their designs.- They may even be-involved in the
development of the production model;_as well as make plans for the promo-
tion of the line. Many of these designers work for a firm, such as
Gloria Vanderbilt for Murjanie, Inc.i or-Diane Von Furstenburg for Puritan.
Today,_these designers_who were once associated only with original,
expensive designs are licensing their names to manufacturers of
accessories, home furnishings, cosmetics, and fragrances.

2. Stylist.

The stylist:designer uses his or her_creative_talents to change or:adapt
the successful designs of others. They usually create designs at the
late-rise or early-mass-production stage of the fashion cycle:and must
understand fabric_and style construction as well as the manufacturing
process because the designs are usually adapted at lower prices for mass
consumption.

3. Free-lance artist.

This_designer sells sketches to manufacturers. These sketches may be
adaptations or original designs by the artist-designer. The designs may
reflett the free-lancer's own ideas or the manufacturer's specifications.
When the sketch is delivered to the manufacturer, the free-lancer's job
ends.

B. Fashion History and Designers.

1. Gilbert Adrian (1903=1959).

Adrian was probably responsible for more fashion trends than any Other
designer in the United States. He was Hollywood's highest-priced cou-
turier, designing for such_stars'as RudolphiValentino and Greta Garbo.
He is associated with the 40's silhouette with its wide-shouldered
tailored suits, dolman sleevesi tapered waist, and_pin stripes; He
worked with asymmetric lines, diagonal closings and huge ruffle-topped
sleeves:, and he was greatly influenced by wild animals, zoos, modern and
Egyptian art;

2. Cristobal Balenciaga (1895=1972).

Hisif4tted front;_loose back coats and suits set the stage for an easier
silhouette which followed the tautness of the "New Look." His famous
brown lace dress in a two-piece:style which bypassed the waistline was the
direct ancestor of "unwaisted" styles.

3. Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel (1883-1971).

Chanel made the first short dresses in "hurtle" fabrics such as jerseys-
and tweeds. She was-as responsible as anyone else for the 20's look with
its movement away from corsets; ankle-length skirts, and:long:suit jackets.
The loose-jacket suit and the jersey sports dresses are Chanel's-greatest
contributions to fashion history. She is known as the first modern dress-
maker;

4. Christian Dior (1905-1957).

Natural shoulder lines, flared full skirts, fitted waittlines,:and snug
fitting suit jackets were the fashion brought into the "New Look"
collection in_1947_by Dior.

5. Anne Klein (1921=1974).

She was the biggest single_influence of clothes worn by active career
women and set the example for the American look in sportswear. _Her _

"Big Top" look was a trend setter for the sportswear fashion industry in
'74.
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6. Madame Jeanne Lanvin (1867-1946):

Her house became famous for elegance and the exquisite embroideries.
Lanvin introduced_"le robe" early in the 20's but was still making it ih
the early 40's. She was the first to create a men's wear department, in
1926: And she was the first to have her own perfume house; "My Sin"
being the first perfume created:

7. Claire McCardell (1906-1958).

McCardell concentrated on comfort and function and is credited with
starting the-"casual American look." Some of her many "firsts" were the
monastic dress which was a loose flowing style which wat belted by the
wearer, harem pajamas, the bareback summer dress, and ballet slippers for
street wear.

8. Captain Edward MOlyneux (1894=1974).

He was known as the designer for "ladies" and designed clbthes that would
make the woman stand out, not the dress.- Molyneux is remembered for his
classic style; simpleiand direct; for his purity of line in printed silk
suits with pleated skirts, for his use of zippers to mold the figure, and
his handkerchief point-skirts. Many remember his use of navy blue with
Gauguin pink and bois de rose as accents.

. Normal Norell (1900=1972).

He is acknowledged as dean of:American designers. Norell was the fittt
designer to receive the Coty AMerican Fashion Critics' Aware due to his
setting forth several fundamental trends that greatlyiaffected the entire
fashibn industry: the sequin cocktail dress; the sweater-topped evening
skirt; the revival of the chemise; and fur slacks that set a new fashion
in lounoewear.

10. Paul Poiret (1880-1944).

Poiret banned the corset and created the brassiere. He introduced the
"hobble skirt*" making it difficult-for women to walk. iliis fashions
exhibited extreme orientalism and today his:name:is most frequently re-
lated to boldly colored, prilnary print motifs. Poiret was the first
couturier to_present_perfume and was also the first designer to travel to
foreign countries with his twelve mannequins.

11. Elsa Schiaparelli (1890-1973).

Schiapareri's fathion career was launched with her hand-knit sweaters in
modern-designs. She loved to try anything new and was one of tht firtt
designers tojadopt the zipper for a fastener. She was considered a genius
for the exotic accessories and bizarre use of color_combinations. "Shock-
ing_pink" made her famous and her trademark was "ugly chic", A Symptom of
snobbish pre-war SOCiety.

12. Mme. Madeline 1dionnet (18771975).

She was the first designer in modern history-to cut fabrics on the bias.
She, along with Paul Poiret, took women out of corsets_. The halter C,
cowl neckline resulted from this bias cutting: Working on a half-scale
mannequin, Vionnet designed wide open necklines and over the head dresses
an, styles that reflected the curves of a woman's body.

C. Contemporary Designers

1. Geoffrey Beene.

a. Made_Lynda Bird Johnson's wedding gown.
b. In 1970, popularized the "Beene 8ag"i and men's wear.
c. His influence is felt in jewelry, scarves, bathing suits, handbags,

and perfume.

2. Bill Blass.

a.
b.

c.

Is no'Led for women's classic sportswear in men's fabrics.
Women's-sportswear is known as Blassport, men's spertswear
Blasslook.

His influence is seen
sheetsi and towels,

Albert Capraro.

. Designs romantic but
mcderate price.

b. Designed for First Lady, Betty Ford.

s known

in luggage, scarves, men's ;Irooming products,

casual Clbthes combining luxurY and comfort at
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4. Pierre Cardin.

a. First_Paris couturier to sell his own ready-tb-wear (RTW).
b. lh 1966 developed the first "nude" look.
c. His line_includes_men's; women's; and children's fashions and accetSo-

ries that extend from ties to toiletries -.61so towels, sheets,
blankets, and luggage.

d. Is considered the leading couturier designing fbr both texet.

5. Oleg CatSihi.

a: Was the official couturier for Mrt. John F. Kennedy.
b. Men's wear collectiOn is known and sold internationally.

6. Oscar de la Renta;

6. Ih 1967, his Russian and Gypsy fashion themes were pacesetters for
ethnic_fashion period;

b: In 1968; he betaMe the leading AMerican men's wear designer.

7. Anne Fogarty.

a. Was the creator of the petticoated shirtwaist dress and the "Paper
Doll" silhouette.

b. Designed the first American bikini (tiny and feminine With rows of
late).

8. Hubert de Givenchy.

a. Became-famous for-"Bettina" blouse (a_peasant shape in shirting
material with wide open neck and ruffled sleeve3).

b. In 1960, he introduced perfumes., I972-men1s cosmetics.
_

c. Recently introduced men's underwear line and ladies stockings.

9. Gucci.

a. Is mostly_noted for_production of_leather goods.
b. Quality of merchandise is controlled through thp insistance Of hand

Trademark is the noted "GG".
d. Hit latest venture is collection of men's and women's apparel in RTW.

10. Halston;

a. Began his career as millinery designer.
b. Originated famous scarf hat;
c. Designed:pillbox hat for Mrs. John F. Kennedy:
d. His-simple classics made him most talked about designer of 70's.
e. Plans for total; designing everything from ladies and men't RTW to

luggage, to perfume, and to various accessories.
f. Typical designs include the classic ultra-suede dress.

1 . Calvin Klein.

a; Is a contemporary:classicist
b. Designs clothes which mix or match perfectly, and never overpower the

woman who wears them.-
c. His signature color is "brown": His apartment, his clothes, his show-

room and his car are brown and white.
d. Designs sweaters, pants, skirts, dresses, shirts, coat!, capes, and

bedclothes.

12. Ralph Lauren.

a. Chose "Polo" as teade name.
b. Began his-designing with men's_ties.
c. Was the wardrobe designer for leading male roles in the "Great

Gator.
d. Became known as the "new traditionalist" when he me-introduced the wide

tie. -

-6. Now designs male and female fashions of fine quality, exact detailing,
and expensive purelabrics;

f. Recently introdUced perfumes and men's toiletries in his line.

13. Mary Omit;

a. Was the &Signer credited with starting the "Mod Look" of the 50's.
b. Her_styles took fashlon from the rich and privileged and gave it to

youth.
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:Nr: NOTES14. YveS St. Laurent. PLAV

8. IS CohSidered the Mbst influential mbdern designer for the sophistica-
ted woman.

b. Is known for his trapeze line; pea jacket; ahd the nude look in see-
through shirts ahd transparent dresses over nude body stockings (1966).

U. Additional Contemporary Designers

1. Mart Bbhah.
2. Donald Brooks.

Bonnie Cashin.
4. Giorgio Di Sant 'Angelo.
5. Diane Von Fursterberg.
6. JOrdaChe.
7. Donna Karan
8: Karl Lagerfeld.
9. LatoSta.

10. Guy Laroche.
11. bob McIntosh.
12. Bob Mackie:-
13: Mary McFadden:
14. Veil MaxWell.
15. Fmilio Pucci.
16: Sasson.
17. Gloria Vanderbilt.

E. Influence of Designers

Perhaps more than at any other time in history, designers are influencing the
fashion industry. The late 70's and early 80'5 show evidence of their influ-
ence in the demand being exhibited-by both male and female consumers for
"label" fashions: Blue jeans; once only for the less sophisticated, are an
a'.:cepted fashion even in Classier settings - but only-if they bear-the label
of-a designer name on the hip pocket. Perfumes and men's toiletries bear
designer names and are turning into multi-billion dollar industries. Even
thildreh's clothes are carrying 'Ugh-price tags and the name of a noted
designer. Designer logos can be :een (and recognized by consumers) on e:ery-
tMng from men's ties, tOWels and SheetS, to luggage and other leather items.
The 80's are truly a time for the designer to have a "heyday."

VII. Store Organization

A. Types of Fashioh Petailers

1: Department store

Seeks to provi(le_fo) customers of all ages and both &exes everything they
need or want im tne way of wearing apparel and home furnishings.

Store is divided into separate departments, each department having a
manager and/or_bu.,:er

b. Most consist of a downtown store and suburban satellite store.; loulted
in prime shopping areas.

c. Operate with a "Flagship Division" - the downtown or central location
where executive, merchandising, and promotional staffs are concen-
trated. -

d. Offer services such as delivery of merchandise, privileges of credit,
and personal service of trained sales staff

2. Junior Department Store.

Fully departmentalized; bLt carries few or none of the home furnishings
lihe.

3. Exclusive Specialty Shop.

Deals with single type of merchandise, catering to a wealthy and fashion-
minded clientele .

a.

b.

Strength of shop lies in its distinctive merchandise and prestige as
fashion-authority.
May deal in men'S and,/,), womPri's apparel and accessories.
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4. Other Specialty_Shop.

Carry a large assortment of merchandise Within the hartew liMitS of
customer's personal needs such as maternity fashions, or fashions for the
exceptionally tall or stout or tiny:

5. variety store.

Makes quick selection of low-priced leYthandiSe availabla tO cUsbmer's by
use of check-out CoUnters, racks and bins, and shop7ing baskets.

6. Demonstration Store.

Highly specialized store that is run for the behefit of a single manu-
facturer's goods, such as a cosmetic line (Merle Norman).

7. Discount HoUSe.

Deals with mass distribution with minimum service and emphasis upon bar-
gains.

8. Franchise Store.

Owned by a local manager Who buys most of the merchandise from the fran-
chisor_in order_toiuse the flrm's name: _Parent_fitm helps select the site,
designs the store and fixtures; and Supplies all or most of the merchan-
diSe.

9. Chain Store.

Group of stores, centrally owned; each handling very similar goods that
are merchandised from a central headquarters.

10. Boutique Shop._

Small store with special quality and flaVet that COMOS from the individu-
ality of itt merchandise and the attractive, non-traditional way in which
the merchandise is presented;

a. Tties to group merchandise-in a way that-the customer_will'wear it;
making:it easier and_more convenient to shop for a total look;

b. The decor of the boutique is another element that sets it apart from
conventionalistores.___

c. If alboutique style becomes a popular best Seller, the beUtique
usually loses ihtereSt ih it AS they are dedicated to newness, exclu-
siVely, and few of a kind designs.

B. Leading Fashion Department Stores

1. Macy's.
2 Hudson's.
3. Marshall Field & Co.
4; May Co;
5. BlOomlngdale's.
6. Abraham & Straus.
7. Foley's.
8. BUlletk't.
9. Lord & Taylor.

10. Jordan Marsh.
11 Rith'S.
12. I. Magnin:

III. Career Opportunities in Fashion Industry

A. Careers in_MenUfacturing.

1. Raw Materials Industries.
2. Apparel Trades.
3. Accessories Trades.
4; Home Sewing.

00portunities in'these industries include:_ fashion expettS-, febtit deti§hers,
fabric_librarians, fabric stylists, édUtetiOnel and industry consultants,
apparel and accessories designers, assistant designers, pattern makett,
sketchers, sample makers, showroom and sales reptesentativet, coordination and
publicity.

B. Careers in Retailing

1. MerchändiSing Careers.

a. Sales.
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b. Heod of sibCk.

Responsible for the conditien of stock in the department and reports
any informaticn to the buyer.

e. Departrent manager.
d. Assistant buyer.
e. Buyer.

Betponible Tor buyin9 merchandise
group c stres, running each as a

rYviSion,fl merchanOise menager.

Coordinaces merdiandising efforts of several departmentS.

aeneral merchandise Mger

Heads merchandising efforts Of teVeral departments or group of stores:

9.

for a department, a store, or a
profitable business operation.

n. Top mana9ement.

Y.esponsible for -every phaSe of the store's operation and directions.

Z. Sales Promotion Careers.

AdVetiSing staff:
b. Publicity and public relations staff.
c. Vis4a1 Mettnandising Staff.
d. Fashion coordination.

This career is partly merchandising and partly promotion involves
working with_a_great_pmny people; frominerchandise information re-
sources to store staff to customers and makes recommendations rather
tnam giving direct orders. Buyers often-stake part_of the_budget on
the coordinator's judgment, advertiserents are written in line With
these judgments, and sale5 training SeSSionS are Staged with the help
of the fashion coordinator.

Sales Supporting Careers.

a. Training department.
b. Pe...sonnel departgent.
t. Accounting department.
d. Customer services and adjustments.

4. Resident Buying.

a. Market representative.

Work in fashion market daily looking at lines; checking on supply and
delivery conditions; and analyzing neW trends work with buyers of
stores they represent.

b: Fashion coordinator.

Knows the market,-does fashion forecasting, and works with oember
stores management staffs and fashion offices.

C. Careers in Fashion Service Organizations

1. Advertising Agencies.

a. Account executive.
b: Copywriter.
c. Artist.
ci: Fashion_coordinator:
e. Clerical and secretarial.

2. Consumer Publications:

a. Fashion editor.

Must discover what readers respond to, locate the fashion market; and
illustrate examples of the right fashions at the right time - this in-
cludes writing press releases for wire services and going into the
market for current fashion information.

b. Merchandising

Work to make sure readers-anywhere in the_country can buy editorially
featured merchandise and also offer retailers practital advice about
how to merchandise, promote, and display featured items.

Advertising Sales.

O. Trade Publications

Fashion Overvtew
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E. Consulting Services

Syndicated service whith covers and interprets news so that subscribers can be
guided by view-of skilled observers in successful buying, merchandising, and
coordinating activities;

F. Television

Fashion oriented specialittt create fashion commercials for client producers
and retailers.

G. Trade Associations

Involve research, publicity, public relations work, handling legislative con-
txts, conventions, publishing periodicals, running trade shows, and other
services which members may require - example, National Retail Merchants
Association.

H. Entrepreneurship

Owning your own Store.

Fashtonlwervi4w
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OVERVIEW OF THE FASHION INDUSTRY

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER:_ (See page 20) Give students 20 to 25 minutes to see how many words they can
locate in the puz2le: Students should leave the puzzle turned face down until they are given a starting
time.

You may choose to make an overhead transparency of the puzzle_and:divide_the class into two teats Flip a
coin-to see which team goes first. Team members are to_take turns_coming to the overhead_projector and
circling the word they have discovered in the puzzle. A team receives one point for circling each new word.
If the 17.are team member is able to define the word s/he has cirCled, that team receives an additional point.
When a team member fails to circle and define a word; that team looses a turn. If a member of the opposing
team can define the word missed by-TFi-competing team, then his/her team receives two (2) points. Each team
member must receive a _turn before starting_through second turns. There are thirty-nine (39) words in the
puzzle. Some of the words are given more than once; however, repetition builds familiarity. Two (2) words
are circled on the puzzle to serve as examples for the students.

Students:are to bring to class any_apparel and accessory items they can possibly locate that are of any
sig Acance to fashion history. The items may range from hats, gloves, bags, jewelry,itindergarments; shoes
ties; coats, etc. to skirts, dresses, slacks. Many of these items may be secured from the students own
attics or basements or from friends and relatives.

The studentt shbbld tell the class the period of time in which the item(s) was/were fashionable and point
out any sig ificant features, styles, or details of the item(s) as they relate to the past and to the
styles of tLday.

Have the students read Guide to Fashion Merchandise Knowledge, Volume I., pp. 45-68.

Have students create-a bulletin board or a display with fashions_dating_from the 1900's - 1980's. This
may be designed using actual items-or through magazine illUttrations,_sketches, or other original ideas
of students. Competition-always:stimulates_creativity. Divide the class into two or three teams to see
which team can have the most interesting and creative projett.

Studeuts_are to_bring to class and report on a newspaper or magazine article that relates to the influence
society has on the fashion industry. The articles may relate to ecology, war, movies, designers; etc.

If possible, give each student a consumer or trade publication or allow students to share:magazines. Have
ttudentt lobk through these for fashion promotions (cosmetics, men's toiletries; apparel and accessory
items). Have the students explain what psychological impact these promoticls are trying te have 06 the
consumer. (i.e. sexual attractiveness, comfort, leadership, social approval; etc:)

Give students magazines and have them look for-the incoming trends_fur the season._ Only allow the students
approximately 15 to 20 minutes to-do this; Then ask them to report to the class at least one trend they
noted that was dominant in their particular magazine: :Thei should also cite the magazine they used, as
this will determine styles for various:ages and sex: (StU,ents should nbte colors, lengths, lapel widtFis,
sleeve styling, cosmetic colorings; hair treatments, et- !

Have two o three_students_share a trade_publication,- Let-the students discuss in their snall groups tae SA-8
information:they found_to be:evident_in this type publication compared to information they find in con-
sumer:publications. After studentt have :discussed these differences in their small groups, have a member
of_the group:report or_discuss their findings with the entire class. (They should find that more_of the
information is directed:to the industry rather than to consumers, including information such as cons umer
research surveys, supplier information, business ecmomics, conventions, etc.)

Have-several students interview the buyers or department managers of apparel:and accessories in_the SA-9
leading fashion stores in the community (this should include coverage_of_male, femalc., and children's
apparel and accessories). Students may use the interview questions provided for thit activity aS
guideline. They should report their findings 'o the class: See page 22:

Divide the class into three or four groups. Give-the groups.about:five (5) minutes together to_see which SA-10
group can list the most television and movie personeities that help to set fashion trends and influence
consumers. (Example: Johnny Carson; Magnum; Farah Fawcett Majors)

Have students bring-any available_designer label faShions tb class. (This could include apparel and SA-11
accessories; perfumes and toiletries, luggage, belts, glasses,Ilinens, stockings, etc.) Discuss the
costs of designer label merchandise comoared to national or private brand label merchandise.

Divide the_class into three-or four groups, depending on the class size. Each group is to develop two (2) SA-12
posters.__The first poster it to exhibit the names of several designers and the second is to include
illustrations shbwing their designs for this season.

SA-1

SP-2

SA-3

SA-4

SA-E

!-1-6

SA-7

Have the student interview five people of assorted ages, sex, and race to find out which stor is their
NI preference when shooping for apparels and accessories. Indicate_why they have this prefet.nce and
do they know what type of store their favorite store represents, such as boutiqUe, speCialty shop; de-
partment store, etc.

29
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SA-1

FASHION MERCHANDISING TERMINOLOGY

Find as many fashion merchandising:terms in this :word puzzle as you possibly
can in the allotted time. The words may be found vertically or horizontally
in the puzzle. DO NOT BEGIN UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO.

BrA-PPARTELIMOULCEXWCPBLINGERIENOQVY

KTWCDERWYXVUOPQTXYRWCEACHUOWRCWX
QWERE

YUERB

WCY
A

XYWI01
ZYWIOI
UWYZIN

AILINGYIOWTPXRYJRAGSHEIOPW
SICSTOCKIPRYIOWIMHGLXHYWEI
DCSWBIWOPLINGERIEHWEYUIOPW
XPWEIOPWRBYWIX?WNCNEOPHWQU

NTIMATEAPPARELVCIMIPWRECWX
ERTAABRETUPERIODDNQEVCDRTY

ODESIkNOPRETAILINGUTOPIXPRICEXIO
ZXCIQWERVKBRGLOPTOPHOUSEQWERTYXP
QRULINEVBEEGSHJKLWRUI9TEXTUREWER
PERHFECTHTRAFFICLEIQWERYUIOPXERT
CUCOSTUMEHICGHIOQWCRXEICRVTBYULF
WRTUIOXECFGCHEWSXEEVBWCBWCTBQWEB

IPREECTBQWKESESTOPQWXTTURNOVERYB
XZWTHOTITEMSCTRUNKSHOWYUIODEWTBQ
BNNTYUIOPQEOCTBMWETYCOQRTCINBNOP
BNWEUIOPRYRRIOREADYTOWEARQRDCOEI
YUBIOUGTRECIJKLPGEETUCYVENDORPGF
QMERCHANDISEHJIOPTBRIXEBQXTRAGSZ
IOPWERTYEVCSTYLEHANMUETYUIOPGJKL
QRTYXIOPTETYUIILPIXHRESOURCESOPW
UIPRICERANGEWENUOLXIIXETWRECWRIB
UPERIGHIIXNWGYEIOSXREBIWOPQWXTZS
SRTWEBWQLBIOPEBIOXPVRIUWOPBQEBXW
WBQTXTWBSOPWIBYIWHOPGHIWPQWTXBYI
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KEY: SA

FASHION MERCHANDISING TERMINOLOGY

Find as many fashion merchandising terms ih this Word puzzle as you possi b
can in the al 1 otted time. The wordt filay be-found verti cal ly or hori zontal
in the puzzle. DO NOT BEGIN UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO.

BIAPPARIELIMOULCEXWCP

KTWCDERWYXVUOPQTXY

QWEIJR-ETAIL ING1Y I OWTP

Y U E RtA4ICSTOCKI P R Y

XVYCY I DCSWBIWOPIL:IN

XY WI OIL XPWE IOPWRBYW

ZYWIOI-1-NTIIM'ATEAPP

UWYZI

B(LIN,GERINOQVY
RWCEACHUOWRCWX

XRYJRAGSHE IOPW
I 0 WIM1HGLIXHYWEI

GER IrE1HWE.IYUIOPW

I XPW1:CNEIOP HWQU

AIREOVCTMIP:WRECWX

DRTYNERTAABiRiETUPERIODDNQEIVC
GNtO

-I
PrRET1ATILI N G1U I 0 P I X LCEX I 0

KBRiGIL OPITOriff 0 1QWERTYXPZXCIQWER V

QRUL INEIVB

PERHFECTHITR_Ar_F

CUCOSTUMEtHICGH

WRTUIOXECFG

IPREECTBQW
XZWTHOTITE
BNNTYUIOPQE
BNWEUIOPRYR

EEGLS_IFIJKLWRUI0 EXJ_URAWER

CLL IQWERYUIOPXERT
CRXE I CR VTBYULF

X

I 0:QW
I

CHEWS1XE EVBWC1BWCTBQWEB

E,SES110PQWWURNOV,ERJYB
1

I
C I T_ R K S H 0 W__I Y U I OP EiWT BQ

1
I

OCTBM!WETYCIOQRTCINIBNOP
1

I-+
R I 0{RIE A DIY T 0110,LLA RIIQ IV* 0 E I

3K L P GE E T 11;C YEicJ" N-1).:5P G F

HJI OPTBRTIXEBQXTERAqSIZ
,

YUBIOUGTREC I

QIMERCHA4DISE
TOPWERTYEVCSTrLEIHAN
ORTYXI6PTET YUI ILPI X
UIrP-1-i---ICERANGLIWENUOL X

UPER I GH I IXNWGYEJI OS X

SR TWEBWQLB IOPEB I OXP

WBQTXTWBSJOPWTBY I WHO

WET YUIOPGJKI
P W

I4ETWRECWR7B
E8 I WOPQWXT ZS

11140PBOEBXW

PGHI WPQWTXBYI
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SA-9

SUGGESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWING

THE BUYER/DEPARTMENT MANAGER OF A LEADING FASHION STORE

1. What are the incoming trends across the nation for this season?
(Examples: "The look", dominant colors, accessories, hemlines,
coat lapels, tie widths and styles, neckline treatments,
silhouette, sleeve styles, etc.)

2. Will these same trends be true for this geographical area?

3. If not, what are the expected trends for this community?

4. What trends appear to be declining across the country?

5. What trends appear to be declining in this geographical area?

6. What:it:the target market (age, income, race, etc.) for this
particular store?

7. What_fashions will this_store_carry more of this year than they did
in this same season last year?

8. Which:fashions will this store carry less Of this year than it did
in this same season last year?

9. What are the reasons for the answers to " " and "8"?

Fashion Overview
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Unit I - Fashion Overview

Hr/-1 Fashion Merchandising Vocabulary

TM-1 The Fashion Image
TM-2 Fashion Cycles
TM-3 Fashion Mediv- Using_magazine titles (i.e. Madamolsell&,

Glamour, Gentlemen's Quarterly) develop a collage or bulletin
board.

Fashion Overview
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HO-1

FASHION MERCHANDISING VOCABULARY

ACCESSORIES: items which are worn with larger items such as dresses,
SUits, sportswear; includes jewelry; neckwear, small leather
goods, millinery, gloves; hosiery, shoes, etc.

APPAREL: those items a person wears or carriet in order to complete
an outt. In the indUttry "Warel" refers only to sportswear,
coats, dresses, and suits;

BASIC STOCK: those items which are in constant demand and should
always be kept in stock throughout a season or year.

BEST SELLER (or RUNNER):i merchandise that sells fast throughout the
seaSOn or year and is reordered many times in order to meet
customer demand;

BUYER: the person responsible for budgeting and planning the expendi-
tures for a business, Selecting the actual merchandise for resale,
and deciding what is to be advertised or displayed and why.

COSTUME: referc to suit, coFt, or dress, with coordinated accessories.

COUTURE HOUSE: apparel firm for which designer original styles are
created.

COUTURIER (M.) br COUTURIERE (f.):_ male or female proprietor or
de-signer of a French couture house.

DESIGN: a particular version, interpretation, or variation of a style;
often referred to as a "style" in the fashion industry.

DESIGNER: person who creates original garments in the fashion industry.

DETAILS: specific elements which give a silhouette its form or shape.

EXCLUSIVEiMERCHANDISE: merthandise confined to a particular store
Within a given trading area and not available in other stores in
that metro market.

FASHION FORECASTING: predicting the trend of fashion according to
prevailing elements in all the fashion industries.

FASHION IMAGE: reflects the de ree of fashion leadership the store
exercises.

FOUNDATIONS: trade term for women's undergartentt.

GARMENTIDISTRICT:: refers to the ared in any city where the fashion
ihduwy is dominant; Seventh Avenue in New York City is
referred to as the "Garment District."

FathiOn Overview
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HO=1

HOT ITEMS: items which demonstrate greater customer acceptance than
was expected.

IMPULSE ITEMS: merchandise purchased on spur of t e moment decision
rather than as a result of planning.

INTIMATE APPAREL (or LINGERIE): trade term for women'S lingerie,
foundations, and loungewear.

KNOCK=OFF: a close reproduction of design of an apparel or textile
product which sells for a lower price than the original.

LINE: a collection of styles offered by a manufacturer or designer.

LINGERIE: see "intimate apparel."

LOW END: least expensive merchandise.

MARKET: group of potential consumers; also refers to the area in
which merchandise is bought and SOld.

MARKETING: :thOse business activities connected with directing the flow
of goOdS from the producer to the consumer;

MARKET WEEK: the week in which buyers attend fashion showings by
wholesalers to view the lines for a particular season.

NATIONAL BRAND: : merchandise which is nationally advertised and
distributed by a manufacturer.

OPEN-TO-BUY: the amount of money available for the buyer to spend
during a specified period.

ORIGINAL:1_ design creatdd for showing in a collection; however,
duplicates of the design are often made for selling and are
called "repeats."

PRICE LINE: specific price point at which a merchandise assortment is
regularly offered for sale.

PRICE RANGE: the spread between the lowest and highest price at which
a product is offered for sale,

PRIVATE BRAND (or PRIVATE LABEL): merchandise developed for a given
store and carrying that store's label.

RAGS: slang term for apparel.

READY-TO-WEAR: a2parel which is mass produced to standard size
measurements.

Fashion Overview
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HO-1

RESOURCE: merchant from whom a store buys or acce2ts merchandise; also
known as a "vendor;"

RETARING: the purchasing of merchandiSe for resale tc the ultimate
consumer.

RUNNER: see "best seller."

SEASONAL MERCHANDISE: _merchandise purchased for a particular season
to meet customer demand.

SEVENTH AVENUE: New York's garment district.

SILHOUETTE: the overall contour or outline of F costume; alto referred
to as "shape" cr "form."

SKIMMING:THE CREAM: being first with the "most wanted" items and
having enough in stock to meet customer demand during the stimulated
sales period.

SLEEPER: a fashion overlooked by buyers or fashion:editors which becomes
popular:without promotion and betomes a potential "hot item" with
aggressive promotion;

STORE IMAGE: the personality that is presented to the public by the
st,re.

STORE'S OWN BRAND (S.:0. B.): merchandise Which is presumably less ex-
pensive than national brands and is the private brand of the store.

STYLE: a_specific design of one garment which stays constant; tuch at
the princess, shirtwaist, and double-breatted ttylet.

STYLE PIRACY: see "knock-off."

13th MONTH: refers to the five shopping days between Christmas and
New Year's.

TEXTURE: the look and feel of various materials and fabrics;

TOP HOUSE: the largest and best-known of the fashion houses.

TRAFFIC: the number of potential and actual cuttomers who enter the
St:Jr-0 Or departMent.

TRUNK SHOW: pre-testing of current line samples; involves a producer's
sending a representative to a store_ with samples to exhibit to
customers at scheduled, announced showings.

TURNOVER: :number of:times in a given period that merchandise in stock
it tOld and replaced.

Fashion Overview
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HO-1

UNISEX MERCHANDISE: apparel and accessories designed for both men and
women.

VENDOR: see "resource."

VISUALIMERCHANDISING: pi-eoouly kn-own as display; presenting merchan-
dite for MaXimum traffic exposure and for visual sales appeal.

YOUTH MARKET: population under 25 years of age who are primarily
interested in the new, unusual or different; often in opposition
to the older generation.

Fashion Overview
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THE FASHION IMAGE

10 years before its time a fashion looks INDECENT

5 years befOre itS tittle a fathiOn lbOks SHAMELESS

1 year befOre its time a fashion looks OUTRAGEOUS

In its time a fashion looks SMART

1 year after its time a fashion looks DOWDY

10 yeait after its time a fashion looks HIDEOUS

20 ears after its time a fashion lookS RIDICULOUS

30 yeatt after its time a fashion looks AMUSING

50 years after its time a fashion lool.c QUAINT

70 years after its time a fashion looks CHARMING

100 yeait after itS time a fashion looks ROMANTIC

150 years after its time a fashion looks BEAUTIFUL

3 3
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FIGURE I

Rise

(High Prices

FASHION CYCLES

Mass Sales
(Popular Pr'cW

De-cline

(Discount Prices)

TM-2

Introduction
(Highest Frices)

FIGURE JI

Rise
(High Prices

Obsolescence and Abandonment
(Half-prite or '.)low)

Mass Sales
Topular Prices)

Decline
Discount Prices)

Introduction
(HigheSt Prices)

FIGURE III

Rise

(High Prices)

Mas les

Popula ices)

Obsolescence and
Abandonment

(Half-price or below)

Introduction
(Highest Prices)

Decl.ku
(Discount Prices)

Obsolescence and
Abandonment

(Half-price or below)

The highest point of the curve represents the relative quantity of sales at
that point as compared with any other point. The horizontal axis represents
the period of time it takes for the fashion to reach acceptance and then
become abandoned. Figure I is representative of a short-run cycle (fads).
Figure II and III are representative of long=run cycles, depending on the
familiarity of the fashions when tney are introduced (staple and classic
or basic fashions).

Fashion Overview
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TARLE-OVS-PECIFICATIONS FOR TEST-CONSTRUCTIOR

PROGRAM AREA Marketing and Distributive Education

111 COURSE NAME
Fashion Merchandising

UNIT Overv-i-ew--tifthashion Industr

CoMpetenty

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME
Total_

No. of
Items

Cognitive Level*

I II III

Performance " t
0m
s

001. Demonstrate knowledge of fashion industry terminology.

002. Demonstrate knowledge of fashion history and how it relates to
today's fashion;

X

003. Demonstrate knowledge of the fashiOn industry'S cycles of merchan-
dise acceptance;

X X

004. Demonstrate knowledge of the geographic movement of fashion. X

005. Read current fashion and trade magazines 3nd newspapers to keep
informed of current trends.

006. Adjust and adapt to new and unique ideas and situations;

007. Identify incoming fashion trends.

OW Demonstrateiknowleage ot the leading tasnion designers,
characteristit featUres of their fashions, trends they are
currently setting, etc.

O. Identify ways-fashion designers influence the sale of apparel and

aLczelam_ammchandise_;

*LEVEL I - Recall, II - Comprehension, III - Application
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COMPETENCY 001

lial=1MININErnik.
COMPETENCY 001: Demonstrate knowledge of fashion industry terminology.

TEST ITEM 001-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Readieachiof the following:statements about fashion
industry terminelegy and determine ifieach statement is true or false. Write
the correct retpdhse (true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. Staple fashions are often very daring and are the faVorite garments
of the "most" fashion conscious person;

2. TheiStYle of an article is those characteristics of that particular
article which make it different from other articles of the same
type;

3. Livateibrands_are those which are advertised:and:sold over the
Unit.ed:States in a variety of stores and are the most popular names
in fashion;

4. The largest and best known fashion houses are called top houses."

5. A fashion image is the thought which comes to mind when a person
thinks of the personality of a particular store, designer, or
garment.

Fashion Overview
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TEST ITEM 001-00-12

IltNSTRUCTiONS:TO_ STuDENTS_: Read each of the_fol'-wing incomplete senten:es. Deter-
nnnev-ia,T7iieE57Tvetion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write
the letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. GOOdt that carry the label Of the_retailer who sells them, rather than a

manufacturer's brand name, are called:

a. sample brands .

b. private brands;
c. national brands;
d. retailer brands.

2. Fashions which are accepted uy a large group of people for a very short
period of time are:

a. high fashions.
b. haute couture fashions .

c. fad fashions.
d. classic fashions.

. A fashion which will be in gond taste and style over an extended period
of time and will therefore t; a good investment is a:

a. haute couture fashion.
b. classic fashion.
c. staple fashion_
d. custom-made fashion.

4. A copy of an original designer fashion is known in the fathion industry as:

a. a haute couture fashion.
b. a knock-over.
c. a sleeper,_
d. a knock-off.

5. The entire collection shown at the beginning of a season by a designer
or manufacturer is known as a:

a. line.

b. runner.
C. style.
d. fashion show.

3
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TEST ITEM 001-11-13

INSTRUCTIONS TOSTUDENTS:1Jn Column I are statements defining fashon terminology.
From the terms_in Column II, se-TiaTRe one which is most appropriate for each item
in Column I. Reco7cIThTTitter of your choice in the space provided to the left.

eoujti i COLUMN II

I. The prevailing style accepted and used a. apparel
by a particular group of people at a
particular time. b. classic

2. Fashions accepted by the elite among c. design
consumers, those who are first to accept
fashion change. d. fad

3. Styles widely accepted that are menu- e. fashion
factured and sold in large quantities
at moderate to low prices. f. high fashion

4. Everything that a person wears or g. mass fashion
carries to complete an outfit.

5. The characteristic or distinctive way
a garment looks that makes it different
from other garments.

6. A specific interpretation or variation
of a style.

7. A short-lived fashion.

8. A style or design that remains "in
fashion"over a long period of time.

Fashion Overview
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COMPETENCY 002

COMPETENCY 002: Demonstrate knowledge of fas;linn history and how it relates to
today's fashion.

TEST ITEM 002-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about the history
of fashion merchandising and determine if each statement is true or false. Write
the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. "Flapper" was a term applied to certain fashionable women of the 30'

2. Christian Dior introduced the "New Look" in the 40's.

3. The fastest growing clothing classiflration in the early 70's was that
of sportswear and the casual look.

4. In the 20's women were greatly influenced in fashion by the images of
beauty which they saw on the movie screen.

5. The chewise or "sack" dress was introduced to America in the 20's and
again in the 50's.

411/IST ITEM 002=00=12

IRSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: In Column I are statements describing historical fashions
since the 1900's.-77-75T7the terms in Column II, select the one which is most appro-
priate for each item in Column I. Record the letter of your choice in the space
Provided to the left.

COLUMN I

1. Grew in popularity due to the war restrictions
on fabric and became the working girl's basic
fashion.

2. Completely loose unbelted dress that swept the
country in the late 50's.

. Name given to the fashion conscious woman of the
20's who followed fashion to the limit.

4. High-waisted skirt fitting close to the hips
and caught in a straight band across the front.

5. The look of the 40's with feminine curves,
tiny waist, great fullness, and longer shirts.

6. Known in the 80's as the "Preppy" look.

45
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COLUMN II

a. Flapper

b. Gibson Girl

c. "Hobble" skirt

d. Ivy-League look

e. "New Look"

f. Sack or chemise

g. Shirtwaist dress



TEST ITEM 002-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Given the following fashions in Column I, in Column II
tell the decade the fashion became popular, and i, Column III give the reason it
became popular. The reason may either by a sociological factor or an economical
factor.

COLUMN I

(Fashion)

COLUMN 11
(Decade it

became popular

COLUMN III
(Reason for the popularity

of_the fashion)___

( ) Leisure suit
for men

(2) Chemise
(Not the "sack")

(3) Shirtwaist

(4) Dirndl

,

(5) Pants and
Pantsuits for
Women

4 6
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COMPETENCY 003

AIMEMP

COMPETENCY 003: Demonstrate knowledge of the fashion industry's cycles of
merchandise acceptance.

TEST ITEM 003=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read eath Of the rollowing statements about fashion
cycles and determine if each statement is true or false. Write the correct retponSe
(true or f lse) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. The general xrEvel of any fashion cycle is that a style is born,
matures, and dies.

2. Fashions that at-4 unfamiliar to consumee.s tend tOirise Very qUickly
in the fashioncyc1 as cuStomerS are alwayt loOking for something
very new and different.

3. Fashions that rise quickly in acceptance and decline quickly in
popularity are known as "fads."

4. Fashion cycles aid the buyer in effectively timing the markdowns
of merchandise.

5. The prices are most expensive to the consumer when the new merchan=
dise has reached mass sales and everyone wants to buy the same
thing.

4 7
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TEST ITEM 003-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: A skeleton fashion cycle is provided below. Each step

on the fashion cycle is numbered. In Column__1, identify the step of the fashion

cycle with its corresponding number. In Column II, identify the price level at
which the merchandise is generally offered for tfia particular step on the cycle.

Step 2

Step3

Step 4

Step 1
FASHION CYCLE Step 5

COLUMN_1 COLUMN II

(Identify the step) (Identify the price level)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

4 8
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TEST ITEM 003=00=13

_INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In Column I are statements related to the fashion cycle

of merchandise acceptance. From the fashion cycle terms in Column II, select the
one which is most appropriate for each item in Column I. Record the letter of
your choice in the space provided to the left.

COLUMN I COLUMN II

1. Racks of merchandise are greatly reduced
in price in the retail stores.

2. Manufacturers begin to copy the new design
in such a way that it can be mass produced
at popular prices.

The new design is producei in small quanti-
ties at high costs to the consumer who wants
something "new and different."

4. Manufacturers completely discontinue making
the style and the retailer marks the items
at half-price or less.

5. The design is at its peak in public sales
acceptance and the retailer is making an
acceptable profit.

4 9
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COMPETENCY 004

11.

ww......m.
COMPETENCY 004: Demonstrate knowledge of the geographic movement of fashion.

TEST ITEM 004-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about the influence
of fashion on society and determine if each statement is true or false. Write the
correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. According to the downward-flow theory, the lo_er class would not be
affected by the fashion trends set by the upper class.

2. Geographic factors play a big role in whether or not certain fashion
trends are accepted for a specific Frea of the country.

3. The increase in sales promotion and communications has helped make
the country fashion conscious.

The increased demand for "designer label" merchandise has resulted
in increased competition among designers.

5. When fashions move horizontally between groups on a similar social
level rather than going up or down from one level to another, the
fashion influence theory is known as the mass-market theory.

Fashion Overview
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COMPETENCY 005

COMPETENCY 005: Read current fashion and trade magazines and newspapers to keep
informed on current trends

TEST ITEM 005-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO iSTUDENT5;: Listisix -.magazines and newspapers that are informative
Of Current ti-ends in faShidn. Be-side each indicate whether it is a trade magazine/
newspaper or consumer magazine/newspaper.

MAGAZINE/NEWSPAPER TRADE/CONSUMER

2.

3.

5.

6.

Fashion Overview
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TEST ITEM 005=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO_STUDENTS: Read eaCh Of the following statements about fashioi media
and deterMine if eiCh statement is true or false. Writo the correct response (true
or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

Consumer publications help
and manufacturers.

locate sources of supply for retailerS

UOfficiel emphasizes haute couture fashion and aims its publication
at the more mature readers with more money.

3. Women's Wear Daily is a consumer publication aimed at the housewife
who wants to know the trends that are being set daily in the fashion
industry.

4. Major functions of trade publications, such as Mees_Wear, include
the analysis of fashion trends and the conducting of market research.

5. ContUer publications have a definite influence on the demandS for
certain fashion products among customers.

TEST ITEM 005=00=13

iNSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Below are listed seven fashion magazines. In the spaces
proviged on the right, indicate the market to which each magazine aims for reader-
ship.

1. Mademoiselle

2. Gentlemen's Quarterly

3. L'Officiel

4. Seventeen

5. Fsquire

6. Vogue

7. Glamour

Fashion Overview
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COMPETENCY 006

COMRETENCY 006. Adjust and adapt to new and unique ideas and situation8.
411

TEST ITEM 006=00--11

1. In the blanV spate Provided, give a definition of the terM "fashion trend."

A fashion trend is

II. Certain groups of people have a major influence on fashion trends. From your
studies, list at least four (4) groups of people who might directly influence
fashion trends.

a.

b.

C.

d.

!lk Factors other_than people often have A direCt influence on the trends in
fashion.. _In the spaceprovided, identify at least four (4) factort (other
than people) which influence fashion trends.

b.

C.

d.

Fashion Overview
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COMPETENCY 007

411IMISIP 411111111i

C0KPETENCY 007: Identify incoming fashion trends.

TEST ITEM 007-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS_TO_STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about fashion trends
and determine if each statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true
or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. European designers have no effect on the fashions worn by people in
the United States.

2. Geographic factors_play a big role in whether or not certain fashion
trends are accepted for a specific area of the ,...ountry.

. Television has not had any major effect on the fashion industry.

4. Front page news stories very often influence the new fashion trend
developments.

5. The "youth market" is a result of younger people being more out-
sOökeh in pUbliC.

5 4
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TEST ITEM 007:00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEACHER: :Students are to identify the major fashion trends for
the season_(this might apply io the_present or comina season). The student can use
periodicals to cut and paste new_trends, or they may sketch illustratiOnS CO identify
those trends. Fabric swatches and pattern books are also helpfUl in identifying:
color and silhouette trends. The_student should also provide a Written deStription
of factors which have perhaps influenced the seasWs fathiOn trends: colors that
are dOMinant; hemline lengths; lapel widths; collars; necklines; silhouette outline,
SleeVe ttyle§, tie widths and designs;_ard fabric textures and patterns or designs,
waistline treatments; and accessory items. The student should also be able tO _

identify the "fashion:look" for the season. AitheckliSt:it proided for eValdating
the student's WOrk.: YOu may wish tb Share a blank checkliSt with the students for
them to use as a guide in their Work;

INSTPUCT, TO THE STUDENT: Using a sheet of posterboard (or other materials with
permissic rrom your instructor) cut and paste illustrations to identify the fashion
trends for the coming season. Either use current fashion media for cut and paste
illustrations or sketch illustrations to identify the trends. Fabric swatches and
pattern books may be used for illustration purposes also or use your imagination to
create other ways anc methods for illustrating (but secure the permission of your
instructor first). A written description of the factors which have perhaps in-
fluenced the season's trends should also be developed. Trends which should be
illustrated and discussed are: dominant colors, hemline lengths, lapel widths,
collar designs, necklines, silhouette outlines, sleeve styles, tie widths and de=
signs, fabric textures, waistline treatments, fabric patterns or designs, trims,
accessories, and the so-called fashion trend "look" for the season.
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TEST ITEM 007=00=12

FASHION TRENDS CHECKLIST

The f011Owing will serve as a checklist for the evaluation of the Stddentt'
opment of illustrations and discussion of fashion trendS fc,r the present or
season.

I. Did the student include illUttratiOns and discussion of:

YES -N-0J

_a_;_ _dcainant_ colors

b. hemline lengths pants and skirts)

C. la-pel WidthS

d. collar designs

e. fabric textures§ patterns and designs

f. Waittline treetments (slacks, skirts; dresses)

g. sleeve styling

h. accessories (hats, belts, bags, gloveti jewelrY,
etc.)

.

silhouette out ines

J. trims

k. "fashion look"

1. other, depending on the season

II. Creativity and originality in presentation.

III. Neatness of rresentation.

5G
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COMPETENCY 008

II COMPETENCY 008: Demonstrate knowledge of the leading fashion designers;
characteristic features of their fashions, trends they are

111011Y
currently setting, etc.

TEST ITEM 008-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about fashion de=
signers and determine_if each statement is true or false. Write the correct re-
Sponse (true or falSe) i- the blank tO the left Of each statement.

1. The "couture" designers are probably the best known designers to the
fashion conscious cjstomer.

Coco Chanel's greatest contribution to fashion history was her
loose-jacket suit and jersey sports dress;

3. Anne Klein has probably had the greatest influence of all designers
in setting the example for the American look in sportswear.

4. Mme. Vionnet created the idea of cutting the fabric in the tradi-
tional manner along the selvage in order to make it drape into a
beautiful cowl neckline.

5. Pierre Cardin is considered the leading couturier who designs for
both texeS.

5 7
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FisT ITEM 008-00-12

INSTRUCTIONSTO STUDENTS: In Column I are statements identifying
II, select

designs of lead7
the one which

of your choice

COLUMN II

ing fashion
is most appropriate
in the space

1.

designers. From the designer names in Column
for each item in Column I. Record the letter

a.

b.

c.

d.

provided to the left.

COLIJMN__I

The first designer to create a men's wear
department and to have her own perfume
house.

Banned the corset, created the brassiere,
and introduced the "hobble" skirt.

Balenciaga

Pierre Cardin

Halston

Calvin Klein

2.

. "Shocking pink" made_her famous and
"ugly chic" was her trademark. e. Madame Jeanne

Lanvin
. In 1966, he introduced the first "nude"

look. f. Palph Lauren

5. His signature color is "brown". g. Paul Poiret

6. "POW it hit ChOsen trade name. h. Elsa Schiaparelli

7. Started the "mod" look of the 50's. i. Mary Quant

3. Typical designs include the classic
ultra-suede.

58
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TEST ITEM 008-00-13

IN-st-RiittioN-S--fb:StObENt eath Of the f011oWing incoMPlete SentenCes. Deter-
mine of the completion:choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write
the letter Of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. The first short dresses in "humble" fabrics, the loose-jacket suit, and
the jersey sports dress were designs of:

a. Christian Dior.
b. Captain Edward Molyneux.
c. Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel.
d. Calvin Klein.

2 The_designer having the biggest single ihfluehCO Oh Clbthet worn by
active career women and setting the example for the American look in
sportswear was:

a. Anne Klein.
b. Balenciaga.
c. HalttOn.i
d. Calvin Klein;

3 Russian and Gypsy fashion themes, which set the pace for ethnic fashions
in th2 60's, were a result of detignt by:

a. Anne Fogarty.
b. Hubert de Givenchy.
c. Pierre :Cardin.
d. Oscar de la Renta;

_ 4. The designer who created the "new Look" of the 40's with i_t5 natural
shoulder lines, flared full skirts, fitted Wai5t1ines, and snUg fitting
jackets was:

a. Christian Dior.
b. BalenCiago
t.

d. Geoffrey Beene;

5. The leading couturier designing for both male and female lines i :

a. Oleg Cassini.
b. Hubert de Givenchy.
c. Pierre Cardin.
d. Gucci.

F; 9
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001-00-11

1. FalSe
2. Trbe
3. FalSe
4. True
5. True

001-00-12

1. b

2. c

3. b

4: d

5: a

001-00-13

1. 6

2. f

3. §

4. a

5. h

6. c

7. d

8. b

002-00-11

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. True
5: TrUe

002-00-12

1. g

2. f

3. a

4. c

5. e

6. d

002-00-13

1. 70.s -- casual living; mote leitUre tiM
2. 20's -- Emancipation and the desire to appear

more masculine -

3: 40's -- the _war and-the law limiting the
yardage of fabric to be used in
-Clothing

4: 30't -- royal honeymoon of England's king
and the trip to Tyrol

5. 70's -- women were confused about lengths
of hemlines since they were re-
fusing to wear the midi

00-3-00-11

1. True

2. False
3. True
4: True
5: False

003-00-12

Step 1 Introduction
Step 2 Rise
Step 3 Mass Sales
Step 4 Decline
Step 5 Obsolescence

or Abandonment

003-00-13

1. a

2. e

3. b

4; d

5. c

004-00-11

I. False
2. True
3. Teue
4. True
5. True

- Highest prices
- High prices
- Popular Prisesi
- Oiscount_prices
- Half-price or below

TEST ITEM KEYS

005-00=11

1. Women's Wear Trade
2. M-e-n's-Wear Tradp
3. Gentl-eme&s-Quarterly Consumer
4. 5,--afaiir Consumer
5. Seventeen Consumer
6. Mademoiselle COnStimer
7. :,!Officiel
8. Vogue Consumer
9. Bazaar CohSOMer
10. Esquire Consumer

005-00-12

1. False
2. True
3: FalSe
4. TrUe
5. True

005-00 13

1. college and_young adult market
2. older readers with more money
3. older readers with more money
4. teenage market
5. older readers with more money
5. older_readersiwith more money
7. college and young adult market

006-00-11

I. A fashion trend is the direction in wnich fashion is
moving.

Student answers wil, /. The following responses
may be used as a guide ne:

A. Political leaders
B. Royalty
C. Theatrical personalitiPs
D. Fashion models
E. "Jet_set" fashio. leaders
F. Designers

Student answers will _vary: The follOWing reSponses
may be used_as a grittlire:

A. Dominantieverts
B. Changer in ideas (morals, art, concepts of beauty)
C. Shifts in population distribution
D. Foreign_inflUence
E. State of economy
F. NeW fabrics and textures
G. Television

007-00-11

1. False
2. True
3. False
4. True
5. False

007-00-12

The students._ work will_vary in their development of the

fashion trends.- The following items may be used as a guide-
line_in _evaluating the students work. A checklist is also
provided, but you will need to assign point values to each
item.

1. Trends tb be illustrated and discussed:

a. dominant colors
b. hemline lenaths
c. lapel widtb-__
d. collar designs
e. fabric texturesiipattelms and designs
f. waistline treatments
g. sleeve:styling
h. accessories
i. silhouette outlines
j, trims _

k. "fashion lbbk"
1: other-depends on the season

2. Student's creativity and originality

3: Neatness

Fashion Overview
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008-00-11

1: Itiit

2: Tejo
3. Tei,

4; False
5: Triie

008-00-12

e

2. ij

3. h
4. b
5. d
6. f
7. i

8. c

008-00-13

1. c
2. a

3: d
4: a
5: c

r. I
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Ma,-ketina and DistrIbutive Education

Fashion Merthahditihij 7271

Fashion Merchandising and Management 272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 17271 CO

I. Elements of Communication

II. Levels of Communication in Business

A. Vertital

B. Horizontal

C. Formal

D. Informal

III. Ways bf Communicating

10

A. Speaking

010 Communicate verbally with customers, employees, tUperVitOrt, and others.

The studentwill_attain_an ,nration of proper enunciation of words and dit-
cover that the tone nf lmmUnicate tihteritY and ah eagerness to be
of servite

Using a role-p1aying ent Wili tOMmunicate verbally with a
customer over the tel-.7.W like manner.

011 Use the telephone 1.(
X

The student ,ill ;J. .if ..?7; that mke up a good telephone voice:

The student will demc)st6,:i: tf the tOL,'-)Olie_cerrectly and courteously.

012 Demonstrate knowledge_of how V lddress otheripeople in a busihettlike Ma7her
includig customers, fellow employees, supervisors, and management personlel. X

Th0 ttUd6ht will identify proper terms and procedures to use ih addretsing
others.

USihg a role-playing situation, the student will address a customer in a busi-
nesslike manner in a telephone conversation:

B. Listening and Observing

013 Listen_attentively to direttiOnt, attignments, and information from customers,
supervisors, or manaaers.

The student will list ihformation about listening and observing in business
situations.

After listening to information read orally, the student will recall specific
fattt.

Using a role-playing situation, the student Will demonstrate attentive lis-
tening by_following a customer's request to leave a memo;

Using a role-playing situation, the student will determine a customer's needs
fer certain prodUCt information by listening and asking questions.

C. Writing

014 Use legible handwriting in preparing forms, messages; and tee-0dt.

X

The student will identify correct statements concerning the use of legible
handwriting in business.

Given the appropriate information, the student will complete a sales ticket
legibly and correctly.

Using a role-playing situation, the student will legibly complete a memc from
information obtained over the telephone.

X X

Communications pr
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Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising - 7271
7ashion Merchandising and Management - 7272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT C S CO

015 Compose and complete correspondence, reports; and fotms.
x

The stUdent Will identify correct terms to use in correspondence:

Given appropriate information; the Student will reWrite a meta; to make it clear
and contise.

Using a role-playing situation, the student will compose a memo from the infor-
mation obtained over the phone.

D. Reading

016 Read and utilize information from reports; forms; policies; product information;
graphs; tables or charts;

The StUdent will read a product information sheet_and advertisement effectively
so as to relate this information to customer benefitt.

The student will identify types and degrees of reading for various business
needs.

Given a taX Chart, the StUdent will read and interpret appropriate information.

E. Commun mating Through Body Language

6 6
Communicationt
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I. Elements of Communication

A. Sender: person who sends the message.

B. Receiver: person who receives tne message.

C. Message: what is communicated:

D. Medium: method used to transmit communi...:ation

E. Feedback: positive or negative signals sent back to the sender by the receiver.

II. Levels of Compunication in Business

A. Vertical: communications between people in a business with different levels of
authority

1. UpWard: communication from an employee to an employer or manager.

Examples: Vacation and work_schedule changes;
Required routine business reports (i.e daily sales);
Assistance with problems or unusual situations;
Suggestions for changes in the business;
Feelings about the business.

2. Downward: communication from an employer or Manager to an employee.

Examples: Job descriptions or instructions;
Job rationale;
Business policies, procedures, rules, benefits;
Overall business_goals;
EMployee evaluations.

PLANNING NOTES

(TM-1)

(TM2)

B. Horizontal: communication between people in a bjsiness with the same authority. TM-3)

Examples: Interdepartmental memos;
Requests for data from another deparb-6ent.

C. Formal: communications concerniro business matters.

Examples: Letters or memos;
Bills;

Orders for goods;
Vacation and wcp-L schedules.

InfOrmal! CoMMUnicatior concerning personal matterS.

Examples: Jating;
Weather;
Hobbies.

III. Ways of Communicating

Ways of communicating refers more specifically to the communications medium. In

many circumstances, the total_communication process involves a combination of the
five basic ways of communicating.

A. Speaking

1. Importance of communicating verbally with customers, employees, supervisors,
and otners

d. Tone of voice,-pronunciation and word selection are key elements of
verbal communication:

b. Verbal communication is essential in many business situations.

(1) Making Introductions

(6) The-honored person's (supervisor's) name is given first.
(b) A younger person is presented_to the older person
(t) A_male is presented to a female.

(2) Selling Merchandise

Selling merchandise is an extension of selling oneself, therefore
certain personable qualities are importentt

(A) Salesperson's vocabulary;
(b) Salesperson's grammar;

Comunications
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(c) Tone of voice;
(d) Enthusiasm;
(e) Emphasis on words.

(3) Providing customer information and ii:tcrpreting s:nro policies

A store's r-mage is reflected through its-personnel. Attitudes and
impressions are formed when simple cnntacts are made such as:

(a) Directions concerning store operation;
(b) Directions involving location of items within departments and

outside the store;
(c) Inquiries cuncerning-merchandise payment procedures such c

charges; cash and checks; lay-a-aways, etc:
(d) POlicies on returns of purchases, gifts, sale MerchandiSe,

etc.

(4) Assisting or training fellow employees

(a) Explanation of store policies;
(b) Explanation of procedures used in completing a tale, Stocking

merchandise, operating a cash register; etc

Requesting assistance from a supervisor

(a) Responses to customers'_unusual questions or problems;
(b) Enforcement of store policies.

(S)

(6) Using the telephone correctly and courteously

(A) Customer questions concerning merChandise;
(b) Calling to branch stores; _

(c) Calls to customers about Want sl.ips or new merchandise;
(d) Responses to complaints or instructions on merchandise use.

2. Importance of_addressing other people in a businesslike manner, including
customers, fellow employees, supervisors, and management personnel.

a: Avoid using slang terms _such as °hey man" with customers:
b. Avoid using terms Of endearment such as "sweetie" or "dear" when

assisting customers.
c: "Sir" may be substituted for a man's name since it relectS An air Of

dignity. Do not sutstitute ma'am for a woman's name.
d. Address customers by name whenever possible. A person's favorite WOrd

is his/her name.
e. Address supervisorS or managers formally in business situations even if

you socially address them on a first name basis.

B. Listening and pbserving

1. Why we should listen attentively to directions, assignments,
tion.

a. Receive information.
b. Receive and understand ihttrUctiont.
c. En-jov what is heard or seen.

2. How listening and Observing are used in business.

a Receive instructions_from managermnt:
b. Understand jab description.
c. Understand customer's desires and needs.
d: Detect shoplifters.

and informa-

3. Barriers to listening:

a. A negative attitude towards a speaker hinders your ability to listen

(1) Arguing mentally with speakers before they have stated their com-
plete thoughts keeps-you from hearing all-of their ideas.

(2) Allowing t0e language_of_theispeakers or the thoughts they express
to close your mind will limit good listening.

(3) Forming strong opinions about the speakers or their topics before-
hand limits good listening.

Communitation5
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b. A sub:L ,ive attitude; or your own opinions, while listening distbrts
the message.

(1) Letting_yourifeelings get mixed up wi what the speaker is saying
_ is another way to close your mind tO .., Message.
(2) Prejudieet_May Causa you to arrive at incorrect conclusions.

c. A know-it-all attitude affects what a listener actCally heart.

4. Good littehing habits.

a. A positive attitude toward a speaker helpt you listen better.

(1) Payi_attention to the speaker throughout tt,2_ message: _Try to under-
stand hisApr her points of vieW. cotpAit the tpu,ker's view with
ybut After_the talk.

(2) Listen_with an open mind: _Ask the speaker to explain stateMentt
_ or.words to be sure you understand correctly.

(3) Think that the speaker is on your side until he or she proves
otherwise:

b. Ah objettiVe attitude, cr :soen mind; when listening helps good
listening; _

(1) Do not let your-emotions become part of_the message you are hear-
ing. Hear the speaker's messagL, hbt What you want to hear.

(2) Control your prejudices. Again; listen with an open mind:

c. A receptive; open attitude allows you tO learn toMething from everyone.

5. The right Mental attitude in listening.

a. Helps you be more open minded about yburself and other people.
b. AllbWt_you to_accept helpful criticism.
c. Helps you learn more:

C. Writing

1. Importance of uting legible handwriting in preparing forms, messages; ana
recordS.

a. Most forms used by A biihett Provide important-information.
b. Some formsi messages; and records are utilized by several persons or

departments:
c. Insure forms, messages, ond records are always correct:

(1) Write clearly; prinL if your hahdWriting it difficult to read._
(2) Always checkiover written information for transnosed figures and

misspelled words;

2. Tmportance of composing and completing corresponoence, rts, forms, and
notes using businesslike MI-anti-et.

a. Criteria for communication.

(1) Courteousness: tintere good manners shcjld be uc and have a
"voice-with a smile".

(2) Correctness: facts _should be right:
(3) Concisensss: theo;ld give- only-necessary in'ormation.

(4) Completeness:_ give_all information required for understanding.
(5) Clearness: should be understood tAily.

b. Use basic guidelines for written communications:

(1) Keep the T.OAder't 0-taint-of-view in mind.
(2) Usei_the ironoun "yoto' and_a minimum of "Ils".
(3) When hancwriting:intntmation, Use dark ihk instead of pencil unless

otherwise specified.
(4) Always suggest rather than demand.
(5) Tact and good vocabulary Are Ottential for rositive results.

D. Readlng

1: Importance and types of reading and uses of such.

Communicat4pp4
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(SA-19) (H0-3e) (SA-20)

[CTIB 015=00-11]
[CTIB 015-00-12]

[CTIB 010-00-11]



6. SkiMming is rapid_reading for getting Main points.

Exaples:_ Magazines, product information; memos.

b. Scannihg is not reading continuously but rather locating numbers, facts,
key words.

ExaMPles: Tables, grapht, Charts.

c. Studying is to recall and understand, judge or evaluate i as:

Examples: Policiet, reports.

2; Speed of reading;

a. Purpose of reading helps-determine-speed.
b. Difficulty of_the content affects_speed.
c. Familiarity with the subject buildt Speed.

PLANNING NOTES

ISA-23)

[CTIB 016-00-11]
[CTIB 016-00-12]

E. Communicating Through Body Language

Examples: Gestures, facial expression, posture. (H0-5)(SA-24)(SA-25)(5A-26)

Commications
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COMMUNICATIONS

ChtPlOte "CoMmUnititinns Crossword" pnr71e on page 1.

LiSt Oh the board the five basic ways that we_communicate: oral.; listening ahd obtercing,_writing, reading,
bbtly language. Have students write at least_three_e-somples under

eath tategply that they USP each day at hone.
W-01.k, school, and social events. 2iscuss the examples they haVe thosen and eMPhaSize those dealing with busi-ness

KEY: Suggested exampjes:. Oral:. telephone; introduttions,
selling, conferences, asking questions; l_stening and

Observing: radio, televisioni_mWes;idemonstratiOns, classmates
suggestions, receiving_ instructions; customo.

reactions; Writing; tests; reports; application blanks, personal and business letters,_takinq inventory, retordincsales; Reading: textbooks, magazines;_heWspapers, letters, memos, hang tags, labels, bills;_sigms, trade Migazines:Bode 1.anguage: posture, expressions; hand signs, quickness or slowness of walk, nervous twitches.

(lave students complete ,:ctivity nn pages 13 14.

NOTE:. mahy loCal telephone companies provide educational_personnel and serviCe5 _tb aSsist schools in teachingtelephone conmiihiC0t1nn. Check with your_ local phono_company in advance te SthedUle films, Speakers, tele7
trainers,. lesson plans, etc. If there are no such services available tn.yOur.area, the telephone exercises can_be
CoridUttOd by either using extension phones withic the school or haVing Students face back to O.1,:k during the simu-
lations.

SA-1

SA-2

Have students to answer the following questions concerning teleOhone Communication:
511-4

1. List five qualities that make up a-good telephohe _voice.
2. Explain how a telephone call should be transferred.
3. What should you do if you get a wrong number on a-long distance call?
4. In abusiness situation, howshbUld yOu greet a caller when you answer the phone?
5. What information shoUld be ihcluded in a message memo?

KEY:

1: AleetriesS; eiPreSSieness, naturalness, pleasantness,_distinctiveness.,
2: Explain Why the caller is being transferred,_ask_forcthe caller!s number in Case bf disconnection,_snal theSwitchboard operator, when the operator_answers_ask that the.call be trahSferred giving the department or ex-tension number. When the operator has enough information hang_Up_the_reteiVer gently.3: ASk the person who answers what city:they_are in;_hang.up and dial "0". When the operator answers .explain you

have neached a wrong number on a long distance call, giVe the name of the city contacted and ask not to beCharged.
4. Give the name of the comPanY_,_department;_and ybdr: hame.
5. Name of the person calledi. name of.the Caller and his bUsiness, caller's phone number. t'-.e nessage, any action

requested, date and time of the call, name Of the person taking the message.

Have students complete activity ou page 15.

Utiog a_teletrainer (or simulate) ,ou and c partner are to role-play the following situationS: Tape :cmversa-tions if a recorder i5 Available.

I. A person i5 Calling concern.ng an ad in the paper for a job as a salesperson in the shoe departmen-
The personnel Manager's secretary answers_the phone.

2: A per.E.on is calling to see if Logan's carries Aigner products: A saleSpertbn answers the phone.3: A clitomer is calling to complain that when she opened her shoe box when she got home, she found two Sh(. 13rthe ieft foot. A salesperson answers the phone.

List the following terms on the board. Have students Write on a sheet of paper those terms which are appropriate.nd acceptable to be used when speaking to customers:

1. Mr. Morales 3. Madam 5. Pal 7: Honey -9. Dear 11. Sir
2. Sweetie 4. Chief 6, Mrs, Murenski 8: Miss 10. Bud 12. Sonny
KEY: 1. Mr. Morales; 3. Madam; 6 Mrs: Mutenski, 8. Mist; 11. Sir.

;Jaye students complete activity on pages 16 - 17.
SA-8

Have students to role-play Or giVe individual written solutions to the following situatioe: SA-9
You are working ih the 5perttWear department of Logan's._

kwomon:cOmes into the store tO -n a bikini that_
her husband bOUght for her. She says that she_is not the bikini type and does_net Want tht u. c. It iS 3 storepolicy as well as a state law that swimwear_cannot be returned:. The Wornan is fUribuS because she has not had thesuit oh and because her husband paid forty dollars for it which Canna be returned. What should you do?
KEY: It is most important that you_remain calm and businesslike ih the fall of her fury._ Explain to her that-the
policy of the store prevents swimwear_from_being returned: Also, explain to her that the state_law_also_must be
followed. If she still is not realistic, tactfUlly suggest that she talk with the department or store manager and
offer to call this person for her:

Have students evalua'e their own littening habits using the form on page 18. SA-10

Observation: This activity will involve one person from outside the_immediate_classroom. This person:May either 511-11be a teachex or student, preferably someone unfamiliar to
the students_in_Cla5S Instruct your "out5ider" to

walk into your room and pOrforin-A short activity like writing Oil the_boArd.,_picking up a took, Ott:, and then
leave_ After the OUtSider has left the room, instruct each student to write a complete deteriptiOn of the per-
son (weight, height; hair, Clothes, items carried, etc.). Conduct a .class discussion haVing students comparewritten descriptient. Stress the importance of association in observing and remembering:

Have students complete listening profile on pages 19 - 21.
SA-12

Have students complete listening evaluation on pages 22 - 25.
SA-13

Communications



Choose partners,_preferably someone in the class you do not know well. Compose a list of ten to fifteen questions SA-14
to use in interviewing this person. BelOw are some suggested questions.

1 Nan*? Where do you live?
2. How many persons are in your family?
3. Who is one person you most admire?_has helped you most?
4. What do you like most about school? leaSt?
5. Do you work? Where? What do you do?
6. What are your favorite liebbies? would ioa like to learn?
7. What is your most unforgettable experience?

After everyone in the class has interviewed his partner, each person will introduce his partner to the class using
the information acquired during the interview. Observe good listening techniques and practice effective verbal
communication.

Collect-three:written:communications sent to your home. Evaluate the effectiveness of these written communications SA-15
using the checklist below:

1. Was the communication well-organized? .

2. Did the ideas flow smoothly from opening to end?
3 Did the writer know What he_wanted to say?
4. Was the communication specific?
5. Was the purpose Of_the communication clear?
6. Was the communication courteous?
7. Was the communication corrett?
8. Was the communication clear?
9. Was the communication concise?-

10. Was the communication complete?

Have students complete the memo on page 27. SA-16

You have been asked by your supervisor at work to write a report on recent trends n ret ashion. Us.ng
current magazines and newspapers, search the different sources and prepare a summary report ou the artiLles yo,J
have read.

Have students verify invoice on page 29.

Have students complete register reading on page 30.

Have students complete sales check on page 32.

Have students complete activity on page 34.

Have stuaents select an issue of two different but approi, .ate traae publications you have available. Instruct
students to scan first to see how their particular publication is organized. Then according to the chart below,
identify the number of articles that fall in the appropriate categories. Allow no more than 15 minutes for this
activity.

Category Number of Articles

Sales Promotion (advertising, display)

Product Information

Career Opportunities

New Items

Other Main Topics

Next, select one main article you read in the publication above to skim. Summarize that article using the fornmt
below:

Publication Article Title

Main Jdeas Covered in Article

Date Page

SA-17

SA-18

SA-19

SA-20

SA-21

SA-22

Have students complete communications experiment on pages 35 - 36. SA-23

Listed_beloware_seVeral ideas... Express each idea by the means of gestures: Role-play with the WhOle tlaSt. SA-24
Evaluate each: (1) Pride, (2) Humility, (3) ExhaustiOn, (4) Contempt, (5) Happiness.

Divide the class into three grows. Each group is to prepare a skit on one of the following topics. Present SA-25
the directions two times to the class - one time just using spoken communication and the second time using
gestures and motions with spoken communication.

1. How to change a tire; 2. How to tie a necktie; 3. How to umpire a ballgame.

Have :ndi,idual students dcmonstrate in front of the class how the following feelings could be conveyed by gestures. SA-26

1. Happiness; 2. Confusim; 3. Approval; 4. Surprise; 5. Worry; 6. Doubt; 7. Enthusiasm; 8. Anger.

KEY: 1. Happiness--smile;. 2. Ci ision--scratching head; 5. Approval--nodding head; 4. Surprise,-!wide open eyes;
5. Worry-7wrinkled brow; 6. OnubL--shaking of head or wrinkled brow; 7. Enthusiasm--smile with wide eyes; 6: Alger--
frown; stare.

73

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Comm tAt 1nns



COMMUNICATIONS CRO5SWORD

f

121

SA=i

DOWN:

1. Method used to transmit communication.
4; Communications from an_employer or manager to an employee;
6; Examples are suggestions for business changes, assistance with

problems; required routine business reports.
7; Person who sends the message
8; Communication between people ih 8 butiness with the same authority.

10; Person who receives the mOSSage.

ACROSS-:

2; PtititiVe or negative signais sent bac to the Sender by the
receiver;

3. COMMunications concerning personal matters.
5; The_transmitting of information or messages with underStahding ',"om

a sender to a receiver;
9; Communications concerning business matters.

11. What is communicated.
12. Communications between people in a business with different levels of

authority.

Communitations
11
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KEY:

DOWN:

1 Medium
4. Downward
6. Upward
7. Sender
8 Horizontal

10. Receiver

ACROSS:

2; Feedback
3; Informal
5. Comunications
9; Formal

11. Message
12. Vertical

Comrnunications
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STUDENT INSTRUCTION SHEET

You will be participating in_activities with other classmates de=
signed_to help you gain ah appreCiation of proper enunciation of words
and_discover that the tone of A voice can communicate sincerity and an
eagerness to be of SerVice. Yo6 will be evaluated on your participation
in the small group.

ACTIVITY 1: DIRECTIONS

A; Divide into groups of three and read all ihttructions for Activity 1.
B. One person will say each Of the f011oWing words and phrases out loud._

Do not include or omit any unnecessary sounds. (Use Lists #1, #2, and
#3.

LIST #1:

1. slept 9. quantity 17. shouldn't
2. good 10; house 18. laboratory
3. didn't 11. recognize 19. piCtUre
4. across 12; county 20. hOW_
5. poeM 13; promptly 21. garden_
6. wash 14; Washington 22. probably
7. trip 15; depths 23. Mirror
8. library 16; midst 24. candidate

LIST #2: (Do not use the wrong sounds for vowelS or ContOnants.)

1. potato 10. just 18. whisper
2. them 11. third 19. further
3. squirrel 12; partner 20. world
4. better 13; again 21. boils
5. when 14. that 22. water
6. jersey 15; butter 23. such

dirt 16; singing 24. fence
8. 17; bird 25. whether
9. since

LIST #3: (Tongu. Twisters:Jach menber shoUld pra-otite Alie tongue
twisters until proper enunciation iS achieved to the satis-
faction of the other group membert.)

1. Shy Sarah saw Swiss wrist watches;
2. Sik long Slim slick slender slacks:
3. She _Stobd On the balcony; mimicking him; hiccuping, an6 ;,11c0Ming hiM in.
4. Freddy Finch fried five fish for Frances Fowler's father.
5. Thomas Tattertoot took taut twine to tie ten tWigS to two tall trees.

. The other two members will write on a separate piece of paper eaCh
Word Which was not clearly enunciated.

. Each group member should have at least one turn raadih0 the Words.

E. When_finished, give each person his/her liSt of Poorly enunciated
words.

Communications
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ACTIVITY 2: DIRECTIONS

A. EnunCittion of words is important; but also important is the tone
Of the voice. Tone of voice often conveys meaning to the message.

In groups of three; each person is to think of a word; phrase; or
sentence that can have different meanings depending upon the tone
used when speaking;

C. Each person is to write-his/her word _phrase or sentence on the top
of a sheet of piper; Below this; list three different situations in
which the word; phrase or sentence could convey different meanings.

D. Each person should read aloud his/her word phrase or sentence and
express to other members of the group the different ways of saying
it by changing the tone of one's voice.

E. Each member should attempt to identify each different meaning.

EXAMPLE: The word is "OH".

Three different situations:

1. A close friend has just lost a race.
2. A baby is being seen for the first time by the grandparents.
3. You have just had a glass of iced water after cutting the grass.

CommuniCations
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TELEPHONE MANNERS

Cr effict telephone manners are important, especially in

hiec Read each of the responses below and rate by tirclibg Hobod,"

"poor." If you rate any response fair or poor, write a brief

reasor o'ny and provide a boner response.

RESPONSE RATING REASON REVISION

A. "Mr. SMith iSn't back
yet. He's_probably
Sti71 at ltirrch

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

B. "Yeah, this is the coat
department;"

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

. "You have to pay 10% down
on layaways. What's
the name and address?

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

. "All our stuff is
guaranteed."

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

E. "Mrs. Hinson, I will be
happy to check style
U32 for you."

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

KEY: These are only suggested answers. Students should indicate their
reasons and give responses accordingly.

A. Fair/poor you make it sound like Mr. Smith iS taking too much tine
for lunch.

. Poor - "yeah" ir cislang term, it_shows indiffererrce.
C. Fair/poor - Tack of wurtesy_is Shown.
D. Poor - "Stuff" ,rdirates lack of value placed on merchandise.
E. Good.

Communitations
15
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ADDRESSING PEOPLE IN A BUSINESSLIKE MANNER

You will be given five mir: to reaC :Audy the information below.
You will then be tested 'in this infv.1.:- (orally and visually) through
several true/false and iatntificPtin questions.

PRESENTATION

It is quite common in the_United States_for people to be friendly
and informal in their business_relationships; Often this means being too
quick to use first names; Care should be taken to use Ms., Miss; Mrs.;
and Mr; when speaking to persons who are older; employers; supervisors,
and even customers; Permission should be obtained before calling any of
the persons by their first names.

Since the use of "sir" still maintains an air or respect, it may:be
sObstituted for_a man's name. However; ma'amhis not as_acceptable when
used in place of a woman'siname:; When using "yes" and "no"; the name of
the person you are addressing should follow and if appropriate a brief
friendly statement; i;e; Yes; Mrs; Jones; I'll be glad to unpack the box.

_Sometimes people feel uncomfortable about who should speak first when
meeting these business people at the beginning of the day or on the
street. _It really makes no difference. Anyone who works_with other _peo-
ple should_always_say "good morning" or "hello"_to eStablish a friendly
working relatiOnShip. However, this should be done with dignity and
without familiarity.

QUESTIONS

Based upon your reading; respond to the fol lg questions;

A. Circle T if the statement is true and F if the statement if false

T F 1. It is not permissible to substitute a man's name with "sir".

T F 2; You should use the name _of the person you are addressing
when using "yes" and "no".

T F 3. Mr; George Weber; your supervisor; has askA you to call him
by his first name; You should call him George;

T F 4. When speaking to your customer Mrs; Fritz, it is best to say
"Yes ma'am".

T F 5. The real problem is not who should say "good morning" first.

T F 6: Persons older thar you should always be called by Mr.; Miss;
Ms;; Mrs;

T F 7; People in the United States are very formal in their business
relationships;

T F 8. Both "sir" and "ma'am" denote an air of dignity;

T F 9. Nevor say "good morning" first to your employer.

T F 10. You may call a person older than you nr ny employer by their
first name if you have received permissioh to do so.

CommunicationS
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B. From the situations below; check those which use correct, business-
like addresses.

1. Alice tells lier customer, "Sir, your alterations can be picked
_ up on Tuesday."_
2. Jeff explains to his customer, "Honey, thOse sWeaters are com-

pletely washable."
3. Steve tells his customer, "Me. Miller, I Will special order

that suit for you,"
4. Sarah; while waiting on a customer asks her employer a question,

"Karen, can we hold_these curtains until Friday?"
5. Larry explains to his customer, "Meam, the greeting cards are

located ih the stationery department"
6. Julie_calls to her employer while her customer is close by,

"Mr. Fieldt, this lady wants tn know if these shoes will stretch."

KEY:

A. 1. F B. Checked iLems: 1, and 6 only.
2. I
3. T

4. F

5.

6. F

7. F

8. F

9. F

10. T

CommunicationS
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EVALUATE YOUR LISTENING HABITS

GOod listening habits are expected in bUfiness. The checklist below w
help you evaluate your oWn liStening habits. Try tO anSwer each OLJOY

objectively;

i

DO YOU . . . USUALLY SOMETIMES NOT OFTEN

. Rrepare_yourself physically by
facing the speaker and making sure
you can hear?

. Watch the speaker while listening?

. Keep your mind on what the speaker
is communicating?

. Evaluate_your own bias, if any and
try to keep that in mind?

. Listen for facts, ideas, and
feelings?

. DeCide from the speaker's appear-
ance and delivery whether or not
what he/she has to say is worth-

-while?

7. Ihterrupt immediately if you hear
an incorrect Statement?

_

8. Make_sure before answering that
you have_taken in the other per=
son's point Of view.

9; Try to have the last word;

10. Make a conscious effort to evald-
ate the logic and credibility of
what you hear?

SCORING: Questions 1, 2, 3, 4 8, 10 : 10 points Usually
0 points - Not Often
5 points Sometimes

Questions 6, 7, 9 : 0 points Usually
5 points - Sometimes

10 pointS NOt Often

A score of below 70 means you kiave developed some bad listening habits;
70-85 means your_listening habits are about average; 90 or above means
you are an excellent listener.

Communications 81
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YOUR LI5TENING PROFILE

PART A: Your Li5tW1J 1.--nblems

This activity will ,!-e)1? You an6lyzo some littening probleMs. After r6aiding
the following quest1e'll5, decide which problemS you have and what you can do
to improve yoursell,

DIRECI1ONS:

Step 1: Read each iteto carefully and check how often the problem affects
You. Be %r);s_ ItO theck an answer for each item.

Step 2: Decide whi0Jare Your three worst problems and rate them by writing
1, 2, arldj ih the column at the right.

Step 3: Read the 10t of Problem cures on page 20. Then choose the curp
for your Wee worst problems.

STEP 1: HOW STA1EN1N1s AFFECT YOU

A = Always; U = Usualy; S Sometires; N = Never

Are Nou easily distractec by pr.:oole?

Are You eatily diStraCted oy outside noises?

Jou look for things to diStract you?

DO YoU daydream in school?

Do You daydream at home when you ShOUld be
stu6,i09?

DO YPI have a know-it-all attitude when people
tr)i to explain something to you?

able tb reMeMber What you have heard?

OD yOU form_Your opinion about people or their

AUSN 1.

A U S N 2.

AUSN 3:

A U S N 4.

A U S N .

A U S N 6.

A U S N 7.

AUSN 3.

9.

10.

U S N 11.

A U S N 12.

A ti S N 13.

A U L N 14.

5ubjct before you hear them speak.

Ai-.)-,76-0 accused by others of taking things
Vig

If ye04 are part of a_group that iS critiC,ze6; _

do p4 tfiink the criticism iS Meant fOr you alone?

Oo iooki let v-;:ur prejudices keep ycd from lis-
teOrig?

Oo yeau have the habit of closing youi-_Mind to
peVle if they -c16 nOt thihk at you think?

On pu argue mentally with people if You d'-T'Ir
awe with something they say?

If you do riot like 6 person; do :cou let tha in-
flcience YoUi-' opinion of what he (:,,r ILF, to say?

Communications
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STEP 3: PRESCRIPTIONS FOR THE CURE OF LISTENING WEAKNESSES

DIRECTIONS: Read through the cures listed below and select one for each
Of the problems you ranked 1, 2; and 3 in Step 2;

Force yourself to pay attention to the speaker.
2. Pick out the main ideas from what the _speaker is saying;

3. Take notes; if necessary, but do not try to get down the exact words of

speaker.

4. Evaluate jhat the speaker is saying when your thinking process is ahead

_
Of the speaker's words.

5. Listen_calmly w9iout emotion so that you can hear what you are sup-
posed to hear--not what,you want to hear or expect to hear.

6. Be on your guard so that your prejudices do not "scramble" the message.

7. Prepare yourself to listen by opening your mind to the speaker's words.
3; Pay attention to the speaker. DO rst th-hlk about how you are going to

respond.
9. Listen to what the speaker is saying. Do not read your thoughts into

the message,
10; Ask questions to really understand either StateRents or wcrds th: "ruo.'

you_the wrong _way._
11. Accept the fact that everyone_has a lot to learn, a:-J determine to learn

something_new_or interesting from each person to whc yoo .Fsten.

12. Listen with the idea that the Fpeaker is on your si. until the speaker
has proved otherwise.

PART B: YOUR LISTENING STRENGTHS AND ATTITUDES

This part of the activity gives you a chance to analyze your listening
strengths and rate them. You will then analyze your attitudes. First, do

Steps 1 and 2 as described below.

DIRECTIONS:

Step 1: Follow along as each strength is read to led( the space that
best describes how often you show that str n. _

Step 2: Identify your three strongest Arengths. Rate them 1, 2, and 3 in
the column to the right, according to how you feel 2y can help
you on the job. Then write a brief sentence relati to each of
your top 3 strength,, telling how each can ielp you .L.9t and keep

a job.
!:tep 3: Fill out the attitudes checklist and scoring on paoe 21.

STEP 1: JUDING YOUR LISTEND%z: 'iTRENGTHS

A = Always; U = Usually; S = Sometimes; N = Never

A Y N 1. Do you try hard to pay attention?

A U N 2. Do you listen with an open mind?

A U N 3. Do you try to pick out the main ideas when you
listen?

Communications
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A U S N 4. Do you take notes when necessary?

A U S N S DO you try to see things from the speaker's r Ht
riF view .( dis-,.greeing?

A U S N 6. Do you lsteu without getting emotional?

7. Do yor try to listeo for and remembe' the main
thought?

A U S N 8 When you disagree with the speaker; do you ask
gueStiOnS to Make sure you nave not misundeistood
what WS suid?

A U 9. Is your vocabulary large enough to listen to peo-
ple hav4ng different levels of education?

A U S N 10. IS yo Vocabulary large enough to talk to people
having different levels of education?

A U S N 11. .o you try to build up your vocabulary?

AUSNP you look u) words in the dictionary that you
not know?

A N 13. Do you listen more than you talk?

A U S N 14. When directions contain numbers, stange names, or
difficult instructions; do you write them down?

STEP 3! 0GING YOUR LISTENING ATTITUOE

A. Check your anSWer to each of the following questics:

AUSN 1 Do you enjoy listening?

A U S N 2. DO you find listening to othel: a satiffying exp,ri.nce?

A U S N 3. Do_you think_good_listening ha'ts will halr. you make
friends erd keep them?

A U S N 4. Do you think good list ing habitF -,4;": help you on the
job?

B. TO_find out h=m your attitude rates; give yoorselt 3 p.,ts for_each
"Always you checked, 2 points for each "Usually", and 1 point for each
"Sometimes."

Number of "AlwaW x 3 = Score:

Number of "Usually" x 2 ;rote:

Number of "S6metimes" x 1 - 'core:

Add to find -rc, , Score

PointS in Total Score Your Rating

12 - 9 Super attitUde Keep up the good work!
8 - 5 You are doing fine.:
4 - 2 AttitUdeiiS not bad,ibut some improvement is needed.
1 = 0 Your attitude needs help:

CommunicationS
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LISTENING EVI

SA-13

NOTE TO TEAChFR: Orally present to stbdents and read one_ time only.
They will be_respcb' for answering 20 multiple
cheice guettiens upon conclusion;

You are an ewloyee of Kleindales Department Store working in the women's
sportswear demtmenti_Which is made up_of the swim Oiop, maternity Shopi
junior shcp, thc:misses shop: In_this_department you carry swim wear,
slacks, rt too, and s.4aaters. You have just ccmpleted your annual in-
ventory on "juesday,_January_25. MsWatson, your department manager, has
just given you the fpllowing instructions so you can prepare the Sportswear
department for the flew spring season:. The_instructions -are as fellows:
Empty 10 feet Of SWeaters fromithecenter back wall of the sWiM Shop for
the sWith_wear display Th2_swim wear_color them, will be k fly green_and
white. LAttiSt theldisplay girl; Sandra, in c r the ptopet Cderdina-
ting Outfitt fot the display;_ These_should 4 ,e junior biklit and
tank SUitti mie:ses 2 piece and_l_piece swimsul, and matthiq cover-ups:
To the left Of the display,is_the_swim wear=to the tight the bas-k sweat-
ert. Work those basic,cweaters back into the misses shop a:',d fill the
reMaining wall space with_smmer goods_such as tank to0S, Sleeveless knit
to0S, and shorts. While_you_were your atOgnMehti Mrs; Steven-
Soni a custome r.fturned_a short seeved_attylit kn;t tWeater. You rec-
bganized_the style, but_you only crr4ed the_lOng tleeVed version during
Christmas; It was a Christma Mr. Yenton. You explained to
the_customer that you_did not_havi Style., but you co)ld chPck
do4nstairs in Ms. Watson_s offic ouect price However; in
checking the prier list there w,-. ic )hg Sleeved style lited The
long sleeved sweater_retailed fer $10.00. rit; _Watson wes out 40 lun07:
But in checking similar Stylesyou found_the short sleeved normally scA
for $2 .00 iess so yot_have_declded to inform the customer that the short
sleeved style was $8.00. YOU eA'zha )ed_her short sleeved swrater for a
$7.00 tank top -:11,1 refunded her the $1.00 differrnce.

LISTENING EVALUATION - QUESTION&

NOTE TO TEACHER: Hand out answer_sheets. Orally present te Stblents and
rcad one question at a time. Do not repeat or refc:r to
case problem.

1. The hart* Of the department store is:

a. Levys b. Bloomingdales c. d. Stienfelds.

?. Whith rf the fol1f3ling is not incluoed in women's spottsweat department:

a. MF,Arnity shop b. Dress shop c. SWim shop d. Junior shop.

3. InventerY was completed on:

a. Thursday, Jan. 25 C. Wednesday_ Jan: 26
b. Wednesday, Jan. 25 d. Tuesday, uan 25;
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Ms. Watson is:

a. the customer making a return.
b. manager of the women's sportswear dePai-tment.
c. the store manager.
d. the display manager.

5. To the right of the display there:

a. are basic sweaters. c. are surnar goods .
b. is swimwear. d. is the misses depar,men .

6. How often c:D you cake inventory?

a. once every 6 months c. onc- a year
b. once :=Nery 2 years d. once every four months

7. You are a empW

a: te' feet of sweaters from ti- hack wall .

b: feet of swimsuits from ti r back wall.
c: feet of sweaters from the upper back wall.

of swimsuits from the swim shop disi_lay.

8. Yoi ,re to work the sweaters back into:

a. the junior shop. C. Where the tWiM wear used to b
b. the maternity shop. d. the misses shop.

The remaining space should be filled with:

a. spring goods. C. fall goodS;
b. summer goods. d. winter goods.

10. The coler theme of the display will be:

a. yellow;_green; _and White. c; kelly green and white .
b. red, White, and bl6e. th rose; green; and white.

11. The merchandise returned by Mrs. Stevens.:. was:

a. a long sleeved blouse; c: a short sleeved sweater.
b. a long sleeved sweater: th a short sleeved blouse.

12. The material of the merchandise returrie..: b5 MrS. W.;t:

a. acetate knit c. acrylic knit .

b. polyester knit. d. a blend of cotton and knit.

Nhat was the style you carried during Christmas?

long sleeveo c. three quarter sleeved
b. short sleeved d. 7,leeve1ess

14; Where did you look for the correct price of the merchandise?

a. downstairs_in the store manager's offiCe
6. in_record keeping_
c. behind the swim shop in Ms. Watson's offite
d. downstairs in Mt. WatSoh'S offite

15. How much was the long sleeved style?

a. $7.00 b. $8.00 O. $10.00 d. $12.00
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1 . Where was Ms. Watson when you were checking the p!.^iCe of the mer-
chandise?

a. It was her day Off. c. Out to lunch.
b. On her N-eak, d. At dinne-.

17. How much the difference in prite betweeH the long and short
sleeved styles?

a. $1.00 b. $2.00 c. $7.00 d. $8.00

18; What did Mrs. Stevenson tAke in place of her original Christmas gift?

a; A sweater and $1.00 refund. c. A tank Op and $7.00 refund.
b; A tank top and $2.00 refund. d. A tank top and $1.00 refUnd.

19. What price waS the tank top?

6. $7.00
15: $800

d. $2.00 s than the short Sleeved sweE,:ter

2 . The sales tax refunded was:

a. figured only on the difference.
b. .96.

c not mentioned in the problem.
d. $ .48.
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EVALUATION--5TUDENT ANSWER SHEET

DIRECTIONS: Circle the letter of the correct answer.lABCD
2ABCD
3. A C D

4. A B C D

5.ABCD
6.ABED
7.ABED
8.ABED
9.ABCD
10.ABCD
11; A B C

12:ABCD
13. A

14. A

15. A

16. A C D

17. C D

18. A C D

19. A B C D

20.ABCC

Communications
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KEY: EVALUATION=-STUDEmT ANSWER SI:EET

DIRECTIONS: Circle the letter of the corre:t answer.

1. A B

2. A C

3. A 3

4. A C C

5.

6.

7.

8. A

9. A

10; A B

11. A 8

2. A B

13

14. A E

15,

16. A B

17. A

18. A

B

19.

C D
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COMPLETING A MEMO

Your_telephene rings while your manager,_Mr. Pioneer, is out_of tr:t-: store.
Th_ call is from_an important customer, _Mrs. Bradford. _She is upsetoe-
cause shehas not received_a special±order Of_l2 White blouses .for cheP-:
le4deTs she supervises_at high schooL The first ballgame is next Frtny,
-,7hd Mr. Pioneer assured:her they_would arrive:iniplenty of time .fore
first gamr.. She wouldilike Mr; Pioneer to call her 7.onccning the blu65es.

has her rumber or file;

Fill out the message form below compl'.tely and legibly. Use today's date.

TO

DATE TIME

OF

PHONE

WHILE YOU WERE OUT

TELEPHONED _, PLEASE CALI

CALLED TO SEE YOU WILL CALL AGAIN

WANTS TO SF: IOU RUSH

MESSAGE

Msitoge Takn By

Communication$
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KEY:

TO Mr. Pioneer

DATE Todayls-Date TIME

WHILE YOU WERE OUT
m rs. Bradford

14-140_ SchoolOF

PHONF On Filn

[LE1-1E9.10KM PLEASECALL

CALLED TD_SIE_YOLI_ WiLL_CALL _AGAIN_

WANTS TO SEE YOU RUSH

12 blouses she ordered are not in;
.4EF,SAGE:

need them by next Friday

Student s Initia1s

Mersoge ToltAn By

Communicatii_ns
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EVALUATION: INVOICE

Verify the calculations on the following inVoicP. Determine the total

discount and the net amount. Record both in the spaces provided.

LEATHER compr.

125 E. Main Stre
Charlotte, N.C.

SOLD TO: The Sh-o!

13_Pasa Ve-de ROad
DallaS, Texas 77023

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

;oril 2; 1982

TERMS: 2/10; n/30

PRICE TOTAL

6 1/2 doz.

5

1 1/2 doz.

1 doz.

1 doz.

Strap-O-Matic Brief Cases

MatChed Fitting -cases

4-Pocket Brief Cases

EMbOSSed Billfold§ (Brown)

Embossed Billfolds (Black)

$19.15 each

13;50 each

21.25 ea-ch

2.75 each

2.75 each

KEY:

6 1/2 doz.
5

1 1/2 doz.
1 doz:
1 doz.

Brief_Cases_
Matched Fitting Cases

-- 4-Pocket Brief C850
- - Billfolds (BrOWn)
- Billfolds (Black)

Communications
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Gross Amount

Lec.3 10% Discount

Amourt

19.15 ea. - $1,493.70
13.50 ea: 6750

-- 21;25 ea: - 382.50
-- 275 ea. - 33.00
-- 2.75 ea; 33.00

Gross Amount $24009.70

L-P-ss 10% Discount 2_00-97-

Net Amount $1,808.13
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EVALUATION-RP3ISTER RPADINGS

INSTRUCTIONS

Use the information givn to omDlt the isollowing register readings:

1: Vr ,=7 clearly

today's_ datt,2

certain all necessary information is recorded

This information was taken from regicter #98 in Junior Sportswear.

At 12 pxl; there were 30 transactics; $33.15 in returns, $533.15 ih
merchandise sales:

3 p.m., there were 51 transactions, $1536.28 in merchandise sales,
and $98.96 in returns.

At 6 p.m.; there were 62 transactiors, $136.76 in returns and $2001.21
in merchandise sejes.

At 9 p;m;, there were 101 transactions, $1 49 in returns, and $3049.98
in merchandise sales.

Complete the following form:

REGISTER

SELLING

#

REGISY:R READINGS

DA1E

AREA

Time Transactions Mdse. Sales Rett ; Net sales DitialS
:

Communications
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KEY:

REGISTER_READINGS

98 DATE Tc:_

SA-19

Date

SELLING AREA Junior SportSweai'

Time Transactions Mdse. Sales Returns Net Sales Initials

12 30 533:15 33;15 500:00 J.W.

3 51 1536:28 98:96 1437:32 J.W:

6 62 2onL21 136.76 1486.45 S.R.

101 3049.98 155.49 2894.49 S.R.
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EVALUATIONSALES CHECK

INSTRUCTIONS: Ruh off four copies of the sales check provided.

Lite the information given to complete the following sales checkS:

1. write clearly

2, double cheJc your arithmetic

3. use today's date

4, add 5% sales tax tn the h;11

5. be certain all necessiv information is recorded

Mt, Susan Stolz purchased tWu pairs of slacks, 1 slack foe $8.99_ ahd
1 brown_for $9;76; her home address is 1342 E. Pleasant Lane, Char-
lotte, !I.C. 28205,

2. me. Jff OWens of 228 Treetop Avenue; Washington, D.C. 18540 charged
3 Shirts marked 3 for $8.99, two ties at $3.99 each and four pairS of
socks at $;79 each;

. Mr.:Harold Ranniger of 1600 North Bay Avenue, LouiSVilleiLKentday;
19901 selected one dress r $29.50, one pair of shOes for $34,50 and
one necklace for $11.95.

/!, Mr; Tei Lewall telephoned the_follOwing order to be delivered to his
home address of 2351 Branding Iron Loopi_Tempei Arizonc<, 85175: 1 box
of hooks $2.00 each, 3 spools of tatkle $1.49 eath, 1 fishing ree!
$19;95, 1 fishing rod $E.75 It will be paid for at the time of the
delivery.

KEY:

1. P.99 2. 8.99 3. 29.50 4, 2,13
7.98 34.50 4,47

Tb.75 3.16 11.95 11.95
.94 Tax 20.13 75.95 8.75

STETD- 1.01 Tax 3.aa Tax 3.17
$21.14 -Mtn 1.76 Tax

$36.93
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[Send
TO

Address

SALES__CRECX

SA-20

Delivery
Instructions

Date I Salsperson

[--

Charge
To

Address

Departmelt Charge Cash Check COD

City-State

hiQu,intity Description Amount

CustomeP s Signature

Subtota;

Tax

Total
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FOLLOWING_ nTRECTIONS_

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDEffr.S: Read and complete the following tasks.

1. On a sheet o' notebook paper; write your name in the upper right hand
corner.

2; Read the remaining directions before doing anything.

3. Number frr:m 1 to 10 leaving a blank line b6tide6n eath hUMber.

4; On line 1 write the name of your teacher.

5. On line 2 write the name of the COW'S-6 you aee taking;

6. On line 3 write the name of one person who iS in the class with you.

7. On line 4 write the grade you are in.

8. On line 5 write the number of peoPle in the room with you.

9. Multiply the answer be8id6 number 5 by yoUr age. Put the answer beside
Number 6.

10. On line 7 ,Tirite your addrer7.

11. On line 8 weite the name ef the City in which you were born.

12. Oh line 9 write today's date;

13. Oh lit16 10 Write your birthday.

14. Omit all directionS except the first two.

Communications
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COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT

Read and utilize the following information.

NOTE: Using the map that accompanies this_sheet; follow the instructions
given below; Place each X exactly over_the_intersections of the _streets
and proceed with each successive instruction by starting from the last X
you wrote; _except in the instances_where you are_instructed
Number each X as_you write it_-._ When you write an X let it stand, and make
no erasures: You are competing with the other members present: When you
have completed the ten instructions; fold your sheet and keep it folded;

1. Place an X at the corner of !Johns and 5th Streets:

2. Wilk tWO_blocks east; three blocks south; two 110-cks West, one blotk
north and place an X at the corner where you arrive.

3. Walk one block east, three blocks north; one block east and place an
X at the corner where you arrive.

4; Walk five blocks_south, two_blocks west, three blocks north; one block
east and place an X at the corner where you arrive.

5. Walk three blocks west, one block south; five blocks east; and place
an X at the corner where you arrive.

6; Walk one block east; three blocks west, three blocks north; and place
an X at the corner where you arrive;

7. Place_another Xias far from:the _west and south borders Of the map as
your last X is from the west and north borders Of the map.

8: Start_north; zig-zag north and east; alternating one block at a time
and walking five blocks in all; then place an X at the corner where
you arrive;

9; Start At the oppositeitorner of the block southeast of where you placed
the lASt X; Walk tWo blocks west and plate an X at the corner where you
arrive.

10. Go three-fourths of the way around a square that has the length of two
blocks on each sioe starting where you placed the last X_and E:qiding
south of your Starting poilt. Place ar X at the corner where you
arrive.
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Urit II - Communications

HO-1 Introduction to the Use of ne Telephone IDECC, Communications
LAP..; 8 & 9

HO-2 Basic Rules of Listening
HO-3 Written Communication - 3A through 3E refer to different types of

written communications.
3A Memorandum - Obtain a copy of a memo, explain the purposes and how

it differs from a letter.
3B Repert Writing - Define report writing and explain uses.
3C Invoice - Refer to the Personal Selling Unit.
3D Register Readings - Using a cash register, explain register readings

to students.
3E Sales Checks - Refer to the Personal Selling Unit.

HO-5 Body Language

TM-1 Upward Communication
TM-2 Downward Communication
TM-3 Horizontal Communication
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INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF THE TELEPHONE

Modern business could not exist without the telephone; in fact;

both American business and social life are dominated by the use of the

tlephone.

When you answer or place a telephene call in 6 butinett office, YOU

ARE THE COMPANY to the person at the other end of the line.

The telephone is an extension of your business and frequently a

phone conversation is as important as any fate=te=-face COntatt With

customers. In many cases, it will be the only opportunity you have to

cOnvey your personality and the personality of your company.

Naturally, the person with whom you are speaking can't see your

smile or your expressions. You must rely entirely on your voice and

teleOhtine pertonality tb demonstrate that your company is friendly and a

pleasant place to do business;

Therefore, it is vital that each of us develops and understands the

powers of effective telephone communications. For if our voice sounds

warm and interested you win friends and customers for your company. 1hi8

is highly important to your company--and equally important to your persona

business success.

Communications
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BASIC RULES OF LISTENING

Anyone can train himself to be a better listener. Perhaps theAreatest
barrier to better_ listening is the attitude of the listener. MOtt _

people consider themselves good listeners, and:frequently are. However;
ev-ian the best listeners _could:be still better_if_they_are qilling to
admit that there is room for improvement; Active listening is a skill:
it involves using the mind; There are certain tochniques that should
be learned and practiced until they become automatic.

Listed below are some basic rules that can help a listene get the
most out of any spOken communication;

Prepare to listen

Get ready to listen both physically and mentally. Physical conditions
can affect the effectiveness of listen;ng. Be in_the best:possible
physical position to hear and concentraU. _Mental preparation begins
when one concentrates on the subject to be discussed.

Have an open mind

Prejudice_and biasiare_two:major blocks to effective listening,_. Preju-
diCe_isian_automatic_reaction either .strongly_for or strongly against
th-6_tUbject that is not.based on reason or lugicalevidence. If the
listener lets_his own opinion "tuneiout" what the speaker is saying,
he_may miss important information that: would_make.him:change_his_own
opinion. How:a speaker lOoks:and how he sounds canialSo create a
prejudice in the listener'S mind, blocking his ability to hear accively.

Listencerefully

Most speeches are based on some kind of outline. To get the full
meaning of what is said, the listener should recreate that outline in
his mind or in his notes. The listener should note each major point.
Heishould not jump to conclusions that the-speaker:has not:yet made
but, insteadiJollOw the thread of:discussion and dascription and keep
his mind on the point the speaker is making now.

Listen with empath-it

A listener should have a certain amount of empathy for the speaker.
Empathy is a sympathetic understanding of another person's feelings.
A degree of empathy allows a listener to listen to what is being
discussed from the speaker's point of view.

Communications
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WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

Ah entire business organization can be judiged bY One single writ-

ten communication; Its impression is as lasting as that of a photograph.

The most important part of that impression is made by the thoughtS

eXpressed in the message and by the way they are expressed and written;

Although the purpose of written communications is to transmit a

message whose meaning is clear, they reveal much about the writer's

personality. The skillful writer, therefore, plans the ideas he wants

tO express, but also the image he wants to reveal to the reader. To

accomplish this dual goal; the writer follows a three-step plan.

1. identify the purpose of the message

2. list the ideas and facts that will accomplish the purpose

3. organize the information

r

Communications
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BODY LANGUAGE

The use of body language can reinforce your feelings in communicating with

others. Your gestures, facial expressions, and posture are all important

techniques that can be used both positively and negatively.

Gestures are motions used to express feelings or to emphasize. Your

enthusiasm can also be conveyed by your gestures. Conversely, gestures

can also convey negative feelings and can be annoying to listeners.

Examples of gestures that might be annoying are continuous blinking of

the eyelids, hair twisting, cracking knuckles, foot tapping and biting

lips.

Posture involves the way in which one carries his/her body. Good posture

shows confidence, alertness, and a feeling of pride in oneself. Sloughing,

stooping, slumping, and dragging ones feet are all signs of poor posture

nabits. Good posture conVeys a positive first impression which is

important in many business situations. A salesperson who displays

good posture suggests to a customer a feeling of confidence.

Facial expressions can say more than any words. The expression on a

person's face many times will determine how another person will reat to

what is said or done. If a salesperson is grumpy and short, a customer

will usually respond with little enthusiasm. Persons who are in a habit

of smiling frequently demonstrate to others a positive, optomistic

attitude about themselves and what they are doing.

Communications
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VERTICAL COMMUNICATICN

UPWARD

tERCHANDISING MANA1R
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VERTICAL COMMUNICATION

DOWNWARD

I MERCHANDISING MANAGER

[I_EFTRWENT MANAGER BUYER

ASSISTANT BUYER I
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COMPETENCY 010

COMPETENCY 010: Communicate verbally with customers, employeesi supervisors;
and others.

TEST ITEM 010-00-11

INS1HUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Using a teletrainer if available,_perform a role7playing
situation involvingi-telephone skills in which you are a-salesperson for Logan's;
Your manager, Mrs.:Brewer,:is:out of the_store:today and will return tomorrow. Mrs.
Brewer-has instructed you to_take any calls and record any messages the callers
would like to leave. You will be provided a message fOrM.

In addition, you will be provided with a product information sheet and copy of an_
advertisement from today's newspaper. The customer will request information:based
on these handouts. You will be given five minutes to study the advertisement and
product information sheet. You may refer to both sheets during the phone_conversa-
tion, You should respond to the conversation and attempt to sell the product over
the phone.

Your customer; Mrs._Foxcroft, has a .charge account with Logan's and she can make
purchases over the phone.. Mrs. Foxcroft is a regular customer in addition to being
a good frierd of your manager. When the phone rings; it will be 11.00. Remember
to use the information given for appropriate business communication.

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: Based upon your observations in previous_role-playing,
chOose one:or two or several goOd students to act as a customer. _You may even

:

choose_anOther teacher, adult, or business person, depending on:class size, amount
of time, etC-. You can test students on an individual basis or in:front Of_the en-
tire:class, having the:class evaluate along with you. An evaluation form is pro-
Vided. If you choose the latter, be sure to run off enough evaluations.

You will need to pull an appropriate apparel advertisement from your local paper
and duplicate for use in this role-play. Also, develop a product fact sheet for
one of the products advertised.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CUSTOMER: Your name is Mrs. Foxcroft. You are good friends with
the manager of Logan's, Mrs. Brewer. You will be making a phone call to Logan's
to speak with the manager, Mrs. Brewet . There are two reasons for your calling.

1. You wish to talk with Mrs. Brewer concerning_a fashion showthat you_
are conducting for Logans in conjunction with the local Women's Club
on June 1. There have been complications_and the- date has been changed
toJune 8. If you are unable to speak with Mrs. Brewer have her call
you at 399-4293 to confirm the change as soon as possible.

2. You saw Logan's_ad for a_certain:product inthe. newspaper _this morning.
You:are requesting_more information about_the. product. _The..salesperson
Will respond to your.questions:about.the_product using aoduct_data
sheet and a:copy:cif. the advertisement; ...You_will_.have copies of both,_
Study the advertisement..and productinformation_sheet. _Base. your_ques-
tions_on the_data in the_advertisement only__ You_will _only_use_the__
information..sheet_to crosscheck accuracy and_clarity of the_information
you_are given by_the_salesperson. The salesperson is to elaborate,-
answer your questions clearly; convincingly and accurately using good
communication skills.

Communications
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T ITEM 010-00-li

EVALUATIOR_FORM
_

n "yes" response is worth three points. Check appropriate blank based on per-
formance.

YES NO

(3) (0)

A. ANSWERING THE TELEPHONE
I. Telephone Response

d. answered before L.Iree rings_
b. spoke promptly and pleasantly
c. g3ve name and name Of company

II. Telephone Conversation
6. Used clear distinct pronunciation
b. Used expression in_voice (nert:monotone)
C. showed interest and understanding (used phrases like

".1 understand,"_1 see,' "Yes, Mrs. Foxcroft)
d. demonstrated politeneSt (used phrases like "please,

"thaA you")
e. used cpller's name

III Close_of Call
6: left pleasing impression
b; repeated message to verify information
c. allowed customer to hang un first

B. LISTENING AND UNDERSTANDING INFORMATION
I. Memo

a. listened for all information concerning fashion show
b. _showed eagerness to listen to details and infomation

TI Sales Demonstration
a. listened to customer's_ needs to determine which features

would become customer benefits
h. observed selling features from the a6lertitement tO USO

in the sale
C. listened accurately to manager's inStructionS concerning

incOMing CallS
C. WRITING THE MEMO

I. Memo
5. memo was neat
b. memo was legible
t. the overall message was clear

II. Specific DetailS ofi:U11-
a. listed caller: Mrs. Foxcroft
b. liSted date: today's
c. listed time:. 11:00
d. made notation of who took message: student's initials
e. 1 isted_phone_number:_399-4293
f. checked blank "telephoned"
g. thecked_blank_"please call"
h; mentioned fashion show

mentioned women.'.s club

j. mentioned original and changed dates
stated reason fr, -,11 being confirmed: confirm date change

D. READING AND UNDERSTANDIN UCT INFORMATION
I. Product Information

4111

a. read and introduc, lduct,information accurately
b. interpreted produc7 irmation to customer
c. read memo back to c. to determine accuracy

CohimunitationS
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TEST ITEM 010-00-11

TO

DATE TIME

WHILE YOU WERE OUT

OF

PHONE

TELEPHONED PLEASE CALL

CALLED TO SEE YOU

WANTS TO SEE YOU

WILL CALL AGAIN

RUSH

MESSAGE

Message Toilet, 4y

Communications
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COMPETENCY 011

COMPETENCY 011: Use t e telephone correctly and cou,-teoutly.

TEST ITEM 0/1-00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDERIS: Read each of the follOwing Sentences; Determine which of
the possible answers is most appropriate for each Statement. CirCle the cor-ect
choice;

1. When answering the telephone at a bUtinett; Say: (Hello; Good morning; ogan's
2. Hold the phone (near, far from) your mouth.

3 Speak into the phone so you (are heard clearly; challenge the person to listen
attentively).

4. The phone should ring at least (3, 10) times befOre you give 0 and hang u

5. The phone conversation is tO be terminated by the (caller; receiver).

6. If someone calls a co-worker who iS nOt ih the Store at_the time; you should
(remember to tell him/her, write the metSage down for hiM/hcr).

TEST ITEM 011-00-12

11,1STRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:_Read_eaCh Of theif011owing statements about proper tele-
hone usage. Determine if each statement iS true or false. Write the correct

response (True/False) ih the blank to the left of each statement.

1. If you are "screening" calls for a supervisor; it is permissible to say
"Who wants to speak tO hiM?"

2. Voice and telephone personality take the plate bf bOdy knguage over the
telephone;

3. If yOu reach a Wrong -number; it will save time if you just hang up.

4. Using a caller's name frequently ih a telephone conversation makes them
feel uncomfortable.

. When answering a business phone, you are the business to that caller.

TEST ITEM 011-00-13

See Test Item 010-00-11.
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COMPETENCY 012

COMPETENCY 012: Demonstrate knowledge of how to address other people in a
bUtinettlike Mahhéi- in-eluding CustoMers, fellow employees; I
supervisors, and manaoement personnel.

TEST ITEM 012-00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Circle the number of_the statements below that demonstrate
knowledge of how to address other people n a businesslike Manner.

1. Suzi calls to her department manager and says, "Jack, this lady wants to talk
to you."

2. Jim tells his customer; "Mr. Smith, your alterations will be ready by noon."

3. John tellt the store manager, "Yes sir, that shipment arrived yesterday:"

4. April explains to her customer, "Honey, that color looks great on you."

5. Nancy comments asiher customer walks in her department; "Mrs. Harris, we just
received a new shipment of your favorite sandals in new colors."

TEST ITEM 012-00-12

INSTRUCTIONSTDiSTUDENTS_: Read each of the following statements about proper terms
to use in business. Determine if each statement is true or false. Write the cor
rect response (True/False) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. Terms of endearment such as "dear," "honey," or "sweetie," make the
customer feel appreciated.

2. Even if one is on a firstname basis with management personnel, it is
appropriate to address them formally in front of customers:

3. One should_refer to_a customer_as "Sit" be. "Ma'aM" Only if the cuttoMer
is obviously older than the salesperson.

4. Slang terms are appropriate to use when talking with fellow employees and
customers if they are your age.

5. antOmers feel welcOme in your ttore if you addrest thcm by naMe.

TEST ITEM 012-00-13

See Test Item 010-00-11.
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COMPETENCY 013

COMPETENCY 013: Listen attentively to directions, assignments, and information
from customers, supervisors, or managers.

TEST ITEM 013=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: CoMOlete the blanks below using the appropriate words or
phrases;

1. List three main reasons why a perscn listens.

A.

B.

C.

2. List four ways listening and observing can be used on the job.

A

B.

C._

1110.
What percentage of our time do we spend listening?

4. What is the greatest barrier to better listening?

5. What four techniques or rules can help a listener get the most out of listening?

A

B.

C.

D.

Communications
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TEST ITEM 013=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Students willilisten to the instructions on new policies
Td proCedUreS giTieh at a ttOreWide Meeting. They should take notes during the

pretentation since they are to be responsible for informing fellow employees who are
absent about the policy changes.

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: Read the following "storewide meeting" to students. Allow
students to ask any questions, but do not reread any parts. On a separate page, have
the students write the answers to the folloWing quettions a5 you read them based on
the information they have just heard.

Storewide Meeting

Good afternoon: Welcome.to our meeting. I have several new policies and proceduret
to report to you this afternoon;
First of these - A lost and found box has been placed behind the service desk on the
2nd floor. _Any_lost articles you find in your department should be brought here.
Second - A new dress code will be enforced beginning Wednesday. Women are nOt_per-
mitted to wear sleeveless garments or jeans. They should wear fashionable business
attire: Pant suits are appropriate - do not wear dress pants and a blouse 7 the hipt
should be covered with a jacket or a sweater. Hemlines should be no more than 2
inches above or below the knee. Men are required to wear a suit and tiO -or tOOrtt-
coat and tie if they are on the selling floor.
Thim - Store policy prohibits any drinking or eating on_the floor; Management has
observed several people with soft drinks on the selling floor behind counters: :f
this continues, drink machines will be removed.
Fourth - We have switched to a new computer system for keeping inventory: J am
passing out an examplelof the new tags that will be on all merchandise. Looking
at your examplei you will see three ser:tions to the tag; the section labeled 001
will be_torn Off_and placed under the sales counter in a box; Section 0C2 will CIO
On a spindle_besidn theiregister and 003 will remain on the garment for the customer.
At the end of the dav these tags should be taken to Mr; Carter's office on the 2nd
floor behind the furniture department. Be sure to demonstrate to your fellow em-
ployees so they will hIve no doubt how to use the new computer_tags.
Are there any questions colcerning the items discussed? Our meeting is adjourned.

Students may use their notes in answering the following questions.

1. Why was the meeting called?
2. What was the first procedure covered?
3. What specific location_instructions were given?
4. What was the second policy covered?
5. When will it begin?
6. What is not_permitted?
7. What kind Ofipants ar? permitted?
8. What was said about hemlines?
9. What should men wear on the selling floor?

10; What was the third policy covered?
11. What will be the consequences if store policy is not followed?
12. What was the fourth policy covered?
13; How_many sections on the new tags?
14. What should be done initially with each section?
15. Where will those tags be taken dailTr

TEST ITEM C13-00-13

See Tett Item 010-00-11.
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COMPETENCY 014

firmwswaimmummuw
COMP_ETZ_N_C_Y 01-n: Use legible handwriting in preparing formS; messages, and

-ecords;

TEST ITEM 014-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Complete the sales ticket legibly and completely according
to Iheinformation prOvTded below.

Mr. Barrett Houston purchased:a pair ef gloves for his daughter, Susan's birthday.
OPon_requesting the Ourthase be charged to his account #4856, the salesperson asked

HOOStoh fOr hiS address to verify their records were up to date._ After calling
the:credit dOWttilent; they verified that Mr. Houston's correct address WaS liStOd
Os 4041 PaVehfield Drive; Phoenix; Arizona 45870. Mr. Houston roclusted that the
gloves be_delivered to his daughter. Susan lives at 60000 Lakoshore_Drivei LOS_
Angeles, CalifOrhia:54789. The gloves cost $18.00. There is 6% sales tax in PhOe-
ni, but sales tax does not apply to merchandise mailed out of state. Logan'S ha
a free delivery policy. Your department number is 12.

' Charge Acct.
To No_-__

sti-oet

city State___ Zip

Dept. _Quamtity_ Article Amouht

_

_Subtotal

TaX

-Total

X Customer Signature

_Sead_Ta

Street

Ctty State Zip

Date Dept. Sold_By:

ComMuhiCatiohS
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TEST ITEM 014-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS_ TO STODENTS:i Read each of the following statements about legible forms,
messages; and records in business. Determine if each statement is true or false.
Write the correct response (True/False) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. Most forms used by a business are just to keep personnel busy, therefore
you should fill out the forms quickly.

. Inventory sheets_figures_must be written clearly since they usually provide
tax and rebrder infOrMation.

3. Print information if your handwriting is Jifficult to read.

4. Always_check over written information for transposed figures and mis-
spelled words;

5. Most forms, me5;sages, and recordS go strictly to one person or department.

TEST ITEM 014-00=13

See Test Item 010-00-11.
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COMETENCY 015

COMPETENCY 0t5: Compose and complete correspondence, reportt, and forMS.

TEST ITEM 015=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS_TO_STUDFNTS: Rewrite the following memo, making it clear and concise.

The_purposelotthis memo is tc acknowledge the receipt of the topy Of the invoice
of June_9 Which we requesteci. We wish to take this opportunity tO e*OretS_OUr
Appreciation of_your_prompt attcntion to this matter. Enclosed yoU Will find our
check in the amount of $38.86_in payment of he itiVOit0. It iS With sincere apology
that we send this payment after locating out mistake While t'Werring back to our
records; We assure you that we will make every effort to avoid a MiStake of this
nature in the future.

TEST ITEM 015-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each Ofithe folloWihg Sentences. Determine which
of the possibli-ansWers is most appropriate fOr eaCh sentence: Circle the correct
choice.

1. We (accept; except) all national credit cardt.

2. Thit Will not (affect, effect) your job.

4110. Your supervisor will be able to (advite4 advie ) you.

4. Apply in the (personal, personnel) department.

5. Follow the Correct (procedure, prectedure) when completing sales records.

TEST ITEM 915-00=13

See Test Item D10=00-=11.

/73
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COMPETENCY 016

COMPETENCY 016: Read ahd:utilize information from reports, forms; policies;
product information, graphs; tables and charts.

TEST ITEM 016=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: iRead eath of the_following statements concerning reading
4nd utilizing informatibb in_bUSiless. Determine if each statemeht it true or false.
Write the correct response (True/False) in the blank to the left Of eath Statement:

1. All business corpespondence should be read with the SaMe intensity.

2. A,salesperson shouldIstUdY a store's policies and procedures since e mutt
understand a policy before he can explain it to a customer.

J. Skimming Memis_lWear or Wotrieh'S Wear Daily is a good way to become familiar
with Up-coming fashion trendt.

4. Tax thattt tan be §-canned rather than read completely.

5. Now fast each person reads dependS on hoW well he Was taught in schoo

TEST ITEM 016-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: 1Read and interpret the tax chart below. This is an
example of a tax chart at the rate of 4%. If the sales price is less than 9,
there is no tax; if the price is lOt to 29, the tax is lt, etc. The table below
shows tax on Sales up to $25.00. Using the chart, figure the tax on the amounts
listed below.

Sales Price Tax

a. $10.28
b. .06
C. 15.26
d. 7.49
e. 23.13

TEST ITEM 016-00-13

See Test Item 010-00-11.

_To I sugi
12.88-13.12 .52 19.38-19.62
13.W-13.37 ;53 1.24EL-

3.311-1162 .54 19.88-20.12
13 - 13-201

20.38-20.62
0.63-20.87

20.88=21.12
1.1 =21

S A L. KS

0 N

- 4.1
56141.3=14.31 57

14.33=14.62 .58
-14.5

14.88-15.12
15,13-15.3
15.38-15.6
1 . -1 .

.i0

.30
0

.29
.59
84

4AL!S-
6.38- 6 62

6.88- 7.12
13- 7.37

7 38- 7.62

44
26

28

30

21.38=21.62
i1 63=21,87
21.88=22.12

22.38-22.62

22.88-23.12 .92
'7 FliI/421.1.,=ilI

Iii7.31-:17.621KINEEN
. -18..

.7! !WW1 .c.#0
9. .76 - .6 1.0219.13-19.37 77 63-25.87 I nl

1.38- 1.62
1-.63- 1.87
1.88- 2.12

7.88= 8.12
8.13= 8 37
8,38- 8.62

41=0,11.TI

40
.41
.42
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6.13- 6.37 1C

11.38=11.62
11 63=11 87
11.88=12.12

1 -12.6
12.63=1-2.87
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TEST ITIM KEYS

210:09:1 1 314-00-11

kat:nq will .ary. Student
should reach proficiency_
score of 66 out of a possible
score of 99.

011-00-11

1: good morning. LOgan's
2: hoar:
3: ono hejrd CltdrlJ
4: 10

5: ca1lor
6: lie the niessa,§e down for tnem

1.11-00.-12

1. ralsc
2. True

4. i.115e

5. Trae

011700713

See hoy to' (110-0-11.

013-*11

LIT% ie nowner,, 2, j, 5.

012-00-1?

1. i.alSe

2. True
3. false
4. false
5. 1rue

012:00:13

See Key for 010-00-11:

0111-00-1;

1: to obtain information
to receive ahd understana instructions
fOr 0-06Yilient

receive instructions from maragement
understand job descriptions

to understand customers desires and needs
_ to detect shoplifters
3. 15'

4. ai-tilude of lhe liGtener
5. vepare to listen

have-an open mind
listen carefully
listen with empathy

-
Acct

To Iti. Bai tt Houstwi No.

Street 4041 Ply ii ki!, Drive

C;ty PhGen). ",tille Arizona

t.. Qiianti.ty Article
.

1 Gloves

4856

211, 1511.70

Amoont

15.00

'.ubtotol 1R.00

1,1y

X rt_qpier Signature_

tieol To Susan Houston

Street. 60000 lake',hnre 1 ci

City Lrs tip

nate Ucpt: 12

014-00:12

1. Etilse
2: Teue

4: Tibe
S. False

014=110-1-3

See Key for 010-00-11.

015-00:13

_Suggested Answer: "We received the invoico of iCne 9 ona
w'sh to thank you for vcar prompt reply: iwe have enCloSed
tne payment of $38.06. We apologize fOr the Mistilse, and
Oc.,pe it will not happeh again."

015-00-12

1. accept
2: affect
3; adviso

4. personnel
5: prOtedbre0.013 00 12 15-00:13

1. new_paiicjes and procedures See Key for 010-00-11.

2. lost and found_box
01-6 00_1)3. location _behind serViCe deSk 2hd floor

4. dress code 1. Fal.se
5: WedneSday 2. True
6: sloevoless garments or jeans

34. TT.:1-ju:
7. Pant suits - no dress pants and blouses - hips

covered with a jacket or sweater 5. False
E. no more than 2" above or below the knee
9. suit or sportcoat and tie 016-00,12
10. prohibits eating and drinking on the selling

floor
b: 0011. drink machines- removed
C: :6112. new computer system for inventory
d: .3013. 3

. .9314. 001 - torn:Offiand.put under sales todriter ih boic
e

002 Put on spindle beside regitter
G1-6-00-13__ 003 7 remain oh...garment

15. Me% Carter's Office - 2nd floor behind the furniture See Key for 010-00-11.
departMent

Ste Key tic 010-00-11.
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Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising - 7271
Fashion Merchandising and Management - 7272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271 C c CO

I.

II.

Color

017 IdentifY batic color qualities and color terms and combine colors which are pleasin.
together;

The ttudent will identify basic color terminology;

The student will label the partt Of a color wheel according to color placement.

The studentiwill:identify at least five color schemes presented by the inttrUctor
and:will create two:of the te4en eel& ttheinet and label them correctly according
te the colJrs contained.

X

018 Analyz .,pecific customers to:determine which apparel WOuld be MOst appropriate,
considering color, line, detail, pattern, and fabric texture

Without references; the studentwill identify the most appropr4ate Oiler Choke§
for individualt With Wetified fig-6re types, skin tones, or hair colors.

The student will design an appropriate garment for an indiVidual With a specific
figure type, height, face shape, and hair color, giving consideration to color,
line, detail, pattern, and fabric texture:

X X

Lihe

019 Identify line types and pUrpetet Of line.

Th e student will explain the five purposes of line.

The student will litt the three basic dress silhouettes in fashion.

The student will list:the two basic types of line and describe the type of clothing
each line-type tUggettt.

X

111/1

III.

IV.

V:

020 Identify terminology used to describe the line and detail of apparel.

Given examples of specifit Clothing, the student will identify the line-type of
each.

Describe the effect Of Oath line bh the body.

X

X

7

X

_

021 Interpret the significance_of stTuctural and decorative design in relation td the
selection and planning Of fashion merchandise:

The student will differentiate between structural and ecorative design lines and
describe examples of each.

Texture

Other Art Elements nd Principles of Design

Textilet

022 Identify basic textile fibert and WeaVet ehd bettribe wear and special care fea-
tUret.

The student will match fiber thaeattoeittict With the correct natural fiber.

The student will match weave characteristics to the appropriate weave.

023 Translate label information ihtb telling Points.

The student will describe the importance of labeling informatioh ih Sellihg.

When peo.,Adod factt dh a garment label, the student will translate fiber and weave
characteristics into selling points;

024 Inform cuttomers of appropriate Care of items of apparel and accessories.

In a simulated_salet presentation, the student will instruct a tUttoMer on how to
properly care for a newly purchased garment.

The student will match label instructions to appropriate care techhiquet.

The student will detcribe the apprOpriate_care techniques for basic fibers.

II,

Merchandise_InformatiOn
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Marketing and Distributive Education
1

Fashion Merchandising -_7271
Fashion Merchandising and Management -

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271 CO

VI.

.

Application of Fundamentals to Apparel and ActettOriet Merthandising

025 Recognize a complete fashion look that includet attettorieS SUch as_shoes, bags,
jewelry,igloves, scarves, or hatt for women; and shoes, ties jewelry; cr Other
accessories for men.

The student will identify why and hoW accessories are important to a complete
fashion lonk.

026 Combine apparel and accessories tO ShOw_the latest fashion trends;

-,e student_will identify why it is important to tOmbine apperel and accessories to
show the latest fashion trehdS;

The studenti_will_identify current fashion_trends and deStribe hoW to combine apparel
and accessories items to achieVe 6 total 'look.

027 Identify-fashion_items that are appropriate for different occasion5 tUch at formal
wear, sports events; business meetingS, ett.

The Student will coordinate_an outfit for a male and female that would be
appropriate for a special occasion showing skill in combining for a total look.

Y
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o
Color - the most dramatic element of fashion design.

A. Color as_a light (or_the reflection of light).

1. White light 7 a mixture of color_(violet. blue, green, yellow, orange and
red as seen in the rainbow or prism).

2; White - all colors in white light (reflected).

3. Black - a mixture of all colors in white light (absorbed).

4: Grey - a mixture of all colors in white light (abSerbed a little bit).

B. Major Sources of White Light and Their Effects on Apparel and Skin Tone

1. The SUii

a. The sun contains a fairly well-balanced mixture of all colored light
rays.

b. The sun allows most objects to be seen in their "true" color.

2. Incandescent lights

a: Incandescent lights contain more warm tones, especially tvd.
b. Incandescent lights emphasize warm tones in fabrics and skin tone.
c. Incandescent lights are flattering to most skin tones.

Flourescent lights

a. Flourescent lights contain morP blue and yellow_light rays.
b. Flourescent lights bring out blues and yelloWs ih fabritS and tkir;

tones.
c. Flourescent lights do not flatter most people; they emphasize skin

blemishes and circles under the eyes.

C. Factors That Affect Color

1. Light

a. Colored light on a fabric will make the fabric appeer a different
color than a white light on the same fabric.

b. Different white light sources will make fabrics appear to have a slight
change in color.

c. It is important vo match fabtics, etc., in the same light source in
which they will be Worh.

2. Pigment (i.e. dying a yellow shirt red).

3. Eye perception ;i.e. some people are color blind).

4. Emotions (i,e; psychological reactions to color).

5. Other colors

a. A yellow background will make navy appear darker than a hunter green
background.

b. As one ages, the skin and hair coloring becomes less intense; therefore
harsh, bright colors and clean pastels are usually less attractive on
an_older person.

6. Texture

a. Glossy surfaces reflect light in mostly one direction.
b. Rough surfaces reflect light in many directions.
t. Hence, satin material and cotton sail Llon will appear to have dif-

ferent values or intensities if aipped in the same pot of dye.

D. Nomenclature of Coler

1. Hue (the name of a color; i:e. green, red, etc.),

a. Chromatic are vibrant hues (i.e. red, blue, etc).
b. Achromatic are hues without much color (i.e. grey, tan; khaki, blab:.

White).

2: Valti2 (the lightness or darkness of a hue; i:e. the variations possible
Within 0n2 hue st,%h as pink to red to maroon).

3. Intensity (chrome or the brightness or the duilness of a hue, i.e. vivid vs.
greyed hues).

a; Hues on the:color wheel are at full_intensity,
b. HUes of full intensity create dramatic effects and form interesting re-

sults if used with discretion.
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c. Hues-of lower-intensity (blact. aril/or white added) are more subtle and
easier_for most people to wear; _ _

d. Apparel usually uses hues Jf low intensity in large areas with hues of
nigh intensity-used for accent.

e. The intensity of a hue can be increased or decreased by surrounding It
With another hue.

(1) Dark colors tend to lessen the intensity of_c hue;
(2) Light hUeS tend to increase 1..he intensity of another hue,

f. Hues of high intensity tend to make the figure appear larger than colors
of low intensity:

4. Warm cplors

a. Red, yellow, orange are warm colors.
b. You can add yellow to make any color app.).ar warmer (i.e. yellow-green).
c. The advance feature of warm colors makes figures appear lare:r or

heaVier.

5. Cool colors

a. Blues; greens; violets are cool colors.
b. If blue is aaded to any other color it will appear cool?r We. blue=

red).
c. Cool colors recede; making figures anpear smaller or t.inner.

6. Neutral colors

a. Black, white and grey are true_neutrals.
b: Popular usage of this term in fashion alto refert to beige, tan, cream

and navy even though they are actually colors.

E. The Psychology of ColOr

The Color Wheel

1. Three primary colors

a. Red, blue and yellow are primary colors.
b. Mixing primary colors creates all the other colors in the spectrum.

2. Secondary colors

a. Sedondary colors are formed by mixing equal amounts of any two of the
primary colort.

b. Green is formed by mixing equal amounts of yellow :did blue.
c: Violet is formed by mixing equal amounts of blue and red.
d. Orange is formed by mixing equal amounts of red and yellow.

3. Intermediate (or tertiary) colors

8.

b.

C.

d:

e.

f.

g.

h.

Intermediate colors are formed bY mixing equal amounts of one primary
color and one secondary_color.
Yellow-green is formed by mixing yellow and green
Blue-green is formed by mixing blue and green.
Blue-violetiis_formed ty mixing blue and violet.
Red-violet is formed by mixing red and violet.
Red-orange is formed by mixing red and orange.
Yellow-orange is formed by mixing yellow and orange.
Intermediate colors are always named by calling the primary color first.

G. Color Schemes (Or harmonieS)

1. Monochromatic (the use of only one hue);

a, Monochromatic schemes can be very dull (i.e. ali beige) or very over-
whelming (i.e. all_hot pink). _

b: You can achieve interesting and pleasing effects by varying tne value,
intensity of-the hue chosen cr textures of the fabrics.

c: The high intensity of a hue should be placed so as to accentuate the
wearer's best features.

d. Achromatic hues (i.e white or black) can be mixed into a monochromatic
schemeas they are not really colors (black; white and red is a mono-
chromatic color scheme).

e. You must be careful to_vary the value and intensity only---a change from
blue to blue-green will appear to tie mismatched.
An example of this scheme is a camel sport coat with dark brown slacks,
brown shoes, white shirt and a brown tie.
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2. Analogous (two_to five_colors which appear next to ea:h other on t,le color
wheel; Le. yellow, yellow-green, green).

a. It iS easy-to achieve pleasing effects because the colors seem to flow
from_one to_the other:

b. Striking effects can be achieved when one color dOMinatet and ValueS
and intensities are varied._ _

t. This scheme creates movement and excitement because of the vibrating
effect of the addacent hues.

d. You Jould consider features of the wearer and _place accent_colors in
appropriate places (i.e. aOng customers should not wear beight acCentS
near the_neck line).

e. Ah example of this stheme is a skirt with wide bands of green, blue-
green, and blue.

Complementary (two.hues which lie opposite each other on the color wheel,
i.e. red and green)._

a, It_is difficult to arrange theseiin a pleasing manner because each
color serves to intensify-the other.-

b: Do not use in equal amounts or intensities.
c. Varying the value and intensity of the colors makes a much more pleas-

ing-color-scheme.
d: An example of this scheme is a pink dress trimmed with bright green or

Cark green.

4. Split complementar y (three hues with one hua used with_the colors on either
side of its complement, i.e. green, red-vioiet, and red-orange).

a: It is difficult to execute this_scheme in apparel because the body is
Small arid there are three greatly contrasting hues invtived:

b. In fashion; this_scheme is seen t often in fabric patterns
c. An example of this scheme is a plaid of red-orange, muted green, and

navy,

5. Double complementary (four _hues with two hues and their complements (i,e.
red, green, red-orange, and blue-green).

a. This_scheme is_found ln fabric patterns because the four colors are
difficult to place on the body effettiVely in larger areas.

b. An example: of this_scheme is a floral print of yellow-orange, pale
yellow-green, pale blue-viulet, and dark red-violet;

6. Triadic (three hues which lie equidistant on the color wheel, i.e. yellow,
red; and blue);

a. This is difficult to usa-because of the great contrast between hues.
b: The use of this scheme demands _caution in choice of value, intensity,

and-proportion of each-hue used.
c. An example of this schere_is a navy _dress with the hem and collar

bordered with red and yellow rickrack.

7: Achromatic (use of neutrals which lack chroma, i.e. black and white and
various greys).

a. This scheme can be very dramatic and sophisticated or very eon.
b. An example of this scheme is a_grey flannel suit with a white shirt,

black shoes, grey hat and black and grey tie.

Color Effectiveness

1. Color schemes (not the only methods of combining color).

6. Color schemes are safe, proven ways for combining colors and ate gocd
when learning to-use color.

b. Anothet method for combining colors is the feel (i.e. "If it looks
right - use it.").

c; Stay ready to discard old ideas and accept good innovative methods of
using color.

2: Colors and a feeling of balance (i.e. small areas of brights balan(e a

large area of dull).

3. Dominate color (unity in apparel look).

A. Equal amounts of several hues create cOnfUsiOn.
b. Emphasize one hue and use the others as accents.
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4. The coMbination tf haet.

a. Three is the maximum (except in fabric patterns):
b. The body is small and more cOlors are tido confusin5.
c. The colors shculd vary in intensity and value.
d. Aim for variety of hue; value,_and intensity.
e. Use scift related colors for multicolored harmonies unless a dramatic

effect is needed.
f. When using a vivid hue by itself stabilize it with darker self values

neutrals.
g. d3ually_the_mostpleasing combination is the arrangement of hues_

naturally with the darkest valaes at the baSO Working up to the lighter,
brighter tones and tints at the top.

I. The Influente Of Wort on the IndiVidual

1. Skin color (most important factor).

a. Dark skin

(1) The skin color is black, dark yellow-red with a decided biU0 cast
and the_hair and eyes are black.

(a) Deep; rich, warm jewel colors are oeSt.
Avoid all intense colors-as they create too much contrast.

(c) Avoid blacks, browns and navy as they give no contrast:

(2) The skin color is red-brown, with red and yellow undertones.

(a) Use colors with greater intensity and higher valUes than the
black Skin tone.

(3) The skin color is yellow-brown with yelloie undertones.

(A) Most hues flatter this skin tone and warm vivid colors are
best.

(b) Cream is better than white, and black and grey are improved
with accents.

(c) Yellowis one of_the best colors (dark skins do not follow
_the rule that skin undertones should not be repeated).

(4) The skin_color is olive with a decided yellow undertone and faint
traces of green._

(a) Thi7 skin is most exotic in colors at medium value and strong
theotio.

(b) Avoid pure green and tints of most colors;
(c) White; black, brown; and beige need Warm actentt to be ilorn

successfOly.

b. White skin

(1) The skin color is fair with pinkish or blue undertones.

(a) Cool colors are usually preferred.
(b) Medium tones and tints are usually best.
(c) Avoid white (create no contrast) and black and vivid colors

(create too mutri contrast).

(2) The skin color is ruddy with red undertones;

(A) Good colors are-warm ones, with the exception of red.
(b) Avc0d greens (compliment of red) and reds as they force more

red in tO the complexion.

(3) The skin color is sallow with yellow undertones;

(a) Good choices of color are warm colors, with the exception of
yellow.-

(b) Avoid yellow and purple as both of these hues force more
yellow into the complexion.

2. Hair_color (next most important factor).

a. Brunette (medium to dark brown).

(1) Gooe color choices are green , reds and yellows ii hues of medium
to-fairly strong Intensities.

(2) Avoid taupe; pale blue and red-purple.

b. Dark brunette (very dark brown to black).

(1) Good color choices are warm colors from medium to vivid intensity,
yellows, reds, purples, and neutrals are good choices.

(2) Avoid intense blues, greens, yellow-greens, black and browns.
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c. Blond (light brown to honey tolot).

(1) Best colors are clear_cool and warm hues, in medium and high
values; Pinks; pale blue; and lavendei- are excellent.

(2) Avoid grey, beige, _white and yellow.

d. Redhead (reddish blond to auburn):

(1) Best colors are cool nues in medium value and intensity. Greens,
blue-green and browns are excellent.

(2) Avoid red and purple.

e. Grey

(1) Bett colbrs are cobl hues in medium values and intensities:
(2) Avoid grey, beige, and vivid hues

3: Eye color (least itportant factOr).

a. Brohm

(1) Orange tones accent the eyes.
(2) Beige, blue; and blue-green are flattering.

h. HaZe1

(1) Highlight the strongest cOlor.
(2) Gteen, brown, brã1. and gold should be flattering.

c. Green

(1) Green hi-ghlights the eyes.
(2) Greys, reds and yellow-reds will emphasize the green eyet.

d. Blue

(1) Hues of blue are cOnsidered to he batt.

4. Figure shape

a: Latge

(1) Wear cool colors of_low value and intensity.
(2) Dark hjes are usually considered best, if highlighted with bright

values and intensity.__:
(3) Avoid vivid hues and high values eXcept as accent5 at appropriate

placet (fate Or thin waist, etz...).
(4) Avoid white.

b. SMIall

(1) Wear warm colors of nigh value and intensity.
(2) Avoid dark cblort And cool colors (unless of hi h value and

intensity).

c. Short

(1) Wear one color:
(2) Avoid cOntratting hUet.

d. Tall

(1) Waar contrasting colbrs.
(2) Avoid monochromatic effect;

5. Personality_type

a. Dramatic

(1) Vivid hues and dramatic combinations are bes._
(2) Reds; yellows, black and white are recommended.

b. Athletit

(1) Medium values and intensities should be wOrn.
(2) Earthtones, redt and greens are good.

Classic

(1) MediUM and intehtities should be worn.
(2) Blues; greens and neutrals are good;

d. Romantic

(1) Medium values and intensities should be worn.
(2) Pastels are gooct
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6. GaMin

(1) Medium values_and intensities should L worn.
(2) Urthtunet, blUet, ip-Cvn,; are good.

f: Ingenue

(1) Pattels and cool colort are recommended.

6. Occasion

a. Fornal_

(1) Usually medium values and intensities and neutrals most appropriate..

b. Informal

(1) Vivid hues and dramatic e0Obinationt are appropriate.
(2) The "anything goes" philosophy is best in an informal occasion;

II. Line

A. Purposes

1. Direction

2. S-ape (silhouettes).

a, Line is very important in apparel (what is seen_at a distance).
b. There are three basic dre:s silhouettes in fashion.

(1) The straight or tubular is used most frequently:
(2) The full_or bouffant adds flair.
(3) The bbttle, with fullness, adds detail.

c There are many other silhouettes or variatiOnt Of the basiCs.

3. Space

a. In a costume, it is the different parts that are urified into the whcle.
b. In costume designi it is usually believed that uneven spacing (3 to 5 tc

8) is most desirable.

4. Connection (A belt seems to connect the bodice to the skirt.)

5. Movement (A feeling of rhythm, i.e. a row of buttons leads the eye to im-
portant parts of an outfit.)

B. Line in Clothing Design

1: Basicfigure types

a. The heavy or round-figure has too much weight above and below the waist.
b. The thin figure needs to add fullness to the figure
c: The narrow shoulder or small bust with full hips figure needs emphasis

above the waist.
d. The broad shoulders or full bust with narrow hips figure needs emphasis

below the waist,
e. The evenly proportioned figure is most desirable.

2. Basic clothing

a. Straight lines suggest dignity, formality; and masculinity:

(1) Vertical lines suggest height and slenderness.
(2) Horizontal lines suggest width.
(3) Diagonal lines suggest activity,

b. Curved lines are soft, graceful, feminine; and informal;

(1) The full curve (s-like curve) emphasizes the body curves.
(2) The restrained curve is more suitable for the plump figure:

3. Effect of line on_body shape and si2e

a. Vertical lines are found in fabric designs, construction of costume,
trims and fasteners.

(1) Vertical lines add height and carry the eye up and down:
(2) Vertical lines slenderize.
(3) There are exceptions: multiple vertical lines tend to add width

because they carry the eye across the body:

(a) The_effect it dependent upon the spacing and the background
color.
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(b) Closel spaced, parallel ical lines may still lead the eye
upwar..1.

(c) As he space between the . increases, the eYe begins to
mAsure width.

(d) 0ouble breasted:garments almost always add wiath because of
the distance between lines.

(4) There are several modified vertical lines:

(A) The "i" slims and adds height.
(b) The "1" slims but cuts height.
(c) The arrow Slims, but cuts height._

b. Horiztonel lines are found most often in fabric designs and trims

(1) Horizontal lines add width.
(2) Horizontal lines shorten.
(3) There are some exceptions.

(a) The longerithe distance between a height_bisecting horizontal
line and the toes; the greater the illutibri Of height (i.e.
short people-look best in-empire waistlines and short jackets)

(b) If widely spaced, multiple horizontal lines may add length to
the body.

c. Diagonal lines are used to add variations to the look of a costume:

(1) Diagonal lines usually add height.
(2) Diagonal lines usually slenderize.
(3) Diagonal lines:are the best lines to use ier trying to CatOuflage

poorly proportioned parts-of-the-figure.
(4) There is the exception that a diagonal line adds width as it

flattens OUt.

4. Kinds of design lines that make up clothing

a. Structural lines are formed by the way the garment is constructed
(pattern) and the fabric is used.

(1) Structural lines make up the neckline, sleeves, waist, hem and
other seam lines.

(2) Structural lines should be related to bbdy Structure.

(a) They_should improve the figure.
(b) If structural lines change the body proportion too much, the

garment will appear grotesque (fashion history holds many
good examples of this).

(3) Structural lines should be suited to the use and needs of the
wearer (sportswear should allow freedom of movement).

(4) The style_of the garment_must be appropriate tti the fabric:
(5) Structural lines should follow the principles of design.

b. Decorative lines are formed by applying trim or other decoration to the
surface of the garment.

(1) Decorative lines can be formed by beadingi braids; buttons, lace,
and other trims.

(2) This is-a less expensive method often used to achieve de5ign
iilterest:

(..) Decorative lines can be used very effectively.

(a) They should reinforce the basic structural design.
(b) They should relate in size and texture to the material of

garment (i.e. nailheads on denim and sequins on satin):
(c) They should be used in limited areas (too much usually

detracts).
(d) They should create an interesting color harmony with the

fabriC.
(e) They should relate to the size of the area that they occupy.

(4) Decorative lines are used_in many ways.

(a) They are used to create or accent a pleasidg center of
interest =

(b) They give individuality to design which might otherwise lack
distinction.

(c) They soften a severe line which is harsh or unflattering.
(d) They_create a pleasing transitirm between two different

fabrics.
(0) They conceal lack of quality in the fabric and design in

inexpensive garments.
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5. Effective uses of line in clothing

a. The most important lines in a garMent are the linet that oAline it (the
silhouette).

(1) The straight silhouette gives an impression of slenderness.
(2) The full silhouette appears to add pounds.

b. The bett detigns use more than one kind of line but nne kind should

dominate;
c; The predominate line determines where the eye travels when viewing the

figure.

III. Textures

A. Examples cf Textures 1;. abrics and Accessories

Rough or Heavy

2. Smooth

3. Soft

4. Stiff

5; Sheer

6. shihy

7. Contrasting textures

a. Too much sameness is monotonous.
b: Too mch contrast results in confusion;

B. Effects of Textures

1 ilhouette

a: Shiny textures that reflect light and heavy, bulky or rough textures
increase size.

b. Dull-or-smooth textures and medium to light weight tektures tend to
decrease size;

c. Sheet tektutes and soft; clinging; stretchy textures (knits) reveal the
silhouette-and emphasize faUltt:

d. Stiff textures conceal figure irregularities;
e. Medium weight, dull surfaced teXtures flatter most figure types.

Construction of a Garment _

a. Pressed pleats and-tailored garments demand firm, smooth textures.
b: Gathers and ruffles need soft4itheer to medium weight:textures.
t. Draped patto-ht (such as ih skirts and cowl necks) require medium

weighti soft textures.
d. Textures should be_chosen for their appropriateness to a_function

(tatin be chiffion ft* dretty Otcasions and denim or tweed for casual
wear).

IV. Other Art Elements and Principles of Design

A. Other Art Elemeritt

1. Space

a. Space is an area Where there is nothing.
b; Space often forms the background area between shapes.
t. Space is needed for visual relief.
d. A_design that does not provide enough space dittrattt and fatigUes the

eye:
. spat6 it athieVed in detign by the use of dull, neutral, or solid

colors; smooth rather than bumpy texture.

2. Form

a. Form_is the shape of things.-
b. A pattern is an overall Aesign_made up of the arrangement of motifs.
c. The motif is the individual unit of a pattern.

(1) A geometric motif includes plaids, checks; stripes, and circles.

(a) It can be formed with dyes before weaving.
(h) It can be formed by dying on woven cloth;
(c) It producet a contemporary feeling.
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(2) A naturalistic (realistic) motif is one that looks exactly as it
appears in nature.

(a) It looks like a photograph of th, i.u=a1 thing;
(b) It does notishow much imagination or creativity.
(t) The naturalistic treatment of subjects is most maiotonous and

and least popular.
(d) The motif is presented as a three-dimensional fOnIM.
(e) It is not particularly suited for apparel although it appears

in fashion periodically.

(3) A stylized motif is a variation of the naturalistic motif.

(A) It is modeled atter a form found in nature but allows for
artist imagination, not limitation.

(b) It is two-dimensional in form.

(4) An abstract motif does not relate to anything in nature.

(a) It includes splashe:. .f color and shape.
(b) Abstract motifs are used together to form a pleasing design.
(c) It is the most contemporary of moifs;

B. Principles of Design (Art Principles)

1. Balance - eqUal distribution of weight (actual or visual) from a central
point or area.

a. Formal balance (symmetrical) is created when identical -ccts are
equidistant from a center line and the objects appear tu _qualize each
other.

(1) Examples include:

(6) A blazer has the sam size pocket on each side of the center
buttoning.

(b) A pair of jeans are buttoned or zipped:.

(2) Formal balance is considered formal and stable.-
(3) Formal:balance may emphasize body irregularities as it encourages

comparisons of one side of the bady with the othec.
(4) The design-may-appear too stable and therefore be boring.
(5) Interest can be added to formal balance in garments with unusual

colors, textures, or accessories.

b. Informal balance is created when objects arranged on either side of a
center are equal in weight or mass but not identical.

(1) Examples include:

(A) A Shirt closes on the side.
(b) A one-shoulder dress design is balanced by bracelets on the

naked arm;

(2) Informal balance creates an impression of caSualness.
(3) It-provides visual impact rather than exact physical weight dis-

tribution.
(4) Informal balance can be used to correct appearance of body

irregularities.
(5) It allows-more-freedom of expression.
(6) Informal balance is difficult to use because of the many

variations.
(7) Informal balance is generally more expensive and difficult to

construct than informal balance.

2. Proportion_-:how:one object relates to_another. It:is:concerned with the
relation of the size of the parts to the whole and to each other

a. Objects are more pleasing to the eye if they are somewhat different in
size.

b. The most pleasing relationship for proportion is When things have a
2 to 3 ratio or a 3 to 5 ratio or a 5 to 8 ratio.

c. The Golden Jinn relationship is used in_clothing_design when garments
Are divided Vitually into 3 to 5, 5 to 8, 8 to 13 horizontal sections.
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3. Emphasis - dominance in one area of a design that a viewer sees as the
center of attention (focal point);

a. Emphasis should not be in an area that needs te be minimized.
b. The focal point should be placed at the flattering points and draw

attention away from_bad points-
C. The face or personality area shoUld be emphasized most Often.
d: Emphasis can be achieved by repetition,_unusual lines, shapes, or tex-

tures, and use of contrast with color, line; shape; or texture.
e. Only one item should dominate-- more than one focal point is confusing

and takes away from the design:

4. Rhythm 7 organized movement that gives continuity to a design.

a: Rhythm provides transition from one unit to another:
b. It leads-the eye in a natural movement throughout the design.
c. Rhythm is established by a repetition:
d. The types of rhythm include:

(1) Repetition is repeating the same thing over and over.

(a) This causes you to become familiar with an item and like it
the more you see it.

(b) You can repeat motifs, buttons, trims, color, texture,
pleats, tucks, etc.

(2) Gradation (progression) occurs when things progressively change in
size.

(a) The stripes on a sweater may start out small near the neck-
line and-increase in width tOward the walst.

(b) The following_things may be graudally increased or decreased
in size to illustrate gradation: motifs, buttons; trims;
flOunces, colors (values, intensities, or shadings).

(3) Alternation is a pattern established by alternating two lines,
colors, shapes, etc.

(4) Opposition is using two opposites together of any art element.

5. Unity (Harmony) - when the art elements are used together tO forM a single
theme.

a. When Unity 'IS athieVed all parts of the design have a sense of belonging
to-the composition.

b. The term "total look" is_often used to describe unity in dress:
t. Unity is achieved-when all parts-(garments,-accessories, jewelry, and

hairstyle) express a single theme that is consistent with the personali-
ty of the wearer and the place it is te be worn.

d. An example would be cowboy riding clothes, cowboy hat, and boots
worn by man with an athletic physique to a rodeo;

e. To achieve unity you must repeat color, shape, texture, etc., while
adding some variety (unity with variety) for interest.
Too much unity can be seen in an ensemble composed of a blue skirt,
blue thirt, blue sweater, and blue thoet.

V. Textiles

A. Vocabulary

1. Fiber - basic unit of textile yarns and eventually fabrics.

2. Filament - individual hairlike fiber of the man-made fibers.

3. Yorns - fibers grouped and twisted together into a continuous strand._

a. The warp is a set of yarns running lengthwise in a woven fabric; also
called "ends."

b: The_filling is a yarn running crosswise_in_a_woven fabric, at right_
angles to the warp yarn and are also called "pick", "weft", or "woof".

c. TAe wale is vertical columns of stitches in a knitted fabric.
d: The course is horizontal rows of stitches io knitted fabric-.

4. Weave (process_of making a fabric on a loom by interlacing the warp and
the filling yarns).

5. Knitting (method of constructing fabric bY interlocking ;eries of loops of
one or more yarns to form a fabric with elasticity).
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B. Natural Fibers

1. Cotton

a. The fiber comes from the boll of the cotton plant.
b. Cotton isithe major textile fiber inithe world;
c. The United States is the leading producer of cotton.
d. The uses of cotton include a wide range of products in the apparel,

hone furnishings; and industrial areas.
e. The plentiful supply-makes it economical to buy.
f; The characteristics of cotton include:

(1) It is a versatile fabric that-is easily dyed and is colorfast.
(2) It can be woveniinto fabrics ofi,-.11 textures and weights
(3) The quality is jUdged by the cotton fiber length and texture.

(a) The highest quality is long and has a fine texture.
(b) Sea Island cotton is the best ard rarest cotton.

(4) Because it transmits moisture easily, the fabric is cool and
absorbent,

(5) Cotton is suited for-blending with other fibers.
(6) Cotton is static_free;
(7) Unstabilized caton fabric shrinks badly but can be pretreated.
(8) Cotton wrinkles badly unless a wrinkle_resistant, wash and wear,

or permanent press finish is put on fabric;
:(9) Cotton has a poor crease retention.
00) Cotton deteriorates_in sunlight.
(11) Cotton is susceptible to mildew.
(12) Cotton is a very strong and durable fiber.

Care features include:

(1) It can be machine washed and tumble-dried;
(2) It can withstand repeated washings;
(3) It can be bleached.

(4) It has great resistance to,heat,-can even be sterilized:
(5) It can be damp ironed at the hot setting fc wrinkle remoVal.
(6) It does not melt, shrink, or stretch when ironed.

2. Linen

a. The fiber is obtainnd-from the flax plant.
b. Linen is imported_into the_United States;
c. Linen is principally used in making dresses, suiting, tablecloths,

napkinsi_and handkerchiefs;
d. Due to its limited production, importation cottt, and the hand labor

involved in production, it is expensive.
e. The characteristics of linen include:

(1) It has a crisp, firm feel.
(2) It isia smooth,_lustrous fabric usually_with a heavy texture.
(3) It absorbs moisture quickly and allows fast evaporation making it

a cool fabric for hot weather.
(4) Its smooth finish helps it resist soil.
(5) It is moth proofed.
(6) Because of its little elasticity and resiliency, it wrinkles

easily;
(7) It shrinks appreciably when washed.
(B) It is susceptible_to mildew;
(9) It tends to resist dyes.

(10) Linen is very durable (strongest of the vegetable fibers) and with
proper care it will retain its beauty for a long time:

f. Care features include:

(1) It can be drycleaned.
(2) It can be wasHed in a moderate-actio washing machine and tumble-

dried;
(3) Ordinary bleacheS Will nOt injure the fibert.
(4) It should be ironed while evenly dampi with_a hot iron;

r6) It should be ironed on wrong side to prevent a shine.
) Special care Should be taken to prevent scorching.

(7) It should not be ironed along creases repeatedly or over-bleached
or the fP'ric will become brittle and 5plit.

(B) Material .ith a woven,-embrOidered or appliqued design should be
pressed on wrong side so design will stand out.

9.
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3. Silk

a. The fiber is produced by the silkworm in the cocoon.
b. Most silk in the United States is importedLfrom Japan.
c. It is used principally in men's and women's apparel:
d. It-is a luxurious-fabric that drapes gractfully.
e. The characteristics of silk include:

(1) it is lightweight
(2) It_has a natural affinity for dyes making possible many lovely

colors.
(3) It is cOlorfnst-.--
(4) It holds its shape well.
(5) it resists wrinkling.
(6) it isia poor conductor of heat making it more desirable in cooler

months.
(7) It is capable of absorbing large amounts cf moisture without

feeling damp or cold; making it desirable for underwear and
stockings.

(8) It does not soil easily.
(9) It does not shrink;i_
(10) It is very susceptible to static electricity.
(11) It is damaged easily by acids_and perspiration.
(12) It is damaged by heat and sunlight.
(13) It yellows with age.

f. Care features include:

(1) Dryclean unless labelcd washable:
(2) Press on wrong side when damp with moderately heated iron.

4. Wool

a. FotIy different breeds of sheep produce about two hundred different
types-of wool fiber of varying grades.

b: Australia is the world's top prcducer of wooL
t. Wool is very popular for apparel - used to make both drett and

tailored clothes.-
d. The characteristics of wool include:

(1) It is very warm - a natural insulator.
(2) It absorbs moisture slowly and dries slowly;
(3) It is very absorbent.
(4) It is_very resilient.
(5) It holds a:press,
(6) It is nonflammable.
(7) It isAvailablein varying degress of quality.
(8) Wool fibers will matt (felt).
(9) Wool fibers will pill (pills are balls of tangled fibers on the

fabric's:surface), =

(10) Wool-Will shrink-during washing.
(11) It has poor resistance to bleach; perspiration, and strong soaps:

6. The care features include:

(1) It is_best to have a wool garment drycleaned to keep the lines and
details at twit' bett.

(2) After wearing,:hang wool garments up to eliminate wrinkles.
(3) Brush the garment to:remove:dirt and restore the nap to the fabric.
(4) Knitted fabrics-should be aired, not brushed1-aiA stored flat,
(5) Washing some wool garments can be done successfully by hand; using

cool to lukewarm water and neutral, non-alkali soap or detergent.
(6) Hot water caues wool to shrink.
(7) After wetting, wool garments should be dried at room temperature

and then brushed.
(8) Chlorine-bleach is harmful to wool.-
(9) Because of the low_resistance to heat; wool fabrics should not be

ironed with a hOt iron.
(10) Press wool garments with a moistened cotton cloth placed over the

wool.
(11) Knit garments should be laid flat to dry.
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C. Man-Made Fibeet

1. Identification

a. Maii=Made meet aee identified by a generic name as mandated by 1?,.4.

b. Manufacturers identify-their particular fibers with optional brand namet
(trademarked fiber_names)._ _

c. The-ten Mati=Made fibers of major importance include: acetate, acrylic,

glass; metallic; nylon, polyester, rayon. spandex, triactate, and
modacrylic.

2. General characteristics of man-made fibers (except rayon) includ6:

i. They will not shrink.
b. They absorb little moisture.
t. They dry quickly.
d. They do-not absorb surface dirt.
o. They can be heatset.

f. They require little or no ironing.

Basic Weaves and Knitting

1: Plain weave

A. Plain weave is simplest and most often used.

b. It_is found in a wide range of fabricsi from sheerest-to heaviest.
c. Fabrics with a_plain weave_are reversible unless one side is made the

face-by finishing or printing.
d. The appearance can be_changed by using yarns of different thickness,

special fi:;ishes; or by printing a pattern using yarns of different
colors-.

e. Each warpiyarn,passes alternately over one and then under one filling
yarn for the whole length of the fabric.

f. When one filling yarn passes over a warp yarn the next filling yarn
passes under_the same_warp yarn. _

g. Advantages of the plain weave include:

(1) It is firmly_constructed.
(2) It wears well.
(3) The plain background offers a good background for Printed And em-

bossed designs;

h. Disadvantages of the plain weave iAclude:

(1) It wrinkles more tilan fabrics of other_weaves.
(2) There is no surface interest unless colored yernt make a design.
(3) It has low-tearing strength.

2. Twill weave

a. It is the most durable:weave;
b. Each filling yaep floats across two or more warp yarns in a progression

which results in a distinct diagonal-line or wale.
c. The twilliweave is widely used for_ work clothes (i_;e: denim), suiting

fibtict (i.e. serge) l and dress fabrics (i.e. surah).
d. There is more_yarn per inch in the fabric:constroctediwith a twill

WeaVe to the twill Makes a more compact; stronger,_heavier, and durable;

e. The floats are short so yarn snagging is not A problem.

3. Satin weave

a. It is the most luxurious_in appearance.
b. The weep yams pass ot "float" ovet several yarns (at least four yarns)

before interlacing with a filling yarn.
c. Mote watp yarns than_fillings are exposed on the right side of the

fabric producing a high luttee.
d. In the sateen weave, the process is reversed and the filling yarns

float:

4. Knitted weave

A. The knitted veave_makes apparel serviceable; absorbent and practical._
b. The finished fabric may be constructed of one strand or group of yarns.

c. The chain of loops permits the fabric to "give" or "stretch" in both
directions.

d. The knitted weave is especially suited for underwear, hosiery, and
outerwear.
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E. Labeling Information

1: Legislation

A. Certain facts must be included on a garment label by the manufacturer
as mandated by law.

b. The Federal Trade Commission enforces garment labeling laws.
c. Retailers are liable for tne sale of any mislabeled or unlabeled mer-

chandise.
d. All labels, tags, or other means of identification must be attached to

the merchandise when it is sold to the customer.
e. The Federal Trade Commission spot checks retail storeS:

(1) Checks for correct labeling.
(2) Checks the statements made by the salesperson about the fiber

content of the garment.

(a) The salesperson_should look at the label and read it to the
customer regardless of hew sure the salesperson is of the
fiber content.

(b) The salesperson shoUld never speculate aboUt a garment's
fiber content and should be sure of all information ne/she
oassesialong to the customer concerning care, quality, And
wee-ability.

2. Appropriate care of apparel and accessory items

A. Care instructions found un labels should be followed.
b. Facts thdt determine a textile item's washability include:

(1) Characteristics of individual fibers or blends of fibers.
(2) Fabric construction, that is whether loosely woven or closely

woven or knitted, sturdy or delicate.
(3) The colorfastness of dyes in laundering.
(4) Fabric finishes such as durable press; soil ..-elease; water

repellence, etc.
(5) Garment construction, that is the durability of seams and con7

struction features. Also the washability of interfacing; linings,
buttons; and trims.

VI. Fundamentals of Apparel and Accessories Merchandising

A. The Complete Fashion Look

1. The importance of accessorizing

a. Fashion emphasizes the total look today which is achieved through
accessories.

b. Some accessories are always fashionable while others depend on the
fashion focus (example: belts become important when fashions
accentuate the waistline).

c. .'rinciples of color, line, detail, pattern and fabric texture should
all be considered_ when trying to achieve a "total look":

d. Accessories have become more popular in the last twerity years; manu-
facturers how-coordinate these accessories with fashionable garments.

e: Accessories have been_treated as impulse_items_in the past, however
now they are merchandiSed and displayed for a "together look":-

f. Working women have less time to shop, therefore accessories_and
merchandise should be located together and salespeople thoUld have a
working knowledge Of coordination techniques.

g. When the economy slows down, new accessories provide a less expensive
means cf updating wardrobes.

2. Reasons fur using zccessories

A. Flatter an outfit.
b. Camouflage flaws in the figure.
c. Give a 'total look'.
d. Give a new look to an old outfit
e. Express individuality.
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B. Latest Fashion Trends

1. Importance of trehdt

a: Fashion trends determine the types and the extent att-eSsoriet Will be
USa.

b. Fashion trends often make a fashion statement and accessories help to
define and accentuate 8 stattMent.-

c. You-should know nsentials about fashionable apparel and accessories
merchandise that will help you in coordinating, tuch as:

(1) HoW they are LonstrActed-.
(2) The materials chey are made from:
(3) The proper care and handling of the merchandise.

d. Customers:deperd on salespeople for information on fashion_trends and
assistance in interpreting the ttendt tb athieVe 6 "total look".

2. Ruies for a.:cessorizing based on trends

a. Se creative; Accessories can make a small wardrobe expand.
t. Use understatement; the more color or style the outfit hasi the fewer

and more carefully selected the acCettbriet.
C. Have one focal point in a costume where the eye travels first.
d. With a print outfit(dress, suit, coat), use solid-colored accetsbriet.
e. Do not stick with old ruleS (when fathionable, pink and reds can be

Mixed).

C. Appropriateness for the occasion

1. Factors that influence appropriatenest

a. Most fashionable items at the moment are considered appropriate.
The geographical settihg often deterMines appropriateness (formal attire
in-a large city settinh is-more acceptable than in_a_rural environment):

c. ihe climate influences what:isjappropriate (a foOtball gee in NOW York
City and A gaMe in Tampa1-Florida would require a different attire).

d. Theiage_grouvand socioeconomic class affects appropriateness (an older,
more conservative businessman would probably expect that a coat and tie
be Worn in most-situations).

e. Personal taste always affects appropriateness.

2. TraditiOnal gUidelinet

a. Appropriate attire fo ,. business meetings shoUld tt conservative.

(1) WOMen should wear-tailored, dressy two-piece suits and men should
wear suits and ties.

(2) Acceptable fabrics usually include wools, wool blends, broadcloth,
cotton; and synthetics.

(3) Basic colors are best; except when fathidii_dictates otherwise.

b. Appropriate attire for formal occasions has more flair;

(1) Women should wear long or short evening dresses-with necklines
accentuated-and men should-wear formal attire (tuxedo)._

(2) The most acceptable fabrics include brocade; velvet, silk, satin,
chiffon, faille, and jersey.

(3) Appropriate colors,include black_and shimmering fabrics for women
and dark suit colors with neutral shirt and tie for men.

c. Appropriate attire for sports events.

(1) Both men and women ShbUld Wear Clothing With tiMple lines and that
it well fitting to allow for freedom of action. _

(2) Fabrics should be washWa and might include Catbh, pOplin,
chambray, nylon or rayon jersey.

(3) Colors that are bright and exciting are always acceptable.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES



MERCHANDISE INFORMATION FOR EASHION MERCHANDISING

Introduction: Reproduce the quiz and have stucents respond to the questions. Discuss these responses in clas,
See-PTE6'2-2-

What Is Cglor?:- Show filmstrip, "Color Concepts" to introdl.ce the tAilt. This it available through 3. C. Penney
Ce.,:Educational and Consumer Relations, 1301 Aienuc of the Americas; New_York, N.Y.. 10019: .ReprodUCO the dis-
cussion questions ar. page 24 and have students answer these while they are viewinj the ftlmSttip. After they have
fihished, discuss another factor (texture) that-affects color; Emphasize that they hoW khoW tik things that affect
color. This filmstrip introduces most of the topics covered in this unit on color.

Colot Project; _Provide paper; brushes, paper cups Of Ater, paiht (red, yellow, blue, black and wAite ohjy). pow-deaint (the library often has old ones or you can ask the students to bring_them (ton,
home), incourage_the students to_be original--to think of their own personal way of depicting the different parts
of the project: Be _sere to_explain that "true" colors won't be achieved unless they are working- with artist's
paints: Allow one_day.for planning, two days for the color wheel, one day for values and one day for color tchemcs
and be sure that the Students understand the time frame, otherwise this project can take too long. See page 25.

SA-)

SA-3

Warm and C001 COlorst _Have pieces of material or construction paper in green, yellow-green and blue,green (or SA-4
Other Mues of -your Choice). Place then, ; ; to each other and let the students see for themselves that y,llow-
greeh appears warmer than green and that t lac-green appears the coolest of the three.

Psychiea-ogki-cal Effect of Color: Reproduce one instruction_sheet for each student. See page 26. Part Have SA-5
ih-i-studentcEbWete and tTie-ri discuss in class,_noting the_similarities_in color cheices: Part lit St:pOly
scrap material, colored paper; fOil-buttons,_yarn. etc. _(collage materialS). trisslorS, ahd glue. 5h-chi fihished
work in class and let the students try CO:guess the_words selected. This provides an opportunity to review infor-
mation as you discuss the merits and drawbacks of the Wets seletted.

Mixino Colots:_ Collect twelve small jatt (i.e. baby food jars) and fill three with water and add food coloring SA-6
to make_one_reC one bloe,.atid one. yellow. Iti:tlast, Mik equal amounts of the above colors in three other jars
to create the secondarj colOrS. Then_mix_equal amounts ot a prinery and a secondary color in the last six jars
to create the intermediate colors. This is an easy and fairly dramatic way to illustrate how these colors are
formed

Col& Stheties: Use a flannel board color wheel to illustrate the color schemes and the placement_of the:colors SA-7
on the wheel. Cut fashion outfits from magazines to illustrate each scheme (students relate-to them better; if
they can see the colors put together into an outfit) and place the outfit on the bulletin board as each scheme
is discussed.

Complementaryl_Colors:_illustrate_complementary coiors by preparing_a sheet on whiCh_yOU haVe_COloted thtee cittles SA-8
in the-thtee primary_colort_hitha black spot in the:center Of_thelthitee.circles. (See page 27.) Ptepate a te0O-
rate_white_sheet_of paper with simply the_one_large_bilatk dot in the center. :Have the students stare very-intently
at the black spdt.in the:cehter Of the colored Circles for about thirty secunds or more, then shift their gaze to
the lone blatk spot on the other-page. They should see fairt after-images around the spot which will be the com-
pletehts Of the circles on the first page. This usually impresses the students and convinces them that complemen-
tary colors are not just chosen at random.

esl-Colorsll-: Ask the students to list their personal coloring and.personality type on a_sheet of paper... SA-9
en tell theur-that during the next three days, they should collect five different fabric swatches which would

be excellent color choices for them, and mount them on the page which contains their personal coloring idoitity.
Finally, Ask them to list the colors that should be avoided.

Personal Colers: Provide_a_variety_ot ssarves or lengths of materials in the different colors Oh the color wheel SA-10
aWd --come neutrals (in varying valoes).. Ask_Several_students with very different personal cbloiHng t6.Stand in
front of the class. Drape the materials around each personls_shoulders (one colorat a tinie).__ElaVe the_tlass
decide which students look best inieJch of the colors: The class will otijOy this b6t tnbrb Will not lie full
agreement on the "best" colors,: Usually the consensus will choose the "Corteet" petsoh and color ahd yOU can
explain the "whys" in relation to each person's coloring.

Color and the Figure: ReprodUce page 28 for edth ttudeht ond have them ansWer in class. Discuss answers in class. SA-11

Textile Fiber, Weave ahd Knit Fj_le: See page 30. SA-12

Man-made-f-iber-t-: See pages 31 and 32. Familiarize students with inforhation. SA-13

Case Study: See page 33. SA-14

Labeling:Information: See:page 34, Teacher_ Instructions: .8ring_ten itetnt Of. Clothing te class and set them ula SA-15
at separate points around the ClaStrOom. Make sure the clothing items have labels intact.

Case Study: See page 35.

Wardrobe Plan: See page 36.

Wardrobe Ptah: See page 37.

Coordinated-Outfits: See page 38.
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SA-1
COLOR, LINE AND DESIGN - INTRODUCTORY QUIZ

WHAT IS YOUR CIO?

(Color Intelligence Quotient)

COlor is aivery important factor in_our lives, but We see it around us
sti Often that we may fail to look at it clOselY. Listed below are
some_questions of general interest about color. Check your CIQ and
see how many you can answer.

1. What colbt db most men like best?
What tblb0 db Most women like best?

2. What color do people like leatt of all?

3. What kindt of colors do older people_prefer-?
What tOleirs do children under six like most?

4. Name a cool color; 4 want, tolor, an exciting color, a heavy color,
a subdued, quiet tblor, a light color%

5. DO teilors affect the way we feel phytically?
Co col-ors affect_the way we feel ptychologically?

6. What causeS a raihbOW?

7. What color can be seen the farthest distance?

8. Does the tbl& of a car affect_its safety On the tbad?

9. Why are the:walls of an Operating room usually painted green?
10. HoW many colors are there?

Prepared by the Educational and Consumer Relations Department of the
J. C. Penney Company.
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Men prefer blue; women prefer rei. Reports from psychological
tests show that the general order of _preferencejor colors is
blue, red, green, violet, orange, and yellow. Some_say that there
is no significant difference between men and women in their color
preferences. Most writers tend to agree that women are the more
fickle in their choice and more apt than men tO Change their
preference with the fashion trend.

2. Yellow appears to be at the bottom of the preference list fcr most
people; One study reported that about 40% of its subjects expressed
a definite dislike_for yellow while less than 10% reported such
feelings toward red, blue, and green.

3. The eldetly person chooses cheerful hues J1 subtle combination; the
young child chooses vivid, pure colors - likes reds best and blue
least.

4. Cool color 7 green, _bluei viOlet; Warm colOr_- yellow; orange, red;
Exciting color-7 red, red-purple; Subdued colot violet, b16e-
viOlet, blue; Light color - white, yellow.

5. Studies show that colors do have a physical effect on people -

especially red; green, and blue. Red excites the emotions, quickens
muscular reactions; makes time seem to drag; Green has_a calming_
effect and slows muscular response. Blue also_calMs, slows muscular
reactim and causes a person to underestimate time.

The colors surrounding one may also affcct one's moods.

6. Refraction of light causes the rainbow, an arc of all theicolors
in the specttumj is formed opposite the sun by_the teftactiOn and
reflection of the sun's rays in the drooletS of water in the air.
(rain, spray, or mist)

7. Yellow, The British Color Council has reported that yellow has the
greatest visibility. Because of its excellent visibility, yellow
is used for taxicabs; school buses, children's raincoats, highway
lines and signs.

Yes; Studies iat UCLA show that the color of a car affects driver
judgments of distances; At 200 feet;_some colors were judged up to
six feet closer than others. Blue and yellow seemed closer, gray
seemed farthest away;

9. To prevent the after-image_from hindering the surgeon's work. If

the walls_were painted white, when the surgeon looked up_he wou;d
see an after_image of red - or green - with the green wall; the
after image does nOt hinder work because the eye adjusts more easily.

10. Hundreds of thousands. Business and industry lists over 500;000
commercially different colors.
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WHAT IS COLOR?

As you view the filmstrip "Color Concepts", answer the follDwing
questions:

1. COlOr it , because without it we cannot see color.

2. There are more colors in a than in a ;cket of pain

3. What five things affect color?

a

b.

c.

d.

e .

4. How does colored light affect the colors that we see?

5. Do warm and cool colors actually put out different 8mount8 of
energy? Explain.

6. From class discussion determine a Sixth item that affectS color.
What is it?
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DesAn and make your OWN color wheel using the 12 primary, secondary,
and intetMediate colors; Be original - let this design be yours and
y-o-Jr$ al-one...these colors can be shown in many ways, not just in
the traditional wheel; You will mix your own paints for this project,
Using only the three primary colors. You may expand this to include
the values (#2) if you desire.

2. Select one color and make a chart, showingthe pure col-or and five
tints and five shades created from that color; Again, be original.
Think of your own personal wayito:depict this chart. _You will use
the one color chosen, white and black to create this chart. Remem-
bet, it it difficult to get many shades from a dark color and many
tints from a light color.

3. Make a design of your name or_initials_and:_color thiS déSigh_in One
of the six color schemes. LABEL THIS DESIGN, aCCOrdind tti Whitt)
color scheme it represents (under the labeli_write the naMet Of the
hues you have used, in cate there is a que5tion by your instructor).
You must mix your colots fot this design from the thtee ptiMaty
colors.

4; study apparel in magazines and find an example of clothing_illustrat-
ilig eAth_of the five remaining color schemes (you may omit the
scheMe used in Number 3)._Cut these examples out and glue them to
a sheet of paper_. _LABEL each example according to the scheme it
represents and writ-Th-e-names of the hues that you see represented.

REMEMBER...YOU WILL BE GRADED ON NEATNESS AND ORIGINALITY (aryone_gOing
into the fashion world as a career ntidt to develop their originality
as much as possible).

Your rating scale is follows:

Completed each_part - 20 points
Each part completed correctly - 50 points

All parts completed neatly - 20 points

Originality Shown on 1, 2, and 3 10 points

100 points

PROJECT DUE
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COLORS CREATE FEELT'-7

To successfully use and_appreciate color:you must:understand it. A

person's response to color will permit_him to feel that a color arrange-
ment is pleasing and satisfying or otherwise._ In the following exer-
cises; you will have the opportunity to consider the psychological or
syMbolic effect of color on most people;

I. Write the names of the colors that best describe each of the
following words c, phrases in the blank following the word. Use
only the six primary and secondary colors: red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, and purple.

1. Very hot 13. Sad

2. Fast moving 14. Very old

3; Irritating 15. Quiet

4. Bold 16. SlOW

5. Daylight 17. Young

6. Loud 18. Ex-citing

7. Very cold 19. Lively

8. Light 20. Happy

9. Stable 21. Purity

10; Dignified 22; Greed

11. Soothing 23. Sickness

12; Heavy 24; Conservative

II. Select a word that describes an emotion (sad; happy; rage; etc.) and
depict this word through the use of color only; Use collage materi-
als in the classroom or bring your own to class; Write the word
that you have selected on the back of the paper on which .,ou have
constructed your collage;
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COLOR AND THE HGURE

Some colors grow on youliterally- White and all the pale pastels
catch and reflect light, making the areas they cover look larger.
Black and all the dark colors appear to recede, because they absorb
light. Therefore they appear to reduce size. Cool colors also appear
to reduce size usually, while warm colors seem to increase size. _Con-
trasting colors shorten while solids appear to add length. Therefore,
judicious use of color can help de-emphasize ficure problems.

Circle the letter of the outfits below that you think are right for
the figure type mentioned.

1. A top-heavy girl should wear:

a; a green_shift with a white yoke and short sleevet.
b. a navy sweater, red plaid skirt.
c. an orange checked shirt and brown jeans.

2. A "hippy" girl should Wear:

a. a yellow turtleneck sweater and a gray Alifle tkift;
a red sheath; with a ned plaid belt.

c. a navy and white striped tee shirt and white bantt.

3. A heavy male shOUld wear:

a. a light blue leather jacket; Wh4,t6 Shirt and light blue pants
.

b. red plaid shirt and red jeans.
c. a single breasted bratt buttoned navy sports coat, dark grey

trousers.

4. A bony featherweight girl should wear:

a. a white blazer, navy plei.,ted skirt.
b. a clingy black sheath dress.
c. a bronze corduroy pantsuit with chocolate shirt.

5. A short male, wishing to appear taller should wear:

a. brown and beige plaid pants and vest, beige sport coat, yellow
tie.

b. grey suit with vest, white shirt, maroon paisley print tie.
c. light blue pants, white shirt, navy blazer.

Merchandise Information
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KEY:

1 b

2. a

3. c

a or c
5. b

This is why:

1 b is_right because the dark tops and vivid_tkirt_appear to readjust
her proportions a is wrong botause the_White yoke emp)asizes her
bosom c should be reversed Sitit hert it the ideal figure for
bright pants with tame tops.

2 a_is right because she needs light at the top_and everything_below
thelwaist de-emphasized; b is wrong because the sheath and belt
emphasize the hips. c is wrong because she needs dark to MediuM
colors;

3 c is the perfect suit fOr hiM-all a dark color and the buttons
provide_the necessary vertital line; a is wrong because there is
too much_contrast and:leather adds too much bulk. b is wrong be=
cause red tends to enlarge an area.

4 a is right because the light_top balanted:byethe pleated skirt adds
width:all over. b is wrong becaUte the blatk dress will make her
look skinnier. c is right_betaUte theitorduroy has the depth and
dimension she needs as well at a positive color;

5. b is right because the solid color along the entire length_of the
body appears to add length to his body. a and c tend to Shorten
because of the contrasting colors.

Merchandise Information
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TEXTILE FIBER, WEAVE AND KNIT FILE

Teacher InstructiOnS: During the discussion_of textiles; students shoUld
complete a teXtile fiber, Weave and knit file; The file will conqitiOf
index catdS With fabrit samples; The samples will be_obtained when visit-
ing a fabriC St-0:e. The Student should explain to the fabric store mana=
gcr that he/the iSittudying textiles in class and needs sample SwatcheS
to complete a textile fiber, weave and knit file.

Student Instructions:

1. A swatch of the following fabrics, weaves and knits Should be
obtained:

a. 100% Cotton f. twill weave
b. 100% linen g. satin:weave:
t. 100% Silk h. warp knitting
d. 100% woOl i. weft knitting
6. plain weave

2. Mount each fabric sample on a separate _index card;_ Provide the
following information on each fiber under t"e' Sample.

a. Fiber content
b. Fiber characteristics
t. Special _care instructions
d. Any special finishes applied to the fabric

3. Mount eachiweave_and knit SamOle on a separate index card; Provide
the following information on each weave and knit under the sample.

a. Weave or knit name
b. Fiber content
c. Weave or knit characteristics.

4. You Will be graded on:

a. Completeness of project
5. How well directionS_were followed
c. Use made of clAss time
d. NeatneSS

Merchandise InformatiOn
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CASE STUDY

Student Instructions: Read the followingitase study and consider the
advantages and disadvantages of cottcn and polyester and write the
recommendation you would make to the customer.

You are a sales .associate in the men's department at Logan's Department
Store. A customer asks your opinion about which shirt to buy. He needs
dress shirts:for:work; He is required to wear a coat and tie to the
&flee. He is also a bachelor who sends his shirts to the laundry for
cleaning; He must decide between a shirt of 100% cotton or 65% polyester
and 35% cotton blend.

KEY:

Cotton - Advantages: cool, comfortable; longwearing; launders easily
Disadvantages: wrinkles easily_and requires ironing; shrinks

after first washing

Polyester = Advantages: very:wrinkle resistant:therefore requires little
ironing; resists shrinkage, launders easily;
drapes well

Disadvantages: absorbs little moisture therefore is a hotter
fabric

Because the customer_must wear a_ coat and tie to the office, coolness:
wculd be an:important factor. _The _cotton shirt would be the cooler of
the two choices. The biggest disadVantage of the cotton shirt_iS that
it must be ironed after washing. This_does not present a problem to
the customer because he sends his shirts to the laundry. He may choose
to cut down on his laundry bill by doing his own shirts. _In this -case
he would find the_pclyeter/cotton blend shirt easier tO launder because
it requires leSs ironing.

Merchandise Information
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LABELING INFORMAFION

Examine 10 clothing items that are et 4 at Vribus points in the
classroom. Read the labo15 that &Scribe the fiber content and care
requirements. u5ihg infOrMtion from the label and informa.jon you
have learned in cla5S complete the following chart.

C'ibthihg Item Fiber Content Care Instructions

1.

2;

3;

4;

5;

6.

£3,

9.

,

0.

Merchandise Inforimp n
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CASE STUDY

You are to play the part of a fashion buyer who has just redesigned
his/her department in order to better merchandise accessories to achieve
the "total look". The accessories department as a separate entity, has
been eliminated and incorporated into the other appropriate departments
within the store.

Choose either aimen's or women's department and prepare a written re-
port to your salespeoble concerning your reasons for incorporating your
accesFories department into the ready-to-wear departments; Stress
benefits to the customer, to salespeople, and to the company.

MerchandiSe Informatibin
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WARDROBE PLAN

look through several magazines and newspapers and take note of the styles
worn. What trends do you notice? Write a paragraph about these overall
trends;

Design one totally_coordinated wardrobe_plan; choosing either men'S or
women's clothes. Include at least one item in each category.

1. Sleepwear
2. Business attire: men's - suit; shirt; and odd pair of pants

women's - suit or dress
3. Outerwear: coat; scarf; two styles of hats, gloves, umbrellas
4. Casual: pants or slacks, shirt or blouse, jacket I

5. After-five: men's - tuxedo or dress suit, dress sh-h-t, jewelry
women's = long or cocktail dress, handbag, jewelry

Merchandise:Information
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WARDROBE PLAN

Choos ,? three different se850hal _Outfit§ for yourself: one for a bu5iness
meetii.ng,,one for attending a Wedding, and_one for a sports event. You
may use pictures in magazinet, catalogs, or newspapers, or you con sketch
or photograph actual_gortentt. Put each outfit on a separate page and
accessorize each outfit oh that page; List all accessories you used on
the back of each page. _ChOOse a variety of accessories to compliment
each outfit using principlet of color, line; detail, pattern and fabric
texture to make you a more attractive person.

Merchandise Information
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COORDINATED OUTFITS

. Using a fashion_magazine (Men't Weari_Glamor, Vogue; EtAry; Women's
Wear Daily) cut out three_pictUret of coordinated outfits one man's,
one womanIs;_and One,thild'S;: Plate each one on a separate paper.
Then, describe hoW eachitoordinated look was achieved using the princi-
ples_of color line, and design; In addition; list three occasions to
which it would be appropriate to wear each outfit.

Merchandise Information
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Unit III - Merchandise Information

H0=1 What Makes ColOr _

H0=2 Values of Color ,-._k_riumber of transparencies and duplicating masters
can be found in Color_Imialisplay.

HO-3 Psychological Reactions to Color
HO-4 Know Your Colors Color In Display, Transparency 1 and DOlicating

M4ster 1A.
HO-5 COL& SCheteS Color In Display, Transparency 3, Duplicating

_ MaSter 3A
HO-6 Colors Influence on Fashion
HO-7 Five Basic Figure Types
HO-8 Line In Clothing
HO-9 Natural FiberS

TM-1 Monochromatic - Colorin Display - TM-73, dt*; 3A, 3B
TM-2 Analogies Color In Display 7 TM-3, _dm, 3A, 38
TM-3 Complementary Color In_Display_- TM-3, dm,_3A, 3B _

TM-4 $plit COMplementary Color In Displat - TM=3, dt, 3A, 3B
DOuble Cotpleténtary Color In Display - TM-3, dm, 3A, 3B

TM-6 Triadic - 1c tnDsp1ay - TM-3, dm, 3A, 3B
TM-7 Achromatic
TM-8 Vertical Lines
TM-9_ Horizontal_Lines

1111

TM=10 DiagOnal Lines
TM=11 Curved Lines

* dm = indicatOS duPlicating master
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WHAT MAKES COLOR

MOSt Of the colors we see aye reflected from the surface of

objects; Surface color depends upon the pigments in the surface.

When light rays strike an object some rays are refLcted; but Others

are abSorbed or trapped. This brings about color by absorption.

HO-1

*Almost all the rays of white light
falling on the yhite surface are
being reflected.

*The_gray surface is absorb-Ino
a Tittle bit bf all rays
and therefore appears to_be
darker than the white object.

*The black:object is absorbing almost ail

rays. White, gray, and black are colorless or
neutral. The only difference between them is
one of brightness, which is due to the difftrence

in the amount of light reflected.

A col6r is seen when all the rays of white light Are abSOrbed ecept

one. That one is reflected and that is the color seen.

* Technically black, white and gray are not colors.

Merchandise In ;motion_ :
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PSYCHOLOGIU1 REACTIONS TO COLOR

1. Temperature: Colors have a temperature value. To the spectrum the
short wave length_hues of blue and blue-violet are cooler in temperature
than of orange and red.

a. The reason for:this is physicar, because_it is known that the
lighter the color tonei the more the_sun.'s rays are reflected;
while the darker the shades, the less the sun's rays are
reflected, and the surface will absorb most of the heat.

. Because of thiS We May dislike a brilliant red dress on a h t
day, but react fav--ably to a warm red winter coat.

2. Weight: Dark hues and dark values appear to have more weigKt than light
hues and values.

a. It is more usual to sce a dark skirt worn with a lightor blouse.

b. Because dark colors appear heavy, the extremely over-weight
person would be vise to avoid an all-black costume. The
completely dark costume adds to the impression of solidity and
weight.

3. Motion: Warm cllors, particularly in bright intensities, give activity
and sparkle to a costume because they seem to move forward. Because of
this they are called advancing colors. Cool colors and colors of low in-
tensity seem to have less activity or actually seem to retreat.

a. A person desiring to reduce thr!ir size should select receeoing
colors for costumes.

b. The activity suggested by color- of strong intensity makes them
more acceptable in sporL Jr -FL -1,31 clothing, while the restr;int
of low intensity and dark values is more appropriate for tailored
street or travel wear.

4. Certain values, intensities, and hues appear either old or young.

a. Dark and dull 1colors:which1 are1 quiet and conservative are thought
as old. Light, clear, bright colors are associated v.it) Tne

vAor and activity of youth.

b. Cool colors seem older than warm colors.

c. The use of all black accessories with a costume increaces its
apparent severity or maturil.y, whereas white acces-,ories may add
a fresh youthful note to the costume.

Merchandise Infc., Ination
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PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO COLOR

Co'lr is symbolic of our feelings and emotions. It causes ar tional
experience. People react to it, have definite attitudes tow They
can be attracted to it, or repelled by it. Very few people arL ieutral
in their feelings about colors; their personal preferences often reveal
their personalities.

2.

HU-3

Red is the oldest and strongest color and the greateSt StimUlatOr of our
emotions.

a. It expresses blood, war, rage, fierceness, hate, anger and sin;
yet it suggests love, beautyi_happinessi and cheerfulness. It
is contradictory in nature. Children love toys painted red;
yet the Matador uses a rea- cape to incite the anger of the bull
he is trying to kill. Red is associateJ ;Y=t-i sin as "scarlet

woman" indicates, but it i5 also associ viith holiness for
it used extensively in the vestry of the church, :Because of
its diverse natre, it is one of our most popular colors,

b. Vd 16-01, aggressive; warm; e ..:itinq.; and may seem crude ar
obviou Red-violet is exciting, mysterious; warm irritating.
Red-c-,ra.;ige is strong; warm, advancing, bold and demanding .

most compe11ingofarlcolors_4nemptionali appeal, red
symbolizes valor; ardor; love; energy; fire; danger, enthusiasm,
vigor; aggressiveness and heat. On the bad side, red also
symbolizes evil (the devil is_picturecrwith ait-ed suit),
cructy, wrath; and sin (the Church relates sin to the deviliOr
satah). A:favorite expression in religious usage is; "though
your sins be as scarlt ."

People who prefer rQd are inventors and innovatorS; they have
lotS of energy and are sexy.

Blue

a, Blue is a cool; modest color emblematic of dtvimity, honar, and
truth; Its qualities are retreating as it suggests despondency or
loneliness oftcm referred to as the "blues."

b. Blue is 'd; peaceful; reserved; conservative, and quiet. Blue-
violet is ieserved, cold, mature, and may be melancholy and,
depressing. Blue-green is reserved, cool, pleasant, and quiet.

c. Blue is the favorite color of all males. It symbolizes truth,_
wisdom divinitY, eternity, and human immortality. _Blue symbolizes
the heavens and etheral valuesi it also denotes coolness, Olds
iCe, Chilli and peaceful tompcsue. po the bad side, blue may
dehOte dark or evil moodi, cepression, and despondency;

d. people":tendito be conservative andiare aicalMing influence.
They are usually the people in the executive suite; the achievers.

Merchandise-Information 100
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3. Yellow

a. Yellow also has a dual personality as it suggestS
wisdom, gold and wealth; while green-yellow iS asSociated with
disease, cowardice, jealousy, and envy.

b. Yellow is happy; warm, cheerful, rich, and friendly.: _Yellow-
orange is sparkling, gay, lively, warm, cheerful and friendl:

c. The lightest of the colors, it symbolizes brightness, the sup,
purity, unity; warmth, and is _a close cousin:to:gold, the symbol
of wealth. Yellow signifies_divine love, enlightenment; and
understanding. In China, yellow is the favorite color and
Stand8 for the majesty and supremacy of the Imperial palace.
Orientals regard orange as a modified yellow. Yellow has
bad or evil connotetions also - meanness, treason, cowirdiCe,
and deceit: A jeliow streak down his back" == this f.y.:3-,ASion

illustrates such sinister symbolism.

d. Individuals refer yellow tend to be intelleal:, or
"loners." PE_He who prefer brown, a shade of ,orange,
are solid, doWn to earth typt, whd make good spouses.

4. Green

a. Gteen has qualities of both yellow and blue but is not_as
eXtreme aS either; It is restful=to _the eyes and nerves and
it_symbolizes spr_i_p_g_;_youthhapp-iness, prosperity, and
tranquility_.

b. Green is quiet_i_:=peaceful_-,=serene_and_friendly, Yellow-green
is cheerful; friendly, sparkling, and warm. Blue-green is
reserved; cool, pleasant, and quiet.

c. Closely allied with blue, green has similar significnce and
ti ditional symbolism. Green is the color of nature, and_it
de:otes life, freshness, rebirth, or renewal of life, coolness,
quietneSs and_relaxation. Greephas long been a favorit
(010r:Of the interior decorator because of the foregoing
SYMbolS. On the evil side_i_green_denotesj_ealausy, rot,
spoilage;_=end_impurity.

d. IndiVidUalS Who prefer green are usually agreeable and steady,
and have the ability to get things done.

5. Violet (Purple)

a. Purple suggests regality, sorrow, sadner,s, weariness,ior
solemity. The lighter tints represent_a feminine deliCaty
often associated with drifting OcL-siof perfume; Varying
shades and tints of purplc are becoming to older people with
gray hair.

b. Violet iS dignifiedi regal, cold, domineerinp; or depressing;
ahd mysterious. Blue-violet is reserved, cold, mature and may
be melancholy and depressing; Red-violet is exciting,
mysterious, warm and irritating.

Merchandise Trformation
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c. The ancients_always regarded purple as the_color of royalty and
wealth, chiefly because it was in short supplYi and_therefore,
expensive to purchase; Purple also symbolizes dignity,
diVinity_, and combined_love and wisdom. . .(the thurch's
malei emphasis) since purple is a mixture -of red_(love) and
blue (1.1sdom). Purple may_mearLmourning, and in fashion
there is a tendency for this color to be associated with old
age or maturity.

d. Individuals who prefer purple are Often impractical, and usually
charming and self-Satisfied. "Purple people" give the best
parties.

6. Orance

a. Orange is lively, cheerful, vivacious, more youthful and less
aggressive than red. Red-orange is strong, warm, advancing,
bold, and demanding. Yellow-orange is sparkling, gay, lively,
warm, and cheerful.

b. "Orange people" are delightful people who ar2 very undependable.

Merthandise Information
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COLOR'S INFLUENCE ON FASHION

When choosing the best colors for an individual_you have a color to
start with. . . their skin:color tone, their hair color, and:their eye colH.
You m-Jst also consider their figure and personalitY type, and even the
otcaSibn for Whith the Outfit is to be worn.

Because skin tone is responsive_to cOloring placed next:to it, telet-
dons of becoming colors should be made for:specific complexion types.
When an agreeable choice of_colors is made in an outfit, the skin tone comes
alive and the individual has a healthy glow which is necessary for an
attractive appearance; On the other hand, a bad choice of colors results
in a faded-out or subdued skin tone. Highlighting the hair and eyes can
be done with_the_choice of the proper colors, as long_as they are also
right with the skin tone. When ever there_is aiconflict betWeen Skin tone
and/or eye and hair color; always complement skin tone.

Well chosen vivid_colors can_enrich the facial tulle.- Vivid hues 9re
most:becoming:to the slender, well proportioned:figure... Stout people
ShOdld avoid intense bright colors; especially in the advancing hues (they
may wear warm; subdued tones); Vivid hues tend to increase size; and make
the figure lines more noticeable. A very slender figure, by means of
garment style may conceal_the angularity_of body line, and appear slightly
larger in_bright hues without wer accenting the silhouette. Vivid hues :

are usually warm; aggressive, igid advancing. They should be selected with
care by even those for whom they are most becoming (the darker skin tones,
with darker hair and eye color). Vivid tones are appropriate for the
outgoing, vivacious personality. . . never losE individuality and personal-
ity with a poor color selection.

Cool colors flatter almost all figures. Cool colors are receding and
make forms appear smaller._ They not only affect figure proportions, but
soften the_figure silhouette.: Heavy individuals are much less self-
conscious dressed in pleasing hues for_their figure type :inivalues from
tbol hues; The demure person is usually more comfortable in cool tones.

_Light:values (by means of reflective qualities):tend:to lighten,
animate and increase the natural face coloring; Light color values in
garments appear to increase the figure size; Therefore they are a 5etter
choice for the slender person rather than the heavy one.

Bark values are opposite in effect from light values; They absorb
the light rays, appear to drain the natural colors from the faLe, and are
especially good for those individuals who have a high, vivid facial
coloring, The too slender figure_should avoid dark values, because they
are slenderizing. _At times a small amount of dark coloring in an accessory
may:repeat eye or hairtone and provide the:proper emphasis for some
individuals in their choices of wearing light, bright or neutral tones.

An individual should have vivid facial cOloring, if they choose to _

wear :black nea- the face,:.as it drains the cOlor:from the face.: Celbrful
blonds success.ully wear blatk_as do brunettes with a fair or glowing
cbmplexion. Black skins should avoid black because there is li+.1e
.ontra3t; hence interest, in the total look. Black should not be worn

p.2rsons with a pale or yellowish skin tone. Black appears to decrease

Merchandise Information
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size, so is good for the large figure_(but because of qualities mentioned
above, it is usually best to place a lighter color around the face).

Whitei of all light tones, reflects sunlight:to the greattlst degree.
Therefore; it helps in illuminating the_face and is_quite flattering_to
most ski7, tones. Persons with ruddy coloring as well as veuidark skin do
not_w- white successfully because of too mucn citrast. hite appears
to increase the figure proportion; F.Id should be avoided by the person
with a large frame; White appears c.n.ol and refreshing; and is especially
appealing in the summer months.

:Finally; remember the rules of the color wheel and color schemes.
Complementary colors intensify each other; Therefore red hair is flattered
by green, and blonds appear more blond when wearing lavender. By th:_
same rule; ruddy skin tones are intensified by wearing green, and sallow
complexions are fLirther "yellowed" by purple, and the person with blue
undertones in theit- tkin Should avoid oeanTe.

The challenging part of choosing the best color for an individual is
the interplay of the following parts:

1. Figure type
2. Skin color
3. Hair color
4. Eye color
5; Personality
6. Occasion

The best color choice for the person with Aark hair and skin tone; might
not be best; when the figure is heavy or the personality demure; The
dark; small framed person who works in a bank also has opposing_color
choices to consider. Accept the challenge; however and you will have
the satisfaction of achieving a well=planned, flattering total fashion
color "look".
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FIVE BASIC FIGURE TYPES

Heavy or Round

Narrow Shoulders or Small Bust
Full Hips

HO-8

Thin Evenly Proportioned

Broad Shoulders or Full Bust
Narrow Hips

Merchandise Information
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LINE IN CLOTHING

LinOS Can be used in garments to make a person look taller, shorter,
heavier or thinner; Lines, and the illusions they create,_Can Make:hips
lbOk large or small, shoulders broad or narrow and waists loOk thick br
thin. The effects that lines produce are related to other factors such
as:

the shape of the body
cOlorand texture
degree of contrast (so that lines are noticed
comparison of adjacent shapes
the effect the viewer expectt

There are two kinds of lines -- straight and curved. :Straight 1i-het
have three directions -- vertical, horizontali_ or diagbiial. Curved
lines may be restrained (SOft, flattering) br fUll.

Straight lines result in more formal or_more tailored clothes, often
with a masculine feel. The single vortital line usually_lengthens the
body and makes it appear more harrOW, becaUte the line leads the eye up and
down_the body. 14er,:When vertical lines are repeated in quantity, the
eye begins to meast:re width (which adds width to the body) unless the
MUltlble vertical lines are small and spaced closely together. Hbri2ontal
lines usually add width and shorten the bodyi because they carry the eye
across. Just as repeated vottital linet add Width; some horizontal 'Hoe
spacing produCeS the illUtiOn of length when the space between lincs is
increased. :Diagonal lines assume the characteristic of the verticai oe
hOrizontal line as the degree of slant approaches each eXtrete. _ The Ute
of the diagonal line is usually very pleasingin clothing, and is one
of the best lines to_use when trying to CaMouflage poorly proportioned
parts of the body._ It it UtUally Considered slimming since the vertical
diagonal iS MOtt often used.

Curved lines follow the Contour of the body and are usually flattering
to the feminine f.gure. They are informal and soft. As the curvediline
beCOMet:exaggerated it may be easily overdone in a design. The restrained
cUrve will usually flatter a plump figure, while extreme curVet will add
the illusion of even more fullness.

: Lines are emphasized by both repetition and contrast _(such as
Piping along the waist line in a contrasting colOr). :tr_t all internal
structural lines are notiteable because of lack of Contr',A or emphasis;
Internal lines may hOt be Seen bh printed or very dark fabrics. _On the
other hand, line it eMOnati2ed by hue or value contrast. Emphasis of
line in aAai-méht is important, becausp the lines that are emphasized
are the lines that determine which illusion is created.
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FiberS Fabri T e

Cotton Broadclbthi iChambray,

ChinU,iCorduroy,

Denit, Percale, Pique';

SeerSUCker;, Terrycloth,

Otgandy; Velveteen,

Gingham, etc.

iiy.gta3e

Natural F Litr

Disadvantne

Inexpensive, Cool,

Comfortable, Long=

wearing, Holds itS

Shape, LaunderS

Easily, (Machine

Washable); Can be

bleached, Moth

Probf

Wrinkles Easily;

Requires ironi;ng;

Shrinks; Mildews;

Deteriorates in

Sunlight

Linen Damask, Crash hand-

kerchief, Linen;

Dress Linen; L8ce

Long-wearing, Lint

free, Cool; Comfort-

able, goes not soil

readily; Launders

easily; Dries quickly,

Moth proof; Retains

natural crispness.

Expensive; Wrinkles

easily, Regures

Ironing, Must be

dampened for ironing;

BreakS ehily

under pressure

Care

May be pressed with

a hot iron.

Can be boiled iA(.thH

out 68115.

tY.P

soap or bleach, '

Dry clean or Wa'Sh

in_War Water and

Mild detergent:.

DrY White linens

in Sun, Iron on

ivoid a

shi%.

area5

ime table

linens;

1 Handkerchiefs,

Summer dress

wear

Silk

Wool

Brtadtloth, Crepe;

Shantung; Taffeta;

Chiffon; Pongee;

Jersey, Brocade;

Surah, Ribbon Knits

Luxurious feel and

appearance, Ljght

weight, Wrinkle

resistant, HoldS

shape, Sheds

Strong, DoeS not

shrink

EipentiVe, Water spots

daMaled by OWspiration

yellöws With age;.:

DaMaged bY heat and

Sdlight, Often:not_

tblorfast to_washing,

Wits or cracks; Weak=

ened.by both_acid or

alkali; Yellows with

chlorine bleach.

Wrinkles will fall

out_between wear-

ings, Wash by hand

in lukewarm water

and mild soap sudS.

Dry indoors away

from dir-a:t hnt.
Iron damp dry.

Use a warm iron

and -pess on the

Wrong side.

DreS5n,

Blou$68 &

5hirtSi
$(8rVn,

Lihgefiei
Loth *wear

(016 &

iwOmeh's),

Lihens

Flannel; Tweed; _

BroadtiOth,ChalliS,

Fleece,Jersey,

Sergei_Crepe,

Gabardine

Warm, Lightweight,

Wrinkle resisant,

Holds a press, Sheds

soiljnd_water, Non-

flarmable, Static

free, Easy to care

Susceptible to moths,

Slow drying, Shrirlks

Damage,J, by perspiration,

Weakeoed_by hot Water

and alkalie MatS if

iMprOperly :ndered,

Becomes shin." if im-

070perly pressed;

Singes or scorches

easily, Turns yellow;

Dissolves in chlorine

bleach

MerchanMO Ihformation
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Little ifiany

preSSing is neces-

sary between

wearings. Wash

by 'iand.in luke-

war water if

hard tag so in-

dicates. Press

wi'h a steam iron

on the wrong side.

Knit garments

should be flat

Winter

clothing,

Blankets;

Carpets,

Millinery
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TABL-E OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR TEST CONSTRUCTION

OGRAM AREA MarketIns and-04-sAributiv iducat_irn

OURSE NAME Fashion Merchandising

UNIT Merchandise Inform-tion

Comtency

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME
J

m L.
(..J

Cognitive Level*

I II III

Performance

c

''?
o
E-

ital

1- o'=7

iteol:i-

017. Identify basic color qualities and color terms ard Combihe colOrs
--which are pleasing together'. X X

018. Ahalyae Spetifit tOstbmer to deterMine Which apparel would be
most aporopriate, considE. :og color, line, detail, pattern, and
fabrii_ttlxtur

X

_____

013. Identify line typr and purposes of line.

020. Ic.:fntify term., used to descrioe the line and detail of
Iliparel.

X
I

,. InterTret the significance-of structural and decorative cesign in
ro1etion to the sc;ection and planning of fashion merchandise:

022: Ic'ertify basic textile fibers and weaves and describe wear and
4'.., 1,37 , features._

023. Translate label information into Selling pointS.

024. Inform custmers of apprOpY.iate tare Ot itemS of 'F '-,?1 and
Xaccessories.

25. Recilnize a cotoloto fasnitin lOOk that ihclUdeS atceSsot ' suclIII/1
as shoes, ovls; jewelry; giow2s; scarves; or hats for wci:1; and
st-ipts: ties ieweiry; or other accessories for men:

X

X

-1-

026. Combine apparel and accessories to show the latest fashien tr( kls.
I

027. Identify-fashion items thA are_appropriate for difi'erent occa7
sions such as formal wear, sports events, busin-ss meetings, etc. X

--1

_

*LEVEL I - Recall; II - Comprehension, III - Application



COMPETENCY -,17

COMPETENCY 017: Identify basic colcr quaiities and color terms and combine
tolorS which are pleasing together.

TEST ITEM Ol7=GO=

INSTRUCTIONS TO ":ACHER: ReprodUce the crossword puzzIe and the statements fOr
DOWil ahd AdroSS. Have the students complete the pLzzle without using any reference
laterials.

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: Complete the crossword puzzle using the queStiOht bi-

ctiMTiTii-6 br intOMplete statements found in the Down and Acrosq ,AlUmn8. Write the
dorredt response8 jr the spaces that are_numbereri rn:respond With the question
or Statement. The sue word may be used more once.

MerchandiSeInfOrmation
42
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TEST ITEM 017-00-11

COLOR CROSSWORDS

DOWN:

2. Created When_equal amounts of
black and white are added to
a color.

3, Cblor scheme created by using
three colors that form an equi-
laterl triangle un color wheel.

6. Colcrs are effective_ in

sals promotion and advertising.
7: A ade of_orange.
9. UF. color only on smi.11

7 2as.

14 chnical name for color.
sales_promotion, feature

color and use other
co:crs as accents.
Yellow is a color,

17. There are_ basic colors
on the color wheel.

18. A cool,color,

19. Color is used tb_attract
21. Black bh yellow iS

legible of_all cOlors.
24.

1 provides psychr:ogical
ct when used effectiVely.

25. A secondary color.
27; Color_scheme that consists

of tints, shades; and tones
of one color;

28; in fabric; shaggy or ilibby

weaves cast shadows that tend
to

29; --is the color of action.
N. Refers to brightness or clull-

ness;
32; Blue a,id green are_ colors.
33. Color that is the greatest

stimulator of our emotions.
37. In a triad color scheme,

three colors_ are diStancet
from each other._

3-e,. Complement of yellow
40. A tc-e of red.

ACROSS-:

1. Seen when all colors are
reflected.

3: Mixture of white wit pure
color:

4. Seen when all colors are
absorbed,

9. Color affectS apparent
T. A primaey colOr.

8. NoighboHnO tblort oh cblbi-
wheel.

10. Many VariariOnt can be Made
from (Olor.

11. A tint of i-ed.

12. BasiC tolbrt are Shown on a
tolOr.

13. MiktUre Of pure cOlbr and
black. _

17. SplittbitiOleMentary color
StheMet have colors.

20. The of a color is the
tblOr opposite it on color
wheel;

22. Red on green is legible.
23. Amount ot black or white in

color:

26. huilochromatic color scheme
censists of tones, tints,
and shades of (two
words);

30; A secondary color.
A cheerful color.
A dot', 2-split complementary
color scheme has colors.

36. Mixture of pure coloi- and
black.

38. Int-et-mediate tolOr (tWo
woeds), _

39. -iypE. of colors made oy

mixing equal amounts of two
priMary colors;

41. A heUti-al, not technical y
a color;_

42; A complementary color
scheme las three colors in
it.

Merchandise information
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TEST ITEM 017-00-11

COLOR CROSSWORDS

4

6

11

12

76
14

19

0 1

L"

26

771

33-

4
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TEST ITEM 017-00-12

NSTRUCTIONSTOSTUDENTS: Label the color wheel by writing th appropriate olor
name in the appropriate wedge on the color wheel below. The colorS thould iopeár
in e correct order around the wheel.

Merchandise Information
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TEST ITLM 017-00-13

iN5A0-ctiONS fb bring 8 faShion OneMble tb tiatt repreSentind -One of
fh-6--even 7COIO'r scherris. _This OnSOMble thd-uld be plated in front of the class
for identificatiOn. ProVideici-ayeinS (Or some other appropriate medium) and re-
produce the two pages of fashion outfits provided ,The students should color
these outfits tO represent the six remaining color schemes (eliminatirg the one
that you have placed before them to be identified).

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: First; identify the fashion ensemble that your in7
VEructor has presented to you according to the color scheme that it represents.
Write the name of the_color scheme in blank Number 1 below. Next, color the
pictures of the six_out=its that r irstructor gives you. Each Outfit ShibUld
bp colored to representi,one o si, remaining color schemes (60 hot USO the
scheme that is being presentec thc ront of the classroom). Finally; labol
each of the color schemes that ycw ,d r the space provided belbW; correSpond-
ing to the numbers oi the outfit. H fy the ndnie of the color Scheme; write
out the names of the colors that you used.

1. Color scheme preserted to th.- lass

2. )1.- scheme:

Colors used:

3. C01,ji.

COlot' ,0d:

Colci SthAMe:

.olors used:

Cblor scheme:

Calors used:

Color schemer

Colors used:

7. Color scheme:

Colors uSed:

Merchandise Information
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TEST TTEM 017-00-1. ,
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TEST ITEM 017-00-13

M:ft-chP,dise Information
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COMPETENCY 018

ArimrimINEENr:
COMRETENCY 018: Analyze specific custoMers to determine which apparel would be

most appropriate, contiderihg tolor, line, detail pattern and

fabric texture;

TEST ITEM 018-00-11

-7TIONS_TO STL:':; :-ead each of: the foll ng incomplete sentences. Deter-7_

HJ-1 of the poss-Tble _umpletion choices i St appropriate for each statement.

letter to this response;

A yoUng lady with 16;or' hips will usua' z,c, in:

a yellow dirndl skirt.
b. black -slaCkt.

c. red jeans_.

d. a white pleated tkirt.

2. A person wishing to reduce their apparent size -might wear a:

a. blue suit..

b. beige suit;
c. red pants and shirt.
d. white suit

Very dark skin tbnet look best in:

a. white.
b. pastels.
t, blacks and browns.
d. jewel colors.

4. A good color choice for a redhead it:

a. parOle.
b. green.

(.

d. bright yellow.

5. People with grey hair should av,.;ie

6. ViVid hUOS.
b;

c; lavender.:
d; medium valuet.

6. A short man will look taller if he weart:

a; havy_sport coat with grey trOUSerS.
b. green plaid sport coat with green trOUSers.
c. brown suit with beige Shirt_
d. pale yellow s'iirt and mediUM gi-ey trOU.ArS.

7. A tall, heavy woman can mihimize her weight by wearing:

a. a pink dress with aelf_belt.
b. a bei-ge skirt, brown blouse; multi,colored earthton wide belt.

t. 6 navy skirt,_ white blouse; navy vest;
d. pale yellow skirt, with print blouse of yellOW, green and blue.

Merchandise Information
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COMPETENCY 019

COMPETENC- 019: Identify line types and purpose of lines.

TEST ITEM 01?-00-=71

2.

3.

4.

TO_STUDENTS: LiSt the tive major :.rposes of line as discussed in
ifly explain -each:

Merchandise Information
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COMPETENCY 021

ummomme

7
COMPETENCY 021: Interpret the significance of structural .nci detorative r'sign

in relatiun tc the selection and pla-?inincl f faShion mer ;an-
dise.

TEST ITEM 021=00=11

PHIIV

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Briefly tell the difference between StrUctUral _and
decbratiVe design lines and give four examples of each in the space proVided
belbW:

Structural design lineS

L),a6p1eS: (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Decorative deSign lines

Examples: (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Merchandise Information
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COMPETENCY 022

COMPETENCY 022: Aentify_baSic teXtile fibers and weaves and describe wear
and tpecial care features.

TEST ITEM 022-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Rect each of the folloWing statenents about the natural
fibers. Write the correct re7iper,e (true or false) in the blank to the left of
each statement.

1; Wool is of vegetable

2. The filling yarn is the lengthwise yarn in a woven fabric.

3. Cotton is static free.

4. Linen hat little elasticity and therefore is resistant to wrinkling.

5. Silk is damaged by heat and sunlight.

6. Wortted wool fibers go through the extra processing step Of Cotbing.

7. Virgin wool is the Strongest and mott resilient of the wool classifica-
tion.

TEST ITEM 022=00=12

IN';r?ACTIONS TO_STUDENTS: In Column I the natural fibers are listed. In Column
II characterittitS Of natural fibets are listed; Match the characteristics cf

fibert to the most Appropriate natural fiber Record the letter(s) of your
in the Space provided ti tke left;

Column I Coltimh

Cotton

Linen

. Silk

. Wool

a. Damaged_by acAs and pecspiration.
. Can have a soft bulky hand or A -niooth, hard

hand.
c. Wrinkles easilY.
d. Dries slowly.!
e. Has_great resistance t at.

f. Cool Andiabsorbent fabrit;
g. ribers will_Matt and Pill.
h. Very warm_fiber.
i. Natural affinity for dyes.
j. Critp, firm hand.

Merchandise_Information
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COMPFTENCY 023

Immirmormomik I zromenmemcomr
elINCION7TENCY 023: Translate label informati on irto sell ing points .

TEST ITEM 023-00-11

INSTRU1LI0ttS___T_0_ STUDENTS: Read the fo' "lowing facts preser.ted on the garment label
7-ciei-e1 op se1inqTts accordingly.

as% cotton
15% polyester
Machine wash
Tumble Dry
Synthetic Cycle

Merchandi se Information
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COMPETENCY 024

COMPETENCY 024: Ihfbi-m CuSttimers of appropriate care of items of apparel and
accessories.

TEST ITEM 024=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case study and then instruct a cus-
tomer on how tO prope.' y tare fbr a newly purchased garment;

You are a sales associate in_the childreOs departmet at Logan's Department Store.
young_mOther COM-6S in to buy a_woulen cap.; mittens; and sweater_for het Ohe7

year old -child; The_items she selects _are all 75% wool; 25% acrYlit,_ The label
in the cap and sweater she selects reads "dry flat" and the mitten_label readS
"delicate cycle". The customer asks your advice about the appropriate care of
the items.

TEST ITEM 024-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In Column I label instructions are litted_. In Column_
II care techniques are listed. Match the care techniquet to the appropriate label
instructions. Record the letter of your chOiCe in the spate Provided to the left.

1.

Column I

Line dry

No chlorine bleach

Iron damp

Drip dry

No spin

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Colunm II

GarMent should be drycleaned only.

Hang wet and allow to dry with hand
shaping only.

Use oxygen bleach:

Set iron at hOt Setting.

Hang damp and allow to dry.

Dampen garment before ironing.

Remove wash load before final machine
spin cycle.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Merchardise Information
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TEST ITEM 02440-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In Column I label instructions are listed. In Column
II care techniques are listed. Match the care techniqtAs to the appropriate label
instructions. Record the letter of your choice in the space provided to the left.

Column I Column II

1. Line dry a. Garment should be drycleaned only.

2. No chlorine bleach

Iron damp

. Hang wet and allow to dry with hand
shaping only.3.

4. Drip dry C. Use oxygen bleath.

5. No spin d.

e.

f.

Set iron at hot settihg.

Hang damp and allow to dry.

Dampen garment before ironing.

ReMove wash load before final machine
spin cycle.

Merchandise Information
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COMPETENCY 025

AMEMMUM

1

COMPETENCY 025: Recognize a complete:fashion look_that includes accessories such
as shoesi bagsi jewelryi gloves; scarves or hats for women; and
shoesi tiesi jewelry, or other accessories for men;

TEST ITEM 025=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the:following statements about a complete
fahion loOk. UeterMihe if eath StateMentAS:trUe or fcilSe. Write the correct
response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement;

1. Accessories are less important in today's fashion market than 20 years
ago.

2. Thz fashion market dictates the importance of many fashion accessories.

3. ccessories help to achieve a "total look" which is_importi:.nt today.

4; Accessories provide a less expensive means of !poating a wardrobe.

5. Today most people purchase accessories os impulse items.

6. The main reason for using accessories is to be fashionable.

Merchandise Information
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COMPETENCY 026

COMPETENCY 026: Combine apparel and accessories to show the latest fashion
trends.

TEST ITEM 026=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read eath_Of thefbllowing ttateMents about combining
apparel and accessorips_to shOwithe latett fashion trends. Determine if each
-Aatement is true ot false.: Write the correct response (true or false) in the
blank to the left Of each ttateMeht.

1. Fashion trends often make a fashion statement ard accessories help to
d:Jine and accentuate a statement.

2. Combining_apparel and accessories only depend a small part on what_is
fashionable at present; dccessories stay consistent from year to year.

3: It is_important to know informatioh,such as materials; cOnStrUctiOn,
and care of apparel and accessory itOMS.

4. Customers often need assistance in interpreting fashion trends.

5. Magazines, newspapers; and trade:publications will help a salesperbn
become familiar with overall fashion trends.

6. In choosing a tie, men should harmonize the width of a tie with the
width of the suit lapel.

4111EST ITEM 026-00-12

IUSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:, Write several paragraphs discussing current fashion,
tren s _nc ude; in detail, accessories and how,they,are _combined with apparel
items to_project a "total look". Be sure to,mention trends inicolOt; line, de7
sign; detail pattern, fabric_texture. Remember that yOu shOUld cover both men's
and women's fashion. You will be rated on how well you cover each of the areas
above.

INSTRUCTIONS TEACHER: Use this rating sheet to grade each student's work.

1.

RATING SHEET A*BCDE
Detailed examples given on combining
apparel _and accessories_items. 50 40 30 20 10

2. Colors discussed adequately; 10 8 6 4 2
3. Linos discussed adequately, 10 8 6 4 2
4. Design; detail pattern; and fabrics

diSCUssed in relation to apparel and
accessory items; 15 12 9 6

5; Men't and WoMen's wear discussed; 15 12 9 6

*(A= Excellent; B=Above Average; C=Average; D=BelOW Average; E=Poor)

Merchandite_Information
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COM?ETENCY 027

COMPETENCY 027: Identify fashion items that are appropriate for different
occasions such as formal wear; sports events; business meetings,
etc.

TEST ITEM 027-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:__Based on_your_knowledge_of current fashi_on trends_cnd
.4F-if7ii-75-131-576-1-57151-6713177-different_occasions;_complete the_following,chart. You_
should choose one of the_following occasiors: football_9ame; job interview at a
department store; or formal recept7!on. You may coordinate an outfit for eitner
a mJe or female. Describe each article in detail (color, materiaL patterns,
etc.) You sl.ould complete only those items beiow that apply to your particular
occasion.

OCCASION:_

MALE OR FEMALE:

HOW WOULD YOU CLASSIFY THIS OCCASION:
(Formal/ Dressy/ Business/ Casual/ Sporty)

ITEMS:

Hat or headpiece
COat
Dress
Slatks
Skirt
Blouse or shlrt
Jacket or sweater
Jewelry
Hosiery
Shoes
Handbag
Other accessories

TEST ITEM 027-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS ItESTUIENTS: Mr_ and Mrs. Hanson have walked into your store to pur-
chase outfits for next weekend_ They will be attending a football game and a cock-
tail party at a state university. They are in their twentys and both have good
jobs. Coordinate one outfit for Mr. Hanson and one outfit for Mrs. Hanson. You
may choose different events or the same event for both. Be sure to completely
describe the outfit in terms of silhouette, colors, fabrics, and design. Acces=
sorize completely. If you wish, you may use sketches, but that is completely
optional.

Merchandise Information
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017-00-11

Across Down

1. White 2. Tune_-
3. Tint 3. Triadic
4, Black 6. 4001s
5: Size 7. Brown
7; Blue -9. Pure
ia AdalogoUS 14. Hue
10. ohe_ 15. Dominant
11: Pink_ 16. Warm
12. Wheel 17. Twelve
13. Shade 18. Blue
17. Three 19. Attention
20. Complement 21. Most
22. Least 24. Color
23. Value 25. Orange
26. Ope Color 27. Monochromatit
30. Green 28 Dull
34. Yellow 29: Red .

35. Four 31: -Intensity
36. Shade 22. Cbial
38, Red Violet 33: Red :

39: Secondary 37. EgUal
4l. Gray 38. Violet
.#2. Split 40. Rose

TEST ITEM KEYS

021-00-11

Structural desjgralines_are_lines formed by_tho W-4 the
garment is constructed (pattern) ar,d the fabric used.

(1)_necklines_-_(2) sleeves (3) hem line (4) any SeaM
line (5) waist 1,ne

Decorative design lines _are lines that are forMed by
applying trim or other decoration to the surface of the
garment.

(1) buttiyis (2) lace (3) beading (4) braid (5) other
triMS

0224i0=11

1. False
2. False
3. True
4. False
5. True.

6. True
7. True

'022-G0-2

1: e.f
Z. c;f-,j

3. a,i
017-00=12

4. b-,d,g,h

b,..ninning with the primary color

yellow, colors op the color wheel
should lie_next to each other as
given below:

I. Yellow
2. Yellow-Green
3. Green
4. Blue-Greep
5 Blue
6, Blue-Violet
7: Violet
8: Red-vielet
:9: Red

10. Red-Orange
11. Orange
12. Yellow-Orange

017 00 13

Teacher discretion.

018-00-11

1. B 5.

2. A 6: C

3. D 7:

4. B

019-00-11

1. ives direCtiani- leads the eye in vertical
lori2Ontalibr-dienbrial directions which can
create optical illusions and thus changing
apparent body-sze.

2. Outline; share - gives shape to a garment -
the silhoip.:tte

3. Divides suace - lines break up a garment
into parts such as coflars, bodice, skirt or
pants, sireves, etc.- In costume-design
uneven srpcing is desirable (3-to-5 to 8):

4. Connects parts - a belt seems to connect a
bodice to a skirt.

5. Suggests_movement - leads the.eye thtouyh an
outfit--example: a row of bUttonS Causes one
to look down the tow:

023-00-11

Teather
Selling Points: Cotton is colorfast; cotton is cool,

cotton is static free; cotton is a very
strong.and durable fiber;-cotton-ard
polyester blends-well. In-this case-you
have the advantages of-both cotton and
polyester which lessers-the disadvantages
present in a garment made of 100%.cetton
or 100%ipolyester._ :Cotton:and:polyester
can_be machine washed_and tumble dried:
100%_cotton wrinkles badly but_polyeSter
is very wrinkle resistant. 100% cotton
shrinks.when first washed,-polyester does
not_ shrink. Cottbn and polyester can
withstand repeated washings.

024-00-11

Teucher
Facts_about the Cap and Sweater: "dry flat" and 75% wool
and 25% acrylic

1 Wash by hand using cool to lukewarm water.
2 Use neutral, non alkali soap or detergent.
3. Aosorb excess moisture with towel.
4. Alow to dry at room temperature lying flat on counter,

table, etc.

Facts about the Mittens: delicate cycle and 75T# wool and
25% acrylic

1. Wash in hashing machine on gentle/delicate cycle or
handwash.

2. Wash inicool to:lukewarnawater.
3. Wash withrieutral; non-alkali soap.
4. Allow to dry at room temperature,

024-00-12

1: e

2: C

3. f
4. b

5. g

02-5- 00 11

1. False
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. False
6. False
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True
2. False
3: True
4: True
5: True
6. True

026-00-12

Teacher should rate each written ehtry according
to the rating sl,e,t. There iS a pOSSibility Of
100 points.

027-00-11

Teacher will determine the evaluation based on what
is current and acceptable, according to the vide-
lines given to the student.

027-00-12

Teachers must use mnifudgment: Below are questions
to be used as a luideline:

I. Is outfitiappreptie=fer the tlitnAte?
2: IS thE outfit appropriate fbr the age group and

socioecon unic class of the Hansons?
3. Are colors, fabrics, designs, and sllhouette

appropriate?
4. Art outfits accessorized?
5. Does the overall outfit give a "total look"

according to today's fashion trends?
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PRINTED REFERENCES FOR MERCHANDISE INFORMATION FOR FASHION MERCHANDISING

TEXT:

Beaveri JUdi. Fashion-Fundamentals. Austin, Texat: ThE University PR-1
of Texas at Austin; 197g.

DoMiah; Judi L. and Duniphan, Kent. Coloriin Display. St Louis:
Missouri; Milliken Publishing CO., 1980.

Mathisen; Marilyn, Appare.-and Accessories. New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company; 1979.

OTHER:

Kefgen, Mary and PhylliS Touchie-Specht. Individuality in Clothing
Selection and Personal Appearance. New York: Milady fublishing
CTIFFOratiOn, 1971;

Pizzolo; J0800. Fabric Science. New York: Fairchild Publicationi
Inc., 1977;

Tolman; RUth. IGuide to FasbionMerchandise- Knowledge. New YOrk:
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COMPETENCY STATEMENT
7271

I. Overview of Selling

A Importance of Selling to Merchandising

B. Personal Requirements

028 Convey a positive image of self and the firm.
_

The Student Will-demonstrate an understanaing of the character traits, Moral
attitudes; and personal habits needed by_taleSperSahs.

The student will explain the impartance of conveying a positive iMage Of Self
and the firm.

The student will identify ways a salesperson can convey a positive image of
Self and/or the firm.

C. Custother Types and Buying Motives

029 Treat cthers as individuals.

The student will describ the general types of custoMers

Ihe student will provide descriptive methods for dealing with the various
castooer moods/personalities:

The student will differentiate between rational and emotional buying motives.

The student will analyze customer purchases te deterMine buying motive.

The student Will liSt the-five buying decisions which every prospect makes
When considering a purchase

Theistudent will deMonstrate his/her ability to treat each customer as an
i'iidiVidual by role-playing a sales situation:

. Selling ProcesS

A. Approach the Customer and Determine His/Her Neeos

030 Utilize _appropriate salesiapproaches

The student Will define the term "approach."

The student will list the three geals of an apprOath.

Given the tyoo of customer, the student will identify at least one sUitable
type of approach to be used.

Ihigiven situations, the student will select the appropriate opening stateMent
and jastify the selection.

The student explain_when to approach the customer and what approach to use.
031 Identify and analyze customer's needs relative to apparel and accessories.

The stUdent Will list and explain techniques to use in identifying and analy-
Ong 4 customer's needs;

The studeht will ask purposeful and meaningful questions to determine a
customer's needs.

X

C S

X

X

032 Observe CUstomer's outwardiappearance,lexpression, and manner to deterMine
appropriate size, style, color, and pattern preferences.

The student will idehtify observation techniques which could be used during a
sales presentation.

The student will discuss the importance of observing the customer's appearence,
expression_and manner.

The:student will list the factOrs that should be considered in observing thz?
custamer'S Appearance, expression, and manner.

The Stadent will analyze basic figure types

The_student will determine appropriate and inappropriate clothing and attesS6e5'
styles, fabric textures; and pattern types for baSit figure styles.

Personal_Sclling
1
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COMPETENCY STATEMENT

Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising - 7271

Fashion MerchandiSing and Management -

033 Ask pertinent questions to identify more clearly customer needs, wants, inter-
ests; etc.

The-student will identify questioning techniques which COUld be used dur'ng a
sales presentation.

The student will explain theiimportance of getting merchandise into the custom-
er's hands during the questioning process.

Using:a role-;ilaying situation; theistudeht Will_demustrate the-techniques of
asking pertinent questions to ideltify more clearly customer needsi wants, and
interests.

B. Present the Merchandise

034 Demonstrate merchandiseiby getting it into customer's hands, having them try it
on, eti%; to create desire and attachment to the item.

The student will identify the purpose of the presentation.

The student Will diStUsS the features of the presentation;

The student will give reasons for haVing the customer participate in the
demonstration.

The student will demonstrate the techniques of inv;.ng the customer in the
presentation.

035 Compare prices and price lines for customers for items Of apparel and
accessories:

The:student will use proper terminology when referrihg to loWer priced merchan-
dise

The-stude,:* will explain the difference between similar iteMS of merchandise
sold at diftE-ent prices or or-lee lines.

The student wil: justify prices to himself/herself and_to the customer.

036 Inform customers of sUbstitute merchandise if requested items are unavailable.

After determining the customers need for the requested item, the student will
recommend a similar item that fits the need.

The student will explain the relationship between the desired iteM and the
substitute;

The Student Will rank in sequential order the steps involved in infOming
customers of substitute merchandise;

C. Overcome Objections

037 Justify priCe Of an ite ih terms of merchandise features and benefits.

The student will identify ways of justifying price.

GiVeh a Spetific item and-its features and a customer's need for the item, the
student will justify its price in_terms of features and benefits.

038 TattfUlly handle difficult customers;

The student will identify tharacteristicz of difficult customers

The student will identify ways to handle difficult customers.

Using a role-oIaying sitUation, the student will demonstrate the teehnictues of
uSing tett and resp2ct toward the customer;

039 Anticipate andfor resolve customer objectiOns.

The student will distinguish the difference between an oojectiOn And ah_eitUSe.

The student will classify general types Of objections by category or example:

The StUdeht_will identify techniques for_handling objectiOnS.

Using_a role-playing situation, the student will demonstrate his/her ability to
anticipate and/or resolve customer objections;

Personal Selling
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COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271 CO

D. Close the Sale

040 Obtain agreement and commitMent from the customer.

The student will define the close of the sale.

The student will identify ways to assist the customer in making a buying
decision.

The student will identify types of buying signals.

The student will explain the procedure to use for a trial close.

The student will identify the basic closing techniques.

Using a role-playing situation; the sttent will use the propet techniques of
closing a sale.

041 Thank customers to encourage repcat -usiness.

The student will explain the importance of thanking the customer;

Given:specific sales situations; the Student will develop add use appropriate
departure statement.

X

E. Suggestion Selling and Buileing Clientele

042 Suggest related items, accessory items; etc:, to obtain multiple sales.

The student will explain the importance of suggestion selling.

The student will define suggestior. selling;

The student will list techniques for making suggestions.

Using a role-playing situation; the stueent will use suggestion selling.

043 "Trade-up" when the opportunity arises, pointing out additional features and
benefits in the better merchandise:

The student will define "trading-up."

The student will identify the techniques used when "trading-up."

044 Maintain customer card file or clientele book to encourage repeat business;

The student will identify techhiques that can be used in building clientele.:

The student:will identify the_kinds of information which should be recorded in
a customer card file or clientele bOdk.

The student will identify proper uses of a customer card file or clientele book:

III. Sales Related Activities.

A. Cash and Charge TransactiOnS

045 Process_charge_or cash transactions.

The student will defihe: terms related to charge and cash transactions:.

The:student will identify in sequence, the procedures for recording charge or
cash transactions.

Given case situations; the student will process Charge and cash transaction
sales_forms,_

X

046 Accurately calculate the exact amount of a custOmer's purchase.

The student will extend sales slip entries.

The student will determine-the amount to be charged for multiple-priced items
when fewer than the multiple-priced number are purcnased.

The student will compute sales tax manually and by using a tax chatt.

The student will subtotal and total the sales form.

Given_a=case situation involving several purchases, the student will accurately
calculate the exact amount of the customer's purchase.

Personal Selling
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COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271

047 Accurately compute employee discounts, delivery charges, alteration charges,
layaway charges, etc:, when writing out saleschecks:

The student will compute employee discounts.

The student will compute delivery charges.

The student will compute alteration charges.

The student will compute layaway charges.

048 Writeisaleschecks legibly so that error in delivery; quantities sent, and
amounts charged can be eliminated.

The student will identify the common mistakes made in writing saleschecks.

The student will explain the importance of writing salescheckt legibly and
accurately.

The stUdent will identify the techniques to use in writing saleschecks legibly.

Given a case problem and a blank sales check; the student will be able to write
a salescheck legibly and acturately.

. Layaway

049 Process layaways.

The student will identify the factors involved in layaway sales.

The student will give reasons for using layaway.

The student will explain the advantages of layaway for the customer and the

store.

Given necessary forms and transaction information; the student will process
layaways.

Refunds and Exchanges

050 Make refunds or exchanges on return merchandise in accordance with company
polity.

The student will list examples of company policies regarding refunds or ex-
changes on return merchandise:

The student will identifY possible reasons for adjustments.

The student will identify and define the different types Of adjustments and
explain how to handle each.

Given case situations, the student will process refunds or exchanges on return
merchandise.

X

D. Gift Certificates and Special Orders

051 Write gift certificates and special orders;

The student will explain the use of a gift certificate.

The student will explain the use of want slips and special order requests.

Given necessary forms and a case problem, the student will write a gift certifi-
cate.

Given necessary information and a case problem, the student will complete want
slips and/or special order requests.

Personal :Sel 1 ing
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E. Telephone Sales

052 Sell merchandise over the telephnne.

The student will identify the tyN.s of telephone selling:

The student will demonstrate an urnierstanding of proper telephone personality.

The sLudent will identify and explain the use of telephone selling rUlet.

Using a case-problem, the student will record necessary information on a
telephone order form:

The student will analyze a telephone sales conversation to point out mi-takes
and suggest improvements.

Using a role-playing situationi the student will sell merchandise over the
telephone;

F. Other Sales Related Activities

053 Sell to customers in a self-service store while performing regular storekeepina
duties.

The student will identify self-service techniques.

The-student will compare the orinciples of selling performed by a salesperson_
in a full,service store with those accomplished by display watotialS ih a telf-
service store.

The student will identify regular and selling duties of_self-service personnel.

Using a role-playing situation, the tudent will demonstrate the techniques of
self-service selliw

054 Work with more than one customer simulAneously in a courteous manner:

The student will explain rules fOr working With more than one customer
simUltaneously.

Using a role-playing situation, the student will analyze a case problem and
apply techniquet for effectively dealing with more than one customer.

Personal Selling
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I. Overview of Selling

A. Selling is important to merchandising.

1. Salesmanship Is the persuading of a prospective customer to buy a product,
idea, or service:

a. Personal selling is when the selling process takes place between two
people,

b. Impersonal selling_is advertising, displays, and other promotions.

2. Selling is_providing service, persuasion; communication, problem-solving
and education.

3. Salespeople are important,

a. Salespeople sold American people the idea of democracy.
b. Salespeople raised the standa.- If living by making mass production

possible, wnich lowered prices and-enabled more people to buy.
t. Salespeople helped create demand for new inventions, new products, etc:
d; Salespeople built America because they servedi America; selling is

serving.

e. Salespeople serve America today,

(1) Salespeople make jobs for others. It is estimated that 33 people
work-to produce_the goods sold by_one salesperson,

(2) Salespeople continue to improve the stahdard of living in thIs
country. These people offer us new ideas and methoOs for doing
business better and living better lives:

B. Selling requires certain personal requirements.

1. Personality ig defihed ag the sum total of all mental and physical traits
that set an individual apart from the other people in the world;

a; Native personality is the natural way or conducting oneself among
friends and family,

b. Professional personality is a cultivated or developed manner to use
for business purposes.

2. Sales personality is defined as those characteristics or traits that con-
tribute to success in sellihg.

a. Sales personality includes character traits:

(1) Self-confidence is-a-belief in oneself, in the product being sold,
and in_the business one represents;

(2) Friendliness is greeting customers with a smile and a sincere
kterest in them;

(3) Cheerfulness includes a sense of humor;
(4) Courtesy is showing respect, consideration, and willingness to

cooperate;
(5) Tact is saying and doing the right thing at the right time==

(a) Using confidentiality;-
(b) Avoiding gossip awl rumors;
(c) Being truthful to customers courteously.

b. Sales personality includes moral attitudes:

(1) Loyalty is faithfulness to company, people, or ideas;
(2) Honesty is fairness and truthfulness--

(a) Avoiding wasting company-time;
(4) Avoiding I_Istealing"_company merchandise;
(c) Avoiding telling half-truths about merchandise, etc;

(3) Dependability is doing one's job as it should be done;

c. Sales personality Includes personal habits which are behavior patterns
acquired by repetition:

(1) Enthusiasm is a positive approach with genuine interest;
(2) Initiative-is accepting new responsibility on one's own and

carrying it through;
(3) Alertness is awareness;
(4) Poise is controlling one's emotions,

3: Human relations is getting along with others.

1qhtona1 Selling -
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4. Pdblic relations is what people think about an employee and his/her busi-
ness_; what people say about the business because of what the employees and
the business have done to or for the people.

a. Public relations activities occur in such areas of a store as:

(1) Customer relations,
(2) Stor? appearance,
(3) Facilities,
(4) Customer services.
(5) Check cashing; _

(6) Community relations,
(7) Store sponsored activities, or
(8) Employee relations

b. Each salesperson has personal tools for public relations:

(I) A head,
(2) A

(3) A voicei_ _

(4) A pair of hands,
(5) A telephone,
(6) A feeling for people,
(7) A feeling for 00 merchandise.

5. A successful salesperson must use his/her public relations tools to convey
a positive image of self and the firm.

Customer types and buying motives muc' be considered.

I Customer types.

a. The decided customer.

(1) Characteristics:

(a) Knows-what-he/she wants toibuy;
(b) Is positive in his/her movements;
(t) Is well informed upon arrival.

(2) How to handle:

(a) Give immediate and friendly assistance;
(b) Do not rush; this cus'.omer wants to make the decision after

considering all fact:

. The undecideb customer;

(1) Characteristics:

(a) Does not know what to buy;_
(b) Needs the salesperson's help in making up his/her mind.

(2) How to handle:

(6)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Do-ncit confuse--show only a few items;
Question about needs; likes_, dislikes; and use of the item;
Select one or two products he/Shc likes;
Make positive statements about the product;
Offer one course of action and assume he/she has made a
decision.

c. The "just-looking" customer.

(1) Characteristics:

(a) Is the Most difficult to sell;
(b) May-_be a casual looker who really has nothing

mind,

(2) How to handle:

(a) Question to bring out desire
service;--

(b) Let_the customer look but do
(c) Wait to approach again until

an item and looks around for

Customer Moods/PersonalitieS.

a. The talkative customer.

(1) Allow hiM/her to talk while you listen with interett;
(2) Keep conversation centered on merchandise.

particular in

for a particular product or

not forget him/her;_
customer indicates interest in
a salesperson.

Personal _Se,Ding
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b. The silent customer.

(1) Demonstrate merchandise;
(2) Ask questions about merchandise which require more than a yes or

no answer.

c. The customer in a hurry.

(1) Serve quickly;
(2) Demonstrate briefly;
(3) Ask few questiois;
(4) Be considerate of customer's time.

The tired customer.

(1) Re calm and sympathetic;
(2) Use courtesy and tact.

e. The suspicious customer.

(1) Use patience and frankness;
(2) Explain merchandise selling points carefully;
(3) Avoid a defensive approach but offer proof of reliability of firm

or merchandise if necessary.

f. The leave-me-alone customer:

(1) Let the customer browse alone;
(2) Attempt to build goodwill.

g. The friendly customer.

(1) Give needed information;
(2) Talk With, nOt at, the customer.

h. The disagreeable or argumentative customer.

(1) Do not argue;
(2) Agree with minor points;
(3) Base presentation on agreement.

The foreign language customer:

(1) Do not panic; call for assistance;
(2) Use hand movements _if necessary;
(3) Be friendly, considerate, ahd polite.
(4) Everyone understands a friendly smile and pleasant facial expres-

sion.

3. BUying motives.

a. All items are bought because of a need or want (desire).

(1) A need is something a person requires to survive.
(2) A want fulfills a function other than a need,

b. Decisions to buy_are influenced by reason and emotion.

(1) Rational (reason) m6tives are involved when the _advantages of
byying a product appeals to a person's reason or judgment.

(a) Efficiency
(b) Econorry

(c) Good:workmanship
(d) Durability
(e) Dependability-
(f) Saving of:tiffe
(g) Adaptability to many useS
(n) Savingiof space
(i) Automatic operation
Ol Ease of repair
(k) Ease of installation
(1) Increased production

(2) Emotional motives are involved when the item is purchased because
of the appeal to an emotion.

(a) Love
(b) Fear
(t) Pride
(d)" Prestige
(e) Better health
(f) PO-1Se

(g) Social approval

Personal Selling_
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(h) Popularity
(i) Comfort
(j) Romance
(k) Companionship
(1) Pmtection of family or loved ones
(m) Pleasure
(h) Amusement
(o) Security
(p) Adventure
(q) Pride of ownership

c. Reason and emOtion may conflict in the customer's mind:

d. Every prospect makes five buying decltions When cOnsidering a purchase:

(1) WV shouldi_buy? :In:order to answer this question; the cUstOMer
must be convinced that he/she hat a heed for sOMO itOM.

(2) What type, brand, or_StYle_should'I buy? The customer will_gather
fifs about the product from sources such as hewspaperS, friehds,
magazines; or salespersons to help make decisions-about the fea-
tUrOS Of_each type,_ brand; or style he/she plans to purchate.

3) Where should I buy? Patronage bUyiiig MotiVeS deal With the selec-
tion of one business firm-over-another (assortment offered;

Pr4ce;
cohVenience; ieller's roputation;_service offered):

(4) How much should I pay? (Prite) The tUStOiner will decide how much
he/she can afford to ...pend--5this purchase and allocate it for
that purpose.

(5) When should I buy? The customer decides whether to purchase now
ii7Tater, or determines the best terms on which to purchase tilt
merchandise:

e. In general, there are five major buying motives:

(1) Health and safety
(2) Comfort and convenience
(3) Affection
(4) Pride
(5) EcohOOY

f: Buying motives associated with fathion apparel are:

(1) Social approval
(2) Distinctiveness
(3) Conformity
(4) Variety
(5) Practicality

The salesperson can learn about customer buying motives by:_

(1) Observing all hit/her customers and the types of merchandise they
purchase; _

(2) Listening! to the comments Of Oath tUStOMer;
(3) Leadihg the customer te talk about the use of the merchandise he/

she is buying; _

(4) Learning not tO think in terms of his/her own likes and dislikes
or budget.

4. Customers as Individualt:

a. Be able to identify customer types; moods and perohalitiOS ahd the
ways to deal effectively With eath. :-

b. Be Able tO detect-customer buying motive and appeal to that motive:
c. Think_of_each_customer_from his/het point Of vieW: deVelop empathy (the

ability to put yourself in the other person's place).
d. RealiZe that each customer:

(1) Occupies several tbles thrOdghbUt life;
(2) IS Oart_of a distinct social setting;
(3) Is affected by social forces that -may make hiS/her behavior

acceptable or unacceptable;-_
(4) Storesiattitudes and knowledge gained froM the VariOuS roles he/

she has perforMed.

e. Learn to formulate responses consistent with the customer's attitudes,
roles, knowledge, and the social forceS Affecting him/her.

g.

Personal Sellih§
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The Selling Process (AIDA--Attention, interest, Desire, Action)

A. Approach the customer and determine his/her neeas.

1. Utilize appropriate sales approaches.
a. The approach is the opening of the sale and the prelude to the presen-

tation.
b The purpose of the approach is to vain the customer's aLtention and to

interest the customer imediately in the product or service.
c The goals of the approach are:

(1) To show Interest in the customer;
(2) To g4ve promptness in serving the customer;
(3) To cevelop self-confidence in the salesperson's ability.

d The salesperson should display a positive attitude and a smile when the
approach is made in order to:
(1) Gain the customer's attention and let him/her know you are aware

of their presence;
(2) Create a favorable impression toward himself/herself and the

business;
(3) Put the customer at ease and make him/her feel welcome;
(4) Put emphasis on the importance of the_custorner;
(5) Develop custmer confidence in the salesperson;
(6) Direct customer attention to the merchandise;
(7) Set the stage for the presentation;
(8) Give the salesperson an opportunity to start analyzing the type of

customer and his/her motives .

e. factors in developing a good approach include:
(11 Promptness which gains attention and develops favorable store

image:

(a) Smile;
(b) Acknowl edge presence of customer;
(c) Never finish stock work or personal chores first--the custom-

er feels ignored after the first ten seconds.
(2) Addressing the customer:

;a) Use a pleasant voice;
(b) Use clarity of voice;
(c) Use eye contact;
(d) Use correct grartriar;
(e) Avoid slang words;
(f) Use descriptive language to make merchandise appealing.

(3) Appearance:

(a) Wear appropriate attire;
(b) Wear name badge if required;
(c) Be clean and well groomed.

(4) Attitude:
(a) Have a positive attitude;
(b) Exhibit a feeling of pride in the job, the merchandise, and

the company.

(5) Posture:

(a) Stand and walk erect;
(b) Show self-confidence through posture.

(6) facial expressions:
(a) Smile;
(b) Show enthusiasm toward customer.

f. Types of approaches include:
(1) The merchandise approach--

Example: (To a customer loc'dng at turtleneck sweaters)
"Turtlenecks are very fashionable this year."

(a) Is considlred most effective in terms of sales;
(b) Can be used when the customer is already looking at the mer-

chandise;
(c) Directs or intensifies the customer's attention and interest

in the merchandise;
(d) Requires the salesperson tc be-aware of merchandise features

and their benefits to the customer.
Personal Selling
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(2) The service approach--

Exanple: "May I assist you with a certain size?"

(a) Is most used but probably least effective;
(b) Is least effectiveibeeause it encourages negative responses;
(t) Offers assistance to the customer;
(d) Is most effective when salesperson avoids_"May I help you?"

or similar questiOnS which can_be answered with he;
(e) Is-best for customers in a hurry who obviously need

assistance.

(3) The personal approach--

Example: "Good morning, Mr. Williams. I heard your daughter will
soon graduate, and we have '..iome great graduation gift
ideas."

(a) Uses the customer's name;
(b) May use "sir,7 "madam." or "miss";
(c) Refers to a specific recent event if one is known;
(d) Is sincere; creates a friendly atmosphere and builds good-

will.

(4) The welcome, acknowledgement, or greeting approach--

Example: "Good morning, I'll be with you in a minute." -or
"Good morning, welcome to Logan's."

(a) Is_an informal way to let the customer know you are aware
he/she it there;

(b) Is used to-acknowledge arrival of customer when you are
already busy_with another customer;

(t) Creates a friendly, positive atmosphere.

(5) The question approach--

EXample: "Good morning, Mr. Jones. Would you like to try the
new collar style?"

(a) Gains prospects attention;
(b) May imply a challenge through the question.

(6) The curiosity approach--

Example: "Did you know that this new hemline is in this y9ar?"

(a) Is excellent for unused product;
(b) Holds attention long enough to get into prev...ntation.

(7) The special interest approach--

Example: "Mrs; Kirby, I noticed that you go tO all the football
games and thought you might be interested in a short
jacket."

(a) Establishes common ground with cuStomer;
(b) Gains favorable attention.

(8) The gift approach--

Example: "Good afternoon; Mrs: Gray; I'm Sam:Rodgers with
Logan's and I'd like-to-give you this personalized
pad_with our compliments and show you our new loca-
tion."

(a) Makes customer feel obligated at least to listen;
_ (b) Is best when gift is inexpensive, nOt a bribe.

(9) The referred lead approach--

Example: "Mr. Jackson, I'm Jane Todd. Mrt. Patrick from your
parent company suggested I call you."

(a) Is one of the moSt effective openingt;
(b) Gets attention quickly.

(10) The exhibit approach--

Example: "Mr. Williams, the shoe exhibit you're looking at shows
the excellent arch constructiOn of Logan's SofStep
Shbe."

(a) Uses charts, models to get attention;
(b) Entourages participation quickly.

Personal Selling
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g. Avoid negative approaches such as:

(1) Questions which -c-An be answerft With no
(EiaMple: Maj I help yo..1"1;

(2) Implications of working rn commission
_ tfxample: "Is someone rillittig yoo");

(3) Terms of endearment or insincerity
_ tExample: "Good morning; dearie:");

(4) Reference tb prite
(Example: _"This robe_is $29.95:");

(5; Reference to larger titet
(Example: "The:larger sizes are on this rack.");

(b) Personal preferences _

(Example: "Thit it_the best looking suit in the store.").

h. Approaches for types of customers include:

(1) Just-loOking cuttbmer--merchandise greeting. personal;
(2) Talkative_customer--greeting, merchandise, personal;
(3) Silent customer--merchtndite, greeting;
(4) Undecided customer--greeting, personal, merchandise;
(5) Derided customer--service, greeting;
(6) Hurried customer--service.

2. Identify and analyze customer needs:

a. Observe the customer accurately.

(1) Notice size--small.imedium, large.
(2) Notice appearance--insight into style preference.
(3) Notice mannerisms (hurried or relaxed)--tune into customer mood.

b. Listen to the_cuStbmer.

(1) Listen to determine quality; quantity-, color, size, prite.
(2) Hear what the cuttomer says--may offer information without being

asked.

c. Ask questions.

(1) If information is not voluntee.-ed, ask questions to determine:

(a) Site;
(b) Price;
(c) style;
(d) Coior;
(e) Quantity:

(2) Get a complete Ticture of customer wants:
(3) courteous questions show motives for buying:

d. Choose the selling point that best fits the customer's mbtive--observe
facial expressions:

(1) Talk about Customer's pleasure, comfort, profit, pride:
(2) Show you are interested:

3. Observe customer's outWard_appearance, expression._ and manner to determine
appropriate_size. style, color, and qattern preferences:

a. Use proper observation tethiliqUet:

(1) Watch for_ wnat the customer is looking at;=
(2) Observe what MerthandiSe the Customer handles;
(3) Study the customer; gather information which might help bring the

_ sale to a close;
(4) Do not appear to be snooping.-
(5) Know when the customer appears to be lookinq for mere Specific

articles.

b. Properly use appearance observations:

(1) Do not prejudge by oUtWard-appearance--the customer may be able to
affordimore than_appearance tndicates_or may select lower priced
item because it is suitable for occasion.
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(2) Determine basic figure types:

(a) Short
(b) Shcrt and thin;
(c) Tall and heavy;
(d) Tall and thin.

(3) Determine size range that matches customer figure type:

(a) Misses sizes;
(b) Junior sizet;
(t) Women's sizes;
(d) Women's half sizet;
(e) Misses pet4te_sizes;i
(f) Mep's suits; sport jackets; tOatt-thOrt, regOler or long;
(g) Men's slacks--waitt and inseam sizes;
(h) Dress shirts--neck measurement and sleeve length;
(i) Sport shirts--small, medium; large.

Determine ttyle to match fiwre type:

(a) Design;_
(b) Proportioh;
(c)_ Line.

(5) Select color to match skin and hair coloring.
(6) Select pattern and texture to matth figure type and style.

c. Observe customer's expression to see if he/she:

(1) $hows satis-lction;
(2) Shows disapproval;
(3) Shows doubt;
(4) Shows interest in merchandise;
(5) Maintains good eye contact.

d. Observe customer's mannerisms to determ4ne:

(1) If the customer is hurried;
(?) If the customer is relaxed;
(3) The customer's mood.

4. Ask pertinent questions to identify more clearl'i needs, wants, interests,
etc.

a. Use proper questioning techniques:

(1) Make questions short;
(2) Make questions easy to answer--open-ehded to they cannot be

answered by yes Or hO;
(3) Make questions impersonal;
(4) Ask-questions freely--but hot tbb itfAhy;
(5) Make use of evasive answers;
(6) Ask questions which call for a positive respehse.

b. Develop questions around the prOduct Or tervice (who, what, when,
where, why, and how):

(1) Who is the item for?
(2) What teldr, fabric, and styIe are preferred?
(3) What size is needed?
(4) Where will the item be worn?

t. Get the merchancrke into the customer's hands at ycy., question.
d. Don't cross-exanine=the customer.
e; Save questions until needed.
f. Present questions at the proper time.
g. Properly word the questiont.

. Present the merchandise.

1. Purpose of presentation is to maintaInjhe interest aroused during the
approach_and to build desire for the item;

2. Specialized knowledge is needed for the sales presentation:
A. fickground information of the merchandise;
b. ;.1ses of the merchIndiSe;
c. How to use the iteM;
d. Tha construction and/or content of the item;

1
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e. How to care for the item;
f. How the item performs;
q. Lhot accompany !he ILeni;

h. Competitive items;
i. Purpose of the itet;

i. Appearance of the item;
k. GUaranteet Or warranties.

3. Develop the features of the presentation:

A. Select the merchandise to be shown.

(I) Determine the customerYs wants or needs:
(2) If no specific item, style; color, or size is stated, select what

you think will fit the needs.

b. Determine how much merchandise to show:

(1) The typc of merchandise determines how much
(2) Too much may confuse; too_little may not be

custOmer to reach a decision.
(3) Several accessories may be shown at the
(4) Limit clothing to two or three items,
(5) Eliminate items the customer does not

Point out obvious features first.

(1) Mention color;
(2) Discuss style; _

(3) Point out special detail;
(4) Reinforce what the customer already knows.

d. Point OUt benefitt.

(1) Concentrate on the benefit that has particular appeal to the
customer.

(2) Let the customer_know what the item will do for him/her.

(3) Explain the benefits of the product features.
(4) Relate benefits to customer needs.-
(5) Customers do not buy merchandise--they buy benefits.

Handle the merchandise carefUlly and respectfully.

(1) The customer will observe you:
(2) Careless handling implies that the prOdutt is not valuable.
(3) Handle the product so customer can see the product and feature

b6ng pointed out,

f. Encoirage customer participation.

c.

to show.
sufficient to allow

same time.

like.

(l)

(2)

(3)

Ap,cal to the five senses of touch, smell; sight, taste, and
hearirct.

Prove the product will do what you said it will:
Use prupet techniques of getting the merChandiSe into the
custeme,'s hands:

(a) Handing it to the customer;
(b) Letting the customer operate the merchandise;
(c) Letting the customer try on the merchandise.

(4) Ask questions that result in positive responses to:

(a) Build an atmosphere of agreement;
(b) Help obtain commitments from the customer.

(5) Customer participation:

(a) Is important-because-people retain 5-10% of what they see,
30,50% of_what they see and hear, 50-70% of what they say,
Ahd 70-90% of what they do atid s8Y.

(b) Increases customer interest and builds desire in the
merchandise:

(c) DevelopS A feeling Of ownerShip within the cuStomer.

Appeal to the customer's reason.

(1) Use facts and figures when available.
(2) Note guarantee or-warranty.
(3) Present testimonials;
(4) Cite reports in magazines,_ etc.
(.7) Keep selling_points in logical order;

4
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h. Point out hidden features:

(1) Mow features not readily seen by customers, such as quilit
'abric blends.

(2) These may not be nbti-cnd dUring customer particpation phase if
the demonstration.

(3 Use hidden features to justify the customer's spending money on
'he merthandiSe.

i. Present medium-prir_ed item first.

(1) Ute MediUM=Orited firs, iT customer doesn't request di(.ferently.
(2) Listen and watch customer's expressioti to determine f yoc should

_ go lower Or higher.
(3) Don't ask how much they want to spend.

Dramatize the merchandise--find unuSUal Ways to do or use usual things.

(1) Use your:voice to eramatize:
(2) Use imaginative or descriptiVe WordS and gestures.
(3) Be ehthusiastic.

(4) Dramatize,the fferchandise--its beauty; tOnstructiOn; etc.
(5) Use Visual aids--anything that causes the customer to use his/her

sense of sight.
(6) Use words and phrases that help the tUstbMer ViSualize the use of

the metth-andite.

ia) Avoid generalities_
(b) Avoid words which devalue the merchandise, such as "cheap."
(c) Avoid overused adjectives such as "nice:"
(d) Avoid technical words without explanation with general

customers.

k. Tactfully handle interruptions during the SaleS poeseiitation.

(1) Return to the customer aF soon as possible. _

(2) Review some of the selling points you haVe already made, then
tontinUe.

1. Compare prices and price lines.

(1) Categories of prices and price lines usually fall into low; medium
and high.

(2) Merchandise iS usu6lly aVailable within a store at a familiar or
customary price line:

(a) Distinct prices--hats at $5, and $750, and $10.
(b) Price ranges--wallets at $6 to $8, $10 to $12, and $14 to $16.
(c) All hats and wallets fit into one of these prices or lines.

(3) CUStbinerS become used to price lines which apply to their economic
status:

(4) Justify prite tb yourself and to the customer:

(a) Study features and benefits of each price or price line;
(b) Prepare explahatibh bf difference in features bet.deen lines.

(5) Show-medium-priced merchandise first--this allows an opportunity
to move downward or upward.

(6) AV-bid referenee tOi "Cheaper" or "cheapest" merchandise,use "more
economical" or "most economical" to eliniihate the potSibility of
deValUihg the merChandise.

m. inform_customers of substitute merchandiSe if regUeSted items are
Uhayzilable.

(1) Determine customer's need and recOMmend another similar iteM that
fits .:he heed.

(2) ExplaCn the relationship or similarity between the desired item
and the substitute:

(a) Cblor;
(b) Use;
(c) Featutes;
(d) Price;
(e) Guarantee, warranty; etc:

(3) ON your -competitor's merchandise so well you can compare your own
with theirs, feature_for feature

(4) Point Out buyet behefitS of the substitute merchandise.
(5) Don't run down or criticize the requested merchandise.
(6) Don't blame someone else becauSe yOu don't have the merchandise.
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(7) Never use the word "sUbStitUte."
(8) Do not apologize for your merchandise.

C. Overcome objections:

Determine objection or excuse

a. Aq objection is a genuine concern or hesitation.
b. Ah excuse is an 4.nsincere reason to delay action.

(1) To deal with an excjse, question to determine the real objection.
(2) Treat excuse as a real object ion and refer directly to it.

2. Recognize types of objections:

a. Objections to price--

(1) Example: "It's nice; bUt I hadn't Planned to pay that much."
(2) Solution: Justify price in terms of merchandise features and

bencfits;

(a) pon-'t apologize for price:
(b) People buy value and_benefit.
(c) Build up value by pointing ovt the benefits cf certain

features.
(d) Point out hidden features.
(e) If customer obviously cannot afford the pricc, show a less

expensive item avoiding negative words such as "cheaper."

b: Objections to need--

(1) Example: "I don't think I'll get enough Wear out Of a lOng drOSS:
(2) SOlUtioh: Present the Merchahdise in relation to a buying motive

and point out its benefits and uses.

c. Objectioos to product (Color, comfort, design, size, style, suitabili-
ty, t9pe)-7

(1) Example: "Thit isn't exattly What I had in mind."
(2) Sblution: Show other merchandise or point out features to offset

the objection:

d. ObjectiOns to source--

(1) Example: "I'm just not sure; the laSt tiMe I bought shoes on a
sale here, I found the same shoe at a lower price just up the
street." _

(2) Solution: Assure the CUtteber Of your desire to serve him/her
and point out positive aspects of the business.

e. Objections to time (buying now)--

(1) Example-: "I think I'll wait a while:"
(2) Solution: Suggest advantages of buying right aWaY, such as price

increases, Immediate wearing satisfaction.

f. Objections to quantity--

(1) Example', "One:pair of hose, that's all."
(2) Solution: Point out benefits of buying int*-6 thah One pair.

g. Objections to service--

(1) Example: "I have to weae my Watch to WOrk. It would probably
take a long time to have it cleaned or repaired."

(2) Solution: Explain your service situation and reasSure the cuStom-
er of your service department's dependability.

h. Objections to store policy--

(1) Example: "The coat iS hite but I Could never do the alterations
myself:and you:charge more for alterations to sale items."

(2) Solution: Reassure the customer: jUStify yoUr store policy by
pointing out the positive aspects; such as lower sale prices.

3. Use proper procedure for handling objections:

a: Listen very carefully to the objection.
b. Restate the objection;

(1) Use the prospect's words; or
(2) Change the objection into a question wheh potsible.
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C. Concede before answering.

(1) Let the customer know his/her point is imOortant.
(2) Show respett fOr the customer's point of view.

d. Answer objection briefly;
e; Ask for customer's Order.

4. Use proper techniques for handling objections:

a; Yes; but method:

(1) Is most widely,used_method; _

(2) AcknOwledges Objettion-pOsitively, then answers objectin.
(3) Calms:customer's emotions.
(4) May be used when customer misunderttandt Merchandite.

b. Direct-denial method:

(1) Is poorest method.
(2) Is_a direct attack on the customers opinion; _

(3) May be used when objection is bated On falte infOrmatiOn or mis-
understanding.

(4) Is best used when the salesperson has prepared the customer for
the response by using empathy.

c. Superior7point method:

(1) Admits the truth Of the objeCtion.
(2) Gives a superior selling point that outweighs the objection.

d. Boomerang method:

(1) Is_used:when thelobjectionis based on a:selling point and sales-
_ person can turn the objectiOn into a selling point.

(2) Tosses the objection back to the customer as a reason to buy.

e. Question method:

(1) Asks-questions-to explore objection;
(2) hclps salesperson determine what featuret and benefits are impor-

tant tO the customer.
(3) Allows extra time to think as you deal with the Objection.

f. Demonstration methOd:

(1) Uses a test situation to show the cUstOMer the ObjeCtiOn it Wrong
withbut having to say so.

(2) Allows_salesperson to make the demonstration, then make a positive
sales statement and Contitiu-e pretentatiOn.

g. Third-party method:

(1) Refers to testimonial Of a neutral third party.
(2) AVOidt offending the customer.

h. Close,on-an-objection method:

(1) Involves an objectiNi which may be a buying signal:
(2) Is used when objection deals with ownerthip.
(3) Requires salesperson tO answer objectioni then attempt to close:

i. Explanation method:

(1) May-be-used-when you feel the customer has inaccurate facts Or a
false belief:

(2) Requlres salesperson to ask customer to oxplain_the objection;
(3) Requires salesperson to be tactful to avoid making the cuttomer

look ignorant.

Deal with objections immediately.

a; Immediately acknoWledge the Objection.
b. Pause briefly to give thought to the objection;
c. Proceed to answer the objection;
d: Never ignore -Or pOttpOne an Objectitin.

6. Tactfully handle difficult customers;

a; Recognize characterittiCt of difficult customers:

(1) They gripe_and complain about prodUttt and terflcet without
1_ jUttifitatibli.

(2) They make unreasonable demands.
(3) They do not maintain objectiVe ViewpointS.
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(4) They feel that All business people are greedy, unfalr, and telfith
(5) Thcy desire to get something for nothing.

') They feel that they are superior human beings and thdt all others
are inferior.

(7) They do not know what they want.
(8) They have difficulty making buying decisions.
(9) They have their minds set on one-product, one price, one brand,

etc:, and are unwilling to_consider other equal alternatives.
(10) They voice their opinions in loud, boisterous voices.

b. Use proper ways of handling difficult customers;

(1) Remain calm-.

(2) Show an interest in and concern for the customer; listen intently.
(3) lite tatt ih 811 conversations.

(4) Be courteous.
(5) Maintain positive attitude and belief that the_customer is king.
(6) Demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of products, proce-

dures, policies, and "human behavior."
(7) Maintain objective viewpoint:
(8) Maintain self-control at all times; never argue or try to prove

you are right and the customer_is wrong:
(9) Ask questions; obtain as much information as you can to better

satisfy customer needs.
(10) Go out of your way to make the customer feel important and special

7. Anticipate objections.

a. Study the merchandise.

(1) Learn details and features.
(2) Learn benefits of each feature.

b. Expect Objections to the product or specific features of the product.
c. Be prepared with product knowledge and the ability to point out

superior points:
d. Plan your sales presentation to include all information the customers

will need.

(1) Make a list of common objections or questions and features they
apply to:

(2) List positive sales statemiNit for each.
(3) Consider the customer's position; tell "why" in his/her viewpoint.
(4) Use positive rather than negative approach:
(5) Incorporate these points into sales presentation.

D. Close the sale:

1. The purpose of the close is to lead the customer to action upon the
presentation you have given:

2. Obtain agreement and commitment from the customer_

a. Make the buying decision easy .

b.

c.

(1) Do not show additional merchandise when you are ready to close;
(2) Narrow selection by removing all but two or three items.
(3) Help-customers visualize ownership--use "you" and "yours."
(4) Ask customers_toibuy7-give_the opportunity to purchase the mer-

chandise you just presented.
(5) Be confident--believe in your merchandise and its buyer benefits

and its ability to meet the customer's needs.

Overcome buying resistance.

(1) Ask a "why" question:
(2) Deal with the Objection.
(3) Move toward a natural close;

Take advantage of buying signals or signs of approval Which include:

(1) Facial exprestions;!
(2) Certain types of objections;
(3) Agreement with sales statements;
(4) Actions or movements indicating interest;

(5) Questions or comments about merchandise.
f ,
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d. Attempt a trial close when you receive a buying signal.

(i) A trial close usually takes the form_of a question, such as, "I'm
ur yOU Will like lt, dilim't you agree?"

(2) If unsuccessful; continue naturally with the sales presentation.

c. Use proper basic closing technique:

(1) Ask-your-customers-to-buy close--

Example: "The-dress is 50% polyester, 50t dacron and permanent
press; just wash_and wear. It is the ideal dreSS to
take on yeur business trip to Atlanta. Don't you
agree?"

(a) Review major selling features and benefits.
(b) Summarize reasons customer should buy:
(c) Ask customer to buy.

(2) Choice or minor-point close--

Example: "Do you prefer the cardigan or the V-neck style" or
the customer may ask the salesperson's opinion: "Which
do you think fits better?"

(a) This is probably the most widely used and best close method.
(b) Selection should be narrowed to:two items:
(c) Offer a choice betWeen the two items using color, style,

size, material, or other features._
(d) Give honest opinion if customer asks yoU for a choice.

(3) Assumption close--

Example: "Would you like this gift wrapped?"

(a) Customer agrees on minor points during the presentation.
(b) You assume customer will buy.
(c) ASk question or-make statement dealing_with delivery, service,

care of merchandise, methods of paymeht, or other iteM of
business.

(4) Advantages-disadvantages close--

Ekample: "The need_to_remove the pin before laundering is an
inconvenience, but the beauty it adds really gives the
jacket a look of sophistication. It can also be re-
placed with your own favorite pin to give variety."

(a) Summarize the customer's reasons to bUy.
(b) Appeal to rational motives.
(c) Turn cl:sadvantages into selling points.
(d) If customer is satisfied, continue to close.
(e) If cLstomer i< dissatisfied, select another item.

(5) Premium close--

Example: "With your purchase of the boots during October, Logan'i
gives you a bottle Of our Special weatherproofing to
protect your investment."

(a) Offer something extra in addition to the purchaS(-:
(b) Attempt to make the customer buy now.

(6) Last-chance-to-buy close--

Example: "Ouridiscount days end tomorrow and this is the last
bridal gown we have in your size. I'm sure you would
prefer to save money and a trip out of town to find
another. Shall I lay it away for you?"

(a) Base your statement on the customer's desire for gain or for
fear of losing the opportunity to buy later,

(b) Use honesty.
(c) Stress_customer need and benefit of buying now.

(7) Standing-room-only close--

Ekample: "This shoe has been our best seller this fall: WP just
received our last shipment fot the season."

(a) Use honesty.
(b) Appeal to the customer's emotional fear of losing OWnership

opportunity.
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(8) Narrative or testimonial clbse--

Example: "David Johnson; a localibusinessman and a national
Civitan officer, bought one Of these suits last spring.
He doesi_a great deal of traveling and told me he has
never had a suit that is as wrinkle-free for travel
wear and packing convenience."

(a) Use honesty;
(b) Relate another person's successful experience or reMarkS to

the customer's need for the item.

(9) Objection close--

Example: A customer has objected:to the weight of a coat and hes
answered that this is his only reason for not buying.
"The coat is heavyweight, but that can easily be
remedied byzipping out the wool liner, thus giving you
a lightweight coat for cool days, both with protection
from weather elements; Would_you like me to remove the
lining so you can feel the difference before I wrap it
for you?"

(a) Askiif the expressed objection is the only reason for not
buying-.

(b) Overcome the objection as you close;

(10) Suggest-related-merchandise close--

Example: "The dress can be given an entirely different look by
wearing a scarf and matching helt."

(a) bse relateL erchandise to help care for or enhance value of
the oeigioal item.

(b) Show new ideas.

f. Avoid errors in closing.

(1) Avoid negative statements such as, "You wouldn't want this, would
you?"

(2) Avoid offering substitute items that arc not satisfactory for
customer needs. _

(3) Avoid_scare tactics suth as, "There won't be any c.)ats left by
Friday."

(4) Avoid dishonesty just to make a sale.
(5) Avoid rushing or pushing the customer into a hasty decision.

3. Thank customers to encourage repeat business.

a. Say "thank you" to:

(I) Make customer aware that the store appreciates his/her business.
(2) Maintain customer goodwill.
(3) Make fUture sales easier.

b. Give a final word of assurance.

(I) Make a compliment on the purchase.
(2) This helps the customer to feel he/she has made a wise choice.

c. Ask customer to come back again soon.

E. Use suggestion selling and build clientele.

1. Use suggestion selling.

a. SuggeStioo selling is a gelling technique which allows the salesperson
to give the customer a buying idea leading to the purchase of addition-
al merchandise;

b. The purpose of suggestion selling is:

(l) To make more profit for the store;
(2) To make more commission to the salesperson, and it makes the

salesperson more valuable to the store;
(3) To provide se-Vite tti the customer in helping him/her better

satisfy needs arie. wants.
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Use proper techniques for making suggestions:

(1) Remember that goods will sell themselves if properly displayed.
(2) Supgestigoods thatiwill really_benefit the customer.
(3) Be specific--do not suggest a long list of artitleS.
01 Da not make suggestions indiscriminately to i411 customers.
(5 Demonstrateithe suggested goods whenever pos.lble:
(6) Avoid negative suggestions such as,_ Is there anything else?"
(7) Listen to determine what to suggest:
(8) Make suggestions after the customer has made the buying decision

but before the sale is written up or rung on the register.

d. Types of suggestions include:

(1) New merchandise--

Example! "Our new fall blazers just arrived this Week. I think

you will be just as excited about them as I am."

(2) Larger quantitieS--

Example: "Two pair of hose would give you an extra for an emer-
gency."

(3) Merchandise specials--

Examvle: "We are closing out our summer-weight knit shirts at
half-price."

(4) SpeCial occasions or seasonal iteMS--

Example: "Martha; Father's Day is just around the corner.: You
might want to lok at our gift ideas display before
you leave."

(5) New or different uses for merchandise--

Example: "This hostess apron can be folded lnd buttoned to form
a sun bonnet:"

(6) Related or accessory items7-

EXample: "This tie emphasizes the green you like to Well in the
pattern of the shirt,"

(a) This if the most common methOd of suggestion selling.
(b) Usually suggest items lower in price and accessories for the
_ originaliitem:
(t) Develop knoWledge of all items in your department and in

other departments that relate tc yours.
(d) Use coordinated displays as a suggestion aid.
(e) Do not assume the customer already has accessories to accom-

pany the purchase.'
(f) Remember that One item always relates to another in some way.

(7) Better quality/higher-priced merchandise ("trading-up")--

(a) Use when you are sure the customer would benefit frOM better
quality--determine customer's intended use.

(b) Point out similar features in both items:
(t) Point out additional features and benefits to justify extra

cost.
(d) Do not belittle lower priced merchandise by inferring it is

poor quality, cheap, or inferior.
(e) Do not insist or pressure the customer to buy the better

article.

2. Build clientele.

a. Clientele is a group of regular customers who ask for the same sales-
person.

b. Use proper techniques for building clientele.

(1) Know your customers and your merchandise so as to offer helpful
suggestions.

(2) Remember customer's name and call him/her by name.

(a) Show interest.
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(b) Really observe the face:
(t) Get the name right and repeat it.
(d) Find an association. _

(0) Review the name, visualize the face, write the name down.

(3) Present business cards with your name on them to customers you
want to continue to serve.

(4) Maintain customer book or card file with customer information:

(a) Customer's name;
(b) Address;

(0 Telephone number;
(d) Size;

(e) Other members of-the family--name; age; sex;
(f) Color;_quality, design preferences;
(g) Special interests;
(h) Occupation;
(i) Any other information to help you better serve the customer.

(5) Use customer book or card file to talk with or call the customer:

(a) When you just received merchandise in hit/her tize that Will
be of interest to him/her;

(b) When you think the customer might be '-unning low oo a
regularly purChased item;

(c) When d requested item arrives; _

(d) When you can supply merchandise for a specific occasion;
(6) When a desired item is reduced.

III. Sales Related Activities

A. Sales related activities include charge and cash transactions.

PLANNING NOTES
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1. Charge_transactions involve the customer charging merchandise to a charge
account in order to pay later. (1-10-21)

a. Charge-take is when the customer charges items and takes them with
him/her:

b. Charge-send is-when-the customer_charges items and has them delivered.
c: The two basic charge account systems include:

(1) The store's own charge account system;
(2) Charge accounts through a bank or independent credit card plan.

d. To proc2ss a charge transaction, the salesperson should:

(1) Obtain customer's charge card (or verify identification);
(2) Check card against invalid list;
(3) Record transaction on a sales form (receipt or purchase) or bank

credit card form--

(a) Date;

(b) Customer's name and complete address;
(c) Salesperson's identification;
(d) Charge sale indication (if general sales form);
(0) Merchandise description, qUantitY, price, etc.;

(4) Obtain cusOmer's signature;
(5) Compare signature to credit card;
(6) Return card to customer;
(7) Obtain approval (credit authorization);

(a) Check credit limit if store account;
(b) Observe_credit card limit policy--such as calling a specified

number for authorization on purchases over $50, etc.;

(8) Give customer his/her copy of sales slip;
(9) Bag merchandise;

(10) Thank the customer.

2: Cash tr.-ant-actions involve the customer immediately paying for the merchan-
dise with cash or check.

a. Cash-send is when the customer payt and items are delivered.

O Record name and address;
(2) Indicate "delivery:"

Personal Selling
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o
b. Cash-take is when the customer pays and takes items with him/her.
c. Record transaction on a sales form:

(1) Date:
(2) CustOMet name and address (optional);
(3) Salesperson's identification;
(4) Indicate cash sale;
(5) Merchandise description, quantity, price, etc.,
(6) Extend each line;
(7) Subtotal;_
(8) Figdre taleS tax;
(9) Total.

Accurately talcdlate the_éiact amount of a customer's purchase.

a. Extend the sales slip entries.

(1) For Single itemsi-extension will be the same as the unit price.
(2) For multiple items priced individually:

(a) Multiply quantity by unit price.
(b) Answer will be extension:

(?) FOr feWer iteMS than that originally multiple-priced (3 for
$4;39):

(0) Divide Mdltiple price by number of units ($4.39
$1.46 1/3).

(b) Any fraction of a Cent is cOdnted at A Whblê tent
($1.46 1/3 = $1.47) (One item = $1.47; two items - $2.94).

b. Subtotal-,add all extensions:
c. Figure sales tax.

(1) Manually compute tax.

(A) COnVert the tax percentage to a decimal fraction (3% .03;
4% = .04; 3 1/2;035);

(b) Multiply dLclmal fe.atti_011-IV the merchandise total.
(c) Round answer to the nearest cent;

(2) USe tak SthedUl fig.:red to $1.00.

(a) tor sales under.$1, use this Stheddle tO find the tax.-__
(b) Fbr Salet bVer $1, separate the subtotal into dollars and

cents; use tax schedule for cents; figure tax on dollar5 by
multiplying dollar amount by taX rate; add the two amounts
together to get tax total.

(3) Use tax chart:

(a) Locate the range on the chart in which the subtotal falls;
(b) The tax listed to the side of this range is the tax for that

sale.
(c) Subtotal.
(d) Total--add subtotal and tax.

4. Atcurately-compute employee discounts, delivery charges., alteration
charges, layaway charges, etc.; when writing out SaleScheckS.

a. Compute employee discounts.

(1) Discounts range frOm 10 to 25 percent usually.
(2) Multiply the merchandise total by the percentage rate to get

discount amount:
(3) Subtract the discount amount; ther compute tax and total.

b. C;ompute delivery charges;

(1) Foe delivey beyend free delivery points, stores may use the
Postal Service, UPS; or other transportation or delivery corm-

_ panies.
(2) Cost depends on:

(a) The class of mail;i
(b) Weight of merchandise;_
(c) Distance merchandise is being sent.
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(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Figure charge by using a chart for appropriate weight,
delivery, and zone locaticn of delivery point.
Add delivery charge to sales Slip total aftet tax has been com-
puteth-
Note delivery instructions if necessary
With COD, the cu.omer may order by telephone or mail and pay for
merctheidise when it is delivered plus-an additional delivery or
handling charge based on the amount to be collected.

c. Cempute alteration charges.

(1) Alteration fees_may_be set by store or by tailor or seamstress.
(2) Fee usually varies for tyne-of alteration.
(3) Complete ulwration instruction tag or form if applicable.
(4) List altetatiOn thatge on sales form before Subtotaling merchan-

dise.
(5) State tax is charged on alterations:

d. COmpute layaway charges.

(1) Ihe customer:pays deposit (usually 10 to 25 percent) to have
merchandise held until later.

(2) Sometimes a small service charge may be added to hold the mer-
chandise.

(3) Layaway allows a certain time to pay cost of merchandise plus tax.
(4) Customer receives merchandise vhen it is paid for,
(5) No finance charge is cellected.
(6) Salesperson computes deposit percentage of merchandise total and

_ subtracts it to get balance due:
(7) A sales form is written for the deposit.

type Of

5. Write_saleschecks legibly so that err - in delivery, quactities sent, and
amounts charged can be eliMitiated.

a. Common mistakes n writing saleschecks include:

(1) Ptor nandwriting;
(2) Poor arithmetic;
(3) Omission of required irforiiiatio,i ,

b. Legibility and accuracy is important because:

(1) Customers refer tc the saleschecks.
(2) Delivery department uses them to tell what floods in ship and

where: -

(3) Credit department uses them to total amounts owed on charge
accounts. _

(4) Buyers use them to decide what items and quantities to order..
(5) Management uses them to determine sales volume and to plan for the

future.
(6) Accountants use them to keep inVentety recordS.

c. Write saleschecks legibly,

(1) Printing in all capitals is desirable.
(2) Be_careful_that all figures and letters are legible and are not

likely tO be confused with siMilar figures or letters.

d. Be accurate.

(1) Check all irformation you are not Sure of.
(2) Use accuracy in all mathematical functicnseaddition, subtraction,

multiplication, division. fractions, percentages, decimals.
(3) A4oid transposing figures.-
(4) Be sure decimals are in the right position.

B. SaleS related activities include layaway.

1. Several factors are included in layaway sales:

a. The customer makes a partial-payment on selected merchandise.
b: Merchandise_is withdrawn from stock but retained by the store until it

is completely paid fbt.
c. Salescheck is made out for amount collected (down-payment, deposit).
d: Layaway or will-call tag is attached to merchandise that is placed in

the layaway department.

e. A tire limit is set; after which merchandise is returned to stock if
the customer has not made the payment agreed upon.
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C.

2 Customers use laya,Jay tlecause they may:

a. Purchase merchandise before it is in season;
b. Obtain an item hard to find or replace to aVoid itt being out cf stock

when needed;
c. Be able to purchase more expensive merchandise;
d. Be able to take advantage of salet Spetialt.
8. Take advantage of convenience in paying for merchandise over a period

of time without finance charges.

. Layaway has advantages to the customer and the store:

a. Customers obtain merchandise and pay later without finance charge.
la, It builns goodwill for the store.

4. The salesperson must process the layaway.

a. Types of layaway forms include:
_

(1) General or charge sales form with additional layaway information.

(a) Cheek or indicate "Layaway."
(b) Check "Charge." _

(c) List any special instructionshow long to hold, etc.

(2) General or charge sales form plus specia) layaway ticket.
(3) Specially detigned layaway sales form.

b. To record layaways:

(1) List merchandise and extend prices;
(2) Subtotal;
(3) Compute sales tax;
(4) Add service charge if applicable (small fee charged by some stores

to hold the merchandise);
(5) Total the Sale;
(6) Compute and subtract deposit or down payment;

(a) A percentage of the total tale;
(b) UtiiällY 10 to 25 percent;

(7) Balance is called layaway tielante;
(8) Have customer read, agree to, and sibn layaway agreement.

c. To receive payments on layaWays:

(1; A layaway accourA IS ii.ant;)ined for each layaway customee.
(2) Payment is recorded on a sales fbrm:

(d) Indicate received on account;
(b) List amounL receivPd;
(c) Indicate "Layaway 6pOtit" under "Item" or "Description";
(d) Indicate means of payment--cash or check;
(e) Record the total payMent.

(3) Theipayment is then posted (by salesperson or in office) to the
layaway account record.

Sales related activities include refunds and exchanget.

1. Stores usually establish policies regarding refunds and exchanges, r,uch as:

a. Setting a time_limit when morthandiSe May be retOrned;
b. Requiring a sales receipt or cash register tape;
t. Refusing to accept merchandise that cannot be resold after use or wear;
d: Allowing exchanges Only rather than cash re.unds.

. Types of adjustnents include:

a. Cashirefunds:
b. Credit refunds/charge credits;
c. Exchanges;
el: Partial allowances.

3. Reasons for adjustments include:

a. Store policies which may result in returns:

(1) COD's;
(2) Sales on approval.

b. Storv_personrol who:

(1) May misrepresent or not fully explain merchandise;
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(2) May pressure customers tr.: huy_lomething they really don't want;

(3) May select the wrong size, color, etc., or make mistakes on sales-
checks;

(4) May make errors in wrapping. accounting, or delivery which 7.1ay
cause complaints.

4. Maintain positive atmosphere during the refund or exchange transaction.

a. Follow store policies_and recommended procedures.
b: Help the customer achieve a good frate of mind.
c. Do not argue.
d; Keep the customer's feelings in mind:

5. Procedu-e For a cash refund includes:

a Customer receives money_equal to that origioally paid.
b. Cath refund is given only if original purr:lase was cash.
c. Customer usually must present sales receipt before being refunded;
d. The transaction is filleo ir on sales form indicating "paid out"

rather than "cash" or use a special cash refund form:

(PR-6, pp. 100-108)

(TM-24)
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(1) Date;

(2) Customer's name and address;
(3) Employee_identification;
(4) "Paid out";
(5) Merchandise descriptinn, price, extension, etc.;
(6) Special nutations such as_"cash refund";
(7) Subtotal, sales tax, total;
(8) Customer signature.

6. Procedure for credit refunds (enarge credit) inclUdes:

a. Charge credit is given for original cash or charge sales.
b: If customer does not have a Charge account, a due bill or merthandise

certificate may be given to be used instead of cash to pur..:hase other
merchandise from_the store_

c. The transaction is recorded as "recewed on account" And credited :o
customer's charge account:

(1) Date;

(2) Customer's name and address;
(3) Employee identification;
(4) "Received on account";
(5) Merchandise description, quantity, price, extension, etc.;
(6) Special_notations such as "charge credit";
(7) Subtotal, sales tax, total;
(8) Customer signature;

7. Procedure for even exchanges includes:

a. The item is exchanged for similar item of same price.
b. No money is exchanged.
c. If item information is nut the same, complete a new sales form and

special exchange form if applicable:

(1) Date;

(2) Employee identification;
(3) "Cath";
(4) Merchandise description; quantity; price, extension; etc.; of re-

turned itern;
(5) Merchandise description, quantity, price, extension, etc., of re-

placement;
(6) Special notation such as "even exchange";
(7) Customer signature.

8. Proccaore for uneven exchanges includes:_

a. Item is exchanged for item of differentiprice._
b. Cnstomer pays mure or business nefUnds the difference.
C. There are two methods of recording the transaction:

(1) Write cash refund, then new cash sales fem.

fa) If the new item is more, customer pays the_difference.
(b) if new item is less; store refunds the differente.

(2) One sales form is written.

(a) If new item is mere, write oath tales form:-cuttomer oayt the
difference.
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(b) IfineW:iteMAs less; write paid out or refund--store refunds
the difference.

(0 List most expensive item firSt.
(d) Indicate which is the returned item.
(e) List_the difference ir the price of the twc items as the sub-

(f) Compute sales tax and total.
(g) Obtain customer signature.
(h) Obtain approval if neces3ary.

9. Procedure for partial allowances include:

a. A partial allowance may be:offered for used items; tiers returned a
long time after purchase date; or if a manufacturing fault_is involved.

b. The-amount of the-allowance is determined by the time the item was
used or the extent of usage. _

c. The date of purchase must be determined,
d. Proces r. as a refund if no other item is selected.
e. Process as an exchange if a new item Is selected.

D. Sales related activities include gift certificates and special Orders.

1. Gift certificates are written by salespersons.

a. Customer purchases a gift certificate that states a specific person ha
a specific money amount to spend with the iss.iing store. _

b. Salesperson completes sales form and fills in the gift certificate.

(1) Sales ferm information includes:

(8) Date;
(b) Recipient's name and address;
(i) Employeelide6tificelon;
(d) "Received on account";
(e) Under "Item" writp_"Giit Certificate #
(f) Name and address of cusOmer who is prosenting the

certificate;
(g) Certificate amount which is also the sales form total.

(2) Gift certificate information includes:

(8) The same information on the certificate and stub;
(b) Date issued;
(c) Recipient's name (ask for correct spelling);
(d) Address on Stub only;
(e) Amountspell out on certificate;
(f) Name of person or group presenting certificate;
(I) Address of presenting person or group on stub.

2. The salesperson also handles special orders.

a. Fill in want slip for any iteo called for that iS not in stock (whether
carried regularly or not):

(1) Date;

(2) Dept. No.;
(3) Employee identification;
(4) Name of-item called for,
(5) Style; color; size; _price;
(6) Indicate whether order was taken, substitüte sold, or sale lOst.

b. Fill in_special order request if customer wants to order an item that
t not in stock:

(1) Date;
(2) Dept. NO.;
(3) Employee identification;
(4? Customer!s name; address;
(5; Name of iteM;

(6) Quantity;
(7) Style, color; size; price;
(8) Subtotal, total, taX;
(9) Customer's signature.

and telephone number;
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E. Sales related activities include telephOne salet;_

1. Types of telephone selling include calling the customer;

a. To tell about special merchandise-7

(1) Merchandise of interest to customers;
(2) Arrival of requested merchandite;

b. To take orders;
c. To reoew old accounts--

(1) Invite customers back for specie event;
(2) Inform customers of new line of merd-,andite;

a. lc follow up on recent purchases;
e. To sell to new_customers;
f. To handle complaints;
g. To tell-about special events;
n. To close sales;
i. To acknowledge oriers;
j. To make appointments;
k. To build prospect list;
1. To build customer goodwill.

2. Use personality in telephone selling.

a. Be courteous.

(1) Identify yourself, department, ano store.
(2) Acknowledge greetings and answer questions:

(a) Have someone else answer the question if you cannot.
(b) Ask for customer's name and number and call back if extra

time is needed;

Use empathy or sympathy where necessary:
Use friendly closing statement.

(3)

(4)

Display interest and attention.

(I) Listen attentively:
(2) Appreciate customer's point of view.
(3) Show-interest in conversation.
(4) Do not interrupt the tUStomer.

c. Show sincerity and helpfulness:

(1) Provide information.
(2) Grant requests.
(3) Check out customer problems.
(4) Suggest substitutes or alternativ2s.
(5) Be aware of unusual circumstances;
(6) Explain_why a_request might be refuted.
(7) Keep all promises.

3. Observe telephone selling rules

a. Select good qualityi fairly priced merchandise which should be of
interest to the customer;

b. Carefully select, review-, and-update prospects.
c. Carefully plan sales talk ahead of time.
cL Know merchandise and store pOlitiet.
e. 1:ave a purpose for-calling.
f. Select convenient time for customer.
g. Do nOt make impostible promises.
h. Use pleasant voice.

4. Plan the sales talk.

a. Obtain attention and interest

(1) Use customer's name in greeting.
(2) Introduce yourself and the business:
(3) Use attention-getting approach!

(a) After-mailing approach--the customer has juSt reteiVed Mail
about an item or service.

;t1) Bargain approach--yoo have a special barglin such as a close-
out.

(c) DemonstratiOn appro3:h-your ttore will ce providing a special
demonstration.
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(d) Inactive account approach-you are checktng to see why the
customer hasn't been it lately.

(e) Servite approach--let the customer know of services ytut
store offers._

(f) Specieloccasion approach--refer to an event tn the custo,,
11ifeior a seasonal event.

(g) Special sale or bargain approach--new shipment or special
ptices of interest to customer.

(h) Thank-you approachyou_thank the customer for a recent
order and follow up; on it.

b. Create desire.

(2)

(3)

Ask positive questions to help customer establish a need.
Make feature-benefit statements throughout the conversatiOh.
Show enthusiasm about mercoant3ise by Uting VoCabulary to help
customer visualize merchandise:

(a) Expressive adjectiveseconomical, stylith.
(b) Forceful wordsquality, guaranteed.
(0 Personal words--you, your.
(d)

(4) Dettribe merchandise in term customer understands.
(5) Provide all necessary facts.

c. Overcome objections:

(I) Personal objection to salesperson or store;_
(2) Postponement objection--waiting until_later;
(3) Price objection,-point out extra benefits;
(4) Product or service objettion.

Close the sale.

(1) Listen for buying signals.
(2) Ask the customer to purchase with an appropriate doting tech-

nique:

(a) Assumed close;
b) Choice close;

(c) Summary close.

(3) Ohtain and record necessary information On telephone order form
or note pad:

(a) Cotomer's name; _ _

(b) Name to whom merchandise-isito_be charged_and/or sent;
(t) Address where merchandise is to be charged and/or tent;
(d) Customer's_telephone numbee;
(e) Type of sale (COD,-revolving charge, bank card, cash, etc.);
(f) Del_ivery instructions;.
(g) Complete-description of merchandise (article number, quantity

sizt, weight, unit price, etc.).

F. Otherisales related activities include self-service duties and workl;ig with
more than one customer.

1. Sell to customers in a self-servite store while performing regular store-
keeping dUties,

a. Self-service user special teChniques.

(1) Customers select actual or sample merchandite that is on display.
(a) Merchandise is displayed within convenient reach of

customers.
(b) Display signs, tags, or labels give merchandise information.

(2) Customer needs and wants are considered when merchandiSe is dis-
played.

(3) Principles of selling are used in preparing display materialS Such
as labels; tags; and signs;

b. Duties Of self-service personnel may include:

(I) Stocking shelves and raCkS
(2) Operating the caSh register;
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(3) Wrapping merchandise;
(4) Marking merchandise;
(5) Inventorying;
(6) Pteparing displays;
(7) Housekeeping;
(8) Being alert for shoplifting;

c. Selling duties of self-service personnel may thclude:

(1) Recording selected merchandise information on a form which custom-
er then presents at checkout desk if using Sample.=item diSplayt;

(2) Explaining merchandise;
(3) Answering customer questions;
(4) Directing customers to requested merchandise;
(5) Giving advice on purchases;
(6) Convincing customers tO bUy;
(/) Making sales presentation when necessary.

d. Techniques for performing self-service selling include:

(1) Greeting customers Oen possible;
(2) Ptomptly approaching when assistance is needed--

(a) Be friendly;
(b) Do not become upset over having to stop what you were doing;
(c) Ask the customer if he/she is finding what he/she wants

rather than asking if you can help;

(3) Offering a sales cart or basket when the customer needs one;
(i1) Directing the customer to merchandise and/or checkout counter

rather than going with him/her;

(5) Suggesting related merchandise or inviting the customer to visit
other departments after he/she finds wanted item;

(6) Accepting payment only at a chetkodt statiOn.

2. Work with more than one customer simultaneously in a Courteous manner.

a. If busy with anc.ther customer, acknowledge the presenre of the second
customer.

(1) When the first customer requires full attention:

(a) Acknowledge second tustomee by a smile and a nod of the head;
(b) Then, continue the first sale.

(2) When the first customer needs attention but is not ready to buy:

(a) Speak to second customer saying you or someone else will be
with him/her in a minute;

(b) Maintain eye contact so customer will not think you have for-
gotten;

(3) When the first customer is in early stages of the buying decision
and does not require full attention:

(a) Excuse-yourself momentarily from the firSt customer;
(b) Greet the second customer;_
(t) Determine what you can do for the second;
(d) Direct his/her attention to merchandise if possible;
(e) Return to first customer:

b. Observe these rules for working with more than one customer at a time:

(1) Greet all customers;_
(?) First customer has first )riority for your assistance;
(3) Start serving_only the number of customers you can handle at once;
(4) Do not abtuptly leave one customer tO help another.

L. If the sale involves trying cmn clothes or slow and careful considera-
tion, a second'sales presentation could be started.

Personal Selling
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PLRSONAL SELLINU

HaVe students complete the Pretest for IDFCC Selling LAP 3; 938. SA-1

Have the students read Retail-Selling, 2nd rd., 0..8; "Deve:.oping Your:Salos_Personolity," lp: 91-101 Complete SA-2
activities "Selling Teriii;Trari-d-7-e-ail Review," p. 101; and "Homan Relations;" r 102:

Show the slide-tape presentation "F.U.D.--Fear; Uncertainty; Duht", SeSSiOn *1; "Ihtroduction." This is avaia- SA-3
ble through the D.E. Supplier Comp!. .y; P. O. Box 214, 1380 S0Uth Pennsylvania Avenue, Morrisvi1le, PA 19067.
(Cost: .i219.00 set and 12!:. shipping).

See page 35 for Student Activity 04:
SA-4

Have students complete Handout #4; 1DLCC Selling LAP 43, 918D. SA-5

Show the slide-tape presentatiOh Session *2, "Appi-oach and Greeting." (Refer to SA-3 for source): SA-6

Have the Students tead Retail Sell- 2nd ed., Ch. 20, "Opening the Sale, pp. 240-246. SA-7.

This activity iS intended to emphasize the importance of a good approach in place of Ihe ovetUSed Ilay I help yoL7" SA-I1
Befare class make a minute-and-a-half tape recording_of_the_wordS_"May l_help:you?" )uring ClaSS diScUSsioti 'no
the importance of the approach, introduce this_tape by sayingi "We_have a tape recording ef_the apprOaches used by
most average :tin-of-the-mill salespersons. I am goiog_to_play_it to you and ask yOu tb eValUate the approach and
tO tell the class how it affects you." When the_recordingiis played and all they heat is "May I help you?" you then
inttoduce some other acceptable approachzs szch_as_the merchandise approach 0- the set-Vice approach. The_recording
Will be stamped in the minds of the studeots, and they may lose the habit and replate it With good sales approaches.

Have students complete Handout #4; IDECC Selling LAP 31, 8698. SA-9

Have the students complete Jeffrey:s Department_Stbre-:A Retail4n9 Simuaa-tinn, Mini-Simulation 2, Incident 5. SA-10

Have students complete HandoUt #9", IDECC Selling LAP 40, 8308.
'-11

Have students complete Hindouts #1 and #2, IDECC Selling LAP 40, 870A.

SSA3This iS a ClaSS attiVity designed to help the students_develOP_Ond:_ask purposeful and_meaningful queStions to Adetermine ; customer's needs. (I) Divide the class into two_groups; with one stizdent.representing each group
(Student A Jnd Student 8). (2) Have student A select_an_apparel or_accessory_item and develop a reason forHeeding thi frni. The student should liSt the -eason(5) on paper and tell only the_name of the item to Student B.
(3) Student nnce knowing the product; will_have 5.to:10 minutes to formulate and ask questions to determineA'S need for the item. (4) Once the process is completed, reverse the oraer with B Selecting the item and AaSk.ng questions. (5) Keep a point system if desired for ,each correct customer need that is determined.

HaVe the students read Selling Fashion Apparel; Section V. "TeChniqUet of Selling Women's Apparel," pp. 52-68, SA-14
and Section VI, "Techniques of Selling Men-vs-Apparel,"

Have the students complete Selling Fashion_Apparel: Seation V, Project-34, "Selection_ of_Women's Apparel__ SA-15
According to Figure Type;" pp. 163-166. All StUdentS (male and female) should use female figure types for
pages 165-166.

Haye the:students_complete Selling Fashien Apparel, Se,tion VI, Project 46, "Solving Customer's Figure Problems" SA-16(Male); pp. 193-194:

Have students COMplete Form #12, IDEf Selling tAP 51, 884C. SA-17

See page 36 fcr Student Activity #18.
SA-18

HaVe the students complete Jeffrey's Department Stpre--A Retailing. Simulation, Mini-Simulation 2, Incident 6. S1-19

Have the students read Fashion_Markety, S.Miercharioi,-,),:1; "Know YoUr Merchandise," PP. 40-41. SA-20

Show the slide-tape presentation F.U.D.; Session #3; "Selling FeatureS ind Benefits and Handling Objections." s44)1
(Refer to SA-3 for source).

SA-22
Have students complete Form #2, IDECC Selling LAP 45, 807.

Have_the students complete Jeffrey's Department Store--A- Ret&iling Simulation, Mini-Simulation 2, Incident 7. SA-23

:12

See page 38 far StUdent AttiOty #24.

HaVe students complete Works1,eet #2, IDECC Selling LAP 5H, 01H:
2:

Have students complete Form #1; IDECC Selling LAP 34; 827:
SA-26

SA-27
See pAge 39 for Student Activity #27.

Have students complete Posttest; IDECC Selling LAP 49, 874A and 87411. SA-28

From the record accompanying Basic Selling, have the studentS listen to Record 1, Side 2, Band 2, "Selling_ls Not SA-29
Arguing,"_ Before_starting_the'recoro; Lead page 84 and ask the students to list on paper these steps_'_ (1)_ Lis-
tened carefully_to the objection: (2)__Rettated the objection; (3) Conceded before answering; (4)Answered
briefly; (5) Asked for order: ASk the studentS to check the appropriate step or steps as they listel, to the second
sale and write key words tO indiCate Where the step or steps took place in the sale.

Have the students read SellingHelping-Customers-Buy, "Techniques
for Answering Objections," pp. 203-209. S1-30

See page 40 fat Student ActiVity *31.
SA-3I

Have the students complete Jeffrey's pepartment Stare--A Retailing Simulati-OO, Mini-Simulation 2, Incident B. 5A-3?

Have students complete Posttest, IDECC Selling LAP 28, 280.
SA-33
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See page 41 Tor Student Activity 034. 5A-34

Have the Students complete Selling-F-a-shion-Appar&-, Section V,-Project_35, "Dealing with Customers Objections." SA-35
pp. 167-168, or Section VI, ProjeCt 48, 71iiidring Objections of Male Customers. PP. 197-198.

Show the slide-tape presentation F.U.D., Session #5, "Closing and Customer Servite." (Refer to SA-3 for source). SA=36

Have the students read SellingHelping-the-Customer-Buy, Ch. 1,:, Josing the Sale," pp. 213-235.

From the record accompanying Basic Selling, have the students listen to Record 2, Side 1,_Band 1, "Selling Makes SA-38

It Easy for the Customer to Buy." After listening to the recording, as suggested on p. 98 of the text, ask the
students in class discussion to rebuild the first two unsuccessful sales into successful sales.

See page 42 for Student Activity #39. SA-33

Have students complete Handout #1; IDECC Selling LAP 52, 895A. SA-40

Have the students complete Jeffrey's DepartmentA Retailing Simulation, Mini-Simulation 2; Incident 9. SA-41

See page 44 for Student ACtiVity 042. SA-42

Show the slide-tape presentation F.U.D., Session #4, "Suggestive & Alternate Selling." (Roftr to SA-3 for soUrce). SA-43

Have students complete Pretest, IDECC Selling LAP 59, 809. SA-44

' Have students complete Posttest, IDECC Selling LAP 56, 929A. SA45

Ha .? students complete Posttest, IDECC Selling LAP 57, 882A. SA-46

Have students complete Form #2, IDECC Selling LAP 57, 882A. SA-47

Have the students complete Jeffrey's Department Store--A Retailing Simulation, Mini-Simulation 2, Incident 10. SA-48

See page 45 for Student Activity #49. SA-49

Have the student read Selling Fashion Apparel, "Building a Clientele," pp. 67-68, 87. SA-50

See page 46 for Student Activity #51: SA-51

Have the students read Selling7-Helping the Customer Buy, Ch. 14,"SaleS Forms and TransactIons," pp. 261-294. SA-52

Have the students complete Jeffrey's Department Store--A Retailing_Simulation, Mini-Simulation 1, InCident 15. SA-53

See page 47 for Student Activity 54. SA-54

See page 48 for Student Activity #55. SA-55

Have the students read Apparel:3nd Accessories, rp. 45-48. SA-56

See page 51 for Student Activity #57. SA-57

5ee page 53 for Student Activity #58: SA-58

See page 56 for Student Activity #59. SA-59

See page 59 for Student Activity #60. SA-60

See page 61 for Student Activity 41. SA-61

See page 62 for Student Activity #62. SA-62

See page 66 for Student Activity #63. SA-63

See page 68 for Student Activity 064. SA=64

Have the students complete Jeffrey's Department Store--A Retailing Simulation, Mini-Simulation 1, Incident 17. SA-65

See page 70 for Student Activity #66. SA-66

Have students complete Pretest anC Posttest, IDECC Selling LAP 19, 879A. SA-67

See page 72 for Student Activity #68. SA-68

See page 76 for Student Activity #69. SA-69

See page 81 for Student Activity #70. SA-70

Obtain a teletrainer and handbook, Teletraining for Business, from .the educational representative for your local SA-71

Southern Bell Telephone Business Office. Have students Ciiiii5lete "Selling by Telephone" practice calls, pp: 106-

117

Have students complete Pretest, IDECC Comuunications LAP 8, 156. SA-72

Have the students read Fundamentals of_Selliog, "Self-Service Merchandising," pp. 466-471. SA-73

See page 83 for Student Activity 174. SA-74

Have students complete Handout 04, IDECC Selling LAP 31, 8696. SA-75

215
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SA-4

PUBLIC RELATIONS WORKSHEET

1. List the name of a store in which you enjoy buying the following
items and the name of a store in which you least enjoy shopping
for the item.

Store Where You Would Store Where You Would
Product Purchase Product Not PurchaSe Product

a. Dress or girl's
clothes

b. Men's slacks

c. Perfume or men's
cologne

d. Jewelry

e. Shoes

f. Panty hose or
socks

g. Underwear or
lingerie

2. LiSt five stores you enjoy shopping in;

3. List five stores you don't enjoy shopping in.

4. Explain in writing why you listed each store in Questions 2 and 3.
Consider whether or not the salespeople convey a positive image of
themselves and the store.

5. For the five stores you said you didn't enjoy shopping_ in, give
five public relations activities which might improve their image.

236
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SA-18

WORKSHEET: WHAT COULD I ASK?

Directions: Listed below are four products associated with fashion mer-
chandising. For each product you are to write three ques-
tions that could be used to better determine the customer's
Wants, desires, interests, etc. in 6 sales situation. In
each question, please attempt to refer to the product you
are working with.

PRODUCT #1: A bath robe

Question #1:

Question #2:

Question 1/3:

PRODUCT #2: A toddler's coat

Question #1:

Question #2:

Question #3:

PRODUCT #3: Diapers for an infant

Question #1:

Question #2:

Question #3:

PRODUCT #4: A pair of slacks

Question #1:

Question 1/2:

Question #3:

Personal Selling
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SA=18

KEY: (Possible Questions)

A bath robe: 1. "Do you prefer a knee length or full length robe?"
2; "Is the robe for you or someone else?"
3: "What size robe do you need?"

A toddler's coat: 1. "Do you prefer a heavy coat or_a lightweight coat?"
2. "What size does the child wear?"
3. "Will your child wear one of these coats 00 the

hood attached?"

Diapers for an infant: 1. "Do you prefer cloth diapers or disposable
diapers?"
"How much does the baby weigh?"

3. "Do=you prefer the regular diaper or the pre-
folded style?"

A pair of SlackS: 1. "Do you prefer the elastic waistline or the fitted
_ waistband?"
2. "What size slacks do you wear?"
3. "Are you interested in a solid color or pattern?"

238
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SA-24

PRICES AND PRICE LINES

DirectionS: Answer the following questions abbut the comparison of
prices and price lines.

Into what three categories do prices and price lines usually fall?

2. Give an example of distinct pricing.

. Give an examplr* of price ranges.

4. In what way can the salesperson be prepared to justify pr1ces to the
customers?

5. What price line Should be Shown firSt? why?

KEY:

1. Low, medium; and high
2. Example: Hats at $5; $7.50; and $10 with all hats being One of

these prices
3. Example: Wallets at $6 to $8; $10 to $12,_and $14 to $16 with

all wallets falling into one of these price ranges
4. By studying features and benefits of each price or line and

preparing an explanation of differences i_n features between linOS
5. Medium: allows opportunity to move upward or downward

Personal Selling
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SA-27

OBJECTIONS TO PRICE

Directions: From the following liSt, indicate those items which are ways
Of dealing_ with_objections to price by placing an "X" in the
blank to the left.

KEY-.

1. Immediately show lower-priced merchandise;

2. Point out hidden features;

3. Tell the customer the cheaper merchandise is ir the budget de-
Oartment.

4. Emphasize the quality of the merchandise.

5. Apologize for the high price

4.

5.

2,10
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Directions:

SA=31

HANDLING OBJECTIONS

Read the objection statements below. Determine the type of
obPction each is expressing, and provide a technique for
handling the objection.

Objection Statement
Type of Objection Technique of
Being Displayed Handling

1 "I really haVen't time
tO look at it now."

2. "1 don't_think I'm
interested."

3. "I'm well supplied now."

4. "I'll drop in and look
at them tomorrow."

5. "I can't decide now."

6. "IimuSt talk it over
With MY hUSband first."

7. "It isn't quite what I

was looking for."

8. "I really don't need it
yet."

9. "It doesnt 1601: like
it Should cOSt that much."

10. "I don'l have the money
right now; I don't get
paid until Friday."

KEY: (Suggested AnSWers)

Type of Objection

1. Time
2. Excuse or product
3. Need
4. Time
5. Time
6. Time
7. Product
8. Time or need
9. Price or quality

10. Time, convenience

Technique of Handling

Close on an objection
Question or explanation
Yes; but or close on an objection
Close on an objection
Question
Question
Question
Question
Superior point,or yes, but
Close on an objection

Perssona 1 Sel 1 ing
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SA-34

OBJECTION ANALYSIS

DirectiOnS: TO aSSiSi in anticipating objecti OhS_Ahd dealing With theth
before they are expressed, SaleS00001e_sometimes do an ob,
jection analysis. Ih actiVityi the Salesperson would
study an item of merchandise to:learn its features and
benefits, then_ make_ailist of all possible objections he/she
can thihk bf that Might be expresseck _For each possible
objection, he/she wöbld then plan the sales presentation to
include positive sales statements for each. Using the format
below, complete ei_objection analysis for this item of mer=
chandise, giving the possible types nf objections, a possi=
ble ObjettiOn statement for each typL.; and a suggested
answer for each,

ITEM: Misses_dress, sleeveless shift, 65% dace-Oh/35% Cotton, brightly
colored print, neatly tailored, batk zipper, tWo side pcckets,
100% polyester trim. $19.99.

TYPE OF OBJECTION

Example:

Price

POSSIBLE OBJECTION STATEMENT SUGGESTED ANSWER

"The price is rather low. Is

it a lower quality dress?"

410 242
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SA=39

CLOSING THE SALE

Directions: StaementS made by customers may be clues_for trie salesperson
to attemOt to close the sale. Using the form below, write_
out which method of clOsing you Would use and an eXamOle of
what you woUld say.

1. Customer: "I like this suit, but I want my wife to see it before I
make a final decision."

Method you would c to close:

Example of your close:

2. CuStoMer: "These are_all pretty, but I Still like the firSt one I
tried oh."

Method you would use to close:___

EXaMOle of yOu,-' close:

3. Customer: "Do you think this color will look okay on me?"

Method you would use to close:

Example of your close:

--------- -------
4. Customer: "I'm buying this bracelet as a gift for my neice. Do you

think she will like white gold?"

Method you would ute to Close:,

Example of your close:

5. Customer: "I like this dress, but the price is more than I can afford."
(The customer looks at a similar style that is less expen
sive.)

Method you would use to close:_

Example of your close:

KEY: (SuggestA answers)

1. Last7chance-to-buy close: "The color and style are really very flatter-
ing to you, Mr. Brown,_and I am Sure Mrs. Brown would be quite pleased.
It is the last suit in this color_and style in your size, and I'm sure
you would bp disappointed if it is sold before your_wife could come in
with you. Shall I go ahead and write it up for you?"

2. Suggest-related-merchandise close: "You are absolutely right, Mrs. Lowe.
This scarf will accent the Sweater and add even more beauty to the hand-
carved buttons."

Personal Selling
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SA-39

KEY: (Continued)

3. Choice close; "The green does look nice on you and brings out the
_ color of your eyes; Do you like the green better than the blue?"
4. Minor point close: "I'm sure your neice will like the white gold.

Many items of fine jewelry combine white an0 yellow gold. WoUld
you like to have the bracelet gift wrapped?"

5. Choice close: "This dress is the 5ame color and follows the same
style. It is $8 less than the other. Would you like to try it on?"

2 4 4
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S-42

DEPARTUPF STATEMENTS

Directions: For each of the following Purchases, write an appropriate
departure statement, using the principles_of thanking the
customer, reassuring the customer, and aSking him/her to
return:

1. Mrs. Jones purchased a mint green blouse to wear with a suit s e re:
ceived for her birthday;

2. Mr. Tay/or (a young bachelor) purchased a new suede-trimmed suit to
wear on a business trip to Chicago.

3. Jeffrey purchased a wallet for his father fr,r Father's Day;

4. MrS. Howard purchased a layette for a baby shower gift for her
daughterinlaw.

5: MrS. ThomPton purchaSed a pair of jeans for Timmy to wear to kinder-

garten.

KEY: (Suggested Answers)

1. "I'm _sure your new blouse will make your birthday present even more

special: Thank you for shopping at Logan's. Come back_again soon."

2. "I hope you will enjoy your new suit and your trip to Chicago. Thank

you:"
3. "Your father will be very pleased with this gift. Thank you, Jeffrey,

and I look forward to helping you again soon."
4. "I'm sure your daughter-in-law will be pleased with the layette. Thank

you for shopping Logan's Come in again soon."

5. "I'm sure you wi/l be pleased with the way these jeans wear. Bring

Timmy in again soon. Thank you."

Personal Selling
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SA-49

TRADING-UP

Dire-ctiont: AnsWer the following questions regarding trading;up.

1. Define "trading-up."

. List the techniques to be used when trading--up.

,. Why is it important to focus the CuStomer's attention On the addi-
tional features of the better item?

4. What is the most important factor the salesperson should consider
before attempting tO trade-up?

5. Why should the salesperson point out similar features in both items?

KEY:

The process of attempting to intereSt the customer in better quality
higher priced merchandise.

2. (a) Use when you determine the customer would benefit from the
better merchandise.

(b) Point out similar_featbres in t two items;
PointioUt_additional features and benefits to justify eXtra cott.

(d) Do not belittle lower-priced merchandise.
(e) Do_not pressure the customer into buying_the better article.

3. The Additional features help convince the customer to buy and justify
the higher price.;

4. The customer's intended use of the merchandise.
The_siMilar features help the customer to feel you ai'e hot trying to
sll something heishe did not request==the_similar features show that
this item relates to or is comparable to the first.

1110
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SA-51

BUILDING CLIENTELE

Directions: Answer the fbllowing queStionS about building clientele.

1. List at least two techniques to use tn building clientele.

2. Lis at least five kinds c" information which should be recorded in
you,' customer card file or Doak.

3. Litt at least three utet of a customer card file or boo

KEY:

L. (Two of these)
(a) Present business cards with your name on them to customers you

hope to serve again
(b) Maintain customer card file or book
(C) Know your_custOmers and your merchandise
(d) Call cuStomers by name
(e) Use card file or book to call customers 7Sout specific items, etc.

2. (Five Of these)
(a) Customer's name
(b) Address
(o) Telephone number
(d) Size
(0) Other members of..family--name, age, sex
(f) Color; quality, design preferences
(g) Special interests
(h) Occupation

3. (Three Of these)._

(a) To inform customer of merchandise of interest to him/her
(b) To see if customer is running low on:a particular item
(c) To tell customer a requested item has arrived
(d) To offer merchandise for a special occasion
(e) To tell cuttomer a detired item it reduced

Personal Selling
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SA-94

CHARGE AND CASH TRANSACTIONS

I. Define the following terms:

I: Cash-send

2. Cash:take

3: Charge-send

4. Charge-take

5. Credit limit

6. Receipt of purchase

II. LiSt the procedures for processing a charge sale:

III. What ihformation is optional on a cash sales form but is required on
a charge sales form?

KEY:

I. Cash-send--customer pays for items and has thendelivered
Cash-taker,customer pays for items_and takes them with him/her
Charge-sendcustomer charges items and has them delivered_
Charge-takecustomer charges items and takes them with him/her
Credit limit--the maximum amount of credit allowed on an account
Receipt of purchase--cash register tape or sales form

II. 1. Obtain credit card
2. Check invalid list
3: Ring purchasesubtotal; tax; total
4. Fill in charge sales slip
5: Stamp charge form with credit card
6. Obtain customer signature
7. Compare signature to credit card
8. Return card to customer
9. Obtain credit approval

10. Give customer copy of sales slip
11. Bag merchandise
12. Thank customer

III. I. Customer name
2. Address

415
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SA-55

CALCULATING SALES

Find the amount to be charged for these items:

1; 3 Shirts @ $12.98 each =

2. 2 blouses @ $8.95 each =

3; 2 ties @ $5.99 each =
_

4. 4 scarves @ $3.49 each =

5; 3 r of gloves @ $4.75 each -

II. Find
following

the amount which should be charged for one; two, and three of the
items that are multiple-priced:

One Two Three

1. 3/$15.98

2. 6/$24.99

3. 5/$12.49

4. 31$19.95

5. $25/dozen

I7I. Manually compute tax on the following amount using a 4% tax rate:

1. $4.27 =

2. $13.63 =

3; $47.63 -

LI. $27.00 =

5. $3333 =

IV. Using the tax chart, find tax on the followin :

1. $5.17 =

2. $49.31 =

3. $25.84 =

4. $40.99 =

5. $1.61 =

V. Extend, subtotal; find tax (4%), and total t e fo11ow4n orders:

1. 1 shirt @ 3/$18;95
1 pair pants @ $21.00
3 pair socks @ 31$4.79
1 wallet @ $18.50
2 ties @ $4.99
1 belt @ $5.95

Subtotal
4% Tax
Total

Personal Selling
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2. 1 blouse @ 2/S25.95
1 skirt @ $23.00:
2 pair hoSe @ 2/$2.F.,
1 belt @ $4.75
2 pint @ $7.99

Subtotal
11Z T6x

Total

.J(117111 INA 1_,CPAIJI1.11N I ,){" NEVENLII-
4°., COMBINED 11 AT F. AND LOCAL SAL 1. 5- 6 USE TAX CHART

cALEs IA X SALF A ALEN I AX /1)-f
_ 09 00 12 88-11 12 25 88-16 17 1 04 38 88- 39 12 1 5610 -- .29 01 13.13-13 371 53 126 13 -26 37 1 05 39.13- 39 37

30_ 59 01 13 38-13.62-54 38-26 62 I 06 39.38-39.62
60- _ 84
65- 1 12

11 1.13- I 37
1.38- 1 62
1 63_ 157

; 1.88 2 12
2 13_7_2 3-7
2.38- 2 62
2,63- 2 87
2 88- 3 12

1.62

3 88- 4:12
4 13- 4.37
4 38- 4 62
4 61-- 4 87
4 88- 5371
5 13- 5 37
5 38- 5 67

03 13:63713 87;
04 13 88=14.12;
05 14 13-14.37i
06 19 38-14 62;

i4.63,-.14.07;
14 88-15 12:

.09 45,13-15 371,

.10 15.38-15 621

.11 15 63-15.871;
.12 15 88-16 121
134136 33-36.37;
141116.38 16.62,
15 J.6-6_Us1,82i.
16 16 88=37.121
17117.13-17 37,

.313, 17 38-17 62;
19 17 63-17 87,
70117 88-18 12
11 18 11-18 37;
12118 38 1862,

55 t1,26 63-26 8/ 1 07,
56 126 88-27 12 1 08
.5,201.13-27 17 10
581.127 38.:27 62 1 10
55.427.63-27 87 1.11
60 8,21 88-28.17 1 12
61_08 13-28.31 "D.
62'128 38-78.62 1 14
63 2;8 43-- 8' 15 41 61,41 87
64 28 88-29 17 1 16 4.1 88-42.12

29,13-21 37 1 42J3-A237
66 29 38-19 67 1 18 92.38-92.62
62429 53-29 87 119 42,617_42.87
68 29 88-30 1? 1 20 42.88-43.12

.69 30.13,30 37,12,1 4.11:3=-43
70130 38-30 62' 1 22 43.38-43.62
7,1 30 63.-j30 fli 1 ?,;. 43 63-43-8-
72730 88-31 n 24 43 88--44-12 /6
71 31 13-31 ; 25 44 13-44.37
74 31 38-31 6.2 1 26 44 38 -44 62

39 63-39 87
39 88-40.12
40.13-40.37
40 38-40.62
40 63-40.87
40 88-41.12
41 11=41.37 1

41 38=41.62 1.66
,
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1 SE
1_55
1 60
1_61
1 62

1 64

1.70

1 72

1 74
1.

1 17
1 7F5 63- ,5 87 23 18 63-18 871 75 31 63-31 C i 37 44,63,44-87 L19

5 88- 6 11 74 113 88 19 1? 76 .31 88-31.1., 3 28 44 88-45 12 1 806 13- 6 37 25 19 13-19 37' zi 37 11-32.31 129 45 13-45 17, Litt
6 38- 6 62 26 19 38..19 62! .78 32 38-32 62 1 30 45.38-45.62 1 82
6 63.--_ 6 Iv 2/, 19 61-19 87; ,79, 3? (3-32 8/ 1j1 4511._-_45 131 ..1-.113..4 gli 7 12T 26 19 RR 70 1? 80 3? 88 -33 1? 1 3-/ 41. 80-46 124_13-,7,1/, 29 20 13-20 3 7j 81 23 13-33 37 1 33 46 13,-t16,37 ID,.-,

' 7 38- 7 621 30 20 38-20 621 82 33 38-33 62 1 34 46 38-46.62 1 f_;6_7 63- 1.811 3 t 20 03- 20 87 63 :;3 63-33 87 1 35 ,4643-46.87 1.31
7 88- 8 12 31 10 88-21 12 .84 33:88-34 12 1 36 146 88=47.12-1.88

_8.13, 8 37 31 -21 13-21.37 .95 34 13-34 321X_ 47.13:?7.37_1_69
8 38- 8 62; 3-3 21 38-21.62 .86 34.38-34 67 1.38 4-7-31--4-7762 1.90

_13263 J3,132; :, -,ii 2113±11: ,:jaz, 67 _11 47:63-4787 111,8 88- 9.12, 36 21.88-22.1 .88 34.88-35 12 1 40 47.88-48:12 1 92
-15.3741. 13-4837 1,93

9 313= 9.62 38 22.38-22 62 90 35.38-35.62 1 42 48.38-48.62 1.94
9 63-1_9, 322 87 .91 13-35,87 -1-43 487153--48.87 1 95_9 88-10:12 40 22 8E1=23 12 .92 135.88-36.12 1.44 48.88-49.12 1.96

10.13 7.=IL)37t. 41 23 1_3_,213z1_33_a36.-13_-_1637,, .L4_ 49-13--49-.37-1T9710.38-10.62 42 38-23.62 .94 "3.6.38-36 62 1.46 4 .38-49.WT98
-63=1037 9 1 4:63=36 87 ;1_4 49 3-49 P.7 -I,9

10 88-11.12 44 23 88-24:12 .96 , 36 8837,1-2t 1 48 49.8E. 50.'2 2 00
11 13-11 17 45 74 13-24 37 ,921 3713-37.341.49 50 13-50 37 7 01
11 18-!1 61 46 24 38-24 62 98 112.38-37.6211.50 50 38-A 62 I
11 63 II 87 4/ 24 e,1_7.1 87 99 3L63,-37:871,1,61 50 6350.87 7 ro
11.88- i2 12 48 24 88-25 12 1700 37:88-38:1211.57 50 88-51.12 2 o412 13-12 371 49 25 13-25 37, Lgi_ 30,13_,.3.8 3711,53. 51 13-5337 2 a12 38-12 62 SO 25 38-25.62 1.02 i38.38-38 62t 1.54, 51 38-51 62 2 06

02.63-12 Q7, 5 25 63 -25 -67 1-.S.L. W§.3;=--38 -8711151 51 63-51.11WL,

25 0
Personal_Sellimj
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KEY:

I. 1. $38.94
2. $17.90
3. $11.98

4. $13.96
5. $14.25

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

One Two
$5-.-3-3 $10.-66

4.17 8.34
2.50 5.00
6.65 13.30
2.09 4.18

III. 1. $ .17

2. .55

3. 1.91

4. 1.08
5. 1.33

IV. 1. $ .21

2. 1.97

3. 1.03

4. 1.64

5. .06

V. 1. $ 6.32
21.00
4.79
18.50
9.98

66.54
_2_66

$ 69.20

Th_ree

12.51

7.50
19.95

6.27

2. 12.98
23;00
2;50
_4;75

15-98
59;21

$ 61.58

Personal Selling
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SA-57

EMPLOYEE DISCOUNT

Directions: Fill in and compute the total on the Employee Sales Form
ustng the following information: Dept, 5., Store No. 1,
Cash Sale.

The employee_is Susan Jones, 1204 Westwood Lane, Wilkes-
boro, NC 28697. Her account no. is 851595. Her purchases
are:

1 pair Logan's jeans, size 9, $19.95,_Dept. 5
1 western plaid shirt, size medium, $15.98, Dept. 5
2 pair knee socks, $2.19 each, Dept. 6

The sales tax rate is 4%. She will receive a 20% discount
on the jeans and shirt and a 15% discount on the socks.

evrc

0588601 EMPLOYEE SALE

DATE SOL() By ',LPL W NO/
CASH CHAl2(11_ 1,1(04! A11 trOiZA IfIN

ACCOUNTNO

NAMI

ADDIff

(ITV ANDSIAII

()( SCRIPT t()N jr

--
IMPI se I ..111-1-I1 I. JR.(

. 'It Ll V I )

.11

CAE LilT DEPT: COPY

WititWAT--1.

iaI -4

orST CRY AVAILABLE

Personal Selling
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SA-57

KEY:

P $ovy am 4,

0588601 EMPLOYEE SALE

L1Ar I.

CASH

ALCH...JNI NC)

f B`,

$11,11, au...(1.11/#1

C

_5115 ts1 ,labLE
617iri

1204 tWo.on 1r* _

ILKEIaLult:L. NC 2.8(791
(Jt :

1 7--
i

.5- , .1. .Locaa 1__- 51zE

__

, I C

5_ _ ;_t _511kRi; 4EYr. 'PLR Oa, 5131 P1E13 15.914

6 1 EE 12. i g

.__ .__-.D_LIG.0._u_rd

sa,6riai J2 ,y,-
!EmPLuPef rs sic.NA ri,pr i

t
I. 6.

33 1 74

i 1

9.11 il

CREDIT DEPT. COPY

Personal Selling
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SA-58

DELIVERY CHARGES

Directions: Fill in the sales form for the following charge purchase.
The order:is to be shipped to:Mr. & Mrs. Roland Cahto- 109

Highland Street, Boone, NC 28607; Using:the parcel post
chart, compute the delivery charge and add to the sales to=
tal

2 one-piece sleepers @ $7.29
1 infant bunting hag_@ $24.98
1 infant layetté @ $29.95

Sales tax rate is 4%. Total weight of prepared package is
6 1/3 lbs. Boone is in

PARCEL POST ZONE

Zone 1.

RATES

Weight--not
exceeding (lbs.) Local 1 & 2 3

2 .75 .88 .91 1.02 1.13
3 .80 .95 1.00 1.13 1.27

4 .84 1.02 1.08 1.23 1.40

5 .89 1.09 1.17 1.34 1.54
6 .93 1.16 1.25 1.44 1.67

7 .98 1.23 1.34 1.55 1.81

8 1.02 1.30 1.42 1.65 1.94

9 1.07 1.37 1.51 1.76 2.08

10 1.12 1.44 1.60 1.87 2.22

254
Personal_Selling
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NO EX HANGE OR REFUND /AFTER 30 DAYS

--1111
NAME

*I:moms,

SOLO Dv CASH C 0 0 CAAAGE ON ACCT MO Itin PAIO 040

OuAN OLSCF: PTION PRICIt OUNT

;-

I

--f-
Tit .

Tam

6321

..-_,,,,_.-..: E ACCOmN [0 ilv Twis 8 .:
qc.:[,[3

5
el

Pei-tonal Selling
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KEY:

I

NO EXCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

A JSTOtsurs mom leo. 1 DATE

swot

-.7-..."........-.....-4...-.3 =.-....
ADORCSS

-
elkil= sl VA . Mil' Wt.MP.1:41 ..1 Y.P. .14

OLD SY CAIN CATO wag
-1/

ACCT WC PAID OUT

OU&N ONSCIOPTDON PINKIE

.o , , .4.

IFNI. i,1111911M.M....N11...,.:Ealing
L -La. N NMMil

1111.0

VV.

ota
A C_,Y.S D L'.. +A Z -:-Z.C.- ....1 Y-I A ,...AY tD- L -Y ,

MICk. .--cO
.....-A.--..

1 S 321_5
r r ' 11 C.

_ 2 6
Personal _selling
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SA-59

ALTERATION CHARGES

Directions: Complete,the following Charge tale_form including the altera-
tion charges. Fill in the alteration ticket.

Account_No.:_541-15
Jeremiah Taylor
ROute 5, BoX192
Wilkesboro, NC 28697
Telephone: 838-2000

Dept. 5, Store NO. 1, Tax Rate 4%

I -shirt, lt blue, style 501, size 16,32,i$16.98
1 pair pants; med. blue, style 925, ti2e 34, $20.00

The shirt_sleeve cuffs are to be loosened by setting the button over
1/2 inch to the OUtside,-alteration fee $1.00. The patitt_are to be
hemmed tO an inseam length of 31 inches--alteration fee $1.50. Mr.
Taylor wOUld_like to pick up these items at 4 p.m. on the day follow-
ing the purchaSe.

f".

Personal Selling
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USE BALL POINT PEN

PRESS HARD vt,

I-.0qANPS

t;

NAME

SI PEET

Char e Sa!e

CITY AND STATE

'DATE

CREDIT1
AUTH

SOLD BYjj
DEP Lotw

DEPT STORE NO TYPE SALE

,SCRIPTICIN 1-PKE AMOUNT

111,1 purOciii n .ndf octordokt
5AIES

iefrn$

k-tel

IcnIh in my tholge acovn, 0,ernfint .7Ar

,I0 IL

CUSTOVER SIGNATURE
_

CREDIT CEPT. COPY

1......

Low s

SiCai

7.

S&LS ASSJuAIL
1 ip,w1

42

-ni3! MAt '

-; 0 D

CLISTOntal 141

AD=

(.IPisIAU is

ir+.1Z-PITZLS

'cow( uwu PONIS

GARMENT
INSTRUCTIONS

-NU FACK-1-4KESSAIII

11004

COAt90

0 Karig
Acni

itocza-

El ion

ic-11 YJt

0 SLAMS

0
0 NIS'

627
klU.ATICN

1

INves UM 642601CHEM

-1= TA
LALwi...11 Wt ASSOCIATI

AMATO fit
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USE BALL POINT PEN

PRE4 1:IMD

_589102 Cho* 5611_
ACCOUNT NI. __ . ..

541-15
CREDIT
AUTH

N E

JEREP7Mil Iftka--
51REEL

9.2

CITT AND STATE

: '1 I 1 Ha

OAT( SC..0 er Etcp1 STORE NO TYPE 5.1111

PT DESCRIPTION a AMOUNT

I

Foi i

SRI,' i1 lkuE---jiiili--18-

TA NTS MED-34q2Si-34- Da 26- i5;1

Nit't Ri..1,i; kilTiON I 00

:PINTS FB:TE Oil ION I 50

-39 42

gp
INIAMAut mit), ocwrivite_woh Is/ 'rim

1e4 lo9 A nu, kegs tx,cwro-apirme

ci,-/

1,r 1

j- HOic

CI, 'MAIER SIGNATURE

/.3 C EC' T DEPTCOPY

26)

FON 901

tOCAN S
642601

, 1.04.1.$

clak
g CHAN/ C AIAt
L., C. D 0 DELIY,

C.. :NI S WA(

JEgErtiiit

Qu1 S
( ; I CUiFOAAELPHONI

Ikti 580 22111 131-,1000lir 117111

C'N 'PRAT- LE BUIE

GAAENT

E ItI g

71 col

ri puss

[j IDU4A1

MIXT

0 Jan
iON

sno

h SOT
L._

g sums

171

r v_E5T
L. .

StAl j POWS

IN STRU CTICINS
N!!4-ACF IF *MAW

N SLEE v

CUFFS

AIIILATKIRPF".i

iroot

bores CLAIM 642crvi
CHECK UV A,

;;04.i.5p AMIAROT 111

TOrliersn't!W ./ A $ 2 4-r
CALA:4 WI A4' .:CLATI -.V-
5.ttiLLYR
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SA-60

LAYAWAY CHARGES

DirectionS: CoMpute the layaway charge and balance due on the following
transaction. Record the inforMation on the layaway sales
form;

Dept. 6, Stbre No;_l
Customer: Ms, Terri Reyal, 3204 Melrose Circle; North Wilkesboro, NC

28659

Dept; 6, 1 all=weather coat, beige, size 6 petite, $89.A

4% salet tax, $1.00 servic charge, 20% deposit reOired

6

8

I s!, I I FILL IN COMPLETELY AND s.EGIBLY. WRITE FIRMLY.
it 2 sIAVrt CUSTOMER READ, AGREE TO, AND SIGN t AY AWAY AOREEMEN1

I' AI 3 SLitt.IIATE coriEs, THEN 1-)f rACH PO rTOM OF FART 7 AND GIVE 70 CUSIOVF n _

j Ih LPT S1C.RE )..7 OF SALE

-L N, !ION

--

%ALAS l'Ax

SEAVICW CHAN../.

LAY AWAY ACCOUNT
NUMBER

391851

I- turn 9190 (F110 78I

TOTAL LAYAWAY SALI
DOWO_PAYPII[NT..), ,os)

LAY-AWAY flAI.ANCE

Lo

LociAN's
OFF ICE COPY

t AGR(-FMENT

I ill. ' iI t.
h Oascmg to jI hy

the ,2,31:

Date Customer Phone No

Personal Sellig9
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KEY:

SA-60

Ill C. f L.A..LI I L COMPLETELYI'
I 0 . ( IP, TOME

A ..., TE COPII.FI.

.,. ,-,,-1.--,,ii-:.-
--:

AND

ii HE AD,

Ti+EN

-;',.-ak

LEGIBLY. WMTE

AGREE TO. AND

DETACH ROT_TOM

0:4-.7uht 7r7A,.f.

FIRMLY lOADAM St111,4135 FO*MS

SIGN LAY-AWAY AGREEMENT.

OF PART 2 AND GIVE TO CUSTOMER.

LociAN s'
OFFICE COPY

I Ay AWAY AGREEMENT

... . . I . . , . 1,-, ...e" , ,.. C.,Ls. if, u-. . , .. :

$,,,,, J....r.. 0, ..r, to ,.1. PI, twen,,1 .n 1,.....-, :

P II.. . I 1,0 ,.. il , .i V. / V... iatto., ut . .,,.,
'a 4 t., r ... , ... tv a., , .....,,..t, ,rt t..at, , ,.- Dal

...-
.

v.:. ...,,II. l' o,,,,j IV

.....*::_c _ lis 7TrEAR.1_ 110141
_.

'1310P-ESS--3-204- IrTE-Lftosr eifttLCi
---- --TH. N Ail-Ria-S-M-c-Ota :

;-(-°T ',JAY A TICLE A..3__IXESC_RIP TIOP-I Am-scINT

. : g ; 0 I 0

c;Perire

'I1 I S TAX
0-

Sr*v1,1 I "A*C.E f
. .. . .-- ...._ . _ . . ..--

TOTAL. LAY-AWA V SALKLAY AWAY ACCOUNT IIIM .
ir.A.

JAasi: __ __ .

----//
,.... , ....... ........ ..,,...) ; 00

3 9 1 8 51 LAY-AV/AV BALANCE Mill OSIS C11,00,,lorPt1,-,

Form 9390

5

(A 10-78)
_

IP

4

6

'7

8
4.

._.

Personal Selling
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SA-61

LEGIBILITY OF SALESCHECKS

Direttions: Answer the following questions about legibility of sales checks.

1. What are the three most common mistakes in writing salescheckt?

1,

2.

3,

2. List three reasons legibility ard accuracy are so important in writing
sales checks.

1.

2.

3,

3. What it the detirable form of writing which helps in eliminating con-
fusion Of lettert, figures, etc.?

4. " i" COUld be read as the 'Hire or

5. 'sit could be read as the tigure or the letter

KEY:

1. 1. Poor handwriting
2. Poor arithmetic
3. Omission of_required information

2. (Three of these)_
1. Customers refer to sales checks;
2, Delivery department uses_them to tell what goods to ship;
3. Credit department uses them to total amounts owed on charge

accounts.; I _

4. Buyert use them to decide what items and quantities to order.
5; Management uses them to determine sales volume and plan for die

future;
6; Accountants use them to keep inventory records.

3; Printing in all capitals.
4; One (1) or seven (7)
5. Figure 5 or letter S

Personal_Selling
61



SA-62

LAYAWAY TRANSACTIONS

Direttio.;.: To compiete a layaway transaction, 'te, salesperson must use
both a sales theck and a layaway tcAet. Using the following
salescheck and layaway ticket, recor.d the layaway transaction
given below:

On June 9, 19==, Kathy SMith of 909 i1 Street, Wilkesboro; NC 28697, phone
808=1234, puts a dress priced at .V11,88 and a_coat priced at $69.95 on lay-
away_at Logan's. Clerk #15 accepts her deposit of $25A0 on the items
(both from Depart. 48J)_and informs the customer:of the store's policy re-
garding layaway items;_items must be paid for and picked up within a period
of 90 tays from date_of layaway; no refunds or exchanges will be made after
that time. State sales tax, 4%;

DATE:

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CLERK 0 CASH COD CHRG. DEPT, J4165

Quantity DESCRIP ION Price

nstructions:
TAx
Tet.1

Persona 1 Sel 1 ing
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KEY:

DATE:---rp-/q/------

..:-.....is. ..

a' ---1... , :
.

CLERK fa' CASH COD CHRG.
4si

DEPT. J4165

Quantity DESCRIPTI

LA YA tb.9 y DEPOsi

0 N

-fr-

Price

25.00

Instructions: Subtotal
Tax

'"--TOral

13 4,1r) 6

Personal Sel 1 ing
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SA-62

Cliik i
DATE TOTAL

SALE

.1907 52-8

QUANTITY ARTICLE PRICE

BOLD UNTIL: SAlei
Tmr----,---

Total

Less
)epoait

ialancs

WANDE4___

ADDRESS:

Phone: Turchaers-SIgnaturc

Hold Until: /
AME

39467-5Z-a
Amount Due

ADDRESS

PHONE:

Attach this Stub to Merchandise

-------
Clerk No.

Per'§ohal_Sellih,j
64
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KEY:

SA-62

Clerk f
/5"

DATE TOTAL
SALE

J9467 52 8
1:...: warm ARTImu PRICE

1/1-41

/
/

DRESS

Co,qr

Sub=T. ///, i
8OLD UNTIL: wi. _- 070 cla 4 4Y /

Total
IA Se
posit ,2 5-.00

alance 9430

N10-1E-t 'MTH 5/r)17N

ADDRESS: 90 e-Lni SrkEET 14.11k.KeSi50/20 A/C 22691

Phone: SO:- PurthaP-ar's aturc . . - ..
IIIIIMMEW.1

Hold Until: 94 =ppm /mount Due
,

NAM_ _ A_Ti-Lt'_

S _9Oj A!L__,.A...3 Al...EMS
-PRON-E- -6 - /23
_Attack_this_ Stub to Merchandise Clerk No,

/5--

Personal Sel 1 ing
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SA-63

CASH REFUND

Lir:- 'ohs: Us Logan's_special cash refUnd form to process the follow-
ing -u0i refund situation;

SO 4ith purchased-a t)rown terry bath robe three days ago for his grand--
fa4-Y?r an approval. Saany is returning the robe because it did hOt fit
propery through the shoulders. The robe was a medium, and Sammy is

n that neither a small or large would_be suitable_;_ He has his sales
check cnd the tobe Shows no sign of having been worn. The robe came from
Dept,5 In which you are Stationed and cost $24.95 plus_4%_salet ta.
Sammy's address iS 123 Fourth Street, Wilkétboro, NC 28697; Yod refund
Sammy's money.

OFFICE COPY

LOCIA CASH REFUND

EXCHANGE

1

5RC091
SOLO BY

26
DEPT S TOPE NO

1. ,iS TIC,' F i .SS.,fi G E Ct E ,A NO

F

TnTA I

Peronal_Selling
66

2R9
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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KEY:

OFFICE COPY

LoqAN's CASH REFUND

EXCHANGE 00:
`' IOATE

. t-
586001

DAN S..- 0

//

SOLO AY OUT.

.5"

VONE NO

1

OA CA14 MEW k A KC NO
NIS nCkli &WWII CU It h .

rat 6191101y Snv 7,1_
t

. A3oRtss

. 12_ rouierii 5 rJeeer
CI; V AND MU

i . .air E
.

6r

, ..

,: . ,
. f

'O RE TURNED- Men,

SAT/ i toicIE, Et . lEtty- 24.95- 24 qc

REASON FOR REFUND A EXCHANGE

1-i-zs Nor rir
SALES
TAX

if 00

TOTAL .26. 6_

SIGNA UN

SAL !Sig S , GAtjt
(Aluaajc,1:4

1.0 AJ Sr CPI SY

Personal Selling
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SA-64

CHARGE CRE,AT

Directions: Using Logan's special charge return form, record the follow-
ing charge return.

Customer: MrS.-Beth McNeil; 104 Lawndale Street; North WilkeSboro; NC
28659

AccOUnt No,: 24471 Original Sales Slip No.: 586024

Your ID No. is 26, Dept. 6; and yoU originally s,T17! Mrs. McNeil the nier
chandise she is now returning for credit:

1 blouse, pink, size 34, Dept. 6, $28 plus 4% tax

The blouse does not match the suit she intended to wear wth it

CHAkGE krTURN

Personal Selling
68
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KEY:

'ff

CHA!ZGE R11UPN
illf)A1'1'- 1If

7 /
,

",
ik.. it :r

a

245 / _ _
ints. E 17.-EL _ _

anY LE znet-f- _

__No4 JJJ2JE&LOfYL C. 21r

Nor 7'qrc# o7Are,e;
C40774/1v6,-

>re4A

rg,P

I ik't

Personal Selling
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SA=66

EXCHAGES

DirectiOnt: -Lomblete the following saletchck for the itemt OCing ex
changed as described belOw:

Item returned:
_1 suit, size 40 reg., $109,95

New item:
1 suit, siZe 40 red:, $119;95

Sales tax rate 4%

0

0

0

.

NO EXCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

I.:STOW-Nil °NOLA NO

45' 12 3
amt

_
o m a, ar

AZICIMISS TrI;

8 439 1
SOLD BY CAltr4 C O 0 ON ACCT MD MIT JP.uo OUT

OILSCRIPTION MICE ANOON

Tit

.) 1:1, 'V.-4--; 8.,L.

.

kTit-I
+

CO.*A% ;11- E
`.6 PUCE' 4( II

3 2 1_5
I

;
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NO UCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

Pu

f,AFTONIMMIS ORDUI NO.

41572 3 _ _..

3bNAT141111 AVI-e-lt-S
AIM"' RT. 73

141 ESA
OV _sts- =

r 214 '1
SOLDOT' CAIN C.O.D. CMLISGI ON ACCT. MD. MIT. PAM OUT

POKE AMOUNT

1.-.-4/ilif-r..-LOJLI5k;

-

TO 61-0
TIM 40

TOW-- -- la 410
0000S_MUST ME ACCOMPANIED INT THIS SILL

r _

fCCEI,.E0 sr

274
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SA=68

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Cirections: Using the foli;)wing forms, write a sales check ano gift cer-
tificate for this sales situatior

Allen Shumate, treasurer of_Blue Ridge_DECA Chapter; has been asked_ by
the members_to_purchase a $20 gift certificate for their advisor, Jane
Brown for Christmas Ms. Brown's address if Route 3, Box 525, Wilkesboro
NC 28697. Blue RiCge DECA is located in Wilkesboro also.

NO EXCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

0 LOCIANPS

0
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SA-69

HANDLING SPECIAL ORDERS

Directions: Using the followirg information, fill in the want sL, ind
special order request forms.

WANT SLIP:

A.,..SUme_that you are a salesperscr in the men's_department of Logan's. _The
want slip_ is to beAiandwritten_in ink. _A customer asks you fo n auto-
matic:push-button Tote's umbrella. Logan's does not c'rry the automatic
umbrellas; He ants it in dark brown, standard size; and will not accept
a substitute. -he price is $25.00. He asks you to order the umbrella
for hiM.

1. Use today's date.
2. Dept. 1490, Lmployee No. 200.
3. Leave.

SPECIAL ORDER REQUEST:

Assume that you are a salesperson in the men's department of Logan's.
Your customer wantsiyou to order the umbrella described in the Want slip
Section Of this activty.

1. Use today's date
2. Department No. 1.1.c.r.

3. Employee Nu. 200
4. Customer's name, address, and phone: Mr. Jack L. Johnson, 574 East

Street, Lenoir, NC 28645, (704) 845-3003
6. Style No. 456
6. Color: Dark Brown
7. Size: Std.

F. Price: $25.00
9. Sales tax rat17

Personal Sellilg
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Date WANT

Whenever
regularly

record every
"Special Order

SL

is calledan iter
CT Mt,

call. If
Request".

for
fact

P

that
at

Dept. No.

Employee No.

Xeep this slip
ismot iA stock,
once. Wake
a Special order,

in yw salesbook.
idiethar carried

certain that you
fill out the

record that
the customer requested

rTEm CALLED FOR Order
Taken

Subst.
Sold

Lale
Lost

Buyer's
.

Disposition
style color size price

m.......,

......

........- A.

r0 THE SALESPERSON: Write plainly, put one copy in the index and
Departmen: Manager.

give one copy to your
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WANT SLIP
Dept.

loyee No.4=011=0aMMID

this slip in your salesbook. Wheneve ''am is called for that
.,.s.inot in stocks uhether carriedregularl record that fact at
once. _Make certain thar_you recOrd_eve_zall. IF the customer requested
e special order, fill out the "special 1rder Rectoe t"4

ITIM4 CALLED FOR , ..1 ore:2r

:aken
Subst.
Sold

Sale
Lost

Buyer's
Dispositionstyle color si.ze price

.-1..-..... .2.......1-...........,-aa- A I/__ .JA.t.:-,--._-...-.;

) THE SALESPERSCN: Write plainly, put r m copy in t index and 2ive one copy to your
Department Manager.
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Date

Dept. No.
Imployee IT6777-7
Your Customer will be notified by phone for a confirmation or thi1Iát10 f this order

Customer's &Ale

eti3tamer's Ph-i.-4e

IMMININIMMINMY

nem QUANTITY STYLE COLOR SIZE PRICE

---..............

For Buyer's Use Only

...v.

Sub-Total

---M
ate Ordered

elivery Date
,ota

ustower Called

7r!



DePt
Laployee mos_zslo

Your Custooer will be notified by Ohone for a confirmation or cancellation of till! order.

Custoser's

Specidl Otdeee Retluest

CUStOineTIS Address 57 q' s 7-

1111

QUA1TrTY STYLE MDR SIZE PRICE

A tuTorrIATIC
5TE 5 u . 7 a &

.

0,,4 2 5 Co-

For Buyer's Use Only Stib4otal 2E CO

e Ordered od

ivery Date

ota
26 o ,

tomer Called
..,aJJJ .F., ,,,,b,4*-i....

atter s -re



SA-70

TELEPHONE SFLi ING

Di:tions: Using the following case problem, fill in the teleOhone
Order form,

Mrs. Robert Johnson, 314 Elm Street, Boone; NC 28607, phoned from
264-3434 the fcllowing order:

Article #1:

Article #2:

I dress, 7'4-der no. 240700F, tize 8, $27:98, shipping
weight 1 b, 2 02.

1 sweiti2i order no. 2408976F, size 36, $15.99, Shippin,j
weight 1 lb. 6 oz.

This will be a COD order, Clerk No 754. Total shipping charges are
$1.65 and sales tax is 4%.

Anti

Telephone Order*

Nam of
Receiving P1autr.2zt____

Clerk e number

Store ham.

Store Su-q-vr

SALIrt_

Ntrober- Deere -elan

-r-
Seirolviogi

COD ClerRe I --Eally Rev

TPrlte
V Icht

or.

Addresa

_

City

Rhode

Start Zap

Subtcra

Subtotal
Sales
Tex

TOTAL

Syertal lottructicis

LA:count

Vuober

'Rne..t Approval

.

Personal Selling
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KEY:

al":

Paw of
Acta iriag Plant k NALE- rria,

ToliphOne Orders

TrT OF SALF:

Article
pumber 9uartiriy

240700F

2f0t9/4F

1/1
Rivolving

COD
l

Description

I:res s Le

SuJecx.4.er-, s ,

fir Subtotal
NW*

Shipping
Charge

SA=70

43.97

.
A4dttia

Subtotal

Salem
CIty Statc Ixp it* I. 1/D

Thula

AttoMt Number

Credit Approval

TOTAL

POrsonal SO1 1 ing
82
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SA=74

SELF-SERVICE SELLING

Directions: Answer the following questions about self=service selling.

1. Since, salfspeople do not greet all customers in a self-service
situation, how is the customer's attention attracted to merchandise?

9. List at least three duties ( n addition to selling duties) performed
by self-service personnel.

3. List at least three selling duties of self-service personnel.

4. Why should the salesperson direct the customer to the merchandise
rather than leading him/her?

5. Why should the salesperson direct the customer to the checkout
counter rather than leading him/her?

KEY:

1. Through the use of display materials such as signs, labels, and tags.
2. (Three_of these)

1. Stocking
2. Operating cash register
3. Wrapping
4. Marking
5. Inventorying
6. Displaying
7. Housekeeping
4. Watching for shoplifters

3. (Three of these)
1. Recording selected merchandise on a form to present et checkout
2. Explaining merchandise
3. Answering customer questions
4. Directing customers to merchandisP
5. Giving advice
6. Convincing customers to buy
7. Making sales presentations

4. Leading the customer may cause him/her to depend on the salesperson
and interfere with the cOstomer selection of the merchandise.

5. Leading the customer would probably stop the customer from buying
other items encowitered on the way to the checkout or in other
departments.

Personal Sel1in2R8
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Unit IV - Personal Selling

H0=1 The Greatest Profession:in the World - Selling LAP 3; #938, H0-5.
H0=2 Salespersons±Build #923A;110-1.
H0=3 PetSenality_Traits.Valuable to Selespersons - Selling LAP 3, #938, HO-1.
HO-4 What..Is Selling Selling LAP 3, #938, HO-3.
HO-5 Basic Customer Needs - Selling LAP 40, #830A, H0=1.
HO-6 Types of Customers
H0=7 How to-Listen-and Talk:to. Customers
H0=8 Hints_for Betterluestions - Selling LAP 51; #8848, HO-5.
H0=9 Key_Words_for Questions
HO-10 Size Variations Depending Upon the Manufacturer and Price Lines =

Product and Service Technology LAP 36; #500, H0=1.
HO-11 Substitute Sell;ng - Selling LAP 59, #809; FotM #2.
HO-;12 Objections Selling:LAP 49,4874C, HO=1.
H0=13 Getting Together - Selling LAP 49; #874C, HO-4.
H0=14 Handling Objections. -.Selling LAP 49, 4874C; HO-5.
HO-15 Types of Difficult Customers - Selling_LAP 43, #897A,_1101.
HO-16 Ability to-Tactfully Handle Difficult Customers - Selling LAP 43,

#8978, H0=4.
H0=17 ClosingitheiSale_- Selling_LAP 52, #820B., H0-7.
H0=18 Suggestive_Selling -_Selling LAP 59; #809; 5orm 1.
HO-19 The. Importance_of Suggestion_Selling -. Selling LAP 56, #929A, Form
HO-20 Remembering Names - Selling LAP-32, #862,-Form 1.
HO-21 Charge Transactions --Selling LAP-16; 1814;-H0=2.
HO-22 Handling Refunds_and-Exchanges--:Selling_LAP:19;:#879A, HO-1.
H0=23 COmmunications in Telephone Selling - Communications LAP 8; #099, HO-1.
H0=24 Presenting Merchandise in Telephone Selling - Communications LAP 8,

#156; HO-1.

TM-1 Rational and Emotional Motives
TM-2 Know Your Customer
TM=3 Study the Customer
TM=4 First Ten Seconds of a Sale - Selling LAP 31, #869
TM-5 Purpose of_the Approach Selling LAP 31, #869
TM-6 Features of the Approach - Selling LAP 31; #869
TM-7 Ten Listening Techniques
TM-8 Customer Participation
TM=9 Difficult Customers:
TM=10 Ways_to Handle Difficult Customers
TM-11 Genetal Principles t__'__Observe in Closing Sales
TM-12 Buying Signals - Examples
TM-13 When to Execute-the Close
TM-14 Suggestion Service Selling _ _

TM=15 SaMPle:Charge Sales Forms* - Retail Sales Transactions, TM-9; CI.M; 9A
TM=16 General Sales Form* - Retail Sales Transactions, 111-2; d.m. 2A & 28
TM-17 Tax Schedule to a $1.00* - Obtain a tax chart from N.C. Department of

Revenue
TM-18 Tax Chart*
TM=19 Sample Layaway Sales FormS* - Retail Sales Trantactiont, TM-5, d .m. 5A
TM-20 Sample Layaway salt Form and Ticket*

Personal Selling
83.1
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TM-21 Sample Specially Designed Layaway Sales Form*
111-22 Sample Layaway Account Form*
TM-23 Layaway Payment*
TM-24 Cash Refunds* Retail Sales Transactions, TM-10, d.m. 10A
TM-25 Credit Refunds* - Retail Sales Transactions, TM-11, d.m. 11A
TM-26 Even Exchange*
TM=27 Uneven Exchange*
TM-28 Uneven Exchange* - Method #2
TM-29 Uneven Exchange* - Method
TM-30 Sample Gift Certificate Sales Form*
TM-31 Sample Gift Certificate*
TM-32 Sample Want Slip*
TM-33 Sample Special Order Request*
TM-34 Communications in Telephone Selling Communications LAP 8, #156, HO-4

*Copies of these forms are found in your Fashion Merchamlising Curriculum
Guide or you may obtain copies from local stores.

Personal Sellinc
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TYPES OF CUSTOMERS

Professional salespeople need knowledge of the major types of customers,
how to recognize them, and how to handle them. All customers are dif-
ferent and should be treated as individuals. The following list can
serve as a general guideline to customer types.

TYPE_CUSTOMER HOW TO RECOGNIZE

TALKATIVE
customer

SILENT
customer

LOOKER
cuttomer

a. Apt_to discuss per-
sonal matters

. Friendly, jovial
c. Likes to talk and

_ gossip
d. Will hbld Up Other

customers

a. Not enthusiastic
b. Talks very little
c. Not positive in

nature

a. Often moves away
when approached

b. May buy on impulse
c. Says he/she is "just

looking"
d. Moves slowly and

fingers merchan-
dise

HIM') a. Demands attention
curner quickly

b. Often talks fast
and loud

. Quick and abrupt
. Nervous actions

Personal Selling
83.3

HOW TO HANDLE

. Don't get impatient
b. Don't gossip. 3ring

back to merchandise.
c. Listen. Don't be-

come personal.

a. Be patient
b. Ask questions with a

"yes" or "no'' answev
C. Demonstrate merchan-

dise
d. Give selling point;

slowly
e. Don't talk too much
f. Watch his/her actions

a. Use merchandise ap-
proach, if possible

b. Invite back to store
even if didn't buy

c. Be pleasant and wel-
come to department

c. Don't pressure

a. Be alert - act
quickly

b. Use caution in sug-
gesting substitutes

c. Cover steps of sale
as quickly as possible

d. Serve promptly
e. Sympathize with his/

her problems

291



TYPE OF CUSTOMER HOW TO RECOGNIZE

DECIDED
customer

UNDECIDED
customer

a. Direct in manner
b. Asks fOr 4etifit
C. Knows what he/she

wants
d. Businesslike in

manner

a. Doesn't know mer-
chandise

. Often will go
home to think
about it

c. Will check with
wife or husband

d. Continually
changes mind

e. Afraid of not
getting money's
worth

Personal Selli
83.4 4,

HOW TO HANDLE

a. Let him/her do the
talking

b. Use caution in sug-
gesting substitutes
Show merchandise
quickly

d. Give selling points
in direct, business-
like manner

a. Look for signs of
interest

b. Be firm and con-
vincing

c. Show variety of
merchandise, one
at a time

d. Help him/her to
decide

e. Stress economy and
quality

HO-6_
Cont'd.



HO-7

HOW TO LISTEN AND TALK TO CUSTOMERS

The stakes are more_sales, more customers sold the first time; fewer
tallbaCkt, fewer loSt sales when you:

1. Try to understand the words you hear the way they are intended to b?
understood.

2. Recognize the variety of tasks that_certain words must perform. 1:Cat"

MeanSifilion" to a big-gamz hunter, "kitten" to a child; "weapon of
punishment" for a user of whips. Find out what the customer means.

3. reach for a clearer understanding of what is being said by 1ookg at
words, thoughts, objections from the customer's point of view.

4. Nike it a habit to restate accurately in your own mind, or repeat if
necessary in your own words, the ideas and feelings of the customer
speaking.

5. Try to avoid misunderstanding by being specific, by1 spelling out what
you mean in concrete terms. Stay away from words that are vague in
meaning and subject to broad interpretation.

6. Look at the context of what the customer is saying - the background of
the discussion; unexpressed b_t obvious thoughts and feelings. Search
for the meanihg of his/her words and what's behind them.

7. Remember how the customer says things because how he/she says them
frequently tells more than what he/she says.

8. Occasionally talk just for the sake of talking - to keep communication
channels open, maintain rapport, establish areas of agreement.

9. Consider the customer's actions - they often impart a meaning far
beyond what his/her words spell out. The feeling in his/her voice,
facial expressions, the use he/she makes of his/her hands speaks
louder than words at times.

10. Strive to determine the factors on which the information you are re-
cc.iving is based - experience, direct observation, somebody else's
opinions.

11. Look for the assumptions in the customer's talk. Recognizing them
will help you see the facts more clearly. Does what he/she says in-
dicate_he/she assumes the price is out of line? Spot this sales
obstacle early and the selling job is easier.

12. Watch for opinions. Although there's nothing wrong with customers
having them, they complicate your listening and foul up your sales
presentation if you accept them as facts.

Personal Selling
83.5
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13. Listen past the no's; the turndowns, the:stalls for their real mean-
ing and the true feeling behind the words.

14. Lastly, encourage the buyer to_talk. _Few lasting sales relations ever
take place where the cuStomer iFn't given the opportunity to say his
piece

Personal Selling
83.6 294
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KEY WORDS FOR QUESTIONS

CLASSIFY--Demands the assembling, arranging, distributing, and grouping
of facts according to some common characteriStitS.

COMPARE--Requires the detection of resemblance and difference among
facts.

CRITICIZEExacts good judgement; and a careful analysis of a subject.

DEFINE--Necessitates the determination of bbUndarie'i Or limits Lo a =

jett ahd fixing of a clear weaning.

DESCRIBE--Calls for the selection and portrayal of the features of
qualities which characterize a subject.

DISCUSSCompels a minute exami_nation of a subject presenting:pro and
con considerations and arguments in supporting a position.

EXPLAIN--Makes necessary a clarification of any points which may obScbre
a subject;

ILLUSTRATE--Calls for examples that will explain or clear up the sub;ect
under consideration.

INTERPRET---Necessitatesibringing:out the meaning:of a subject in the
light of an individual's belief or judgement;

JUSTIFY--Demands showing that a thing is reasonable or warranted.

OUTLINE--Makes necessary the sketching or indicating of main points.

REVIEW--Compels going over a subject deliberately and giving it a Cri-
tical examination.

SUMMARIZEAsks for the presentation of a subject in a concise and com-
pact manner.

TRACE--Requires followin , ih detail, the develoOMent or progresS of
some subject.

VERIFY--Exacts oroof that a thing is true.

Personal Selling 295
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STUDY THE CUSTOMER

I. Know Why People Buy.

A. People buy to satisfy nee& and desires.

B. Decisions tO buy are influenced by reason and 6-Itotion:

C. ReaSon and emotion may conflict in the cuStoMer'S mind.

II. Analyze Customer Moods.

A. Impulsive Mood

B. Deliberate Mood

C. Undecided Mood

D. Decided Mood

E. Friendly Mood

F. Silent, Unresponsive Mood

III. PractiCe the "Golden Rule."

A. Define empathy.

B. Devolop empathy.

C. Practice empathy.

299
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TEN LISTEN:NG TECHNIQUES

1. STOP TALKING!

You cannot:listen if_you are talking.
Polonius (Hamlet): "Give every man thine ear, but few thy voice;"

2. PUT THE TALKER AT EASE,
Help him/her feel that he/She is free to talk.
This is often called a "perMiSSive environment.'

3. SHOW HIM/HER THAT YOU WANT TO LISTEN.
Look and_act interes'ed. Do not read your mail while he/she talks
Listen to unde-stan-c. rather than tb reply.

4. REMOVE DISTRACTIONS,

Don'tidoodleiita0i or shuffle papers.
Will it be quieter if you shut the door?

5. EMPATHIZE WITH HIM/HER.
Try to put_yourself in hiS/her place so that you can see his/her
point Of View.

6. BE PATIENT._

Allow plenty of time. Do not interrupt him/her.
Don't start for the door or Walk away.

7. HOU/JOUR TEMPER,
An angry person gets the wrong meaning from words.

8. GO EASY ON ARGUMENT AND CRITICISM.
This puts him/her on the defensive. He/she may "clam up" or get
angry.

9. ASK QUESTIONS.

This encourages him/her and shows you are listenin
It helps to develop points further.

1 . STOR, TALKING!

This is first and_last because all other commandments_dependion
it. You just can't do a good listening jOb While you are talking

Nature gave_us two ears:but Only one tongue, which is a gentle hint that
we Should listen more than we talk.

0

Personal Selling
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CUSTUER PkaTICIPATION

INVOLVE ALL THE SENSES

People learn:

5-10% of what they see

30-50% of what they see and hear

50-70% of what they

70-90% of what they do and

Personal Selling
83.17
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"DIFFICULT CUSTOMEPS"

Salespeople sometimes have difficulty meeting the needs of their
customers. This occurs most_ frequently when the customers demonstrate
the following attitudes and behaviors:

1. Gripe and complain about products and services without justification.

2. Make unreasonable demands.

3. Do not maintain objective viewpoints.

4. Feel that all business persons are greedy, unfair, and selfish.

5. Desire to get something for nothing.

6. Feel that they are superior humanibeings and that all others
(including salespeople) are inferior.

7. Do not know what they want.

8. Have difficulty making buying decisions.

9. Have their:minds set on one product, one price, one brand, etc., and
are unwilling to consider other equal alternatives.

10. Voice their opinions in loud, boisterous voices.

Peronal Selling
83.19



"WAYS TO HANDLE DIFFICULT CUSTOMERS"

1. Remain calm-no matter What!

2. Show an interest in and concern for the customer; always liSten
intently when he speaks.

3. Use tact in all conversations.

4. Be courteous to the customers at all times.

5. Maintain a positive attitude and the belief that the "customer iS
king."

6. Demonstrate your knowledge and understanding of products, procedures
policies and "human behavior."

Maintain objective viewpoints.

Maintain self-control at all times; never argue with a customer or
try to prove that you are right End he/she is wrong.

9. Ask questions. Try to obtain as much information as you can in order
to better satisfy the customer's needs.

10. Go out of your way to make the customer feel important and special.

n
al

Personal Selling
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"GENERAL PRINCIPLES TO OBSERVE IN CLOSING SALES"

1. EAtMe a positive attitude:

2. Make it easy for the prospect to act.

3. Know when to close.

4. DiSOlay self-confidence.

5. Hold off giving the price.

6. Hel0 the CUStbmer to concentrate.

7. Avoid negative closings.

Personal Selling
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BUYING SIGNALS--EXAMPLES

"I:don't think that I Would be particularly happy with the other
color."

"I would have to have delivery today."

3. "Will it wear well?"

4. "I shouldn't even be considering thiS OurchaSe today."

5. "What kind of guarantee do I receive?"

6. "Does this material require special care?"

7 "Are quite a few people buying this Style of coat?"

8. "Could you bill me next month?"

9. When the customer steps back for a second and looks.

10. When the customer scratchet hiS/her chin or lay hiS/her finger to

the side of the face.

11. When the customer picks up the package and reads the label.

12. When the customer demonstrates the product to himself/herself.

13. When the customer sets an item aside from the rest of the grod0.

14. Whdn the custOmer fondles the article.

15. When the customer nods his/her head ih an unconSciouS manner.

Personal Selling
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WHEN TO EXECUTE THE CLOSE

1. When the buyer gives the salesperson a closing clde;

2. When the buyer gives the salesperson hearty and enthusiastic agree-
ment on one of the salesperson's points or to one of the salesperson's
leading questions.

3. When the buyer accepts proof of advantage in a decided manner.

When the salesperson has just completed an impressive demonstration
of his/her product.

5. When the salesperson has disposed of some buyer-resistance in a deva-
stating way.

. Whenever buyer-desire seems most intense and buyer conviction seems
strongest.

Personal Selling
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SUGGESTION SERVICE SELLING

S uggestion Selling should:be thought Cif as Service Selling to customers:
U nderStoOd:also as the salesperson's effort that results in the sale of

additional merchandise.
G enerally people,can be influenced by the power of suggestion.
G oods kaown as stap-i-es; necessities, impulse, and new merchandise items

make good suggestions.
E asier to suggest items_closely related tO the:first purchase.
S eventy-one percent of 2,000 customers surveyed liked to have salespersons
_ suggest specials;
T act must be used in Suggestion Service Selling.
I nterest in what the customer is to do with goods he/she purchases helps to
suggest additional items.

0 ffer good reasons for recommending additional merchandise.
N Ot a gbOd long terM policy ever to force addicional goods upon your

customer;

S uggestions on How to Increase Customer's Purchases:
E xpose customer to high priced merchandise.
R ecommend larger quantities;
V olunteer and show new uses for merchandise;
I nterest customer by showing specials and advertised goods.
C enter attention upon merchandise for special occasions.
E ngage attention of customer by suggesting and showing new merchandise.

S uggest and show related merchandise;
E mhasize WHY it is worthwhile for customer to accept your_suggestion(s).
L et your counter and-store displays help you in suggesting additional

items.

L earn related goodsisold in_other departmentSand suggest theft%
I nterest customers in additional Trerchandise by demonstrations and
draMatizations.

N otice closely reactions_of_customer in case of S.S.S.
G oodwill for you and your store can be gained when you handle "Suggestion

Selling" as a service.

3 117
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TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONSFOR TEST CON-S-T-RUCTI-ON-

41111URSE NAME Fashion Merchandising

GRAM AREA MarketinI and Distri-tiutiveEduat4on-

UNIT Personal Sellin

Competency

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME ci)

0
Total
No: of
Items

Cognitive Level*

I II III
Performance

cm
'rk t
a

028. Convey a positive image of self and the firm.
X

029. Treat others as individuals:
X

030; Utilize appropriate sales approaches.
X X X

031; Identify and analyze customer's needs relatiVe to apparel ahd
accessories. X

032. Observe customer's outward appearance, expression, and manner.
X

033. Ask pertinent questions to identify customer needs, wants,
interests, etc. X X

034. Demonstrate merchandise by getting it into customers hands,
trying it on, etc.

03s. Compare-prices and price lines for customers for Items of apparel
and accessories;

06. Inform customers of substitute merchandise if requested items are
unavailable. X X

037. Justify price of an item in terms of merchandise features and
benefits. X

08. Tactfully handle difficult custorters.
X X

039. Anticipate and/or resolve customer objections.
X X

040. Obtain agrement and commitment from the customer.
X X X

041. Thank customers to encourage repeat business.

042. Suggest related items, accessory items, etc., to obtain multiple
sales.

043. "Trade-up" when the opportunity arises, pointing out additional
features;

044. M6intain customer card file or clientele book to encourage repeat
business.

045. Process charge or cash transactions;
X x

046. Accurately calculate the exact amount of a customer's purchase.
X X

(M. Accurately compute employee discounts, delivery, alteration, and
layaway charges. X X

048. Write sales checks legibly so that error can be eliminated.

*LEVEL I - Recall, IT - Comprehension, III - Application 3 9



TAB-LEAGF SPECIFICATIONS FOR TEST CONSTRUCTION

PROGRAM AREA MArketing_anri Distributive FdurAtiDie

COURSE NAME Fashlon Merchandising

UNIT -Per-sonal Sellin

Competency

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME w
e Total

No. of
Items

Cognitive Level*

I II III

Performance '''''t-_'

00.
E

049. Process layaways. X X

050. Make refunds or exthanges in accordarce with company policy; X X

051. Write gift certificates and special orders.
X

052. Sell merchandise over the telephone. X X X

053. Sell to customers in a s_.f-service store while performing store-
keeping.

054. Work with more than one customer simultaneously in a courteous
manner:

X

*LEVEL 1 - Recall, 11 - Comprehension, 111 - Application

31 0



COMPETENCY 028

ICOMPETENCY 0Z8: Convey a poSitive image Of Self and the firm.

TEST ITEM 028=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO,STUDENTS: Plate ah "r in the blank beside the following which in
alcite an individual is conveying a positive image of self and/or the firm.

1. Is apathetic

. Is achieving

. Is boastful

4. Is aggravating

. Is cooperative

6; Is industrious

7. Is complaining

0 8. Is dependable

9; Is enthusiastic

10. Is happy

11. Is optimistic

12. Is prompt

13. Is COnteited

14. IS petSiMistiC

15. It SlotichY

16. It telf-COnfident

17. It tattful

18. IS tardy

l9. IS Willing to a:iiist

20. Is well groomed

011

Pe'rsonal Selling
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COMPETENCY 029

COMPETENCY 029: Treat others as individuals.

TEST ITEM 029-00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: _Read each of the fo'ilowi_ng statementt_about_customer
ryTesmoodsi perSOnaliTiesi and buying motives. Determine_if each statement is
true or false._ Write the correct response (true or falSe) fn the blank to the
left of each Statement;

1. A store advertisement of a one-week sale on winter boots would appeal
most directly to a customer's emotional buying motives.

2. The decided customer knows wh-t he/She wants to buy.

3; The undecided customer is the MOSt difficult to sell;

4. With the suspicious cuStoMer, the salesperson should use a defehtive
approach.

5. The_buying motive MOSt Often associated with purchases of faShion aPpare,
is the desire for Social Approval.

PerSonal_Selling
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COMPETENCY 030

COMPETENCY- 030: Utilize appropriate sales approaches.

TEST ITEM 030=00=11

INSTRUUIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following questions and give written responses
as instrud-a-Tor Oach.

1. Define the term "approach."

2. List three goals of an approach.

TEST ITEM 030=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In Column:I are four case situations in Which cUStomers
are ready to be approached by theisalesperson. From the lists of opening statements
in COlumn IL, select the one WhiCh is:most appropriate for each situation in Column
I. Record the letter of your Choice in the space provided to the left. Explain the
reason for your selections.

Column I Column II

A customer is in the men's department
and has approached a table of men's
shirts. He picks up two shirts and
seems to be comparing them.

2. A female customer is shopping in the
men's department. She is observing
a display of colored shirts and ties.

. A female customer has entered the
lingerie department. She is casually
walking through the department.

4. You have just returned from break and
you immediately notice a customer
standing in front of the wall unit
of sport coats and suits. He is trying
on a sport coat.

Explain the reason for your selections. You will respond to each of the case num-
bers.

1.

2.

3.

"May I help
B. "May I tell you about these shirts?"
C. "Those shirts are especially good

buys."

A. "Hi, is there anything I can do
for you today?"

B. "May I interest you in that shirt
and tie?"

C. "May I show you something?"

A. "Good morning, how are you today?"
B. "That gown is a tremendous buy."
C. "That robe looks especially nice on

you."

A. "Hello."
B. "Is anyone helping you?"
C. "That sport coat looks very nice

on you."

3 1 3

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 030-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the two case problems and below each explain when
you should approach each customer and what approach you should use.

CASE PROBLEM 1: A customer has entered your department and has_informed you_thát
she is "just looking." As the customer is walking around the:
department, you notice that She has_returned to the same displayed
dress twice. After looking,at the dress for the second time, she
continues to browse around the store.

1. When should the customer be approached?

2. What approach should b8 uSed?

CASE PROBLEM 2: There are tWo salespersons in the Children's Department of Logan
.

There_is only one customer in the departmenti and she is being
helped by salesperson "A". Salesperson "A" has a telephone call
and leaves the customer; After five minutes you notice the custom-
er Starting toward the exit

1. When should the customer be approached?

2. What approach should be used?

TEST ITEM 030-00-14

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS_: Read the following case study, then answer the questionS
about the situation.

CASE STUDY: You_are working as_a Marketing and Distributive Education student-
trainee in the men's department of Logan's. You hope to become depart-
ment manager and are working hard to learn all you can and to receive
all the necessary training.

While you are putting up the new shipment OfsweatersilMrs. Jones enters
the men's department. You greet Mrs. Jones by asking if you can assist
her. She tells you she wantt a_pairof slacks for her husband. After
chatting for a minute you show her the slacks.

Mrs_; Jones says little during your presentation. Although she neither
disagrees with what you say or voices an objection, she also does not
seem willing to_buy the slacks.

Analyze the_situation by_evaluating the steps of the sale to see if improvements
tould be made; Answer the following questions as you make your analysis?

1. What, if anything, could be done to improve the opening?

2. Giveitwo examples Of questions you could ask to help better determine her
specific needs?

3. Since Mrs. Jones does not seem willing_to-buy, she may have an objettiOn. HoW
could you discover the possible objeCtion?

4. What could you do to better lead to a close? What signals might you look for?

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 030=0015

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: Hive the students prepare a sales demonstration for an
item of apparel of their choice. On the day of their presentation, they should
bring_the item to class, along with accessories or related items %hich might be
used for suggestive selling. They should outline their plans for dealing with
each of these steps of the sale: Approaci., Presentation, Objections, Close, and
Suggestion Selling. Have the students actually conduct the demonstration in class
With you or a business person knowledgeable in selling techniques serving as the
customer. Be consistent with the role playing With each student. Each demonstra-
tion should be limited to a maximum of ten minutes. Use the rating sheet provided
for evaluating st.rdent performance, circling only one figure for each question
(Example: 0 142) 3).

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT: You are to prepare a sales demonstration for an item of
your efibice.--N-the diY of your presentation, bring the item to class, along with
any accessories or related items you might wish to use for suggestive selling. You
should plan to deal with_each of these steps of a sale in your demonstration:
Approach, Presentation, Objections, Close, and Suggestion Selling. Outline your
plans on paper. Your teacher or a business person knowledgeable in selling will
serve as your customer and will evaluate your performance using a rating sheet.
Your sales demonstration will be completed in class and will be limited to a maximum
of ten minutes.

Personal_Selling
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EVALUATION SHEET Student's Name

Evaluate tha student in the five areas below: Approach; Product Presentation; Handling Objections; Close,

and Suggestion Selling. There are generally five areas of proficiency going from poor to excellent with

pOOr being completely unsatisfactory and excellent being oustanding in that area. Different point values

for each statement are also given, indicating the importance of one over the other. Circle the point value

you feel the student deserves, circling only one figure for each question (Example: 0
1 3).

APprgaCh (15)

A. Was the approach or opening remark suitable 0-1 2 3 4

for the Selling SituatiOn?

B. Was the participant prompt in the approach? 0 1

C. Did the participant gain the customer's

0 intereSt? _ 1 2

0 D. Did the participant possess_an 'air of
0

cOnfidehte? (Well-groomed for selling

situation and store image, voice clear.) 0 1,2

Product Presentation (40)

Below Above

POof Average Averag_e Average Excellent

A. Were the wants and desires of the custoMer

determined clearly? (Did the participant

listen to the custoM02)
. .

B Were customer Oenefits presented related tO

customer's heeds?

C. 0id the participant:show genuine enthUsiasm

for the merchahdise?.
. .

D. Was the.merthandiseAemonstrated in such a

way as to create interest arid deSire?

E. Did the CuStoMerAet an opootoity tO

Oarticihate in the demonStration?

0:1 2:3

1 2

1 2

0-1 2-3

3-1 2:3

4-5-6

3

3

4=5:6

4-5-6

78 9:10

4 5

4 5

78 9-10

7-8 9-10



Evaluation Sheet--cont'd.

III. Handling Objections (15)

A. Did the participant show interest in the

objection?

B. Were all objections handled?

C. Was the objection overcome tactfully

and with respect? (Did the participant's

answers have credibility? Were the

answers clear?)

IV. Close (20)

A. Did the participant take advantage of

opportunities to close?

B. Was the close timely in relation to the

overall demonstration?

C. Did the participant show ability to

question, observe, and listen in order

to complete a successful sale?

D. Did the participant thank the customer?

Suggestion Selling (20)

A. Was additional merchandise suggested to

the customer? (If so, mark in appropri-

ate sPace, 8 & C; if not record 0 points.)

B. Was suggestion merchandise properly related

to originally bought merchandise?

C. Did the participant adequately present the

suggestion_item? (Was the process a smooth

and natural part of the sale?)

Below Above

Poor kverae verag Average_ Excellent

0-1 2 3-4 5

No 0 Yes 2

0-1 2 3-4-5 6 7

Gcl 3 4 5

0-1 2 3 4 5

0-1 2 3 4 5

0-1

0-1 2 3 4 5

J-1 2 3 4 5

Total Points

100 Possible Points
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COMPETENCY 031

11

COMPETENCY 031: Identify and analyze customer's needS relative to agarel and
accetSbries

TEST ITEM 031-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In Column 1 is a list of apparel and accessories items
or services. From the list of needs in Column II, select the need(s) you feel
would be satisfied if the customer bought the item. Record the letter(=.) of your
choice in the space provided to the left.

1.

Column I

Jewelry

Gcif shoes

High fashion dress

Raincoat

Fur storage

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

Column II

Convenience
CUrioSity
Fear
LOVe
Money gain
Pleasure
Self,preservation
Social approval
Variety

2.

3.

4.

5.

TEST ITEM 031-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the case problem below. _Using the form below,
identify the custoMer'S needs and wants and list the techniques you used to deter-
mine them.

CASE PROBLEM: Joanie Peterson, a 19 year old, who has recently graduated from high
school is working on her first job. She has just receved her first paycheck.
During her high school years, Joanie had to work part-time to earn money to go to
school. She never had enough money to buy very nice clothes for her wardrobe. Now
Joanie needs to use her first paycheck to buy two new outfits which would be
appropriate for a working girl.

_NEEDS TO BE CONSIDERED TECHNIQUES TO USE

TEST ITEM 031-00-13

See Test Item 030-00-14.

Personal Selling
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COMPETENCY 032

COMPETENCY 032: Observe cuttomer's outwardiaPpearMCe, expression; and manner
to determine appropriate size; style; color; and pattern pre=
erences.

TEST ITEM 032-00-11

AIM

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT& Read each of the follOWing ttatements about observing the
Cuttother; Determine if each statement_it trde Or false; Write the correct response
(true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement;

1. m customer's outward appearance is an adequate indication of the price
range you should suggest.

2. EliMihatiti-Cj unflattering styles before the CUStOmer begint the fitting
process can save the customer's time and temper.

3. A person's facial shape thould inflUence selection of certain clothing
items;

4; The firtt priority in select ng color it the tuttoMer's personal preference.

A customer's expretsion can convey preferences of clothing itemt.

?21
Personal Selli4
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COMPETENCY 033

-.mew
COMPETENCY 033: Ask pertinent questions to identify more clearly customer n e s,

wants, interests, etc.

TEST ITEM 033=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TOSTUDENTS:i_Read each of the_following statements_about questioning
the customer. Determine if each statement is true or false. Write the cOrrect
response (true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. Questions directed to customers during a sale should be of an impersonal
nature.

2. QUeStions usedito determine a customer's preferences should be phrased
to get a positive response;

3. It is appropriate to question who the item is for.

4. As many questions as possible shoJld bc designed for an answer of yes_
or no.

5. It is important to get merchandise into the customer'S handS as you
question.

TEST I EM 033=00=12

See Test Item 030=00-14.

TEST ITEM 033-00-13

See Test IteM 030-00-15.

PersonaT_Sellirg
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COMPETENCY 034

COMPOINCY034: Demonstrate Nerchandise by getting it into cUStamers hands,
havina him/her try it on, etc., tj create detiee and attachment
to the item.

TEST ITEM 034=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following incomplete sentences. Detee=
77777577-7e potsfEle completion choices is most appropriate for each Statement.
Write the letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. The is considered to be the heart of the sale.

A. Approach
B. Close
C. Objection
D. Presentation

_ 2. In demonstrating clothing, it is recommended that
a time.

A. 1=2

B. 2=3
Q. 3=4
D. 4 br More

3 In a sales presentation, the salesperson can mott etily a00eal to a
customer's sense of

A. htdring
B. Sight
C. SMell
D. TaSte

4 Of the four steps in tellin , the one most directly involved in the
presentation iS

A. Action
B. Attention
C. Desire
D. Interest

5. Customer participation develops within the customer a feeling of

A. Independence
B. Loyalty
C. Ownership
D. Respectability

itemS b2 Shown at

Personal Se 1 1 ing
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TEST ITEM 034-00-12

INSTRUCTIONSTOSTUDENTS: Read the following:case prOblem abb.,A merchandise pre-

sentation. Answer-Enquestions about involving the customer in the presentation.

CASE PROBLEM: Martha Anderson_is a Marketing and Distributive EdUcatiOn StUdent-
trainee in theMen's Departnent of Logan's. She hat just bech
approached by Mr. Dayi her_histbr Y teacher. He tellS her he it_
interested in one of LOgan's advertited Shirts tO wear to tehO01.
The deteriptive features of this particular group of thiits fol-
lows

Fabric, material: 50% polyester/50% cotton
Styles, shapes: Short sleeves; dress shirt; button-down collar
Colors: Pastel solids; stripes_in white and blue, white ana

brown, or white and green
Sizes: 14 1/2 to 17
Care: Machine washable and dryable; permanent press
Price: Sale price of $10, reularly $16 for solid colors

and $17 for stripes

1. To which of the customer's five senses should Martha attempt to appeal? Why?

Identify_two techniques she coulc use to get Mr. Day to participate in the
presentation.

3. Give one reason for encouraging the customer to particpate.

TEST ITEM 034-00-13

See Test Item 030-00-15.

Personal_Selling
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COMPETENCY 035

COMPETENCY 035: Compare prices and price lines for cuStomers for items of
apparel and accessories.

TEST ITEM 035=00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO: STUENTS: Read each of the following intetplete sentences Deter-
mine WhiCh_Of the possible completion choices is MOSt appropriate for each statement.
Write the letter of this response in the spate prOVided to the left.

1. When presenting merchandise to the cuStomer, the salesperson should first
Show an item from the priced line.

A. Budget
B. Higher
C. Lower
D. Medium

2. The most appropriate choice of words to describe the lower-priced line is:

A. CheapeSt
B. Least expensive
C. Lowest priced
D. Most economical

In order to adequately cOmpare ricCs a d price lines, the salesperson
must know:

A. The exact monetary_difference between each prite dr price line.
B. The features and behefits of each prite bi- priceline;
C. The names of the vendors from which the Methandise was purchased.
D. The prices the store paid for the merthandiSe.

4. Customers become used tO price lines which apply to:

A; Their economic status.
B, Their,favorite styles, sizes, ariA tolers.
C. The location in which they live.
0, The types of merchandise their friendS bby.

5, In comparing price lines for the customer, the salesperSon muSt be able
to

A; Compute_the_difference between_Orice: lines.
B. Convince the customer to bOy the higher priced item.
C. Determine the percentage of MarkU0 on the price lines.
D. Justify price to himSelf/hertelf and the customer.

Personal Selling
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COMPETENCY 036

_

OIMPETENCEdE: Inform customers of substitute merchandise if requeSted items
are not available.

TEST ITEM 036=0011

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case problem dealing with substitute
merchandiSe. AnSWer the qUeStions below the case problem.

CASE PROBLEM: You are a salesperson_in_the Ladies' Department of Lb.jah'§. A de-
cided shopper_ tells you she wants a pastel pink_tie=b1Odse. You
explain that you do not have any tie=blouses and realize you should
offer a substitute.

1. From the items below, choose the best one to offer as a substitute.

A. A paStel pink dress with a tie
B. A pastel pink blouse with a button-down collar
C; A pastel pink blouse with round neckline ar c! matching scarf
D. A paStel pink blouse with a V-neckline

2. Why did you make thiS choice?

TEST ITEM 036:00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:i The following situations involve the need to offer sub=_
titute meithahdite that originalbe_ requested. Following each of the originally

requeSted items listed below are two comments the salesperson could make. Selett
the one MOst appropriate to use in a substituting situation. Place the letter of
that question in the space to thE, left of the item number.

1 A 14K gold necklace, 15" long

A. "I'm sorry, we don't have any 15" chains. We do, hoWeVer, have some
16" chains which_can be adjusted.."

B. "I'm sorry, we don't have dhy 15" chains. The 17" is moi.e popular
anyway!"

L. A Mid=c8lf length velour robe in rust color--something warm and cozy, size
medium

A, "Pm sorry, we are out of medium in that color and fabriC. Pe-haps
you'd like to browse through the rack."

B: "We are out of medium in the rust velour mid-calf--we do have it in
full length and this would be even warmer."

3. A toddler's footed pajamas size 2 1/2 T

A. "I'm sorry, we don't have 1/2 sizes in toddler's Clothing."
B. "I'm sorry, toddler's clothing isn't Mdde ih 1/2 sizes. Would there

be something else?"

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 036-00-13

IISTRUCTI3N52TOLSTUDEN Occasionally a_SaletpertOri Mutt tubstitute_merchandise
for that_originally requested_. Rank the f011OWing Steps in the sequential order
they should be performed_in the subStitution_process. In the blank beside each
statement, write the number of this tteo at it Would occur in sequential order.

Ri.,commend a Similar item that fits the need.

Point out buyer benefits of the tubttitUte.

Explain the relationship between the desired item and the recommended
SUbStitute.

Determine the cuStomer't need.

3 2 7
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COMPETENCY 037

COMPETENCY 037: Justify price of an iter. .n terms of merchandise features and
benefitS.

TEST ITEM 037-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about justifying
price of an item in terms of merchandise features and benefits. Determine if each
statement is true or false. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank
to the left of each statement.

1; If_a customer objects to price; the salesperson should imMediately OreSent
a loWer prited iteM.

2. The salesperson should not apologize for price.

3. The most effective way to handle an objection to price is to show that the
value of the merchandise justifies the price;

4. The product itself is problbly the most ta!ked-about type of objection.

5. One way to justify price is to point out hidden features cf the merchan-
dise.

Personal Selling
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COMPETENCY 038

4 COMPETENCY 036: Tactfully handle difficult customers.

immo-

TEST ITEM 038-00-11

INSTRUETION'S=TO-STUt IS: Read each of the f6113Wing statements_about handling
difficult customers de-termine if eaCh StateMent is true or false; Write the
correct response (true or falSe) ih the blank to the left of each statement.

1. The salesperson should try to make the customer feel important.

2. If_a customer becomes unbearable in a sales situation; the salesperson
should turn around and 16av,ié before an argument develops.

3. When assisting a_rude customer, remember the rUle "The customer is always
right," and continue to be polite and coutteoUt.

4. Regardless of hoW difficult the customer may become, the salesperson
should remain calM.

5: The salesperson should avoid asking quettionS since the customer may
think he/she is being nosy.

TEST ITEM 038-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Ih colum I are tYPes of difficult customers_. From
fhe methods of handling cUStoMert_in CO10Min II, select the one most effective_for
each customer
provided

2.

type_in Column I.
to the left.

Column I

Indifferent

Inquisitive

Insulting

Intelligent

TiMid and sensitive

Tired and cross

Record the letter of your choice in the space

COlUMh II

A. Efficient service
B. Gentleness
C. Knowledge
D. Patience
E. Self-control
F. Silence
G. Tact

3.

4.

5.

6.

TEST ITEM 038-00-13

See Test Item 030-00-15.

329
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COMPETENCY 039

039: Anticipate and/or resolve comer objections.

-mammoimmt.

TEST ITEM 039-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS_TDT_STIAEM: Read each of the f011OWing inCOMPlete _sentences. Deter-
mine which of th-e possible completion choiceS iS MoSt apOroOriate for each state-
ment. Write the letter of this response ih the Spate prOVided to the left.

1. When the salesperson wishes to agree with the customer's objectibh_but
feels that ahOther angle should be presented, the salesperSon Should use
the:

A. Direct denial method.
B. Question method of answering the Objection:
C. Superior point method.
D. Yes, but method.

2. When the salesperson wishes to-concede that the objectibn Madeiby the_cus-
tomer is correct; but also_wishes to point out advanta-geS bf=the product
that more than offset the dis.Jvantage, the salesperSon should use the:

A. Boomerang:method.
S. Tndirect denial Method.
C. Superior pointimethOd.
D. Yes, but MethOd.

3. When the salesperson wishes_to point out to the CuStoMer that the_soft
leather to which the customer has just objected will Make the shoes wear
better; the salesperson should use tho:

A. Boomerang method.
B. DeMOnStration method.
C. EXOlanation method.
D. Yes; but method;

4. If the salesperson feels that the objection is based on Ignorance of the
facts; the salesperson should uSe the:

A. Direct denial method.
B. Explanation method.
C. Question method;
D. YeS, but method;

5. Which method is the salesperson_using when tne, customer is prodded to
answer his own objection by askiho him/her a series of questions?

A; Explanation method;
B. Demonstration method.
C. Indirect denial method.
D. Question method.

TEST ITEM 039-00-12

3ee Test Item 030-00-14.
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TEST ITEM_ 039-00-13

See Test IteM 030-00-15;
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COMPETENCY 040

COMPETENCY 040: Obtain agreement and commitaent from tho custoitior.

TEST ITEM 040-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Feort the folloWingistatements select those which are
posffice siTes 61-Osers. Place an "X" in the blank to the left of the statements
you choose.

1. "Will you take this witn you or do you %nt it delivered?"

2. "Now many would you like, three or four?"

"Well; which do you want?"

"Carl I add it to your account?"

. "It is really up to you."

6. "Shall we gift wrap it for you?"

7. "Shall I get you a new one from the Stockroom?"

TEST ITEM 040-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS 70 STUDENTS: Read each Of the f011OWing StateMents _about closing a
sale. Determine if each:statement iS trUe_or fal-se Write the correct response
(true or false) in the blank to the left Of each statement.

1. The_first step in closlng a sale is to obtain agreement that the CUStomer
wants the specific merchandise.

In thei.psychological steps of selling, the fourth and final step is a

part of the closing process and iS Called desire;

A_buying_signal may_take the form of a facial expressioni a tlUeStiOn Or
comment about the merchandise, or an act of handling the MOrthandiSe.

Aftriattempting a_trial close and failing to obtain a commitment, you
should thank the customer and ask him/her to come back again.

5. The most widely used cloSing techniOue is the testimonial close.

TEST ITEM 040--=00:13

See Test Item 030=00=14.

TEST ITEM 040=0014

See TOSt Item 03000---15.
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COMPETENCY 041

e-mgowir

COMPETENCY 041: lhank customers to .Acourage repeat businets.!.71

TEST ITEM 041-00-11

INSTRUCTIMS±TO=STUDENTS: Read tach of:the f011owing_statements about thanking the
customerT77betermine if each stateinent_iS true or false. Write the correct response
(true or false) in the blank to tht left ot each statement..

1. If the salesperson does not thank the cUgtOMer, the departure may be
abrUOt and_unfriendly.

2. Thanking the cuStomer does not influence future gales.

3. The_salesperson can be sure that thelaSt &intact between customer and
salesperson is friendly by taking tiMe tci thank the customer for his/her
business.

4. The ClOte iS a ifinal-decision step and the final contatt betWeen the
SaletperSOn and the customer.

5, To insure that the final contact be friendly, the salesperson can give
a final word of persuasion.

TEST ITEM 041-00-12

INSTRUCTIONSJTti_STUDENTS: From the f011oWing litt of statements; select those
whichmould be appropriate_departUre Statements once the sales transaction hag
been completed. Place an "X" in the blank to the left of the statements you
choose.

1. "Thank you for shopping at Logan's. I'M Sure you'll enjoy wearing your
new sweater."

2. "Come back when you need something else,"

3. "Tell your friends to ask for Larry When they ViSit Logan's."

"Thank you for tidying from us. And remember, W8 offer free moth OH-
tectiOn Storage in the summer."

5. "Thank you; Mr. Lewis. I'm Sure you'll enjoy your new suit. Hurry
back to see us."

TEST ITEM 041-00-13

See Test Item 030-00-15.

0.)3 3
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COMPETENCY 042

Amaimmaimm
COMPETENCY 042: Suggest related items, accessory itemt, etc., to obtain_ _ . _ . _ .

multiple sales.

TEST ITEM 042:00--11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following ttateMentt AbOUt Suggestion
Selling; _Determine if each statement_is true Or falSe. Write the correct response
(true or false) in the blank to the left of eath Statement.

A knowledge of the '7%-chandise carried is one of the essentialS of good
salesmanship.

2; You always suggest items at the beginning bf a tale;

3. When suggesting merch<7.odiSe_, the salesperson must word the suggestiOn SO
as_not to convey the idea that the main purpose is to sell mote merchan-
dise

Mott customers have a tendency to buy mote than What they need at the time.

Generally people '_:an be influenced by the power of suggestion.

6: Salespeople who suggest adoitional merchandise dO not have the customer's
satisfaction in mind.

7. Most people need a1id want to buy merchandise other thah that for which
they came into the store.

8. Some people are more susceptible to suggestion than others.

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 042=00z12

INSTRUCT:ONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements. DeterMine
which of_the possible answers is the type of suggestion being illuStrated by
the statement. Wtite the letter of this response in the space provided to
the left.

1. "These socks are two pair for $1.50."

A. Larger quantity
B. Merchandise for special occasions
C. New merchandise
D. Related merchandise

2. "This weekiwe are offering a shirt at half price with the purchase
of each suit."

A. Larger quantities_
B. Merchandise for special occasions
C. New products or fresh stock
D. Specials

. °This wash-and-wear blouse would go well with the skirt you juSt
selected."

A; Larger quantities
B. New or additional uses for merchandist
C. Related merchandise
D. Specials

. "Eatter it only One week away. Perhaps you should look at our fine
selectiOn of hats."

A; Larger quantities
-

B. Merchandise for special occasions
C. Related merchandiSe
D. Specials

5. "You asked for one pair of hose, but these are three pair in one
package."

A. Larger quantities
B; MerChandise for special occasions
C. Related Merchandise
D. Specials

6. "You may also wear this scarf as a turban."

A. Larger quantities
P. NeW or additional uses for merchandise
C. Relate. merchandise
D. Specials

TEST ITEM 042-00-13

See Test Item 030-00-1 .

335
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COMPETENCY 043

mommarammw
COMPETENCY 043: "Trade-up" when the opportunity arises, pointing Out

additional features and benefits in the better merchandise.

TEST ITEM 043-00-11

INSTRUCT)ONS TO STUDENTS: Read_each of the following statements about "tradingUp."
Determine if each statement s true or false. Write the correct response (true or
false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1: "Trading-up" should be used to benefit the customer.

Z. "Trading--up" is a form of high-pressure selling.

When_ "trading-up" the salesperson should emphasize the superiority of
the higher priced item:

4. When_"trading-up" tne salesperson should point out features and benefits
of the higher priced item.

5. When "trading-up" the salesperson should point out similar features in
both items.

TEST ITEM 043-00-12

INSIRUCTIONS-TO-STUIGENTS: You are assisting a customer in Logan's Coat Department.
The customer_has selected a beige, lightWeight; all-weather coat. You know your
merchandise and are aware that :-/ou have_the same color and style with 8 zip=oUt
lining on sale for only $15 more, ordinarily $35 more. From the following list of
selling-statements which could be used in this sales situation, select those which
would be positive statements in successfully "trading-up." Place 8ti "X" in the
blank to the left of the answers you choose.

1. "Ilie wore expensive coat is really superior to the other one."

2. "The increased wearability because of the zip-out lining would be wOrth
the small difference in price, which in itself is a savingS of $20 over
the regular price."

3. "Not:only would you have the lightweight all-weather coat you desire; you
could easily convert your investment into a warm; snug coat for those cold
rainy or snowy days:"

"You really would not be happy with that coat: It's workmanship is in-
ferior When compared to thiS one."

"This coat offers all th benefits of the one you Selected pluS additional
warmth by using the removable 100% wool lining."

Personal Selling
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TEST TTEM C43=00-13

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following questions and incomplete
sentences. Determine which of the possible_answers or completion choices_is
most appropriate for each statement or question. Write the letter of this re-
sponse in the space provided to the left.

1. Which of the following sales statements is an example of "tradihg-60"?

A. "That is a nice sweater, but I'd like you to see our new velour
styles. They are really a_better quality and cost_only $4 more."

B. "These hose_are $1.59_a pair or three pairifor $4."
C. "This tie will go_well with the shirt you jutt teletted."
D. "Valentine'S Day is next Thursday. Be sure to see our "Sweet--:

heart Ideas' display before y66 leave."

2. "Trading-up" is a type of:

A. Approach
B. Objection
C. Sales presentation
D. Substitute selling

3. In "trading-6p" the salesperson is suggesting:

A; Higher-priced merchandise
B. Higher-profit-margin merchandise
C. Larger quantities of merchandise
D. Larger-sized merchandise

4. Which Of the f011Owing terms is_most appropriate for the salesperson
to uSe in a "trading=u0" tituation involving a pair of shoes?

A. More comfortable
B. More expensive
C. Superior quality
D. Superior workmanship

5. In order to be prepared for "trading-6p", what merchandite Should the
salesperson first show to the customer?

A. BUdget-priced
B. High--priced

Q. Low-priced
D. Medium-priced

Personal Selling
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COMPETENCY 044

COMPETtNCY 044: Maintain a customer card file or clientele book to encourage
repeat business.

TEST ITEM 044=00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Plate an "X" in tne blank to the left of the following
hiChindicateWs a CuStomel book or card file should be used.

TO call the customer at work.

2. To call the customer onte a week.

To call the customer when a requested iteM arrive8.

4. TO suggest merchandiSe for a special occasion.

S. To mention a sale in progress.

6. To provide personal infcrmation about a customer to other customers.

7. TO inform the custOmer of new arrivals.

8. Tb provide customer size; preference, special interest8, etc.

9. To make Sotial tallS.

O. TO see if the customer is running low on regularly -purchaSed items.

111
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:20MPETENCY 045

2
.11 COMPETENCr 045: Process chane or cash transactions;

A
9

ILIIIM11! 11111111 AMMMEMMEIMMMENNENW

TEST ITEM 045-00-11

IUSTRUCTIONS TO_ STUDENTS: In Column I are definitions of charge and cath ti-ah:sat-
tion terms. From the list in Columh II, SeleCt the Ohe Which is Most apprOkiate
for each definition in Column I. Record the letter of your chtlice ih the SOace
proviaed

1.

tc the left.

Column I

Customer charges merchandise and
takes it With hiM/her

Customer charges merchandise and
has it delivered

Customer pays for merchandise and
.takes it With him/her

Customer pays for merchandise and
has it delivered

Sales form or cash register tape

Maximum amount a customer can
charge to his/her account

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Column II

Cash-send

Cashttake

Charge-send

Charge=take

Credit limit

Receipt Of pUrchaSe

Sales transaction

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

TEST ITEM 045.00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Sequence the following tasks invOlved in 6 Credit
sale by listing the nUmber of each step in the blank provided.

Totaling the sale

Obtaining the customer's credit card

Checking invalid list,

Stamping the charge slip with the credit card

Computing the tax

Thanking the customer

Subtotaling the sale

Itemize the purchases

Obtain customer's signature

Give customer his/her copy of the sales slip

Personal:Selling
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lEST ITEM 045 00-13

INSTRUCTIONS! TO_ STUDENTS: Mrs. Ann Brown is orie of your cuStbMerS. Her addr ss
ls 26-0471-Aii-the'r Driv in reensborI, NC. Het 71P Ccde is 27105. Her account
number is 3210426944. She is purchasing these items:

1 pair_hoes, size 1 1/2B; $10:25, Dept. 5
2 toddler shirts, size 2T, $4 each, Dept. 4
1 toboggan, small, $2.56, Dept. 4

Using_a 4% state saleS takCorrettly_CoMOlete the charge slip using the chare
slip provided. Your SaleS ID number is 26, Dept. 4, Stor2 No 1.

LociAN's

5991 n Chaite Salo

SIPE II

C PAO! T
Au T m

DTt SOLO (ly --ISTORE NC) I ItPE SLE/
LarT-C-40, DI X RoPTION C

I

,

1

r ;

't-- ----f----

.1 -mod or,.
/Al- tho.0

ALL
loGNA,U9f
CHLUIT CAPT COPY
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COMPETENCY 046

COMPETENCY 046: Accurately calculate t 0 exact amount of a custoMer's purchase.
!!

ira==rzair
TEST ITEM 046-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following incomplete sentences. Deter=
mine which of the possible completion choices is mnst appropriate fot each state=
ment; Write the letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. On a customer purchate of 2 pair Of_tlacks @ $22;95 each and 2 shirts at
$12.99 each with a SaleS tax rate of 4%, the sales form total would be:

A. $71.88
B. $77.46
C. $72.76
D. $74.76

2. Oh a customer purchase of 1 pair of hose @ 2/$3.29, I slip @ $17.50 and 1
Pair of bedroom slippers at $8.99, with a sales tax rate ol 3 1/2%, the
Sales form total would be:

A. $29.13
B. $29.27
C. $28.14

4110

D. $29.12

3. On a customer purchase of 2 bibs @ $1.57, 3 receiving blankett @ 3_for
$9.95, and 2 undershirts @ 3 for $5.50, with a sales tax rate of 57 , the
sales form total would be:

A. $16.75
B. $1759
C. $15.79
D. $17.95

4. On a customer_purchase of_l pair of girls! jeans at $8.99; and 2 sweat-
shirts @ $9.99, with a sales tax rate of 4%, the sales form total would
be:

A. $31.03
B. $30.13
C. $28.97
D. $31.13

5 Oh a customer purchase of 1 girl scout dress @ $17.95; 1 hat @ $4.99;
and 2 scarves @ $2.98, with a tax rate af 3%, the total on the sales
form would be:

A. $27.79
B. $30.06
C. $29.77
D. $27.97

Personal Sell ing
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TEST ITEM 046=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Extend and total the following purchases

I 2 shirts41 $12.98
1 60 @_$4;99
1 pair socks @ $2;29

Subtotal
4% sales tax
Total

, 1 handbag 0 ii9.25
hbs @ $25.95

2 , r hoses 0 1;19

SObtOtal
4% sales tax
Total

3 1 pair mittens @ $2.29
1 tobosgan:@ $3.49
1 scarf @ 4.46

Subtotal
3% saleS taX
Total

1 pair bootees @ $4.99
1 ShaW1 @ $9.98
1 infant Sailde @ $6.79_
2 infant kithohos @ $4.29

Subtotal
5%, sales tax

Total

5. 1 pair pajamas -Ca $13.98
1 gown @ $12.98
1 rbbe @ $19.98_
3 boy's underShirti3/b./9
3 hoy'S brief8 @ 3/6.99

Subtotal
3 1/2Z sales tax
Total

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 046-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS=TO-STUDENTS: Read the following case problem involvino cash and
layaway purchases. Complete the forms below based on the information given in
the case.

CASE PROBLEM: MrS. Joann Thompson; a regular customer; has selected several
items: 2:sweaters; Dept.:350;_pinki_small; $17_.00 and green;

$19;00:1 _skirt; Dept 351;_plaid pleated; size 8; $32;00;
l_belt;_DePt_; 216;igoldtone; $7;00; 2ipair hose;:Dept 250; petite;
$1;69 eath; I stickpin; Dept 175; oval initial; $725 She wishes
to pay:for:the hose and pin and put the:rest in layaway; Her ad-
dress is 111 Pine Circle, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659, phone 667-
6666.! You are Clerk #26 and work in Dept: 300. The sales tax
rate iS 4%.

1. Fill in the sales slip for the cash purchase.

2. Fill in the layaway agreement for the remaining items. Mrs. Thompson is re-
quired to pay a layaway service charge of $1.00 and a 20% deposit. She will
pay $20 a month, paying in full within three months from the date of the sale.

NO EXCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 33 DAYS

0

0

AL.M0C..444014, 000 CA *40. 0Arg 1

00.0411.

.01204.116

10.,0 10 C-01 0 Co../1406 004 ACCT NO WO MO

c.a nrscmnoft p.m

Tix
Total

.-....---,. a-.i ... ,_ 4,... -1-..s. ill AC e 000,11 f 0 9 -I .

. 63215
081LCIr .10 eV

,...
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TEST ITEM 046=00-13 (Continued)

INSTRu_CTIONS 1. FILL IN COMPLETELY AND LEGIBLY:WRITE FIRMLY. rseechae- uSl-we 13 rOdhl
TO t HAVE CUSTOMER READ, AGREE TO, AND SIGN LAY-AWAY AGREEMENT:

1

3. SEPARATE COPIES; THEN DETACH BOTTOM OF PART 2 AND GIVE TO CUSTOMER.

6

7

I

it An i SELD BY Or P T.

. ! 2-6
!-T0i4E AMOUNT OF SALE

, Ijik,4 E
D

4 ADDRESS

curr_A
SILIE

DEPT
,

-GVAIA-,------ A-RT ,l'E AND DESCRIP TION AnQUNT

SALES TAX

SERVICE CHARGE

TOTAL LAY-AWAY SALELAY-AWAY ACCOUNT
hiUMBER DOWN PAYMENT

($hcsvou a sc,,,, C tAOtell

391851 LAYAwAY RALA,,,E

Form 9390 (11 10.78)

LOCEAN's
OFF ICE COPY

LAY-MAY AMBIUT

Payments eestbe wale is the- ameasts- eel Is-accersiaace
with Ile Iciewlete seem bele. sol tke satire Layewey
helmet must Weald ear by the C1 Yer_Date _if yaw
camel_ this laylltay pertiese, or- -fe-1-1- -to mate .7
payeent in the roma and In -accordance with the
schedule shown Delon, or If -you fail tepayAhweetire
layasey_ telex. _by the Call_fer_Date.--the aerchaewlise

retarhed Os stock awe say Newel- prey Isusly
paid tlhis layaway perches* (except the Serile
Cberfel will be creepily refsealled Ia yea, apse repast.

I ogres 10 P.lay S

every month. Payong mi ful: bV

the Cal) for Oaf..

CuclOrsier Sgn lece

Date CustOmer Phone No
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COMPETENCY 047

0 COMPETENCY 047: Accurately compute eMplOyee diScounts; deliyery charges,
0 alteration charges, layaway charges; etc.; when writing

saleschecks.

TEST ITEM 047=00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Extend and total the f011OWing purchases. Compute em=
ployee diStcUntS, de 5-Wry charges, alteration charges, layaway charges; and tax.
1 2 shirts @ 11.97

I cap @ 4.95
1 pair socks @ 2.19

Subtotal
10% Employee Discount
4% Sales Tax
Total

2. 1 handbag @ 21.95
1 pair shoes @ 27.95

Subtotal
Tax (3 1/2%)
Service Charge
20% Layaway Deposit
Balance Due

1.00

3 1 paii- glove @ 4.19 (10% discount)
1 toboggan @ 4.59 (10% discount)
1 scarf @ 7.00 (15% discount)

Subtotal
Employee Discount
3% Sales Tax
Total

4 1 suit @ 94A0
1 shirt @ 12.50
2 ties @ 4.50
Alteratioti to Suit 2.00

Subtotal
5% Sales Tax
Total

5 1 layette @I29.95
1 snoWSUit @ 19.95

Subtotal
5% Sales Tax
Delivery fee
Total

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 047-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following situations. Determine
which of the possible answers or completion choices is most appropriate for
each question or statement. Write the letter of this response in the space
provided to the left;

1. oh an emplOyee_purchaseibf 2 blouses @_$13.98i 1 skirt @ $28.00 and
1 pair Of slacks @ $31.98, with an employee discount rate of 15%,
the amount of the Sale (before taxeS) would be:

A. $75.74
B. $74.75
C. $74.76
D. $87.94

2. A customer purchases two snowsuits to be sent_to her_grandchildren
in Boone; The snowsuits are sale priced @ $16.98 and $19.98 and
weigh a total of 6 lbs. The tax rate is 4% and the delivery charge
is 12 per pound. What is the total of this sale?

A. $38.44
B. $40.16
C.

D. $39.16

3. A customer purchases a pair of slacks @ $18.00 which need to be
hemmed, a shirt @ $13.98, and a skirt @ $21.99 which needs the WaiSt=
band taken in. The alteration fee for the slacks is $1.00 ahd for
the skirt is $1.25. With a sales tax rate of 4%, the total of the
sales form would be:

A. $58.47
B. $57.48
C. .58.48
D. $59.47

4. A customer wishes to put these items in layaway: la suit @ $89;95;
a shirt @ $15.50; a belt @ $7.004 and a tie_@ $4.99. There iS a $1.00
service charge for layaways and a 20% deposit is required. The sales
tax rate is 4%. What is the layaway balance?

A. $98.56
B. $99.56
C. $99.65
D. $100.65

5. An employee purchases a $49 necklace on which there is a 30% discount
and al115 suit on which there is a 25% discount; The tax rate is 5%.
What iS the total amount the employee must pay for this sale?

A. $127.68
B. $126.85
C. $125.38
D. $126.58

Personal Selling
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TEST ITEM 04.7-00-13

See Test Item 046-00-13.
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COMPETENCY 048

COMPETENCY 048: Write sales checks legibly so that error in delivery,
quantit:es sent, and amounts charged can be eliminated.

TEST ITEM 048-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS_TO.LSTUDENTS: Using the information provided in the sales situation,
complete the sales check below.

SALES SITUATION: TOL' are_Clerk 34-. You have just made a successful sale to Mr.
Pete Nolan, 385 River Street, Lenoir, NC 28645. He iS paying
CaSh for the following items:

Dept. #1: 2 shirts; $3 and $4
Dept. #2: 2 belts; $3.50 and $3
Dept. #3: 2 pair of pants, $10 and $8

Tax rate is 4%

NO EXCHO NGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

_ociAres

0

0

0

011,.t. 00OCJI MO 1 MATZ ".
I I.

mAkall

0.00-211

10.D 6, CA1m C 0 O CmARO OM ACC! MO MET PAIO OUT

0... OCISCRI/V10m ',MC( A.110.17

1.-

Tu
Total

.._, ,--....,_,-,,,,=C4-.--,-, - I CCOMIIN It) - I -A--
ICI 40

, 6 3 2 1
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COMPETENCY 049

COMPETENCY 049: Process layaways.

TEST ITEM 049-00-11

INSTRUOTICINS-TOSTUDaTS: Read each of_the following StateMehts about layaways.
Determine if each statement is teue Or falSe. :Write the Correct response (true
or false) in the blank to the left Of each StateMent.

1. When a_customer uses layaway, `e/she pays a lower interest rate than bn
a regular charge account.

2. When an item is placed in layawayi it is impoetant that a pick-up date
be established.

3. Offering layaway service to its customers helps to build goodwill for
the Stbre;

4. When an item is,purchased On layawayi it it identified with a layaway
ticket and remains with regUlar stock until the account is paid.

5. When writing a layaway sales check, the deposit percentage is added to
the merchandise total.

TEST ITEM 049-00-12

49 See rest Item 046-00-13.
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lEsT ITEM 049=00= 13

1NSTRUCT10NS_ TO STUDENTS: ROad the case prOblem below involving a layaway trans-
4-ctiO. Fill _in the sales chetk for the aMount of the layaway deposit and complete
the layaway ticket.

CASE PROBLEM: On January 14, Mrs. Jane Cole of 920 Lee Street, Wilkesboro, NC
28697, (phone number 66777777) puts a knit suit pricod at $49.99
on layaway at Logar's. Clerk #509 accepts her deposit Of $20_ (for
purchase from Dept. 995-32) and informs her of the store's pOlicy
regarding layaway sales: Items must be picked up within _45 days
from date of layaway; to hold the layaway without a service charge,
two minimum payments of $3 must be made before the end of 45 days;
no refunds _Or exchanges will be ijranted after 45 days. State
SalOt tak it 4%.

N

DATEi

AMMIRESS4

CLERK f COD CHRG. DEPT. 14165

Quantity DESCRIPTION Price

ructi one : Subtotal
Tax
Total
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TEST ITEM 049-00-13 (Continued)

I Clerk I
DATE TOTAL

SALE

-1,01ANT/TT- ARTICLE PRICE

MOLD UNTIL:

.

_NAM:

Stib=T.

SAles

Total
_LAsii
kposit

IsIsnce

Phone: Purchasee_a Signature

Hold Until:
J9467-52-8

mat Due

NAME

ADDRESS

--PRONE:

_Attse6 this Stub tO Mstchandise Clork-No,--
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ICOMPETENCY 050:

L.....m.m.m.

COMPETENCY 050

Make refunds or_exchangeS on return Merchandise in accordance
with company policy.

TEST ITEM 050-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following_ttateMients about refunds and
exchanges. Determine if each statement is true or falte. Write the correct re-
Sponte (true or false) in the blank to the left Of each StateMent

1. Allcwing customers to take Merehandise out on approval may result in a
higher percentage Of returned goods.

2; Store personnel have nothing to do with cLiting merchandise returns.
3. In handling refundS oe EX-changes; ihe salesperson should dO Whatever the

customer requests.

4; Cash refUnds are not given for merchandite if it was paid for by check.

5. Most stores aibid case refunds on gift items if possible.

TEST ITEM 050-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TOI_STUDENTS: J

or eKchangei77T-ForiTThe
ate for each defintion
provided to the left.

Colunin

definitiont of teemt related to refunds
select the one Whith is most_apOrOpri-

Record the letter of yoUr thoice in the space

Price of returned merchandise is tamt at
price of newly selected merchandise

A certificate or form that can be used
instead_Of cash to purchase other mer-
chandise in the Store

Store returns amount paid foe an it-em
to the customer

Settlement of customer complaint about
MerChaniise

5. Price of returned merchandise is not the
some as price of newly Selected merchan-
diSe

6. Customer's charge account is:credited
for amount of merchandise being re=
turned

Personal Selling
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A. Adjustment

B. Cash refund

C. Credit refund

D. Duo bill

E. Even exchange

F. Partial allowance
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TEST ITEM 0504013

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case problem inVolVing an eXchange
of merchanase. COMplete the fOrM below based on_the inforMatiOn given in tne
case using the single=SaleS-form method of recording the cxchange.

CASE PROBLEM: A regular customer, Martha Roberttion (108 Lincoln Place, North
Wilkesboro; NC), has returned a belt she purchased 12 days ago
for_16.99 cash. She coMplaAed that an eyelet came out t'ne first
time she wore it. She hat her taleS check to verify the date of
purchase. _Martha has_SeleCted a new belt priced at_$7.50. SalS
tax rate is 4%. As Clerk #26, complete the following sales check
to make the exchange.

0

0

0

0

0

0

NO EXCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

LOCArifs
"LAIC...dm i 64051111 .1 Groji
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COMPETENCY 851

Anomr
COMPETENCY 051: Write gift certificates and tpcial orders.

TEST ITEM 051=0011

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read the following case problem. Based on the informa-
tion contained ih the caSe; Complete the sales check and write the accompanying
gift certificate.

CASE PROBLEM: You are working_as emplOyee 26_in the Lingerie Department (Dept. 3)
of Logan's Mrs. Kathryn Walthi 6 regular customer, wants to pur-
chase_a.±$5,0 gift certificate for her daUghter,,in-law's birthday,
Her daughter-in-law's haitIO and address is: Joni Walsh; 501 Hampton
Street, Elkin, NC 28621. Your custoMer'S address is Route 2, Box
2234A., Wilkesboro, NC 28697.

NO EXCHANGE OR REFUND AFTER 30 DAYS

LOCAN FS
0
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COMPETENCY 052

COMPE1ENC'(_052: Sell merchandise over tne telephone.

LIIMIMML

TEST ITEM 052=00;11

1NSTRUCTIOMS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements_about telephone
D8tehnihe if each statement is true or false. Write the correct response

(true or false) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. The purpose of telephone Selling is to sell to customers who are unable
to come into th:?. store.

2. It_is important to immediately identify yourself when using telephone
Seliing.

3. A salesperson may pick Up the telephone at any time and expect to make
a successful sale if he/she listens attentively.

4. An attention-letting approach is vitally important since the customer
cannot see the merchandise chtplays, taleSperson, etc.

5. In telephone selling, desire may be created by atking positive questions
to help the customer establish a need.

Personal_Selling
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TEST ITEM 052-00-12

INSTRUMONSL TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following inCoMplete sentences De-
termine whieh of -the Ob-s-sible_cowietion choCOS it MOSt apprOpriate for each
Statement; Write the letter of this respOOSe in the space provided to the left.

1. If a cuStomer requests information that is not readily aVailable:

A. Ask him/her_to_hold until yOu find the ihfOrMation;
B: Ask the customer to_call you back at a specific time.
C. Get his/her name and nuMber and call back as soon as you find the

informatioo.
D. Tell the customer you v:11 find the information when you have time.

A goOd telephone per;onalii'7.) does not require:

A. A well-groomed appearance.
B. Showing interestin others.
C. Sincerity_and helPfulheSs.
P. The use of empathY And/or sympathy.

. Because the customer cannot see or handle the Merthahdise presented In
telephone selling:

A. Good quality, fairly_brited merchandise should be selected.
B. LOw quality Merthahdite ShOuld be selected.
C. Colyithe bes4- qiAlity, highest priced merchandise should be selected,
D. Quality and pride itake no real difference.

Introducing yourself and referring to a regUlar customer's upcoming
anniversary is 1 4eample Of a:

A; Service approach.
B. Special-occasion_approach.
C; Special sale or bargain approar. .

B. Thank-you approach.

Customer desire for MerChandise in eiephoe selling can be created by:

A. Asking for delivery instrUCtiorS.
B. Listening for buying signalS,
C. Promptly introducing yourtelfi y tbre; and stating your reason

for calling
D. Using words that help the customer vitualize the merchandise.

Personal Selling
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TEST 052-00-13

U_STRUCTIONS TO S1UDENTS: Read and analyze the following selling
SitUatiOn to identify the salesperson's mistakes. Suggest a Aitahle
opening and closing statement.

Linda Walker is employed as a salespersOn in the_Tee.-4'S Department at Logan's.
She is busy writing in her salesbook when the telcOhone rings. The phone rings
six times, then obviously irritated, She anSWers:

Salesperson:
Customer:
Salesperson:
CdstOMer:

Salesperson:
CusteMer:

SaleSperson:

Customer:
Salesperson:
Customer:

SPosperson:

Custoir:
Sale:prson:
Cis.woer:

Salesperson:

"Hello."
"Is this the Teen's Department?"
"Yeah."

"I would_like to_ask about the hand-crocheted gloves that were
advertised_in Thursday's Dailyjornal . . .

(Interrupts customer) "What coThrT"
"I am interested in pale green or .

(Interrupts customer) "They only co
the p7er statPd."
"What shade of olue==is it bright?"

Pretty_briOt. 'mat tile?"
)auyiter it thirteen and lat a short chubby hand; Do you

tn.nk a mediUM size woUld be large enough?"
"1 Oon't knOW if We haVe blue left in medium; They're on another
counter. I'll have to look." (Lays receiver down_heavily on
counter. Noise resounds through_receiver. Salesperson gets
gloms, stops to talk with_a fellow employee, and returns.) "Yes,
I have a medium in blue. Do_you want them sent out?"
"Yes, would you send them C.O.D., please?
"You have 0_pay SD_Cents on a LO.D. WhaCs the name and addreSs?
"Mrs. David Browni 302 Winston Place, Wilkesboro:"
"Okay, dear." 071010 up ard repeats address to herself.) "Let's
seei that was ?03 Winston Street."

1. Identity at least five mistakes the salesperson Made in thiS telephone Sale.

pink or blue, juSt like

2. Write an acceptable greeting for this 5ales Situatibh.

3. If the salespersnn had attiired the.customer that a medium would fit and that
the size and color glovet are available, suggest a more suitable closing
statemcrt,

Persona Selling
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COMPETENCY 053

COMPETENCY 053: Sell to customers in a self-service store while performing
regular storekeeping duties.

TEST ITEM 053-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read eacn of the following incomplete sentences. Deter-
mine which of the possi-Fle completon choices is most appropriate for each state-
ment.. Write.the letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. Selling duties of a self-setAce salesperson include:

A. Explaining merchandise.
B. Marking merchandise
C. Preparing disp1ay5.
D. Stocking shelves.

When a customer asks ation of specific merchandise, th,:, Se;:-
service salesperson shc:

A. Direct the customer to the merchandise.
B. Go get the merchandise for the customer._
C. Nave someone_else bring the merchandise to the customer,
D. Lead the customer to the merchandise.

3. When you see a customer wiiAl arms full of merchandise, the self-service
salesperson should:

A. Atki "May I help. you?"
B. Carry the merchandise to the checkout.
C. Ignore the customer.
D. Offer a shopping cart or basket.

A salesperson has just helped a customer locate a requested iVir. His/
her hext st.. should be to:

A. Accept pGyment for the selected merchandise.
B. Go_with the customer to the checkout counter.
C. Return to what he/she was doing when the customer approached.
D. Suggest related merchandise or merchandise in another department;

5. A_self-service salesperson is stocki_ng and notices 8 customer looking
at a rack display of wool shirts and obviously in need of assistance.
The most suitable approach would be:

A. We you finding what you need?"
B. "Do you want some help?"
C. "May I _help you?"
D. "Nice day, isn't it?"

Personal Sellihg
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COMPETENCY 054

)101aliallMERMCGOILIP

COMPETENCY 054: Work with more than one customer simultaneously in a courteous
4 manner.

TEST ITEM 054-00-11

NSTRUCTIOLSTO: STUDEN_TS: Read each of the following incomplete sentences. Deter-

mine which of the possible completion choices is_most appropriate for each state-
ment. Write the letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. When a second customer approaches:just as the first customer is about
ready to buy and neguires your full attentioni you shOuld:

A. Glance_and nOd at the second customer and continue the first sale.
B. Greet the Setond customer and assure him/her you will wait on him/

her in a minute.
C. LeaVe the first customer abruptly and take care of the second.
D. Pretend you did not see the second customer come in.

2. When a second customer approaches while your first customer still needs
attenton but is nbt ready to b-4, you should:

A. Glance and nOd at the second customer and continue the firt sale.
B. G:reet the second customer and assure him/her you will wait on him/

_ !Jer in A Minute. _

C; Leve tc first custbmer_abruptly and take care ,pf the iecond.

D. Pretend you did nOt see the second customer comr

3. When a second customer approaches while the first cuomer is in the
early stages of the buying decision and does not regui:-:., your full

attention, you should:

A. Excuse yourself momentarily from the U.rst and g-eet t 5r.:cood tr,

determine his/her needs;
B. Glance and nod at_the second customer: and: continue_the firSt sale.
C. Greet the second customer and assure him/her you will wait On him/

her in a minute
D. Leave the first customer abruptly and tee care of the setbnd.

4. Whe you are working_with a_customer and anocher customer enters your

departmenti you should greet the cuStomer

A. A merchandise approach=
B. An acknowledgement approach.
C. A personal approach.
D. A service approach.

E. The way you handle the approach of a second customer depends on:

A. Personal feelings toward the two customers;
B. The amount of the merchandise being considered by the -,7irst.

Q. The buying stage the first customer has reached;
D. The social and economic status of the two customers.

Personal S.11ing
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028700-11

These numberS Should be
checked:: 5, 6; 8, 9;_10
11; 12; 16, 17; 19; 20

029-00-11

1: False
2. Trde
3. False
4. tue

G30 00 11-

1. The " pproach" ts the opening
of the sale-. It should be
the most important part:of
the entire selling process
because the salesperson_must
create-a favorable first im-
pression and set the stage
for:the success et faiioee
of the:selling preSehtatibn.

2, a: interest ih the CUstother
b. Ptomptness in serving the

custoMer-
C. Self-tbhfidence in the

salesperson's ability

030-00 1-2.

1. B

2. B

3. A

4. C

Answers will vary: for:reasons for
selections._ It should be left to
the:judgment of the teacher aS tO
whether the studeht haS satisfactorily
explained the teasoh fbr the chbite.

030-00-13

,:ase Problem 1: 1. Cbntinue to watth
your customer; as
soon as she returns
to the dress, you
would approach_her,

2. Merchandise approach
Case Problem 2: 1. As soon aS You no-

tice the customer
starting_to leave

2. Service approach

030-00-14
----------

(Possible answers)
1. Try:to make Mrs: Jones feel welCOme and

that youlwant to help her. BO enthusi-
astic and be sure you use an approptiate

. opening statement:
2. Listen:and question tol determine exactly

what style bf slacks She wants.
3. ShbW hee a variety of patterns, colors,

and pricns. You could eliminate those
she obj,cts to.

4. Ask questions to narrow the selection
that you need to show her._ Then watch
her expressions or listen to her com-
ments to eliminate sone of the choices.
The key to closing is to observe:and
listen and close at the first opportunity:

030.00-15

To_receive credit for successfully completing
the following test items, the Student should
achsevc at least an aveeage eating on the
sections indiCated below:

TEST ITEM SFCTION OF DEMONSTRATION

028-00-12 ;Oproach
028-0-15 ApProach 036-00-12

033-00=12 Pro,i;.ct :resentation I: A
A00-13 Proc,ct Presentation 2. B

1 V-60-11 Handling Objections 3, A

CH, :10-13 Handling Objections
036-00-11

040-- 14 Close
041-0-13

042-00-13 SuggEstion

3

031-00-11

1 0; H, 1

2 F; H
3 I

4 A, C
5 A, C

031-n0-12

(Possible Answers)
Interested in new clothes for work--Listening
Type of clothing (dress,_suiti_pant_suit)-7Questionitig
Style of clothing (A-line, pleats, etc.)--Observing and

Listening
Permanent press (stays neat)--Listening and queStioning
Size--Observing and questioning
Color Preference--Observing and questioning
Printipatterniplain preference- TheStioning
Versatility (can be interchanged:with other items)-

Listening and questioning
Medium price (first paycheck)--LiStening and questioning

0:.1-00-13

See Key for TeSt Item 030-00-14.

032-00-11

1: Talse
2 True

True
4, Faisc
5. True

033-00-11

1. True
2. True
3. True
4. False
5. True

033-00-12

See Key for Test Item 030-00-14.

033-00-13

See Key for Test Item 030-00-15.

034-00-11

1. D

2. B

3. B

4. C

5. C

034-00-12

1. Sight or touch
2. (1) Hiii-ding the shirt. to Mi.:Day
_ (2)__Letting him try the_shirt oh
3. It_increases interest and bUi,ds detire ih the merctian-

dise--or--It develops a feeling of oWnership within the
customer:

034-00-13

See Key for Test Item 030-00-15.

035-00-11

1. 0

2. D
3. B

4. A
5. D

036-00-11

1. C

2. This would fit her heed_for Coler ahd the scarf could
possibly fill the need for the tie feature.

Personal Selling
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037400-11 WizOD-AA-

/: FAlSO See Key for Test Item 030-00-15.
2., True
3. TtUe 043-00-11
4. False 1.S. TrUe ; True

2: False

038-00=11 3: False
4: True

I. ',rip: 5: TrUe
2.

3. lrus
4, True

5. True

038-00-1.4

043-00712

2, 3, 5

043-00-11

1 D 1. A

2, C 2. 0

3; E -

4: A A

5: G 5. D

6:

038=00=L3

See Key for Test Item 030-00-15.

044-00-11

3; 4; 5; 7, 8, 10

045-00-11

11.

1. D 2. C

3. 8

:S. A 4. A

4. 13 5: F

5. D 6. E

039-00-12

See Key for Test Item 030-00-14,

039-00-13

See Key for Test Item 030-00-15.

040-40=11

1, 2, 4, 6, 7

040-00-12

1. True
2. False
3. True

4. False
5, False

040-00-13

See Key for Test Item 030-00-14.

040-00-14

See Key for Test Item 030=00=15.

041-00-11

1. True
2. False
3. True
4. False
5; False

041-00712

1, 4. 5

041-00=13

See Key for Test Item 030-0C-15.

042 --00-11

. True

. False

. True

. False

. True

. False

. True
: True

42-00-12

A
.

e

045=00- 12

5, 10, 4, 3, 8, 96, 1, 2, 7,

045-00-13

LAJOVS

599102 Charge Sale

ASANOU

COP,

046-00-11

1. 0

2. A
3. 13

4. 8

5. C

046-00-12

1; 25;96 2; 1925 3. 2;29 4. 4.99 5. 13.98

4:99 25:95 3A9 9:98 12.98

2,29 2,38 _4,46 6:79 19:98

ST 3324 ST 47.58 ST 10,24 _8.58 6,79
Tax 1.33 Tax 7.90 Tax .31 ST 30.34 6,99
T 7757 I 4T:4 g T 10.55 Tax 1.52 ST 60.72

T 11.86 Tax 2:13
T -62.85
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046-00-13

0 NO 0104AMOI OR RPM AMR MOATS

C_)

0
agt

TNIN.P,IN

,Ra

TANI- . 111. - 04.

11.19114111.

LI

orm rmwifflywrIpmupriourmerrautiworrumnin.mirommillyramirelogunfinommi.grefflirmmosIrm
WORM
M111M1WHEW

391851 .....

0C-05
00,CECOAV

_to on__

Am-

047-00-11

1. 23.94 2; 21.95 3: 4.19
495 27.95 4.59

ST 49:90 7.00
ST 317s TA* 1.75 ST T5778
D S.C.-1.00 D

Tax 1.12 Dep.-9-.98 fd, -42

I 29.09 Ba1.42.67 1-4t2-7

4. 94.00 5. 29.95
12.50 19.95
9.00 ST 49.90

Alt.

ST_

2.00
777-37

Tax

Del.

2.50
1 96

Tax 5.83 T 54.36
T 123:1'6

047-00-12

B

2: D

3. A

4. C

5: D

047-00=43

See Key for Test Item 046-00-13.

048-00,11

lh evalOatihg this teSt ite-m emphasis should he placed on
legibility as well as accuracy.

NO EXCNANGE OA REFUND APIA 30 CATS

ILOCekNrs

049-00 11

1. False
2. True

3. True__

4. False
5. False

049-00-12

See Key for Test Item 046-00-!3.

049-00-13

smo #
Set

-11-.nif
Nom MUM& A

441.52 I Re, SUIT

RR 11
111. Mit. 1. , =
AN. ROI,
*Vol. 1I.1

..11 . - I IA vmTTI
To IN InRI Wolf TRI, III..

V...
.1.41111

51

Zo
141=To

MOW .f 1 -.ILLS r n. s
Awn. ._.1LI_AILLI.L.L.L.Ls....Lalia...1.1.-11n1.1

7 . 7Oh.al a hriA.... ii Au. ;,.... na.
INiIII2 V I 7- -,.,2-1- ArYr

I .51( CID l
-A...0 41xL.1.1i-oiLus__......LoiTill L AL1144.1...-..----
NEAL la,

400..a2 juitt._il_Etrtuidir,

209
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050-00-11

I- Trve_
2. False
3. False
4. False
5. True

050-00-12.

I. E
z. D
3.
4. A
5. &
6: C

050-00-13

0 NO DrAt41401 OA AMINO AMA $0 OMB

o

0

0

0

r,

Locim's
iiiiiiim1111111111=

_ I . ',0 *V-121-ii} - *: , ._ i
tot 5,..' P ...-, . W C-

lialiiiiiiiiiihied=4=.-...... .._........:=3.-_,-..

-
alaWIZINIMMIIIIMENZIN/rE
IIIIMIMMICIEENNIMINIII
IIIIIMMESI111MMENII

.MMINILISZEUNLICLI
INIIIMMIIMMEIMIIIMMIGNIIIMMIN
IIMM:CIP-11111111INIIIIII

a
j.

Bairn...-JIMIE
8

051-00-1-1

EADIAMIA OA PRIAMAro DAYS

052--G0-11-

1. False
2. True

3. Fal_sc

4. Truo
5. Tru,

1.

2. A

3. A

4. 8

5. D

052-00-13

1. (At le6st flo of these or other acceptable possibilities)

(1) Did not answer promptly
(2) Did het identify herself or department
(3) Interriipted customer
(4) Lacked sufficient merchandise knowledge
(5) Was not courteous
(6) Layed receiver down noisily
(7) Called customer "dear"
(8) Left customer holding longer .than necessary
(9) Did not write information down

2. Example: "Good_porning; Linda Walker, Children'S
Departnent,".:

. .

3. Suggestion: "I'm sure your _daughter will-enjoy. these

gloves. Would you like te have.theM
added to:your account?" (or delivered--
or held for you. etc)

053-00-11

1. A
2. A

D

4: 0

5. A

054-00-11

1: A
2: B

3: A
4.

5. C

N. 105

78////icale
Presented to

1
With best wish

For the amount of j.4.1.41
Au Aorixe Sature ( 4.321±:1_4_18.. !Al.' "L.) /-*

00 NOT [Oh -TWA muleteers CANNOT C PM AC80

PrInenteil

1 So,i0i 1.4 a. it 11

S
17.4 ay 2-33- A
i I laiki

Arth.sid4/.. 4,-
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Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Mnrchandising - 7271
Fashion Merchandising and Management 7272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271 CO

I. Stockkeeping

,C The Importance of efficient stockkeeping

B. Location of stock within the store or department

055 Locate ttOck on the selling floor and in understock or reserve stock;

The student will describe various locations of stotk.

X

C. Arrangemnt of fashion! merchandise in forward or reserve stock

056 Sbtt Merthandise by department, size, color and styles where apprJpriate.

The student will sort_items of merchandise by department, sUbclatsification,
color and size_according to specified store policy.

057 Stock merchandise in appropriate place and appropriate manner.

The ttUdent will arrange specified items of newly arrived, older and clearance
fashion merchandise on a floor plan according to specified store policy.

Regular stockkeeping duties

058 Identify the necessary stockkeeping and housekeeping duties as they relate to
proper stock care.

The student will identify stockkeeping dUties regularly performed in
apparel and accessories stores.

059 Keep customer want slips as told by manager.

The student will fill out each part of a specified wa

060 Advise buyer of merchandise need5.

Given a basic stock list 3nd an inventory of merchandise currently on-hand,
the student will litt or 7t stock requisition form the amount of the specified
merchandise that nee- be ordered.

E: Housekee; dutiet

The student will identify daily and weekly housekeeping duties regularly per-
formed in most apparel and accessoriet storet.

F. Closing procedures

061 Identify the necessary steps in closing out the department at the end of a
selling day;

The student will identify the steps taken in closing a department at the end
of a selling day.

II. Receiving and checking the merchandise

A. Importance of proper receiving and checking

B. Origin of most apparel items
-

C. Carriers most often used

D. Forms

062 Review for accuracy and complete, if necessary, receiving records such as freight
ticket, packing slip and invoice.

Given a specified receiving record form, freight bill, invoice and purchase
order, the student will fill in each part of the receiving record.

Operations 387



Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising - 7271
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E. Checking merchandise

063 Lneck .erchandise for completeness of order and condition of items.

The student will identify the checks made by stores when receiving merchandise.

Given a specified-invoice, purchase order; and a specific list of merchandise
received and counted; the student will check the invoice as required for
checking-in merchandiSe reced.

F. Procedures for handling non-delivered or lost merchandise

064 Follow through on non-delivered or lost merchandise.

:-. a simulation, the student will tomplete all parts of a receiving exception
report.

III. Proceduee for handling defective/damaged merchandise

A. Reasons for defective/damaged merchanc'se

B. Methods of handling

065 Follow correct procedures in handling defective/damaged merchandise.

The student will identify the alternatives for handling defective/damaged
merchandiSe.

C. Forms

The student will identify forms (m,ed in nandling oef.active/damaged merchandise.
_

GiVeri spetified forms, store pblicy and specified 6::ective or damaged items of
apparel; the student will follow the correct procedures for handling the
defective/damaged merchandise.

IV. Price tags

A. Common price tags

OSC Place prite tO0 bn the merchandise when necessary.

The student will place a plastic connector price tag on specified apparel items
in such a way that the merchandiSe Will not be damaged and the tag can he
easily seen but not easily removed by the customer.

Information on pricn tags

C. Time of ta ging

D. Sources of price tag information

E. Methods Of markihq

067 Mark merchandise on selling floor Whre 0-ice tags haVe been rembved or lost
according to store policy.

The student will match the most appropriate kinds of price tags With Spetified
apparel and accessory items.

The student will identify the appropriate looLiOnS fOr placing various kihdS bf
price tags_on merchandise.

The student will identify the type of information on a price tag; when prite tags
should be written, and the source_bf pricing information.

Given a store _policy; pricing information on specific merchandise and tri.i price
tags, the student will place the ne-,essaey infortation on price tagS.

Operations
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F. Retail price changes

V. Cath register operations

A. InforMatibh hetessary for cash register operation
068 Operate cash register: temize sales, ring total, add tax, change tapeS,

correCt voids and take readings;

The student will identify the parts of a cash register and their functions.

After beiP9 Tiven_:the Specified piocedure fOr thangihg the receipt and detail
audit tapes on the cash regis,:er available, the student will change both tapes:

After being instructed in tile proper procedure for Onerating the cash register
available, the student will rihg up the -correct amorat of a customer's purchase,
add the taX, get the correct total sale and ore other functions Specified
by the instructor:

B. Procedure for Op: i the cash register

C. Procedure for making change

069 Determine the correct change and count it batk tb a customer during a cash sale
according to company procedure.

The-student will be able to list in proper sequence, the eight steps in
announcing the sale And returning the change to a customer:

Given the amount tendered and aMOUnt of the SAle, the student will be able to
determine and indicate by Writing the correct change using as few coins and
bills_as possible.

During simulated cash Sale, the student will be able to_determine manually,
the cOrrect Change and follow in proper sequence the eight steps in announcing
the sale and returning the change to the cuttomer.

X X

D. Procedure for correcting register errors

E. Procedure for closing out the cash register

070 Balance cash drawer against register reading and complete appropriate lorms for
register close out.

The student will identrfytr trpe of ihfOnniti-on heede6 to complete a cash
register close cut report;

Given-all required information, the student will clote out a cash register and
complete the appropriate forms.

VI. ChecKs, bank cards and credit -cards

A. Custrmer checks

071 -4!-horie customer checks according to the store's po.)-y

Ne student will label the OartS 6f A theck hich mt o 1N.oected b. a sales-
person for aUthor:zation.

GiverLseveral customer chetkt, th StUdent will identify those are
acceptable Ahd state the reasons why the others are

072 Examine credit cards and Checks foe bad -cre,:i4-. or stolen cards.

The Student will list the steps that should M. taken in approving the use of a
customer credit card.

X X

X

E
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B. rustomer bank caros

The student w-!il list appropriate steps that should be taken td inSure that a
bank card iS not stolen.

. Customer's store ciit. cardS

Given a store policyi the student will approve/disapprove the use of a
customer's store credit card.

I . Inventory

A. Proper inventory procedures

6. Kinds of inventory

Inventory re;:ords

073 Conduct periodic stock counts for reordering of stock (unit ontrol) and for
annual ihventory (dollar control).

Given price tickets and number of items cf specific merchI; 'se, and specific
inventoiy counting sheets, the student will complete each part of the inventory
counting sheet.

Operations
4



I. 5tockkeeping

A. The importance of efficier- stockkeeping

To the c.,.stomer

a. Desired merchaodise ;s qUk ahd eaSy to find.
b. Merchandise is kept in good condition.
c: Well-filled racks give a feeling of wide selection a well-run store.

the salespeople

Sales are easier to -lake because the merchandise is easy to find.
Returns are reduced because the right merchandise is origin.11y bought.
_Opportunity to lrirn more about the_merchandise is provided.
Related items are grouped and facilitate MOltiple sales.

management

Overall -profits are-increased by increasing sales and reducing costs.
Reduces soiled or damaged merchandise.
IndiCate5 1.:e speed of Stockturn.
Builds customer goodwill.
Help develop store image:

B. Location ` tock within the store or department

1: For ck:

a. Aock on the sales floor. available to the customers-and sale4eople.
b. Is test located for the majority of all_fashion merchandise.
t. lhcludes merchandise on hanging racks, folded on shelVes and counters

or arranged on display:

nnder Stotk:

Is stock_in drawers or shelves ilx.ated on the sales floor; but not
accessible to customers.

b. Includes accessory_items: cosmeticy, and hosiery.
c. Is practical when the t:ir.re fixtures have built-in 1,torage space;
i. Facilitates letting needed items fOr thF: customer.

3. Reserve ':;tock:

a. Is stock kept in a stockroom or_in_a warek._
b Includes:shoes, basic fashion items; and mc -handise tat arives

before the sea,2n.
c. Should be moved out of reserve stock as rapidly as -ros,11e.

Arrange,ent of fashion mercnandise in for,.1rd or reserve stock

1: Stock is receiwd and sottecL

a. In 1 rge stores receiving rooms or warehouses are u4ed
b: In small stores merchandise is oftEn received on the sale: floor itself.

2. Merchandise kept in reserve stock is often arranged by class` cation,
color, vendor and price;

. Stock is merchandised on the sales floor in order to promote multiple
sales and present the image of the str:? or department.

a. The best-placement of mnerchan_is in a store or department is
usually determined by:

(1) Stor:: image;

(2) Customer buying habits;
(3) Titre Of year or season;
(4) St;re size or layout.

b. Different types of merchandise are located in various areas of the
store,

(1) In front area:

(a) Newest and most fashionable merchandise;
(b) Sales merchandise;
(t) Goods that the customer should Fliow about.

(2) In middle or center area:

(a) Coordinated groupihgS that haVe been in stock for Several
weeks;

(b) NeW merchandise, not being featured.

Operations OP/ /
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(3) To back area:

;a)

(0)
,c)

:c1)

Basic items,
Men'.5 suits;
Sale items:
Goods that customers knc,, about.

(4) Or side walls:

Merchandise appropriate for fixtures used:
Separates, dressOS, bathiny suits, jackets.

c. Cortr rearrangement of merchandise within departments or areas is
moor aPt:

(1) Xte.,r.s new-merchandise in front.
(2) different merchandise in prime traffic areaS eVery feW dayt.

Pre-:ihtS a_"neW 1O-uk" to the rogalar customer.

d. rot?tThn brirogs older merchandise te tle froht or top of the
stack.

(1) Us:id to -.event older nerchandise from becoming shopworn
and daM&U,A.

(2) Used only with basic merchandise;

D. Regular stecklceePirj duties

1. Receive, check, mark and sort newly arrived Merth,

2. Plaee or rearrange r.erchandise neat'y on sales floor eicording to store
Policy.

3. Straighten r-!cks

4. Straighten tables and bin,

5. Check pricc tHckts and res7ierk if rPr;

6. Check for

7. Steam merchann.:e when necess-

3. Rotate_approprmate stock.

_9. Guard agairst stock shrinkage:

10. Make out want ips.

a. Used by some st 'es to indicate out-of-srock
b. k.:9ful to buyerl-, and salesperple.
c. 'nformation prcvided includes:

(1;

(2)

(3)

(5)

Department or store;
Dat2;

De!: ';:tion of it2,0 r;,..quested:

Number of requests;
Stock that is gettin9 low:

11. AdvisE buyer pr manlger of merchandise reeds

Turr in Ant t;lins.
u. Check Basic ock List:

(1) Shows minimur amounts of basic items that should alWays be On hand.
(2) Is based on average sales for a peried.--
(3) Is used for items_that are in constant demand:
(4) Reorders are routine; notify ly,ver , What it beloW or near

MihiMUM.

c. C`e.:k Model Sto-k Plan:

11 Is used for fashion merchandise.
6 Is similar; but not ac specific as the Basic Stock Litt.

(3) Describes merchandise by class, sizes, and price lines.
(4) Takes_somei0f the guesswork out of buying:
(5) Notify buyer when classifications Are hear MiniMUMt exception

woUld be last of the season.

d. Stay current on developing fashion trendS ahd tell bdyer what you
feel Will tell in your

e. Notify buyer or manager by phone:or in person because faShien "heedS"
usually require immediate attention.

f. Fill out Low Stock or Merchandise Requisition forms for recordkeeping
purposes.

Operations
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E. apusekeeping dUtieS

1. Daily responsibilities:

a. Dust all furniture, fixtures and ledgeS.
O. CleAn mirrors and glass.
c. Sweez...

d. Vacuum.

e. Remove trash.
f. Polish chrome,

2. Weekly responsibilities:

,. Wash and water plants.
b. Wax rods.
c. Dus -. baseboards and dressincj rooms.
U. Swep and mop storage and office areas.
e. C'ean bathrooms:

F. Closing 'ocedures:

1: Pic ip trash left ih store.

2. C k dressing rooms and put all

3. "hold" merchandise in forward s

4 front racks if necessary;

found in forward stock.

hangers not being used to storage area.

Straighten wrap stand;

A. Puc out a supply of bags.
b. Check for proper supply of charge slips, sales tickets, other formS and

pens.
c. Place lost-items in lost and found.
d. Take all sensomatic tags rer.;ved from sold merrhandise to the Storage

room.

7, Write-up defective merchandise.

8. Close out cash register.

II. Receiving and Checking Merchandise

A. Impcicance of proper receiving and chec!-;ing Jocedores

1: Merchandise is of little value to the st6re uti,'1 it is prrperly received
and theCked,_

2. Sales are lost if items are net quickly Placed in forward stock;

. Expensive losses may result if:

a. Damaged merchandise is accerecL
b. The correct amount Of merc.'::ndise is not recorded.
c. Buyers costs are not carefully_checked.
d; The 1.-ong merchandise .7..s accepteL,

4. Accurate records must be kept of everything received to insure proper
inventory control,

All forms must be carefully saved.

!4-igin of most apparel items

1; Shipped from vendors:

2. Delivered from store's warehouse.

3; Transferred from one :wench Or Chain stOte to another.

C. Carriers most often used

1. Motor carriers are used for bulk of items.

2: Air is expensive and usually used for merchandise needed in an emergency,

3. United Parcel Service is used for small packages ;'leeded quickly.

4. Parcel Post is used for individual items and can be expensive.

5. Boats may be uscd for imported iteMs,

Operations_
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D. Forms

1. The freight bill:

a: Is written_by the transport company.
b. Shows the transportation charges.
c. Is used to check for-correct number of items received.
d. Is used to help_trace merchandise if it goes_astray.
e. Includes name of vendor, consignee, nuMber bf OieCeS, Weib!--;, rate,

chares, name of receiver, driver's name, and date and hour of deli..'ery.

2: The bi ! of lading:

a. Is written by the vendor_
tv Is a contract signed by shipper and transport company.
t. Contains the-same typo-of information-as the freight bill.
d. Is often substituted for the freight bill:

. The invoice:

a: Tells:how much the store owes the vendor.
b. Is written by-the-vender-.
C. IS packed in/on:the boxes or is sent by mail:
d. Is used to check in merchandise.
e. Includes name of store-receiving, order number,. date,- terms, shipping

method; number of pieces,_weight; detailed_description of merchandise,
unit cost, total coSt, and any aiscountS offered.

The -,..c<inr.! slip:

a. IS erg:.losed with each shipment.
b. Is_similar.to_invoice.-
c: Does_not osaally include cost of the items
d. Ts often used to check 41 the merchardis.

J. The purchase order !

rs written by-thebuyer when the mer,-_.incise is ordered.
b Is used by the vendor.in making_upithe order:
c. Is used by the shore to check if the correct me,-chandise was sent.
d. includesiname.of.the store_receiving the goods; vendor.name and number;

date of order;_shippingiclate; -_Jcier number; shipping instructions,
terms, a detailed-description of type and guantity,-cost-per-item, total
retail price; canCellation instructions and the buyer's signature.

6. "rhe receiving rccord:

a: Is kept by-the Individual store -

b. IS a necord of everything delivered to the store.
c. Consolidates details on Gil fom6.
C. LiSts cad delfvery,separate)y.
e. Includes-record-nomher, chte received,-vendor, origini name and number

of_carrier; number f pieces,_notati5ns regarding receiving problems
and initialS of L:ersbn receiJing.

E. Ch,cking r2rchandise

1. When chec!'in:-, against freight bills:

a: Confirm that your store is the consignee-
b. Check to see that you have the proper number of ;21-) s, cartons, etc.
c. Examine boxes.

2. When checkins against the invoice:

a: Count mertAandise by direct check or blind check .method:
b. Compare tic invoice with the buyer's purchase order.
c. Yerify_the calculations: _

d. Check for physical danage of mercnandise.
e. Initial the invoice.

F. Procedure for_handl 9 non-delivered or ib merchandise

Store personnel should not sign a "clear receipt" if pieces are missing, if
a box has_been opened, or contents are not in good conditiOn,

2: Missing boxes; etc; require the driver's acknowledgement on the freight bill.

3. If WhOle shipment does not arrive it may need to be traced

4: Careful records must be kept.

a. Claims are paid only on proof of loss.

ti 4
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b. Forms should be fille6 opt and sent tc the proper departments according
to store policy.

Defective/damaged merchandise

Reasois for defective or damaged merchandise:

1. Vendor errors;

2. Transportation company error;

3. Store or customer error.

B. Methods of handling

1. Mark out of inventory and send back to the ve6aor.

2. Repair and sell at regular retail price.

3. Mark down and sell at reduced

4. Mark out of stock and destroy or give to charity:

Forms

1. Maintain a record for ti.. store of all damaged merandite.

2. Vendors require a written record of any merchandise being returned before
they will accept it;

3. Forms used:

Damage Tickets;
b. Inventory Adjustment Report;
c. Receiving Exception Report;
d. Request for Return bf Merchandite;
O. Return to Vendor Form;
f. Memorandur; or letter

Price Tags

A. Common price tag.

1: S-cring or plastic connettcpt:

a. Are most often used for ha'Aing merchanaise and many accessory items.
b: 'kre usually in several rafts.
t. Must be attached in such a way that the merchandise is not damaged and

is easy to see._
cL Mut' be diffiCUlt c'r a customer to remove andior swiY.c!".
O. Types include COA .Aerized and printed tags:

2. Gummed tags are Ld l'oxed and prepackapt:d merchandite.

3. Pin tags are used for items that snag &Y j.

4 Butten tags are ustA for garments with buttons.

5. Preticketed tags are placed on me-chandise by the vendoe Ot WarehOute.

B. Information on price tags

I: Store information includes store name, branch or store number, and depart-
ment number;

2. Merchandise infoin.;.lon includes vendor number, style number, class, color,
size, seasonal letter code, and cost code.

C. Time Of tagging

1: Upon arrival of new merchandise; if not preticketed.

2. Upon arrival of preticketed mer:handise with incorrect tags.

3. When tags have been removed or lost on the talet

4. When customer returns merchandise which has all tags removed.

5. When price changes.

D. Sources of p7i-ce tag information

1. For new merchandise:

a. Obtain from buyers purchase order.

011eratims
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b. Obtain from computer Iheets sent with merchAndiSe trom the store ware-
houSe.

c. Obtain from store or deparLment manaaer:

2. For b t or removed tags:

a. Check price tags of same item on sa]ec fr
b: Call another branch or chain stnre.
c. Call buyer.

E. MethodS Of -marking

1. The key punch method is growing in popularity.

2. i-he

3. The hand written --ethod is often used in Stall store:.

price marking macrine is traditional. fSA-22)

F. Retail price changes

Price changes -1c1ude marr: and 'markups.

2. Price_changes_must_be du 7: insure accurate inventory recn:ds and
caltUlatibh of profit§ ,;a7- e

V. Cash register opera-Lions

A. Information necessary for cash register operatichS

1. Types cf cash registers:

a. Simple register'. that -(2).-r iilyisic Lales information;
b. Registers that-have special keys;
c. Complex registers f;iat record all transactions wnich can then be fed

intb tbMpUtert.

2 Common parts of cash register:

a. Keyboard;
b. J!,dication;

Change plate;
6. Cash drawer;
e. Sales jcvirrial_window;
f. Actity ceUrit0-s;
g. Receipt tape sl(.t.

The receipt tapes:

a. Are locaLed inside tie register_ and records the amount of each
tr2,saction, ar J ferAL out bf the regiSter.

b. H'Ve cr)lored streaks that appear on the tape to indicate that the
tape.s Ald be replacEd immediately.

4. The detail idit

a. Records every transaction r.ade.by the cash regitter.
b. Records i1v tetals as specified-by -the needs of-the store.
c. Leccw,12s a_permanert record for each day and provides valuable informa-

tion for future planning.
d, Must be replaced periodrical:y

5. Mechanisms to be reset daily:

a. Consecutive receipt number;
b: Date mechanism;
c. Activity counters.

Procedure for opening the cash register

1. Obtain the opening change fund;

2. Count and place the money in the cash drawer from the left to right.

a. Coins are placed in_the front compartments;
b. Currency is placed face-up in the second row of compartments.
c. Large bills ($50 or $100) and checks are usually placed under

removable cash drawer.

3. List and total amounts of both coins and currency on forms or,

4, Notify your manager if there is a discrepancy in the opening

C. Procedure for making change

1. Manually:

Operetions() 78
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a. Announce the amoJnt of the sale;
D. --I-Joe the aMount tendered on the change plate;
c. Call back to the customer the amount of the sale and the amount

t.2ndered;
d. Count the change as it is removed from the drawer;
e. Count the zhange into the customer's hand;
f: ;lace amount tende-ed in the proper compartment in the cash drawer and

ose the drawer immediately;
. Gve the customer the receipt;

Thank the customer.

2.

An:iounce amount of the sale;
b. Place the amount tendered by the customer on the change plate;
c: Enter amount tendered by prettihg the amunt tendered key;
d. AMount of chans due will appear on the indication;

. Count the changs, shown on the indicatiOn as it is reftved frOM the
_ drawer;
f. Count the changeLinto the customer's nd;
g: Place amount tendered in the register drawer and dote the drawer

immediately;
h. Give the customer the receipt;
.L Thank the customer.

D. Procedure for correcting regis:.er errors

1. Type Of errors:

a. Overr4ng;
b. Underrihg;
c. Failure to ring up all necessary information;
d: Hitting a wrong tranta,:tihh key;
e. Customer decided not to bL:/, aftei the sale has been recorded:

2: Record voids:

a. Must be done to_avoid f,...:0Akeepingiproblems_
b. Type of inforration usually needed ihtludet kihd, da.iUnt, and signature

of person making the void.
c. Formt:may be completed or the necessary information is simply retbrded

on the voided-register receipt.
d. Are usuallY placed in the register drawer until the end of the day;

E. Procedure for clOsing oUt the tath regitter

1. 8alance cash s:;les,

a.. Count currency a:4f ir nd subtract amount of opening fund and record
amount ion close ou

1:1 Add all checks ant: :rtifitatet.
t. Add all paid outs an
d. Compare cash sales counted 44ith total Cash Wet oh the audit tape.
e LOcate and record source_.)t e:'rors.

2. Tabulate charge sales and recold on register close out fOrM.

a. Total ;:ne amouht on t-e Charge tickets in the register drawer.
b. Compare with total charge sales on the detail audit tape.
c. Find and record any error.

3. Tabulate voids and re,rord on close out form.

4. Total all sales.

5. Compare with total sales ui the audit tape and indicate if reg7ster it
proven; oVer br 5hoet.

6. Complete daily summary ac .w.ding to store

Place cash in a bahk bag and turr it in to the designated person;

I. ,:hecks, bank tard5 and tredit cardt

A. Cus:umer

1. All parts of a check should be carefully examined;

a: Check number;
b. Customer't name, addrest and phone number;

Oper:tiont
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Vitt:c.

6. Payee,
e Amount of check:
f. S'pature.

Follow procedure for accepting checks:

a. Shspect the Chet& carefUlly for any discrepancies;
b. Record proper customer identification on tne check;
c: Seek check:approval according to store policy.

Customer bant cards

1. All bank cards should be carefully examined:

a: Expire-tom date:.
b. Cdstomer'S i5riattireon the batk Of card.

. Foflcx& procedure* for accepting bank cards:

a. Imprint-credit card on the proper bank card slip;
b. Record sale;
t. Obtalm.authoritation from beak -card toMPan, as retWired;
d. Check the "hot Itst" if the card does not need to be authorized bY

phonez

e. Obtain the custOner$ signatune

Customer's store; credit card

1. Ali skore credit cards should be refuIy examined:

a. 4piratioi dolts;
b. Custcr....r signature, on the back of the card.

2. Follow procedures for ccepting storo credit cards:

a. Imprirt -card on-the sales ticket and record the sale;
b: Seek authorization if necessary.

Inventory

A. Proper inventory procedures

1. 4elp to maintai- the totrett amoUnt Of Merchande & hand at all tiMeS.

2. Provide informaticm that indicates whether the business is making a net
profit or not.

3. Alert management to how much sLeck shrinkage is taking place.

Are necessary for tax purposes.

b. Kinds of inventory

1. Perpetual:

a. Is kept Aily; _

b. Is a coma of what has been received, sold and-what is i stock;

c; Is m_'book inventory" of what should be in stock, but not an actual
count.

Physical:

2. Is a count in which each piece of merchand7se is phySically counted by
hand or by computers. _

b. Frequency is determined by store policy:
c. Will indicate the amount of shortages.

C. Inventory recordS

1. Unit control:

a. Shows the actual number of pieces cf merLoandise in stock.
b. Is most often kept by computers but_may be kept by hand.
c. Will provide information ^out merchandise orders, sales, returns and

transfers.

2. Bol.ar control:

a. Shows I-ow much mercharJse in dollar amounts is in stock.
b. When perpetual; will continually show the dollar value of the merchan-

dise -in hand.

c. When pflysical,_wi1 'show dollar value only when an inventory is taken.
d. Is tai:en according to store polic:.

Operations
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PLANNING NOTES

SA-34)

:CT1B 071-0G-12]
[MB 071-00-13]

(s-35)

(H0-19)

(5A-30(5A-37)(5A-38)
[CT1B 073-01.)-11]

[cup 073-0J-12]
[CTIB 073-00-13]

(H0-20)

(PR-5; pp. 152-153)

(PR-2; pp, 175-176)

(PR-2; pp. 174-175)
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,S7:JDLN7 P.CTIVITIES

\40:-.abuiarv nu.e stuc.ts v a voca5u7ar) 7ittt-iok of Xey words for this unt.

loca:!02_54°a:__See page Repr,,1,,uu t. ase study and 'he stuckrouw ;lour pjan_and see _a ccpy fA", eci
7Ie them return tho ,cfrst pae, with their answer,. For an actual "hands-nn" activity; havo tie

stpde;_s Ociro_snc,:boxes, the Lc...es :-urding to the code on h case study_anc.te-, toe Eo
the back of toe classroom. Pole-slay toe part a customer and request certain shoes far student'. t 2ring toyou.

PP-2; Lxperience 14-12; p. 21P.

rp-2, Experience 12-11, o. COS.

PP-2, p. 213.

5rir3 tha following to t!ass: (1)."1- sh -ts, scarves, sweaters and/or other merchndise to
a dress with a. Pelt, a bleUse with a DW, a shirt, cuffed_trouserspants_ with a

2cd/or_ other_hanging chandiu with_hangers. First, have working students demonstrate_the prop methods
the_first_group of MerCit:ndiSe. Then have each student fold and arrange the first group_of items on ata

YouShould give_feedback to_each student on the task performed. Next, divide the_class:into groups.of 3;
PAdepending upon the number of_hanging items you can bring to rass). Each_grcup..shoud:be given at least

six_apParel items on hangers and a place to hang l'hnM (this can be open_doors,_coat_racks; curtain rods across
chairs,; etc:): The items _should be unstraightenc: (i.e. zippeiis unzipped,_slirts_unbuttoned, cuffs turned wrOng,
Collars andisleeveS.tuCked in, belts unbuckled. bows untied, etc.--with same hangers turned wrong_way).: Ask one
or two members of_ the group to straighten the items as it should be done-in an apparel store. After thiS iS done
the remaining_metberS thould carefully check to see if the job res done properly.: "ter the entire group is
satisfied that their Presentation is correct, the instructor should-check each group and give feedback tO the
entire claSs on the qUality of work and correct anything that is_overlooked. Be sure items are hung according
to .classification with short items hung.in front of long items, as well as haoog each piece neat and straight
and hangers turned in the same direction.

SA-1

PR-2, EXperience 14-5, p. 211.
SA-7

ee page 21 . Reproduce the ease study for each svident and have them complete the want Clip and 54-8questions.

PR-6, Experience 14-1, 181: SA-9

AdviseBuyer_of.Merchandie NeedS1 See page 23 . .:ase t'udy, the basic stork 7ist and the
stock requisition-Tar each student. Have them complet,

SA-10
reocisition.

PR-7; Simulation 1; Incident 20, p. 72-4.
SA-11

PR-2; Experience 11-7; 0. 157.
SA-12

2
PR=7; Simulation 6; Op. 168=178. Note to- Teacher: This is an &o.efle t simulation covering_checking amd SA-1
receiving.; defective merchandise, Wa7Viilg price tags, and distrl.,- io-chandise. It can te_brOken Up and
used at the appropliate points in tne outline or used as a culmin:: :,ctivIty near the end of this unit.

PR-2, Experience 12-10, pp. 182-183.
SA-14

PR-6, Experience 15-1; p: 201.

PR-2; Experience 12-8; p. 180:

PR-6; Experience 11-3, p01 202-203.

PR-2; Experience 11-12; p. 164.

Price jags:. PurchaSe a Olattic connecter gun (or borrow one from a store) and plastic connectors. Bring old SA-19
tags_that you hai;,t collected ard items of apparel (appropriate for plastic connector tags): Hove the

st,ents place price tags on c..?vera; of the apparel items. They should learn to_use_the_gun correctly as well
the correct plaCeMent of the ticket sc as tot to damage the merchandise. After each student fijishes, re-

mcne_the gs_and begin again with the next '..tudent; until each_student has had an opportunity to learn to
c.se the gun. If you have an old silk scarf and tee shirt; let them reoe the tick-f; incOrrectly to see the
daMage done.

PR-6, Experience 15-5, p, 206.

Seasonal Letter Code: See page 27 ; Reprodutt the activity sheet ' r each student.

MOrking_rrice_Tags:: See page_29 PGichaSe or borrow a pricing gun ana reproduce and cut out an appropriate_
number of price tags: Have students va:tice putting prices on the tags with gun. Ask them to glue one marked
tag to a sheet of paper and turn in.

Marking_and Recording Price-Charoge-s-: See page 30 . Reproduce toe case study and operations bulletin on "Retail SA-23
PiTa %,haoges" fer Oath student.

Ringing the Salt: dse the cash register available and point out the different parts. Reproduce the attiVity SA-24
Sheet and a Sales tax chart and have each student practice ringing the register using the activity sheet. An

alternative to this activity is to set up a cash register trainiig session with one c' your department stores.
Thit alternative is effective because more registers are available and the registers will probably be more
Up-to-date than those available in most classrooms. See page 36.

ng-Tapes: Beceuse_of_the wicie_variety of:cash registers, you imtt instruct your students on the procedure SA-z5
for c anging The tapes (receipt and detail /meg) on the register thwt you have available. Give each s2uOnt an
opportunity to practice changing the Wet Until they can dip it correctly.

Reolling the Detailed AUdit TaPe! See page 37 . Reproduce the activity sheet and operations bulletin for each SA-26

Operations
15 330



Setting ACtivity Counters: Instruct the student on the proper procedure sett ng th --enhanisr', on your iash SA-27regiSter ahd give them the opportunity to reset each item.

OpehfhilCtva-riund: See page 39 . Reproduce one -.1.:tivIty sheet for

Votds: See puges 41-45 Reproduce operations bulletin, ca:e study; And voic fc,-ms for :3:n student.

PR-7, Simulation 1, Incident IS, 4. 61-71.

PR-2, Experience 4-10, pp. 50-51.

PR-6, Exper-ence 5-6, p. 53.

Re9ister_Close_Out:i Have working stbdents bring copies of close Cjt for-- in their store anc comparethe forms durinc class:

PR-7, Simulation 1, :'iCident 14, p. 42 and p. 44.

Acceptih9 Sahk and Credit Cards: See pages 46-48 . Reproduce the actrsity sheet and tne Operations bulletin
for eacn student.

PR-2, EXperience 12=6, pp. 177-178.

Experience 12-4, p. 176.

PR-2, Lxperience 12-1, p. 175.

OperationS
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SA-30
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SA-32

SA-33

SA-34
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SA-36
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SA-2

LOCATING STOCK

ASsume that v:an you reported to work_today at Logan's; you were asked
to fill in for Ms; Porter in the children!s shoe department. Ms. P-wtor
has a doctor's appointment_and will only be gone a few hours. You rove
been given information on the stock locations of the shoes. During th,_
time you are there, you wait on six customers who asked to be shown th:_
followirg shoes:

CUSTOMER : q=llow tennis shoe; with stripe; size
3C

Lt blue tennis shce with stripe, size
3C

White wedge sandle, size_4A
Berry flat sandle, siZe 4A

CUSTOMER 2:

CUSTOMER 3:

CUSTOMER 4:

Brown flat sandle, size 5 1/2D

Red trinis shoe, solid, Size 1C

CUSTOMER 5: Black e.ress shoe; Mary Jane, siZei2B
Blatk dreSs Shoe, -open toe, siZe 2B

CUSTOMER 6: Green Sandle edge, size 3 1/2C

Give name an t! location of any substitute yoJ would
any outs.
CUSTOMER 1:

CUSTOMER 2:

CUSTOMER 3:

CUSTOMER 4:

CUSTOMER 5:

CUSTOMER 6:

Th- shoes have the folirming style numbers:

Flat sandles - 19
Wedge sandles = 30
Thong sandles = 59

bring

Stock Location

if there are

Plain tennis shoe = 25 Mary -Jane _dress shoe

Stripe tennis shoe - 27 Open toe dress .-M-Oe

Slip-on dress shoe

Color codes are always marked on the box: The code is as follows7

Black - 1 Tan(beige) - 5
r0wn = 2 Lt. blue = 6

Navy = 3 Grey = 7

Red - 4 White = 8

Fashion Colors

Berry - 10 OrL,ge
Green 11 Yellow

Operations_
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Boxes are marked in the following manner:

Color- -

Size

SA-2

The stock room is arranged first by type of shoe dress, sandle, tenrHS,
etc.), then by color, style aA size. This makes it easier to find 8
similar shoe in the same color and size, if you are unable tO fit a
customer in a requested style.

Using a floor plan of the stockroom and sales floor_cprovided by your
instructor) indicate where you would find the requested shoes. Plac:
this information in the blanks cn tne first page under Stock Location
The stockroom location will be shown by aisle letter and shelf number and
shelf letter. For ixample; a black flat sandle, size 28 will have thc
following location, A-1-e. Shoes will also be found in forward stock (on
display). Locate these shoes by placino the letters F.S. (forward stock)
and tho display fixture number. For example, the location of a white
wedge sandle, size 2B will be FS-4. If a shoe is not in stock, simply
mark OUT, and indicate an appropriate substitute.

CHILDREN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT FLOOR PLAN

Displayv
I Fixture

i Tennis
( shoes7allj

styles
white,2B

0

I

Display - high and low top styles
Fixture 5

Fixtur,2 4 N
t S..ndles

( Style-30 ;
t
White and Fashion
jolors /

Size,2B'

-s

Entraoce

Operations
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KEY:

CUSTOMER 1 :

CUSTOMER 2:

CUSTOMER 3:

CUSTOMER 4:

CUSTOMER 5:

CUSTOMER 6:

St oc k_ tocati_on

B.=

B- l2-a

A- 17.=e

A- 19-c

7=a

B=

1=c1

ES-3

OUT

SA-2

Substi tute for out A- 20b (Customers should be brought the color
they are looking for first)

Operations
20



SP.-8

FILL OUT A WANT SLIP

Youlare working in the Men's Sportswear Department1(#10). Today Mrs.
Watkins came in looking for corduroyijeansiiwaist 31, length 36.-
Logan's has no corduroy jeans in that size in stock. Also, at diff6.-ent
times during the dayi two people requested button-down, round collar
shirts in pink, Which you do not carry. You also notice that_your
light blue, oxford cloth, Arrow shirt, style 432 has been moving fast,
and you only have nine on han-(1. Thit Shirt sellS for $18.62.

Inform the buyer of your dapartment of the albove information by filling
out the following want Slip. USe today's date and store #3.

Salesperson_

SOW 12 OFFICE Air ONCE

.

WANT SUP
Date_ Store No Dept.

Code: SO - special order OS - out of stock

Code .4 Description (item color,size, pricer No. or
requests

Customer name & address
if special order

.

The following stock is low:
Vendor, stylelcolor, price

No. of p...eces

in stock

SUGGEST A SUBSTITUTE

Name three reasons why want slips are valuable and the time spent filling
them out is important.

1.

2.

3.

Operations
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SA=8

KEY:

SEND TO OffICE AT ONCE

WANT SLIP
sa1esPerson-A4&AJL)12&mat 1011, NO, 11071/,',/ Store No j- Dept. No. /0

OSii.out of stockL_

Irtgu::tCode Description (item, celor,sizei price)

125 ChiJii..j WO 13 larnykak

Customer name Ed_address
if special order

The following stock is low:
Vendor, styleicolor, price

tic. off EgOce

in litl>ck

SUGGEST A SUBSTITUTE

1. Alert the buyer to stock conditions

2. Records customer preferences

3. Keeps salespeople alert to customer needs

3R 7

Operations
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SA-10

ADVISE BUYER OF MERCHANDISE NEEDS

When you arrive at work today in the Girl's Department_at_togan's, your
manager asks you to requisition the necessary number of ROUST ABOU'i
jeans and leave the requisition form on her desk before you leave to-
night. In order to complete this task you will need to count the jeans,
compare your count with the minimum quantity on the Basic Stock List,
and then determine just how many jeans should be requisitioned. Your
instructor wiil give you the Basic Stock List for ROUST ABOUTS and the
requisition form. Fill in the requisition form using today's date,
store number 3, department number 14, and class 18. ROUST ABOUTS ad-
dress is 1926 Seventh Avenue, New York, NY 10144.

After counting the jeans, you find that you have the following ROUST
ABOUT jeans in Stock:

Style Size Color Qty-on-hand Style Size Color Qty-on-hand

496

497

6

8

10
12

6

8

10
12

6

8
10
12

6

8

10
12

6

8
10
1?

6

8
10
12

Blue a.

Beige c.

Grey e.

Blue d.

Beige c.

Grey c.

6

7

4

6

3

7

10

8
5

5

5

7

3

8

6

7

9

8

10
12

2

3

9

4

498 6

8

10

12

6

8
10

12

6

8

10
12

Blue d.

Beige c.

Grey c.

6

3

6

10
2

1

5

4

5

6

2

8

When requisitioning items, you should request enough merchandise to bring
stock levels up to maximum. You do not need to requisition a size if you
have at least two over the minimum required.

Operations
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SA=10

akSte STOCK LIST

Sture No. 3 Dept. No. _3_ Item ROUST ABOUT jeans

Vendor and address: ROUST ABOUT, 1926 Seventh_AvenueNew_Yark,NY 10144

Style No. Description Color Size mitiAty. Mak,Qty. Retail_Price

496 tapered 1 as Ville d. 6 5

5

12
12-8

_$1598

10 7 16

42 7 16
-c 4 10 $13.98

8 4 10

10 6 14
12 6 14

'

grey c- 6 3 8 $13.M
3 3 8

10 5 12
12 12

497 straight leg bliie d. 6 5 12 -1YI5.98
8 5 12
10 7 16
12 7 16

beige c. 6 4 10 %13A8
-8 4 10
10 6 14
12 6 14

,

grey e 6 3 8
_8 3 8

10 5 12

12 5 12
498 flaii.' legs blue d. 6 3 8 $15.98

8 3 8
10 3 8
12 5 12

beige c. 6 2 6 13.98
2 6

10 3 -8

12 4 10-

grey c. 6 2 6 .13.98
8 2 6

10 3 -8

__1Z 4

Additional Comments: These items should be checked once a week and
requisitions turned in for any items near or below
the minimum quantity.

Rep. is Sally Smith

Operations
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LOCAN FS 258

Store No.

STOCK REOUiSITION

Dept. NO; Date By

Vendor

Aidress

Merchandise Description

tyle #

Class

Operations
25
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STOCK REQUISITION

Date- By jitdy4a-:ore N . Dept. No.

Vendor ......LLLILLZUZI

Nddress 49,16- 50-024-144-

rchandise Description 90/15

Class lee

NY /645/

le U Color Size Qt7; Neeled stylt 0 Color Sizéj Qty. Needed

6.11W111

/ 0
1 .2

Bei9e cord tv

areiv CO JO

1 edenium Z2

lb

Urr&iJ aord.

Nue dpniu

eicre ebrd

ej cord

/

7

7

Operations
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SA-21

SEASONAL LETTER CODE

Today October 15) your manager asks you to go through a rack and
several tables in the accessory d2partment and pull all merchandise
that is over a month old, so that it can be marked down. The styles
that you sort through are illustrated by the price tags below (one
tag for each style). Which styles will you pull for your manager?

You will find the seasonal letter ir the center of each tag. The date
is determined by1 reading the numbers as the days o: the month and let=
ters as the_months. The code for the months isTIMEXYLOGANS
(January = T, February = 1, etc.). Which styles will you pull for your
manager?

(1) Mark the letter of the tags For the merchandise that you would pull
for your manager.

(2) Why is it not necessary to have the year indicated on the Se6töh
letter for fashion merchandise?__

Lor.AN's

Dept.

11 _

0 10G 0
. .

. .
stvi.

453Q0

f

24G

. .
_ .

C40. .

55 Stir le

0 463A

A

j

Liktuit

Sty*

333

C40

67

8;98

Dept. Style

11 __ 910

Class Size

M
-*

$ 7 :9 8

Logicies

Dept. swig
p' 136_ 25E1

(gigs Size

66 6

D-4A. Slyk

56A
Cljss 5G sye

60

4 . 9 8

"2ti

Operatic:int
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SA=21

KEY:

(1) Ai c, E, F,

(2) Because merchandise is not usually kept for longer than three
months.

393

Operations
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Low's
De t .

Class

0

0

Style

-Trzsr

1.044IVS

Dept.

. .

. . .
. . .

Claw :

Style

0

Dept.

Class

XNS
Style

Size

Lmotkes

Dept. Style

Class Size

tit I-A
Dept.

Class

Style

Size

Lowes
Dept

Size

Style

Class Size

Style

$ z'

3 9 4

Operations
29
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SA-23

MARKING AND RECORDING PRICE CHANGES

Your manager, Sally RoSS_i has_asked you to make some:prite changes for
several items in yedr department_today. $he also asked_YOuito record
these changes on the,price_thange form. _Since_Mrs ROss expects to be
in a department managers' meeting most of_the day-i shi_lives you an
operations_bulletin on "Retail Price Changes", She asks you to refer
to thi5 bulletin if you have any questions. You are working in L-qan's
(#3), Men's Dept. (#11) on September 10.

The changes are listed belOW:

(1) Yeur_departMent_has had a difficUlt time moving_velvet smoking
jackets; L_The buyerlias taken tWO Markdownsi but there are stillfour of thesejackets on the sale rack. Your manageritells you to
take anether Markdown of 25%._ USt the price tag and the retail
ptico change form below to make the appropriate changes.

No.

oleS 1

Dept

CLIK SizE

42 1oio Loyes 129 0

Retail Price Change
Department No. Date

Te of Change: Markdown _Markup Markdown Cancellation Markup Cancellation

--Authorized by

N . ass Article Y'
Old

Price
New

Price i -,-Chanze
I Lxteasion

-

I ----,

TOTAL

lanre uns necessary:

Operations
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(2) Your pre-seaSon Suit Sale has just ended. Customers can no longer
purchase suitS 3t 20% oft the_regular selling price. YOU haveJen
wool suits, style_5382; fcurteen wool/polyester SUitS, Style 361Mi
and eight_nylon and wool blend suits, style 287. Prepare new tN.ice
tags 17or the_coats, using the old-price tags hcloii aS a reference;
Record the thange on the retail change form,

Clue
.Srole

0

1Fr

Store No.

Type of Change: Markdown Markup Markdown Cancellation_Markup Cancellation

By

Dipt.

6 11

'Ciiss.
,Styli

0
StifW

LogAm's

. :

Clot' . . . .

10 Sty 141

0 5382

Department

38

:94;:oo
$ I-42eTee

Lactmrs

Deo
1 1

0

Clan

15
0

...

Styl*

361M

44

t4AD

LOCiAN PS
Retail Price Change

NO. Date

0

. . .Cl . . .

style

0 287

40

1290

Authorized by

Style No. Class Article ty. Pr cc Alga . Atasg. '.-IiilaRgISn

1-----

TOTAL [

y the change was necessary:

Operations
31
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Operations uEtn
RE: RETAIL PRICE CHANGES

The Original retail .prite_is not always the price at which merchandise is
actually sold; AS customer demand goes up and down, so do LOGAN'S retail
prices. The major reasons for price changes are:

(I) Markdowns = reductions in the Original_retail price; _The cause
may be (a) Special:sales promotion:,_(b)_end of the season clear-
ante, .(c) Slow movinc stock, (d) becoming shopworn or_damaged,
(e) too many_in stock; or (f) markup cancellations. A first_mar:'=
down of one third is a typical markdown for fashion merchandise.

(2) Additidnal_Markdps = an increase in the original retail price.
The Cause_may be (a) increase in cost to retailer, (b) belief
that the original price was too low, or (c) markdown cancellation
(after a sale).

Whatever the reason and whether it is up or down, it is essential that
the price change be recorded. LOGAN'S uses a price change form when
recording changes. When price changes are not recorded or not recorded
properly, we do not have the necessary information for our inventory
records or to determine the accurate amount of profit earned.

The following is an example of our Petail Price Change form.

1.04440A

Retail Moe Change

1290

Store Ho. --3---- Department Do, 5 Date Wovebèr 7, 19132-

TYPc Of ChAAgE: X Markddwn Markup harkdown Ca-cellation_ Markup Cancellation

_Sam_Salesperson__ _ Authorized by Cecilia Morgan

Style No.

1-234

2-360

Class

19

19

Article

black loafer

brown loaft

r
3200-. zt L1116-60

TOTAL $131.24

aty the change was necessary:

Make rodm for new merchandiee

Operations
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RETAIL PRICE CHANGES (cont.)

SA-23

ulletin
page 2

Complete the Retail Price Change in the following manner:

1. Enter the store number.

2; Enter the departmfnt number that you find on the price ticket.

3. Enter the date the price change is made.

4; Check the type of price change.

5. Sign the price change form.

6; Get department manager's or buyer's signature.

7. Enter the style of the item from the price titket.

8; Er.ter the class of the item from the price ticket.

9. Write a brie description of the merchandise.

10. Enter the number of items (of the same style no.) with a price
change.

11; Write the original retail price;

12. Write the new retail price (after change).

13; Write the difference in the present and the revised price;

14. Multiply_the quantity by the difference and record the total.

15. Total the extension column.

16. Write the neaSon for the change.

I/
L.4.vs

6A

10-44:49:

TYS

. . .

. . .

n 0
. .

This ticket is an example :

of a markdown.
c

863 _XL

w

Operations
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tore No._ Depaitment

LOCANPS

Retail Price Change
No. II Date

SA-23

September 10, 198_

Type of Change:___Markdown____Markup Markdown Cancellation Markup Cancellation

Student Nene Authorized by

yle No. lass Article Qty. 41L
l3K 45 velvet smoking jackets 4 50.00

Sally Ross

Ate

37.50

Amt. of
kijustm.

512.50 0.00

Chan
Excens

TOTAL
I 50.00

he change was necessary:

jackets are not selling --- need to move out

Operations
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LooN's

C/7
0

Ciau .

/5
0 j4ltn

L

95.Po

Dept.
/

(')

SA-23

Stott No, 3

Lo N

Retail Price Change
Departmeut No. 11 Date

1290

Sept. 10,198_

Type of Change: Markdown -Markup X Markdown Cancellation Markup Cancellation

By Student Name Authorized by
Sally Ross

Style No. Class Article Qty. 14 Le Pr Attiust
1 -_ehanae
Fxcensrno

i 240:00

n-__

24.00
5382 10 wool suits 10 96A00 1:4.00

36IM 15 poly/wool suit 1!: 76;00 95.00 19.00 266-60

287 16 nylon/wool suit 8 72.00 90.00 18.00 1 144;00
_1

1

TOTAL 650.00

Ahy the change was necessary:

pre-season sale is over

Operations
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RINGING THE SALE

Using the sales tax chart given to you by your instructor, comp late the
transactions_below, by ringing each amount, ring subtotal, add tax and
ring Zotal. Staple the receipt for each transaction to this Sheet as
indicated below.

TRANSACTION 1: 1 skirt @ $28.98
1 blouse @ $18.72
1 vest @ $21.98

TRANSACTION 2: 1 suit @ $87.98
2 Shirtt @ $16.72 ea.
1 tie @ $12.54
1 pair Of SoCkt @ $3.50

TRANSACTION 3: 1 "T" shirt @i$8:;98L-
1 knit Shirt @ $12.98
1 sport_shirt @ $12;98
3 pair of jeans @ $15;54 ea.
5 pair of socks @ $1.50 ea.

TRANSACTIONA: 1 pair of shoes @ $42.77
1 handbag @ $28.32
1 bottle of polish @ $1.98

KEY:

1. Subtotal 69.68
Tax 2.79

Total 72.47

2. Subtotal 137.46
Tax 5.50

Tbtal 142.98

3; Subtbtal 89.06
_ Tak -3.56

Tbtal 92.62

4. Subtotal 73.07
Tak _2;92

Total 75.99

Operations
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RPDING THE DETAIL AUDIT TUE

It is the end of the Selling day at Logan's (3) and your Managet
asked you to temove the detail audit tape from your tegiSter. Your key
number is B.

Using the tape provided below and the operations bulletin on "Reading
The Detail Audit Tape", answet the following questions in the spa,:e,.;
provided.

1. What it the date on this tape?

2. Wfmt is the total bf thatge sales?

3. What iS the total of cash sales?

4. What is yout tegitter number?

5. Give the total sales for the day.

6. What was the tCtal tax charged for the day?

7. Give your sales for the day.

8. What is the transaction number for your total salet?

ce 25 256 0201.10 CA
Se 25 257 0428.50 CH

2 Se 25 258 0629.60 TL
Se 25 259 0025.18 TX

Se 25 260 0157.40 A
2 Se 25 261 0215.80 B
2 Se 25 262 0201.10 C
2 Se 25 263 0055.30 D
2 Se 25 264 0025.18 TX

Close out portion of the Detail Audit Tape

KEY:

1; September 25
2. $42850
3; $201;10
4; 2

5; $629.60
6; $25.18
7. $215.80
8. 261

Operations
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SA=26

RE: READING THE DETAIL AUDIT TAPE

Eath time the cash register is used; a record of the transaction is
printed on the detail audit tape (inside the cash register). At the
end_of_the day; the register is "totalEd out" in order to obtan in-
formation about the day's transactions, The followinq diaclram will
illustrate the different parts of the detail aUdit tape:

Reclister Cleared and Ready_to_Start_the Day 1

)47:::..7:7===510Trallsactiph

ja 1 481 0000-00 T4--Total Sale§
Ja 1 482 000Q.00 TX+.Tax on Sales

Register #
10

Date i Je 1 482 0000.00 Ao;--Employee Key Code
10 Ja 1 482 0060:00 B
10 Ja 1 482 0000.00 C

10 Ja 1 481 0000.00 D

10 Ja L 482 0000.00 TX

Register Closed and Daily Transactions Recorded

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

JA 1

Ja 1

Ja 1

Ja 1

Ja 1

Ja 1

Ja 1

Ja 1

552

553
554

555

55E
557
558
559

0 -1.7C__ CA, Total Cash Sales

09-66.88

00.r.63

0459.15
0362.44
0144.21
0000.00

Tc=4"rotal

TX)

B

C

D

Charge Sales
1

4,
!

r
Total sales for
each employee
(reflects retail
price plus tax)

Each transaction is_recorded in the crder that it occurs. Beside each
transaction you will find the transaction number (to the left). The
letters to the right of the amount rung indicate the type of transaction
that took place. You will see voids (VO), returns (RE), no sale (NS) as
well as the letters you see on the tape above. ,The tapes shown herl
represent the opening and closing only. TL reflects all sales plus tax.
TX breaks out the amount of tax.

Operations
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OPENING CHANGE FUND

SA=23

Saturday November 5; you are working at LogarCs (#3) in the Eioy!s
Department (#11). Today your manager has asked you to obtain the
opening_change fund of $55.00,41ace it in the cash drawer; and verify
the fund for register Number 10.

After_obtaining the fund, you made the following count: 100-pennies; 20-
nickelt, 20-41imes, 12-quarters; 2-half dollars, 12.41 bills, 4-$5 bills,
and 2$10 bills; Make the necessary notations on the opening change
fund verification below:

Opening

3

Fund Wrification

Date Ampt. of
op; fund

Dept.
No;

Store
No.

Re i tRos er

Pennies

hnount in Opening Fund

i

1

I

_

Nickels

IJ
1

Quarters_

Half 651-11FFi'
1

_ $1

$5
t

1.

I

..

9A.ri

$20
I

TOTAL
1

t

Fund iS EVen.

ShOrt J

Over i

Employee_opening
Place this verification in the regiSter
drawer. Notify department manager of Any
discrepancies.

Operation:.
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KEY:

LOCAN Ps

Opening Fund Verification

Date Ampt. of
opfund

DfNpt. f Store
_ _No,_ I No.

Refitister

V-5-8._ 41.01) ,
i

// 4 1,6
Fund

Pdhnié§

Mount in ogeling

[

j i 00
Niddes

i

/ 1 00

114-rruas

I_QUarters

i

I3 too
1. 100

1-2_ I 00

1

0 00
t

!$10 I ,Q 0 60i
!

20---
1

I

_ TOTAL -ei 6 6

Fund

Employee opening

Place_this vezification
drawer; Notify
discrepancies.

is Even:

Short $

v/ Over

41_
I

in t register
department manager of any

Operations
40
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LOCIAINPS
Operations Bulletin

RE: VOIDS

Cath register errors are made by everyone. When they happen you need to
record the errors so that they don't create even more serious problems
for you and LOGAN'S.

The following is the correct procedure:

1. M.r1c_each incorrect receipt "Void" and tign your initials
2; Indicate the reason for the void on the Void_Form.
3; The person making the void must sign the Void Form.
4. Staple the voided receipt to the back of the Void Form.
5; The department managth- or other authorized person must sign

the Void Form.
6. Place all Void F0rMt in the register cash drawer until the end

of the selling day.

l31-0w is an example of a voided register receipt. On page 42 you will find
an example of a Void Form.

LOGAN'S

3 12.78 mds

_.51 tx

*13.29 t1

44F--
367

11/7/82

YOUR RECEIPT
THANK YOU

Dept. #

Transaction #
Employee Key

Date Of
Transaction

Vbidt are subtracted from the day's total sales and from the total
Salet of the employee who has committed the void.

Operations
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=IN

Date Registee NO. Dept. W. 3

a CashTransaction No :5;,1AmOunez

Reason a4t-.1.0,41.2.12,c_644! -iArz747

Salesperson's Si6,hature

Authorizer's Signature

Stare

STAPLE VOIDED RECEIPT TO THIS FORM

Ope-ations
42
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VOIDS

TodAY ih the jOnir Sportswear Department a customer gave you a $20.00
bill for a sweater that costs $16.98. You ring up $6.88 ih error ahd
added_$.68 tax (correct for $16.98). The customer spots your mitake
and of course you re-ring the sale. Your register number iS E and stoi''e
number is 3.

Later today, you forget to add the tax to a purchase of $29.92.

The incorrect receipts are below. Obtain the void forms and operations
bulletin on voids from your teacher. Properly record your errors and
turn the forms in.

Low

CASH

03 16.83 mds

.68 tx

17.56 Ti
149

2/4/8

YOUK_RECEIPT
THANK YOU

CHARGE

29.92 tl
168 C

2/4/R_

YOURRECEIPT
THANK YOU

Operatirns
43
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Date

Transaction

Reason

Register N ._ Dept. No.

Cash
Amount Charge

Salesperson's Signature

Authorizer'S Signature

STAPLE VOIDED RECEIPT TO THIS FORM

Store No.

Date Register No.

Transaction No. Amount

Reason

Dept.

Cash
Charge

Salesperson's Signatbre

Authorizer's Signature

STAPLE VOIDED RECEIPT TO THIS FORM

Store No.__

Operations
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KEY:

Date 4V't- Register No. 4; Dept. No. 3

Transaction No. /11Amount_i/7,,Z

Reason

SA-29

Salesperson's Signature

Authorizer's Signature_

STAPLE VOIDED RECEIPT TO THIS FORM

Store No. 3

=I

maw

Date Mr, __Register No. 4; Dept. No

Transaction NolaAmount691A
rlsatt:ge

Reason

Salespers Signature

Authorizer's Signature__

.4410,

Lidra'

STAPLE VOIDED RECEIPT TO THIS FORM

Store N .

Operations
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Ps

operations Bulletin
RE: ACCEPTING BANK CREDIT CARDS

Logan's will accept:the following bank credit cards: American Express,

Master Charge and Visa; The folloWing Conditieht mUSt be met:

I. The card must be presented.

2. The purchase must be authorized by the bank card company if the
amount is over $50 for Visa and $75 for American Express and
Master_Charge;._ Write the authorization number on the sales slip.
You can get the authorization:by calling the bank card company.
The phone numbers are placed by each phone in all departments.

3. The bank card must be current.. The bank card company will not
pay for purchases made With an expired card. For:this reason,

Logan's requires that the expiration date be circled on each
bank charge slip.

4. The card must not be stolen or lost; Check:the credit card com7
panies' list of stolen_or lost cards published monthly, if you do
not have to call for authorization: If it is listedi it is prob-

ably stolen or lost. Notify the manager, without letting the cus-
tOmer know and DO NOT RETURN the card. A reward is offered for
the:recovery:ofistolen or lost cards by the bank card companies.
Call for authorization anytime you are suspicious.

5. The sale must be recorded on the proper bank credit card slip,
along with the card imprint. Record date, department, salesperson .

merchandise, price, tax, and total.

6. The customer must sign the slip.

7. The signature must match the signature on the back of the bank

card.

Expiration date 9-85 (;)

rcbi-y Sthith

1043 ASC8
4

LOGAN'S
z

091Sb80

MASTER CHARGE I DATE I OLfRx HO AUTHORIZATION N2_1

R VI A 11 illit.,..' L .;_-. t, j S
TFPT OI IAN DESCRIPTION ::.i.r r, " 1 AMOUNT

4 j ..&41,-EA/ 1 44 10
4t

t

-i-

,

i-- i

i

0 I 60

arnoolrennra nu TOTAL up:. pn,per vreeranathc i pono.a t,, lay TA% PI,' I 2.0
iotri TOTAL luarener wan ani Oar Oaken ecailniamon.eutCact ro
oal In accordance ela 1P4 agreement wowing to use ol soot. con

1

TOTAL i 2.0
)-(_611Gfr 7 VY ,..,.-A L-n-N.:X li-J---(sEALy

Op(:rations
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SA-35

ACCEPTING BANK CREDIT CARDS

As an emplpyee for Logah', MI6 has just received the operations bulle-
tin on Accepting Bank Credit Cards; answer the following:

1. MrS; Teal, a well-known custwee, wants to purchase a $250 Bill
BlaSs dress, on her American Ekpress Credit card.

a. Do you need authorization on this sale?

Why?____

b. Her card hat expired, but she says her new one is in the mail.

Can you accept this?

Why?

2. A nervous customer ptesehtt a Visa card for the_purchase of a $25.00
shirt. You do not feel that the signatures on the sales Slip and the
card are similar. What can you do?

David_G. Furman_is pUtchasing a red: and blue polo:shirt with his
Master Card. List the stot that you should take to approve this -Ord:

The card is below. Fill it out correctly using the following informa-
tion: address-1980 Chelsea Drive, Charlotte, NC 28209; card number-
1133 ESBC; expiration date-11-85. Your salesperson's number is 136,
and the date is February 2.

/---
LAW006

Dept Style
10 418

class Size
2 7 L

Price

[
$22.97

Price Tag
for

Polo Shirt

Nil 1,', 1 fll I , 1 1.-1 01,, 5 INII TANI

----.....--....

P.AVT

OAtt uu,IJA 1 tc)..
_

acArsr.

-.,;;C(1-7.71;1:7,777.771;ZT-t:677:1,

. .0,jto icr tr olt rf,13_;1". s-,.^1 V. :., : we ,IntaN,r 1,11AL oP ;WI. 4.4 01 /I er 4-. ';'.Lift tt 11.4 41,1 II o.sfl lIla

;

Operations
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SA-35

KLY:

1. a. Yes _

Bank card company requires it and if it isn't authorized and
there is a problem, it becomes the store's responsibility.

. No
If card is expired the hank card company won't pay for the
purchase.

2. Check theil'st oflost or stolen cards and if it doesn'tshow there
call the bank card company for authorization and alSO ask for more
identification.

3. (1) Ask for the card, (2) _Check and circle the expiration date,
(3) Check list of lost and Stolen cardS.

11-85

DAVID C. FURMAN
1980 Chelsea.Drive
Charlotte, 1.1;C 28209

1133-ESBC

SALES DRAFT1 10 136
,gfel- h-:, I Lli_g_S 1.-

.9 gI1 u-L-2.-;!__

olo shirt

Aulo.gOinZAIICA.

3 Ali Zie ILIJ

X
gwfi

g

S I

22 P7

4.

_ 12 97

1AX :92

te ibmg.1 41....I.
14.1 II 1LII I II,J

Operations
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Unit V - Merchandising Operations

HO-1 Stockkeeping Duties
HO-2 Merchandise Protection In Stocking IDECC, Operations, LAP 12, #697-B
HO3 Want Slips
HO-4 Housekeeping Duties
H0=5 Closing Procedures
H0=6 Transportation Modes
H0=7 Factors In Selecting Transportation Modes
HO 8 Ctecking Incoming Merchandise
HO-9 Purchase Order
HO-10 Freight Bill
HO-11 Checking the Forms
H0=12 Checking the Invoice
HO-13 Tracing a Shipment
HO-14 Tracer Request Form, IDECC, Operations, LAP 6, #643=A, H0=1&2
HO-15 Loss & Damage Claim, IDECC, Operations, LAP 6, #642-0, HO-10
HO-16 Price Ticket Information
HO-17 Computing Change
H0=18 Voids
HO-19 Logan's Charge Cards
HO-20 Taking Inventory

TM-1 Model Stock Plan

Operations
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LOCIAN
Operations Bulletin

RE: STOCKKEEPING DUTIES TO BE PERFORMED BY SALES PERSONNEL

Good stockkeeping procedures are necessary if we are to:
- maintain our image of a well-organized, well-run organization
=be knowledgeable of merchandise levels
- reduce losses from damaged and stolen merchandise

The following duties should be carried out by all sales personnel daily:

1. Receive, cheek, mark and sort newly arrived merchandise.

2. Arrange merchandise neatly on the sales floor according to store
policy.

3. Straighten racks several times a day. All hangers should be turned
in the same direction, all merchandise should be hanging straight,
all buttons buttoned, all zippers zipped, bows tied, belts buckled,
cuffs turned right, etc.

4. Straighten tables and bins several times a day. Items should be
neatly stacked and placed in the proper groupings according to
store policy.

5. Replinish merchandise from reserve stock when there is a reserve
stock for such items as hosiery, jeans, pajamas, etc.

6. Cheek peite tickets and replace any that are missing.

2. Rotate appropriate stock such as hosiery, socks, boxed or packaged
lingerie and men's underwear.

8. Remove:from forward stock dama9ed merchandise Repair or renew, if
possible, and replace in forward stock.

9. Steam or iron merchandise that is badly wrinkled.

10. Guard against damage by displayingicorrectly, protecting from sun
and strong lighting, careful stacking and covering expensive items.

11. Guard against stock shrinkage by keeping merchandise in the_proper
areas and arranged neatly so that salespeople can easily tell what
should be in definite places. Merchandise that has fallen onithe
floor or been_left in the dressing room can more eaily be taken
by a dishonest customer,

12. Fill out want slips as necessary.

13. Advise buyer or manager of merchandise needs verbally and/or in a
writtcn report.

Operations
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erations Bulletin

RE: WANT SLIPS

When customers ask for merchandise that the store &bet not have in
stock; sales are 1Gst. To minimize lbst_Saleti; Logan's buyers must find
out what merchandise was needed and not fOtind by customers. Because most
of_our buyers don!t work regularly with customers; they must rely on our
talespeOple to tell them about customer requests for out-of-stock merchandise.

Logan's asks our salespeople to use customer "want slips" to record
information about unavailable styles, colors, price lines, or items that
customers have requested._ Want slips are one of the fetl indications Logan's
has of what customers would buy if we had it available. Our Dress Depart-
ment, for instance, might stock only conservative styles in sizes 18=20.
Want slips might show that customers wearing these sties would like to find
more lively and youthful styles from which to choose.

Want slips are valuable and the time spent filling them out is important
because 1) they alert the buyer to the stock condition>, 2) they record
customer preferences, and 3) they keep salespeople alert to the customer
needs. It is necessary that salespeople realize the true value of want
slips. Below you will find an example of a properly filled out want slip.

Salesperson

SEND TO C)FFIC:E AT C)NCE
1

Dept. No.5

WANT SLIP
.Npupactait,Date m/Isig,... Store No. ;I=

of stock-Code: SO - special order OS - out

Code ,

Description(item,color,size,price)
No of

nla112§Is

Ie

Customer
if

name & address
special order

a et

ift1 iegT1.38,14 I I

DtanaidkagA(
--tall ,5445h &vit.

No. of pieces
in stock

ICodyigv ---,
The following stock is low:
Vendor, style, color, price

.3- Rica . II, 0 Z

SUGGEST A SUBSTITUTE

Operations
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OqAN S
Op erations Bulletin

RE: HOUSEKEEPING DUTIES TO BE PERFORMED BY ALL SALES PERSONNEL

DAILY

1. Dust all furniture, fixtures, and ledges.

2. Clean mirrors and glass.

3. Sweep areas that are not carpeted and in the selling area.

4. Vacuum all carpets.

5. Pick up trash left by customers and empty garbage cans.

6. Polish chrome.

In the space below, add other duties that you learned about from the
interviews.

WEEKLY

1. Wash plants and water them.

2. Wax rods so that the hangers will slide easily. This is usually
done with wax paper or a spray wax.

3. Dust baseboards and dressing rooms.

4. Sweep and mop storage and office areas.

5. Clean bathroom.

6. Move fixtures and vacuum.

In the space below, add other duties that you learned about from the
interviews.

Operations
48.5
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LOCIANfs
Operatittin Bulletin

RE: CLOSING PROCEDURES

The employee jn charge of_closingithe department at the end of the
selling day Should uSe the following cheCk liSt:

. Pick up all trash left in the department.

Check dressing rooms and put all rnerchndise foUrid back into
forward StOtk.

3. Put any "hold" merchandise that has not been picked up in
forward stock.

4. Rack all hangers not being used, and move to the storage room.

5. Put out a supply of Logan's bags for the next day.

b. Check for a proper supply of charge_slips,_sales ticketS, bark
charge forms and return foms. RepliniSh if necesSary.

Take all sensomatic tags to the storage room.

8. Take any unclaimed items to lost and found (located in Personnel
Office).

9. Write-up defective merchandise;

10. Close-out cash register.

OperationS
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TRANSPORTATION MODES

Type of

Carrier Cost

Speed Of

SF pment

Special
Services
Available

Reliability
of

Service

1--

Water inexpensive,
espy heavy,
bulky g6Odt &
foreign ship-
ments

extremely
slow

i

Rail economical_for
long=haul &
carlOad thip=
Me-Fitt

fast for cat=
!bad thipMent
relatiVly
tlow for
short-haul &
small loads

"pigcOack" very reliable for
carload sh ipmerts .

poor service in
light traffic
areas, unaffecteri
by_badiweather
conditions;

Motor itiOXPehSiVe :

fOr thort=haul
in truckload
lots expen-
sive for long-
hil._21. & high
VOlUme
thippers

fatt fOr
thort-haul,
in truck-
load lots,
relatively
SIOW fOr:
long-haul
shipments.

dour-to-
door
services

can operate in
Eght traffic
areas; _can be_
affected by bad
weatner
conditions.

Lir most expen-
sive

extremely
fast

OftenInot_aVail-
able in low
traffic areas;
service may be
affected by bad
weather.

'arcel

Post
inexpensive
fori_Small

light Ship=
ments over
short
distances

relatively
tloW

intUrance,
MA;
direct
delivery

loss rate is
unusually high.

United
Parcel

Service

economical
for small
thippert;
very expen-
sive for
larger ship =
ments of
gbodt

fa.5t door-to-
door
delivery
service

insurance

can operate in
low traffic
areas.
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FACTORS IN SELECTING TRANSPORTATION MODES

Having goods in the_store at the time needed_andiin good condition
is necessary to any retail operation. Often it will be up to the
merchant:to select_a carrier (type of vehicle carrying the merchandise)
that will best meet his/her needs; Transportation of goods is just as
important as any other phase of the business. A store can have a leading
fashion image, excellent products and outstanding service, but, unless
shipments arrive when needed, it will soon by out of business.

While a store may rely upon one type of carrier for most shipments,
the need for other carriers will arise from time to time as the cir-
cumstances dictate-therefore; full awareness of the services offered by
all types of carriers is necessary.

:In selecting carriers the following should be considered:
1. TiMe

How soon are the goods needed.

2. Size & Weight of Goods
Does the shipment amourr- to a carload or truckload? What restric-
tions do certain carriers have on size and weight of packages?
Is the cost greatly increased by increase in weight?

3. Distance
For short hauls some carriers cost less than others--Some carriers
take too long if the distance is great.

4. Special Services Offered
Door-to-door delivery, insurance, free pick-up, etc.

The retailer must weigh the advantages_and disadvantages of each
carrier and apply them to a specific Situation.

Operations
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RE: CHECKING INCOMING MERCHANDISE

When merchandise comes into Logan _it is usually accompanied by ah
invoice (the bill) and a packing slip. Before the merchandite tan be Made
available_for sale; it must be unpacked and_chocked foe daMage and the
items counted. The quantity received must be CheCked Oainst the invoice.

The bUyer's:purchase order must be checked to see that the_shipment is
in agreement. All arithmetic calculations on the invoice must_be Chetked.
To dn, such work efficiently, you must understand the formS used ahd be
able to perform the required calculations.

Forms Used

The invoice is a form that lists among other things 1) the number of
items shipped, 2) a description of the items, 3) the price charged, 4) the
terms and 5) the amount owed. Study the invoice below and compare it to the
purchase order.

Hu-8

TOP 4:4 the 1.1144:
1984 Seventh Avenue

New York, New York 10014

7892

Sold To: Order No. 8365
LOGAN'S

Dept. No. 2

Date_October 291-9----
No pieces shipped: 1

Terms 8/10 EOM_
Weight: 19 lbs.

Via: Rainwater Transfer

-Quantit St le N . Descriftion Unit Co t Extension

15 -609- wool cowl neck-basic sweater 15.00 225.00

20 Ain sweater-vests 12.00 240.00

10 74 boat neck cable sweater 22.00- 220.00

.

.,,

Total 685.00

Returns and Claims: None accepted after 10 days Less Discount 54.60
from receipt of goods Discount 8%

AMOUNT DUE $630.20

Operations
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The purchase order is filled out by the buyer when the merchandise is
ordered from the vendor._ The buyer keeps a copy on file and sends a copy
to the receiving area. Pu.cchase orders vary greatly in appearance but
contain the same information.

SHIP TO
& INVOICE_LaGANS_
STALE'

ORDER
GIVEN TO Wavp 'n Weft

STREET 183,LSeventh AVehO6

_New_York, NY

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
r.r.. r try rr.ofic Dept., Chalotte

,,, .01., towed below.

URS .=_E_GBStare

IP CODE__

DATE OF ORDER

1/11/8-
SHIPPIN: :ATE

2120/8=

PACKAGE
r 4

Mt) .1 It e.V hlk

STORE NO.

3--
ORDER NO.

1 0885 5
DEPT. NO.

3

VENDOR NO. _1289
Your Aceourit Will be charged_with any excon
transportation charges due to your falluro to
fokno_lashrilaOrit. Invoice must straw P7.11ing
of sh moot.

TERms:_8/10 EOM
From h. ceipt of InvOI:o or oord!. whicre,,,q
it. !awl. Cal Mipments received ol .1,Cr
251:1 01 the norl'h, terms heoi,1 tho
of tho following month

T.YLE CLASS
o il

, DESCRIPTION FIBER COLOR uNrrn AND 5IzCS OuAN__
ORDERED

COST TOTAL
COST

450

.4E-TAIt
pnIct.

30;0

6 8 lein 16

80 15172] 10 Lis cowl,cahle_sw- _

I

celery 7 2 4 3 -2 1 _ 13

3 5 5 2 1 1 17_0.i.hk

234 10 /S cowl mauve

1 3 3

1

40.ocl2 1anAora 10 20 2_00_

896 10 Veenebk vest

1 1

10 12 120 24;00

1 1 1camel 3

black 1 1 1 1 1
_

This Order Ill1Cti1 _subjecl tolarms and
conditions on both skies Including all
7...Hem regulotions.

CAKEL AFTER

2/28/8-
_121615_ BOYER

3 S770.00

STORE-KO 7-01-WA-mi. 0, Orlorit
No Pi

BUYING -Offlf.
cOPY

Operations
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Another kind of form that arrives with the merchandise is the Freight
Bill (often called Waybill). It is written by the transport company. Both
the invoice and the freight bill are used to trace merchandise if it goes
astray.

NO-10

RAINWATER
4589 Houston

New York,

Date Nov. 1 19 =-

TRANSFER (NOW
Street

New York 10037

461311

Consignee __ShIlpper

Received by
Date

LOGAN'S

Carrier

Top of the Line
1984 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10014

Driver B. Fast Pt. of Origin NY City
Hour No. 1357

Pices Description of Contents Weight Rate Charses

Sweaters 15 lb. 4.44

Prepaid Ei

Collect lx I

lotal

1

ICC regulations requires
payment within 7 days.

Total

15

Pay this
amount-) 4.44

It is the policy at Logan's not to open and check packages until all
papers dealing with the order (the purchase order, the invoice and the freight
bill) are all together and available for checking. Any one of these that have
been misplaced could mean several days delay in getting the goods on the sales
floor.

Operations
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Checking the Forms

Listed below is some information you may need to help you understand
the freight bill:

CONSIGNEE the person or business receiving the merchandise

SHIPPER - the vendor or person sending the merchandise

RECEIVED BY - name of the person receiving the merchandise

DATE AND HOUR - when the shipment was received

DRIVER name of the truck driver

PT. OF ORIGIN Place where vendor handed goods over to the carrier

CARRIER NO. number assigned to the truck

PIECES = the number of cartons, boxes, etc. in which the order .s packed

WEIGHT - given in lbs.

RATE charge for carrying the pieces from the vendor to the purchaser

PREPAID - the vendor paid for transportation charges

COLLECT = the store pays for the transportation charges

When receiving merchandise, you should make the following checks with the
freight bill:

1. Confirm thatiLogans is_ithe consignee and that you have purehase
order from the buyer and an invoice; Place a check ( by
Consignee to show that you have made this confirmation.

2. Check tc see if you have been given the right number of pieces.
Place a check mark by the number of pieces if they are correct.

3. Fxamine the boxes to see if they seem to be in good condition
Oook for wet, broken or otherwise damaged boxes or boxes that
sound as if they contain something broken. Note any problem on
the freight bill.

4. Problem boxes should be opened and the contents inspected. DO NOT
accept merchandise that is damaged until an inspector from the
transportation company arrives and makes a report.

Operations
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C7,er.atiotifi Bulletin
Study handout number 8. You should make the following checks on the

invoice (using the purchase order only for reference):

Check 1: Unpack the rchandisecountit and compare the number ofA_tems
received with the quanrity_shown_nn-the invoice. You should check the
quantity by using a direct check (using the invoice, look to see how many
items you are to receive and then count to see if you actually received thatamount). Occassionally your manager may ask you_to make a blind check (make
without knowledge of the amounts you are supposed to receive = you count,
record amounts and later compare your count with the invoice). As each item
count is compared with the quantity figure on the_invoice, a check mark (d.,-)
is made on the invoice if the two numbers agree. The check mark should be
placed directly after the quantity figure on the invoice. Shortages or
overages should be noted on the invoice by marking out the original amount
and writing in amount you actually counted.

Quantity Style N . Description

14/ 609 wool cowl neck-basic sweater

20/ 876 sweater vests

xci 744 boat neck, cable sweater

Check-2: Compare the k%uyerl_s_purchase order with the invoice to be sure
that the quantity, item and the price charged on the invoice agrees with the
buyer's order. As you make these comparisons, place a check mark after the
unit price column on the invoice to show that it has been checked with the
buyer's order and matche'. it. Discrepancies should be indicated by marking
through the original amount on the invoice and writing the correct amount.
This alerts management to investigate the d:screpancy.

Description Unit Cost

wool cowl neck-basic sweater 15.00/
sweater vests 12.00v/

boat neck, cable sweater 22.00v

Even if the manufacturer is unable to ship all the_items listed on the
purchase order, it is common practice for him to list the missing items on
the invoice. In place of a unit price, however, he indicates why the item
cannot be shipped. He will usually use "BO" for back order, which means that

Operations
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the item will be shipped at a later date. "OS" stands for out of stock
and indicates that the item will probably not be shipped.

Check 3; Verify the arithmetic calculations on the invoice. As you check
each calculation, place a check mark after the figure in the extension column,
if it is correct. If you find an er.ror, draw a single line through the
incorrect figure and write the correct figures in pencil on the invoice.
Bring the error to the attention of your manager.

Unit cost Extenslon

15.00 225.00

12 JO 240.00

22.00 220.00

Total 685.00

LessAiscount
discowit at 8%

54.60

AMOUNT DUE $630.20

Check_4: Inspect each_piece_of merchandise_for physical_damage. It is not
necessany to make any notations about this check on the invoice, but any
damaues should be called to the attention of your manager.

After you have made the 4 checks, place your initials on the invoice to
indicate that you have checked it.

426
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erations Bulletin

RE: TRACING A SHIPMENT

If a shipment does not arrive when due, it may be necessary to trace the
shipment. This means to follow it in an effort to find out where it is
presently.

In the case of a known loss where merchandise has been ordered by a
store and not received by a certain date, the person should get the purchase
order and contact the vendor. If the vendor says that the order was !,hipped,
the person should ask what mode was used, the date of shipment and the bill
of lading number. With this information, the person can contact the carrier
and trace the location of the merchandise, using a tracer request form.

When the carrier's agent receives the tracer request, he dispatches a
tracer over the route of the shipment. The carrier's agent notifies the
consignee that the shipment has been located and gives the expected time of
delivery and the reasons it has been delayed.

If a shipment connot be located within a reasonable time, the standard
claim form will be filed by the consignor in case of F.O.B. store or the
consignee in case of F.O.B. factory.

Operations
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TYPES OF INFORMATION ON A PRICE TICKET

I. Information Most Often Used by the Customer:

*A. Size

B. Price

*C. Store name

II. Information Most Often Used by the Sales Force or Management:

A. Branch number

B. Department number

C. vendor number

*D. Style number

*E. Cla s

*F. Season Letter

G. Cost Code

H. Color Code

LOCANPS

r 91A

Department
Number 46 .44e

c

Style No. size

542 1

Season Letter

Vendor Number

* fourd on almost all apparel price tickets

Class

Color Code

Operations
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RE: COMPUTING CHANGE AND RETURNING IT TO THE CUSTOMER

Logan's has two types of cash registers. One computes the change auto-
matically (placed in heavy traffic departments) and the other does not compute
the change to be returned. Since most employees work in more than one
department at times, it iS necessary that you be knowledgeable of Logan's
procedure for counting change in both situations.

Following is the procedure required of all salespeople at Logan'

A. Making Change Manually and Returning It to the Customer.

1. When a customer's purchase has been totaled on the register, the
Salesperson will say, "That will be $24.51, Mrs. Jones."

2. Place the amount tendered on the change plate.

3. Call back to the customer the total of the sale and the amount
tendered. "That will te $24.51 out of $30.00."

4. Count the change from the drawer carefully, beginning with the amount
of the sale and_ending with the amount tendered. If.the customer
giveS you $25.00 for payment and the cost is $24.51, the change
returned to the customer is counted: $24.51, 24.52, 24.53, 24.54,
24.55, 24.65, 24.75, 25.00. USE AS FEW COINS AS POSSIBLE.

5. Count the change into_the_customer's hand. Mention each dollar
denomination individually to prevent skipping a dollar. Do not
place the change on the counter.

6. Place the money tendered by the customer in the proper compartment or
compartments in the cash drawer. CLOSE THE DRAWER IMMEDIATELY to
prevent a dishonest customer from slipping money if your attention
is taken with something else.

7. Give the customer the receipt. At Logan's the receipt is placed
in the customer's bag.

8. When the sale is satisfactorily completed, thank the customer.
"Thank you Mrs. Jones, I know you will enjoy your new blouse."

EXAMPLE: "Mrs. Jones, that will be $5.58 out of $20.00."

Give to Mrs. Jones: Say to MrsJones

$5.58
2 pennies 5.60
1 nickel 5.65
1 dime 5.75
1 quarter
4 $1 - 10.00
1 $10 20.00

Operations
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B. Returning Change to the Customer When It Is Computed Automatically:

1. Announce the total.

2. Place amount tendered on the change plate.

3 Depress the amount tendered key. Call back to the customer the
total of the sale, amount tendered, and the amount of change. "That
will be $5,;2 out of $10.00. Your change is $4.80."

4. Count the change from the drawer, beginning with the highest denomina-
tion. 1 dollar, 2 dollars, 3 dollars, 4 dollars, 4.50, 4.75, 4.80.

5. Count the change into_the_customer'_s hand. Mention each dollar
denomination individually.

6. Place money tendered in the proper comlartment and CLOSE THE DRAWER.

7. Place the receipt in the customer's bag.

8. Thank the customer.

EXAMPLE: "That'S $4.22 out o $10.00, Mrs. Jones. Your change is

Give to Mrs. Jones Say to Mrs. Jones

1 $5 bill $5.00
1 half dollar 5.50
1 quarter 5.75
3 pennies 5.78

Making change is an integral part of your job. You must perform this
responsibility with accuracy and skill. Practice making change, so that you
will have confidence in your ability.

Operations
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VOIDS

Cash register errors are made by everyone. When they happen you
need to record the errors so that they don't create even more serious
problems for you and your store.

Two common errors thatiare_made are over rings anc under rings.
Over rings happen when an item is recorded on the register for more_
that it is:priced. Generallyi_over rings must be voided.. This is generally
done by writing VOID on the cash register receipti signing the receipt,
indicating the reason for the void; and_perhaps having_ someone in manage-
ment verify the void. The receipt is then placed in,the register add the
correct_amount re-rung. Under rings occur when an-item:of merchandise:is
recorded on the regitter for less_that it is priceth This can be handled
by computing the difference and ringing it_seprately or by voiding as
above and re-ringing thi sale. The last method is generally preferred
so that the customer's ticket and the merchandise that was actually bought
will agree. Of course, there are other errors, like hitting the wrong
department number key, etc.

--All businesses:do not handle register errors the same way. A very
small business Which is run by the owner and does not answer to a home
office, may have no definite procedure for correcting errors._ The sales-
person who makes the mistake may simply forget the error and begin again.
Larger busine.;ses_cannot operate underIthis system. Their registers are
read daily and talet figuret are coMpiled from the information on the tape.

431
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RE: ACCEPTING LOGAN'S CHARGE CARDS

LOGAN'S Charge Customers are the baCkbbne bf our business. It is our
responsibility tO hel0 prbtect the Charge Customer; as well as ourselves,
by attempting tb assure that only the proper people will use the charbe
cards that we have issued.

used:
The following procedure will help insure Lhat stolen CardS do not get

Request the cust&der's charge card for every charge purchase.,
If the customer does not have the card with them; you must require
6 Written identification such as a driver's license. Call our
credit department (ext. 69) to authorize this charge. ASk the
credit_office for the account nUMber; naMe_and address and:write
ition the _salesiticket. Be sure that the information on the
written identification agreeS with the information in the credit
OffiCe.

2. For purchases over $50, call the credit department to authorize the
charge. This "floor limit" helps keep a check on large purchases
and keeps the salesnerson in touch with the credit department
which will be aware of all cards reported stolen or lost.

3. If a purchase is not authorized,_politely explain to the customer
that they should visit_the credit departMent upstairs for an :

explanation. This_Must:belhandled tactfullY, noting that the mistake
could be the ttbret and that you are sorry for the inconvenience;
Hbld any Merthandise until authorized by the credit department
to complete the sale. DO NOT take the custtmer's word that "every-
thing is straightened out."

4. Obtain the cUStoMer'S Signature on the sales ticket; _There are two
reasons why this MUSt be done. First; by law; the customer is not
required to pay for a purchase if the charge slip is not signed
by the customer. Second; this gives you a chance to compare the
signature on the sales ticket with the Ohe bhithe batk:of the charge
card. If there is ,Aivery obvious diffe'rence in handWriting, quietly
call_youi- manager and tactfully detain the customer. DO NOT RETURN
THE CARD.

Operations
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TAKING INVENTORY

Most stores keep two kinds of inventory (based on the way that it is
taken):

1. Perpetual (also called running or book)

2. Physical (sometimes called periodic)

_A perpetual inventory is a "running" inventory one that is kept daily
using records of each department. It is not based on what is actually left
in the department, but what the records say has been sold, returned to thr
vendor, transferred, etc. This inventory is reall- the "count on the books."

Most apparel businesses make a physical count of the merchandise on hand,at least twice a year. This count is compared with the "count" on the books.
Each item in stock is counted during a physical inventory and the items are
recorded on a form, along with its cost or retail price. An inventory of
this type is necessary in order that the business may determine what is actually
in stock and the amount of stock shrinkage that has occurred. Some stores
make an abbreviated count monthly of only specific classes of merchandise
for reorder purposes -- others rely on their perpetual inventory records for
reorder.

Inventory records are kept by:

1. Units (number of actual items)- This is called unit control.

2. Dollars (how much the merchandise is worth)- Called dollar
control = Today's businesses most often keep their records by the
retail price, but a few small stores still record all items at
cost.

Because an actuaL count must be made of each item in stock, businesses
usually take a physical inventory at the end of a season when stock is low.
For most fashion retailers, this time woule be just after the Christmas
season. A ski_shop might take its inventory in June, however. A shop in
a summer resort area, might take its inventory in October or November.
Usually, a business runs a pre-inventory sale to further reduce its mer=
chandise.

A form on which the quantity, description and price of items in stock
are recorded periodically for a physical inventory is known as an inventory
sheet. These forms vary depending upon the type of merchandise you are
listing. The inventory sheets provide a check of_each step to ensure a high
level of acc.,:racy. Usually, one person counts the items and calls them off
to ahothel- pernoh, who lists them on the inventory sheet. Different persons
must initial the form. Each initial certifies that a certain portion of the
work has been checked and rechecked.

Operations
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Before taking inventory a department should:

1. Inspect prire tags; replace all torn; illegible or missing tags,

2. Locate all out-of-department merchandise.

3; Group merchandise by department, class; price and season.

4. Check merchandise for soils and damages.

5. Manager should see that all markdowns have been taken.

6. Stockrooms shoula have merchandise arranged in a countable order.

Operations
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MODEL STOCK PLAN

Clatt Style Price Line Color

Small

25

_

: Medium=

3-0-

Si±eS
Large

45

= Extra-La

20Knit
Shirts

Round
neck
Short s .

11.D8

14;98

SOlid baSit
solid fashion- 15 20 15 10
jatterned_baslc 30 -40 A 25
_patterned fashion 25 30 45 20
-solid basic 30 35 45 20
solid fashion1 20 25 A40_ _:U5_

Collars
Short tl.

Tank tops

-:

18.98

13.98

1998.

25.98

9,98

12.98

batteth6d batic 35 45 55
Patterned fashion 30 40 _50 20
solid basic : 10 1-5- 20 ft,

soTithfashion 12 15 5

patterned basic 12 18 25 10
patterned fashion 8 10 15 5

tOlid batiC 15 0___ __TO
solid fshiOni 8 15

20
2-5

35 10_patterne&basic - 15
fashion 10 18 30 6_patterned

solid basic 15 20 35 10
solid fashion: 10

12

15 25__

30

Ai_
patterned batit 8_

patterned fashion --12 20 5

solid basic:L__ 5 10 15 3

-solid fashion 3 -8 10 2

basic 5 10 15 3_patterned
patterned fashion 3 8 __10_ 27

TOsolid basic-- 5 _--ZO 25
_solidfashion 8 12 15 5

10 15 20 10_patterne-d-basic
patterned fashion 5 10 15 3

solid basic 10 15 20 8
Solid fathioni 7 10 15

basic 10 15 20_patterned
fashion 8 12,:patterned

Store No. 3 Dept. No. 10

= Classification --Shirts Subclassification Knits
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TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR TEST CONSTRUCTION

PROGRAM AREA_ MarketAn9 and Distributive Education

4110SE NAmE Fashion _Merch-andising

UNIT _Merthan_di-i-sin -0 er tions

Competency

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME a,o
Taal
No. of
Items

Cognitive LPvel*

I II III

Performance

0
40

IA t
0.
0
e

055. Locate stock on the selling floor and in understock Or reSerVe
stock.

056. Sort-merchandise by department; size, color and styleS Where
appropriate.

057. Stock merchandise in appropriate place and appropriate
manner.

058. Identify the necessary stockkeeping and housekeeping dutiet as they
relate to proper stock care. X

059. Keep customer want slips as tOld by manager.
X

060. Advise buyer of merchandise needs.

061. Identify the necessary steps in closing out the department at the
end of a selling day.

a2. Review for accuracy and complete, if necessary, receiving records
such as freight ticket, packing slip and invoice. X X

Check merchandise for completeness of order and condition of
items.

064. Follow through on non-delivered or lost merchandise.

065. follow correct procedures in handling defective/damaged
merchandire. X X X

066. Place price tags on the merthandiSe When heCessaY.y.

067. Mark merchandise on selling floor where price tags have oeen
temoVed or Yost according to store policy.

068. Operate cash register: itemize sales, ring total, add tax, change
tapes, correct voids and take readings;

069. Detertin the correct-change and-count it back to a customer
durthg a cash :ale according to company procedurt.

070. Balante cath drawer against register reading and complete
appropriate frrms for register close-out. X X

071. Authorize customer checks according to the 50re t OOliCy. X

072. Examine credit cards and checks for bad credit or StOlen
cards.

X

M. Conduct periodic stock counts_far reordering of stock (unit control)
and for annual inventory (dollar control).

*LEVEL I Recall, II - Comprehension, III - Application 4 7
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COMPETENCY 055

..ma....aemard.ThriosamusinshiLusasommanzeurmapaalaiazw,

c COMPETENCY 055: Locate stock on the selling floor and in underStock or reserve
stock.

16111111.111111iir

TEST ITEM 055-00-11

See Test Item 073-00-13.

TEsT I D55=0012

INSTRUC] AS TO THE TEACHER: Reproduce the stockroom floor plan in SA=2,

INSTRUCTIONS:1-0 STUDENTS: _Today you are working in the children's shoe department,
pating up_new stock.--Nring a "rush period", your manager asks you tio_assist oh
the tales floor. 'iou wait on two customers who wish to be shown the following
shoeS:

CUSTOMER 1: navy striped tennis shoe, size 6-C

yellow wedge sandle, size 6-C

CUSTOMFR 2: white Mary Jane shoe, size 2 1/28

The shoes have the following style numbers:

Flat sandles 19 Plain tennis shoe - 25

Wedge sandles 30 Stripe tennis shoe - 27
Thong sandles 59

The_color code is:

Black - 1 Red 4 Grey 7 Green - 11

Brown - 2 Tan or beige 5 White 8 Orange - 12

Navy 3 Lt. blue 6 Wine - 10 Yellow 13

Boxes are marked in the follcwing manner:

Color -

Operations
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STOCK LOCATION
_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _

Mary Jane dress shoe - 61
Open toe _dress shoe - 65
Slip-on dress shoe 70

_Size



TEST ITEM 055-00-12

Using the floor plan of the stockroom (provided Oy your instructor), indi:ate
where you would find the requested shoes; ePlace_this information in the blanks
under Stock Location. The Stockroom_location will be shown by aisle letter,
shelf number and shelf letter_(i.e; Ale wouldibe a black flat sandle; size
213). If the requested shoe is not in stock, write OUT in the blank and the
location of a shoe you would Show as a sUbStitiite.

439
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COMPETENCY 057

COMPETENCY 057: Stock merchandise in appropriate Place and appropriate
-11

nanner.

trFi

mmommy

TEST ITEM 057-00-11

See Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 8

Operations
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COMPETENCY 058

ICOMPETENCY 058: Identify the necessary stockkeeping and housekeeping duties
as they relate to proper stock care.

TEST ITEM 058-00-11

See Test Item 073=00=13 (Part 9).

TEST ITEM 058-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List five daily and five weekly house keeping duties
regularly performed in most apparel stores.

Weekly Daily

1 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5'
5.

4

Operations
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COMPETENCY 059

COMPETEAM 059: Keep customer want slips as told by manager.

TEST FTEM 059-0011

See TeSt Item 073:00= 3 (Part 10).

442
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COMPETENCY 060

COMPETENCY 050: Advise buyer of merchahdite heedt.

TEST ITEM 060-00-11

See TeSt Iteth 073-00-13 (Part 11).

43
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COMPETENCY 061

COMPETENCY 061: Identify the_necessary steps in closing out the departme4
at the ehd of a Selling day;

+la

TEST ITEM 061-00=11

See Test Item 073-00-13 Part 18);

Operations
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COMPETENCY 062

COMPETENCY 062: Review for accuracy and complete, if necessary, mceiving

1

records such as freight ticket, packing slip and invoice.

TEST ITEM 062-00=11

See Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 1

Operations
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TEST ITEM 062-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: Reproduce the invoice and the freight bill:

INSTRUCTIONS TO $TUDENTS: USing the invoice given to you by your teacher and
fWe firiformation belowi complete the freight bill.

Information needed: The rate is $9358
Dato the freight:bill was issued: December 8
Carrier nuMber: 472-1
Driver: Tim Speedy
Shipmat arrived: December 11 at 10 a.m.

TOP of the LINE
1954 Seventh Avenue

New York, New York 10014

Sold To:

Logan's

2808 Carolina Avenue
Raleigh, NC 27511

No. pieces shipped: 6

Weight: 182 lbs

.4._-antity Style No.
1

_ _ Dese_riptjon_
_

1
1 4761 Princess-line coats

Vs57 Pea Coats

.

I 52 .1

20 114C

Trench coats

Chesterfield coats_

Balmacaan raincoats

7892

Order No. 290/

Dept; No. --2

Date December 7, 1982

Terms: 8/10 EOM

Via: Faraway TranSit

F

Unit cost Extension

71;00 71o.on

42.00 840.00

55.00 550.00

61.00 305 .00

38.00 760.00

Total 165.00

M:t%t.:: and Clnius: None accepted after 10 days from
receipt of goods

Less discount'
discount at 8"Aj

MOUNT DUE ;2 'ULM

Oper.Ations
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4
0
0

Date

DRAM MUER COIN
4589 Houston Street

New York, New York 10037

Received by_

_Umeifinee

Date- Hour

Pieces

I. Shipper

Driver

garrier KO,

Description of ontents Weight

Pt, of origin

Rate Charges

otal ICC regulations requires payment to II Psy this

447

will144-7 di it

Prepaid

collect:1

411.=1,



TEST ITEM 062-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:_Study the invoice below and write in the blanks pro
vided_the kind of infornation that Ooes in each of the numbered areas and where
you find the information.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6

TOP of the LINE
1984 Stveath Avenue

New York, New York 10014

Sold To:

1

No. pieces shipped: 5
Weight:

Order Nu.

Capt. NO.

Date

7892

2

Terris 3
Via: 4

Quantity Style-No.

_

Description Unit cost Extensio,

6 7 8 9 10,

_

Total 1,

Return and Cltiaia! Nehe accepted after 10 dayi frOrd
reeeipt of goods

Lees discount
discaunt_at

12AMOUNT DUE_:::;

KINDS OF INFORMATION

Operations
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COMPETENCY 063

COMPLTENCY 063: Chttk merchandite for completenets of orde and condition of
items.

TEST ITEM 063-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List the four checks that are uSually made wheh checking
merchandise nto the store or department.

2.

3.

4.

TEST ITEM 063-00=12

See Test Item 073-00-13 Part 1

450
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11:6COMPETENCY_O64: Tollow through on nor=delivred or lost merchandise.

COMPETENCY 064

TEST ITEM 064-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: Reproduce the freight bill and the Receiving Exceptions
Report

Operations
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TEST ITEM 064=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Assume that you are receiving merchandise at 1.(lan's
#3 in t e gir 's department (#14) on lanuary 16. Your manager has already

accepted the shipment and had the proper notation made_on the freight bill.
Now your manager asks you to complete a receiving exception report on this ship-
ment. Using the invoice and report form provided by your teacher, complete the
receiving exception report.

LOS Angeles,

October 25 83
Date 19

ea1
51 Mint

California

riders
Street_

91)081

025

Consignee Shi0Oet

logari'S

28081Carolina Avenue
-RA1C-h, NC 27511

Received

Sugar !n Spice
147 tiverhin Avenue
Los Angeles; al. 90146

Priver- .1_. Smfth Pt. of c jin L.A., Cal.Date---6-fif, 36 Hour li:A0xt./rpf.
rrierAC 711)____ :

Piecee Descripcion of tontencs Weight Rate Chatges

4 Drestes

'

,,g .$57.60

Prepaidp

Collect RD

Total
4

CC regulatiuna requiree payment
Within 7 da- .

Total 48 Pay_ithis_ $0A

Operations
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TEST ITEM 064=00-11

Store NO.___

LOCANiS
Receiving Eiception Report

Dept. No. Date Submitted by

1. Check type of report: Shipment frOM vendor Shipment from w8rhouse
7-Transfer shipment, sending store

-77-777Procedure error
Received frOm (shipper)___--

Date ,-eed.

Yid reeight Bill No.

3; Freight bill calls for
_ ____ (cases___oi hanging piete-s )

Actually recei';ed
____ (cases or hanging pieces_

)

4. if C, CCK c..:_iition:
_________ _.

Kole Ripped seam Wet Stained

5. Check, error ceteil:

__ _Crushed Gouged____

_Merchandise improperly ticketed Price/Quantity____ ___

_____Wrorig coior, size, or style not listed
_Shipment short _____ No control document

77.7Shipment over

DeScribe circumstances, comments and/01 remarks:

6. DesCription of merchandise of content of boxes is over or short:

1 Vendor Class St4le
Quaraity

over short Unit Retail
Tbtal Retail

over short

-
_._

. If datagedi Aid insector pickup salvage? IfiSO, attaCh bill of lading,
'f not, hold merchandise store until told tit* to dispose of it.

L.epartment Melager'S Signature__ _

Operations H-4_66 53



COMPETENCY 065

COMPETENCY 065: Follow correct procedures in handling defective/damaged
merchandise;

TEST ITEM 06540=11

INSTRUCTIONS_ TO STUDENTS: In COluffin I is damaged_merchandise.that is in your de-
partment at Logan'S._ From theialternatives for handling defective/damaged_mer-
chandise in_Column_IIi_select the one which is most appropriate for each item in
Column I. Record the letter of your choice in the space provided to the left.

Column I

1. Pant with MitSew-1 A.

2. Badly faded shirt
display window. B.

3. Jacket with lining that shrunk
when dry cleaned the first time. C.

SUit with a button missing.
Button lost in store. D.

5. Sweater with snag in the back
while being tried on._

6. Shirt With -collar pulled loose.

7. Handkerchiefs hemmed incorrectly.

8. Trousers with dirty hem from
being used in a fashion show;

9. Rainco,, with a rip in the back=
has been in department for a
month.

10. Leather belt that has become
scarred;

TEST ITEM 065-00-12

Se rest Item 07340-13 (Part 3).

Operatioos
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Column

Mark out of intrzntoy ind send
back to the vendii...

Repair and sel. :'cgular re-
tail price.

Mark down and sell at a reduced
price.

Mark out of stock and destroy
or give to charity.



TEST ITEM 065-00-13

DISTRUCTiONS:JOLTEACHER: Reprodute a Copy of the following forms for e-oh
student: receiving exception repbrti request for return of merch8,ndite, damage
t-f'ket; inventory adjustment report, and return to vendor form.

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: Fbr each of the form you _have beeh provided list
the appropriate time to uSe each in handling defective/damaged merchAndise.

FORM WHEN TC USE

1. Receiving Exception Report
1

2. Request for Return of Merchandite 2.

3. Damage Ticket 3.

4. tnventory Adjustmeht Report 4.

5. Return to Vendor Form 5.

Operations
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TEST ITEM 065-00-13

Lo N
Receiving Exception Report

Store No. Dept. No. Date Submitted by

1. Check type of report: Shipment from_vendpr Shipment from warehous,e
Transfer shment, sending store-
Procedure error

2. Received from (shipper) Date rec'd.

Via Freight Bill No.

J. Freight bill calls for

Actually received

4. If caSeS, check condition:

(cases or hangihg pieteS

(catet or hanging OikeS

Ripped Seath Wet Stained

Crushed

5. Check error detail: MerthaddiSé improperly ticketed _
Wrong color, size, or style

--Shipment short
Shipment over

Describe circumstances; comments and/or remarks:

Gouged

Price/Quantity
nut listed
No control document

6. Description of merchandise of content of boxes is over or short:

Vendor Class Style
Quantity

over snort Unit Retail
Total Retail
over short

7 If damagedi:jd inspectOr_pitkUp salVage? If so, attach bi71
lf not, hold merchandiSe in Sten-0 Until told how to dispose of it;

Department Manager's Signature

Operations
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TEST (TEM 065-00-13

Lo-Ca-tiOn

R[QUHST FOR RETURN OF MEHANEi

Date

To

Street

City

Re: InwiitP # Invoice Date

Permission Is reduested LO return certain merchandise covered by the above invoicè .

icems to be returned

ReaSon for return

Mode of transportation proposed: Collect ( ) Prepaid ( )

( 3 Parcel Pest insured
( ) REA Express insured
( ) Motor Freight

Permissison is granted to return merchandise

Merthandise will be shipped to above
addreSs unless indicated here.

(Signature (Date)

If t-oply is hOt received within__ ds, the retu-ri will be made as indic

Please return authorization to the attention of

Operations
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TEST ITEM 065=00-=.13

LOCIAN'S
DAMAGED OR DEFECTIVE

MERCHANDISE TICKET
Complete and attach to merchandise as soon
as damage or defect is found.

Department

Date
Store Discovered

[tem
Description

Price (or amount of credit given)

Describe Damage
or. Defect

Prepared By

Disposition:
o Mark Out of Stock snd Destroy

O Return-To-Vendor

O Markdown and Sell

Repair

Other

'Please pin where defective

Opera ti on s
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TETT ITEM 065-00-13

DATE

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT REPORT No.

Store No. Department No.

by REASON
(Chak obe)

_ Returned to Vendor--
St Ore Uae

Sale

Destroyed or Oven to charitY

Other

NO. ARTICLE QUANTITY SIZE
OLD

PRICE
NEW__

PRICE
AMT. OF

ADJUSTMENT

1
_._

i

i
i

.

Total
.....,

Operations
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TEST rrEm 06540-13

Date

Dept.

Store

Ship to:

Mirge to:

RETURN TO VENDOR FORM

Logan's
2808 Carolina Avenue
Raleigh, North CarOlina 27511

Address Label

We have charged your account for:

Reason for Return or Adjustment:

11200

Merchandise RetUrned

Rerchandise Found Short

Merchandise Damaged

FROM VENDOR'S INVOICE

Date AMount Invoice NuMber

Mfg.

Style No. Quantity Classification Description
Unit
Price Total

Total

Umber of PieCet Date Shipped Signature

Operations
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.3MPETENCY

711111/CalIRRER-IX0WIMBirallNEMNIP
;y tl 7: Mark merchande oh Selling floor where price tags have been

reNoved or lost according to store policy;

TEST ITEM 067-'3-11

_INSTRUCTIONS_ TO STUDENTS: Read each of the questions or incomplete sentences below.
Determir ,. which cif thE possible answers or completion choices is the most appropri-
ate for each statement. Write the letter of this response in the space provided
to the left.

1. The season letter on a price ticket specifies:

A; Date merchandise goes on sale.
B; Date merchandise arrived in the store.
C; Date merchandise must be inventoried.
D. Whether the item is fall, winter; spring or summer merchandise.

2. The teSt Cede oh a price ticket is helpful when:

A. Markdowns are being taken on specific itemS;
B. A sale to a customer is being made,
C. The merchandise is being advertised.
D. The merchandise is being arranged on the salES floor.

3; When is the best time to replace a lost price ticket?

A. At the end of each selling_day;
B. When a Customer wants to purchase it;
Q. OnlY When Specifically told to do so by the manager.
D. As soon as it is discovered;

4. It ls necessary to make new price tickets when:

A; Merchandise_has been damaged,
B. A cdSteMerireturns merchandise with only one portion of the tag

stiilico the item;
C; Pre-ticketed merchandise arrives in the store.
D. There is a price increase;

5. When a pricE ,;arj_h6S been lost and the manayer is unavailable; where
would you yc tO find the:Oriee of the item? (List all choices in the
Order yOu Would theM);

A. Call the buyer.
B. Search for another Sfl1 just_like it on the sales flbor.
C. Call a branch st(re to see if they have the same item;
D. Ask the cus:mer what they have seen Similar items selling for.

FirSti I would
Second, I would
Third, I would

Operations
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TEST ITEM 067-00=12

See Test Item 073-00-13 (r,..

<ftr2
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COMPETENCY 068

068: Operate cash register: itemize sales, ring total, add tax,
change tapes; correct voids and take readings;

TEST ITEM 068-00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In_Column I are the parts of a cash register keyboard.
From -t-e functions in Column II, select the one which is most appropriate for each
item in Column I. Record the letter of your choice in the space provided to the
left.

1.

Column I

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

Column II

Salesperson key

Total key

Department key

Transaction key

Amount key

No sale key

Correction key

subtotal key

Tax key

Classifies the type of activities on
the_register; such as cash, charge,
paid-out.

Records the amount of the transaction.

Identified who rang the transaction.

Totals all items before tax is added.

IndiCateS the aMOunt of sales tax on
a sale.

2.

3;

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. Frees amount whic -ias been depressed 1110
but not ,-ung ur

Indica total )ourt of the

transac_ion:

Records the merchandise by depart-
MetS.

Allows you to open the cash drawer
without ringing a sale.

9.

TEST ITEM 068=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: After having instructed_your students in the proper_pro-
cedure for changing_the receipt and detail audit tapes, have each student change
these tapeS using the correct procedure.

-EST ITEM 068-00-13

See Test Item 069-00-13.
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COMPETENCY 069

mom&
COMPETENCY 069: Determine the correct change and count it back to a custcmer

during a cash sale according to company procedure;

TEST ITEM 069-00-11

See Test Item 073-00-13 Part 12).

TEST ITEM 069-00-12

See Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 13

TEST ITEM 069-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: After -laving_ihttrUeted kr students_on the procedure
for operating_the cash register available to ydd, hc::e each student ring up a
cash_transaction correctly, annOUnte the tale, Accept the amount tendered, count
the change back manually and thahk the cUStoMer. Ahead of time do the following:

1. Obtain several sets of play money and have each student "setup" the cash
drawer;

2; Reproduce and cut apart the six sales transictions_brovided or make up_some_of
your own4 if_you have a fairly large clas. The key tO each tranSactibn Will
be on the back of the transaction and you may want to have a Copy to look at
while_the student is role playing their part.

3; Tape a tax schedule to the cash register.
4. Reproduce and pass out student rating sheets for students tb 100k at ahd to

fill in their name.

NOTE. If there is no cash regiSter_Available, simulate a cash drawer and evaluate
students on counting change OhlY. Change the student instructions and rating
sheet to match 4 with the heeds of an automatic register.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: You are to correctly ring up a cash sale on a cash
register.

Follow the steps below:

Take your place at the cash register and give the teacher_yout rating sheet.
2; Take the instruction sheet handed to you by the customer (your teacher) and

ring up the amounts indicated on the sales tickets.
3; Subtotal; add tax and total sale, and announce the sale.
4. The customer will tender their momey and you MUSt COMOute the _change and re=

turn it to the customer, following the steps for computing and returning
change;

5. You will be rated on the rating sheet by your teacher.

Operations
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TEST I1EM 069=00-13

TRANSACTION I

TRANSACT:ON 2

TRANSACTION 3

LCWOWS

Dept. Style I

3 52
C4u &a I

55 9=lej

/7 loft. -Ns

LOCO"
Style

3 4632
0 on S4e 5-

(21 A

4 12.79

Dept
3

Class

Slyle I

4.56 1

Size

5

35.63

4 ----1 la.;..-N1.064 li
1 1 Loom

.1 ./
's

i [(NAN'S
Difin, ravt, 1_1 I mot; Style I

4116-; ( 1 6.1 7(;i11-2i 7'
45 c I 1 33 _ t gt am

66
A...I.:r---.......7.........-:)

(..

-.--

Loywes
sfoil I

3 4567-
Class Size

22: 0

Size

WW
54s

1
LOCtpUles !

Dict: Styli DePt. Style ,

3 _6901. j 5566 I

aim s4:11 7 Cress 54 10

'
I 22

66,...,........... I s,

-71

IL°44P/ ty*aspt !S

09111

TRANSACTION 4 77

\

TRANSACTION 5

-ito

1

.1.040is
Dept: _Style

3 4213
C40 54t '
77$ 15.67

.;.;.i
LOCANIS

atip bryie
3 1q4

(Fr- 54o 7

-/--"Isi is N
LOCO/4

eiePt Stile
3 -0900

CL0 54i 7

32 =
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Cl Size fue
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TEST ITEM 069-00-13

TRANSACTION 1 Gives Says

:Itudent announces: That will be $52;26 Your change should 4 pennies = 52.30
aAstomer gives: $55.30 be: 2 dimes = 52.50
StUdent announces: That will be $52.26 1 half = 53.00

out of $55 2 $1 = 5.00

TRANSACTION 2 Gives Says

Student announces: That will be $27.53 'four change should 2 pennies .
Cu.:tomer gives: $30.00 be: 2 dimes = 27.75
Student announces: That will be $27.53 1 qu,-ter 28.00

out of $30.00 2 $1 = 30.00

TRANSACTION 3 Gives Says

Student announces: That will be $42.03 Your change should 2 pennies = 42.05
Customer gives: $50.00 be: 2 dimes = 42.25
7tudent announces: That wil: be !:42.03 1 quarter = 42.50

out of $50 I half = 43.00
2 $1 = 45.00
1 $5 = 50.00

TRANSACTION 4 Gives Says

Student announces: That will be $23;09 Your nange shoL 1 penny = 23.10
CustoTir gives: $30.00 (3 $10s) be: 1 nickel = 23.15
Student announces: That will be $23.09 1 dime = 23.25

out of $30.03 1 quarter = 23.50
1 half = 24.00
, $1 = 25.00
1 $5 = 30.00

TRANSACTION 5 Gives Says

Student announces: That will be $48.35 Your ch e shoCd 1 nickel = 48;40
Customer gives: $60.00 (3 $20s) be: 1 dilbe = 48;50
Student announces: That will be $48.35 1 half = 49;00

out of $60 1 $1 = 50;00
1 $10 = 60,00

Operations
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TEST ITEi2: 069-00-13

RATING SHEET

CASH REGISTER OPERATIONS: MAKING CHAE

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the Opropriate score for each item and totl.

The student

Greeted the customer

. Rang up each amount correctly

3. Asked if there would be "anything else"
beforr subtotaling

4. Charged correct. ,rloant of tax

5 Announced tota' ...nt of sale

6. laced amount tendered on the change
nh0-e

7. Annourced total sale and amount
tendered

8. Used correct procedure to count change
from cash drawer

9. Computed correct amounts of change

10. Usej as few coins and bills as
rossible

11. Countd change into custome,s's hand,
mentioning each coin and dollar
denomination

12. Placed amount tendered in register
drawer and closed Lite drawer
immediately

1_ Gave cuStOmer the receipt

14. Thanked the customer

Operations
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UnacceptablelPoor Average Excellent

o 1 2 3

b 10 20 30

0 3

6

4

0 6

0

5 9

3 6

0

0

0

TOTAL SCORE

Total possible score is 100.



COMPETENCY 0i0

AMOMEMOmmummmomm,

1

COMRETEWA 070: Balance cash e -r agaist register rdding and complete
appropriate forms for register cloSe Out.

TEST ITEM 070-10-11

INSTRUCTiONS :_iliUDERTS: Complete the following_sentences by writing the W
phti-a-se thaL-best comjeTes the sentence in the blank.

L The tape that gives daily sales totals dnd is used when closiog out a regi3tr
iS called a _ tape.

2. Cash registers are usually closed

3. When the sa1esp2rson's total sales agree with he Amount shown bh the tape
in the register, he register is s-,:Jd to b-t

4. Wheh ClOSind bUt a egiSter, checks are co,.. 2red to be the same as

5. When closing the rec,:ster, the salesperSon Mu5t remove the
before counting the curL.hcy and ,oinS.

TEST ITEM 070-00-1

See TeSt Item 073-00-13 (aet 19).
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TEST ITEM 070-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: ReOroduce the cash rëster close out form with the
nUMberS.

INSTRUCTION5ZTOSTUDENTS1 Carefully study th, cash register close out report
given to you. Identif3f, by writing in the blanks below, the kind of ihforta Oh
that goes in each designated numbered area and where you would find hat inforMa-
tion.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

12.

Kind of information Source

Operations
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TEST ;ITEM 070-00-13

r-
Date

CiSH REG) STER CLOSE OUT FORM

pening-Tund
Amount

Store No. i Dept. No. Register Empi-Wee Closing:

CASH: List amount at closing less
opening fund.

_Quarters

Half L,ilars

Currc

1; Tota Currency and Coins
(after removing opening
fur4_

2. Total Checks (+)

3. Total Gift
Certificates ;+)

4, Total Paid_Outs (+)
(attacn vouchers)

Postaaerit
Supplies

0th-e7
tlir

Refunds (+)
(attath tickets

6.astr_Voids (4-)

. Total CASH Sales _

Cash: Prover

Over
Short $

8. Charge VOidt (+)

9: Store Charges

10. Bank Card Charges

11. Total Daily Sales
(Add lines 6,7,8, & 9)

Detaii_Audit_Tape
Rea ding_of_ Total _Sales_

13: Register:

Proven

OVer

Short

DAILY SUMMARY

Total Cash Sales

Total Charye Salet

Total Sales

NUmber of Paid Outs

Number of Voids

Number of No Sales

Numbe F Refunds

Reading of Customer
Counter

Amount of Average
Sales

Conrnents:
Individual Employee Totals:
Key A Key C
Key B Key D

Operationt
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COMPETENCY 071

COMPETENCY 071: Authorize customer checks accordin9 to the stocz's policy.

TEST ITEM 071=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In the blanks that correspond to the numbers on the
CiieCk Wr---11-5-esi de each Part the reOuireMeni.S for accePtanCe in most
apparel stores.

p-Ay
TO- TI1E-

ORDER

28. Moore Successful
25 Secutity Ptace
Anywhere, U.S A. 3

Southern National Bank
01. rsofirw r.!-11..11.1110,

I1:00001.E30001: 0000000Ni

Identify

2.

3. 3.

6.

TEST ITFM 071-00-12

See Tesc Item 073-00-13 (Parts 15 and 16).

TEST ITEM 071-00-13

See Test Item 073-00-13 (Part

5.

1!)

NON-NEGOTIABLE

000

Do) ARS

RequirementS for Acceptance

Operations 4 71
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COMPETENCY 072

COMPETENCY C72: Examine credit cards and cht.ckl for bad credit or stolen
cards.

TEST ITEM 072-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS:TO STUDENTS: Read the case study be7ow and liSt all posSible steps
that yoU coiird- take.

It iS jUtt before_d_osing=time ltiLogak's, when a cUStOber_ -Owes into the shoe
department, He seems to be_ir_z._great hurry, and qiiickly piCks out a_pair_of
shoes and purchases theinwnth_his .ster Charge, The pUrthiSe amounts to $72;00;
not quiteienough to require you call_the bank_Card COmpany for approval; You
Writs up the charse ticket_and_ask for_hiS Signature, ThiS Customer seems sus-
picious to you; What steps can you take to inSure that thiS bank card does belong
to this customer?

TEST ITEM 072-00-12

INIRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Answer the questions below in the space provided.

1. Lit the steps ;pu can take to inSUre tharc a store credit card is being used
Ly tr: proper person.

What must you remember WT tO do if you arc sure that a cre6t card is Stolen?

Give two reasons vhy it ic ifoportant that a customer sign a charge ticket.

(1)

(2)

4. What do you tell a custmer if the credit office does not give you permission
to authorize a srae?

5. What is a 'floor limit"?

Operations
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COMPETENCY 073

COMFTENCY 073: COnd6Ct periodic sthckcounts for reordering of stock (unit
control) and for ahnUal inVentory (dollar control).

Losemswwwwwwwwwwwwww.wwwwwwwommumar-
mwwwwwwar-vsts::

ITEM C73=0=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the incomplete sentence: :Determine which
of-thelossible completic.! choices is the_most appropriate, for each statement.
Write the letter of thiS -eSponse in the space provided to the left.

i . An attual count of the merchande on nand on a given date is called:

A. Perpetual irivehoo,
B. gpening_inventory
C. Physical inVentcry
D. Book inventory

Most alert retailers take 8 phytical ihventOry at least:

A. Weekly
B. monthly
c. Semi-annuallY
D. Annually

3. When a retailer is -gting i-eady tO take irRentory:

A. He will increase the amount_of stock oh hand
B. He will reduce_the amount of stOCk On hand
C. He will be unconcerned aboutthe aMount of stock on hand
D. He will have all of the stock moved to the stock room

4, Inventory is usually tAen at:

A. Retail_value
B. Cost value
C. Mark up _value
D. Mark down value

A form On Which basic n';cntory information is recorded is called:

A. A ba?ance sheet
B. A profit and los sheet
C. A work sheet
D. An inventory sheet

When an employer o: a department Store moves down the aisle to take
inventory, he should hot record:

A. The number of un
B. The retail price
C. A detailed description each item
D. The coSt Price

Operations
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TEST ITEN 073=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TOLSTUDENTS: lieadieach of the following statements about inventory.
DeterminestaTernent is true or false. Write the correct response 'true
or falSe) in the blank to the left of each statement.

1. Both forms of inventory (Oysical and perpetual) are usually used by
most apparel stores;

2. Unit control figures will give specific inferMatiOh oh hOW many iteMS
of a style are in stock.

3. Mistakes on inventory sheets should be carefully erased and the
ccrrection made as soon as the error is discovered.

4. A OYsital ihVehtory is neceSSary if a Store is to have an accurate
actenting of its profit.

5. Unde ;. no circumstances should any inventory sheet be destroyed because
employees are accountable for each sheet.

474
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TEST ITEM 073-00-13

iNSTROCTIONS TO TEACHER: In orderito make this_unit more_meaningful and show the
jnterrelationship of form$ and activities, the following Test Item has been or-
ganized to simulate_an actual situation in an apparel store; This Test Item can
be used as_a project or an_exam ,t the completion nf the unit or the different
parts can be used_separafc-ly u choose; Time r completing the entire Test

approximately t, :-!ci,rs, if the students consistantly. You will
nec. :lroduce one Test It:m Booklet for each ent, one set of answer

One Set of forms. The forms that yet' -eed to ,-eproduce are:

Buyers Purchas: fl-der
Invoice
freight bill
Inventory Adjustment Report
Return to Vendor Form
Memo Form
Rating Sheet for Memo (This is for your use and is not given tc the

students.)
Floor plan for the department
Rating sheet for floor plan (For your use only)
Basic Stock List
Stock Requisition
Merchandise Description Sheet
Inventory Counting Sheet
Register Close Out Report

PrLaare a file folder for each student which contains the Test Item Booklet,
the driswer sheets, and the forms listed above.

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: Your teacheriwill give you a boOklet which you should
read carefully. It is_divided into larts and_ear' prt requires an answer from
you or asks you to perform some dut You aill o recei-:e a file foAer which
contain8 anSwer 8hOets 3r ' forms w!!ink vn9 will asked to complete.

r, -

-4 it)

Operations
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ITEM 073-00-13

LO. DAY AT LOOM'S

Ord

-Aro

06) S
1.1 areCc;

7--....-ifip

lo,
Fie-ce6

Date

LNS
Opening Fund Wrifieor

--

Amp1. of
_op._ fund

Pennies__
Okt1SO C$39'kw 00'

vOUS'

50'

tall _.

st`

Operationt

39
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1.

7

. k

se
25

256 L. ,1.10 CA

2 Se 5 257 0428.50 CH
2 Se 25 258 0629.60 TL
2 se 25 259 0025.18 TX

2 Se 25 260 0157.40 A
2 Se 25 261 0215;80 B
2 Se 25 262 0201;10 C
2 se 25 263 0055;30 D
2 Se 2'; 764 0025,18 TX

--



TEST ITEM 073-00=13

A LONG DAY AT LOGAN'S

On September 2, you.are.working, parttime, for Logan's ( 3), in the Junior Snorts-
wear Department (#3). Your department has four fulltim.t

Sally Smith, Manager
Linda Brown
Charles Grey
Becky Little

and three parttime employees:

Don_New _

SuSie Careless
"You"

Employee Numel
01

02

03
04

05

06

07

tO Register
KeY A
Key A
Key 8
Key C

#2 Key B
#1 Key D
#2 Key C

Today you are scheduled to work fr-cm 2:00 p;m. until closing. Aft,r_5:00
you and Don will be the only employees in_ the department. You will be in chars,
since Don has only worked for one week, and still needs a lot of help.

When you:arrive at work,_Sally_asks you to check-in some newly a;-rived merchan-
dise._ Sheihas_accepted_the order and needs you to log it onthe receiving record
and check the items against the invoice and the buyer's purchase order.

la, 1r your folder, you have the buyer's order -!'orm,_thc invoice and the freight
bill for this shipment... Record the shipment on the receiving record which
you will find on_the answer sheet.

lb. You make the following.count of items in the shipment:

18 blouses, style 482
24 blouses, style 333
15 vests, style 271
26 skirts, style 271
14 pants, style 252

You notice
coordinate
"nd are in
col ors ;

that these iteMS
with each other
the newest fal]

Using the buyer's order form and the invoice, make the recessary checks to
indicate receipt of goods on the invoice.

lc, ThereLis one check which cannot be made on the invoice; but is an important
step in checking in merchandise; What is it? Record your answer tn the
space provided on the answer sheet;

2. The buyer's order form tells who must pay_the tranF,.rortation cost tor this
shipment. Indicate on the answer sheet who is to pay.

3. While checking the merchandise, you find that two items must be returned
to the vendor because they arrived defective, one skirt; size 9, has a
flaw in the material, one pair of pants; size 7, has one leg shorter than
the other. When you show these two items to Sally, she asks y7iu to retu~n
them to Arpeja today; since Logan's has an "open return polity" with tn.s
vendor; You will need to complete an inventory adjustment report, a
turn to vendor form and write a memorandum indicating the_reasons for the
return. Do this now on the three forms provided in your folder.

Operations
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TEST ITEM 073-00-13

4. 'in the ans.r sheet ei(Oain the meanin9 of an "opcn return policy."

E.4, After you finish the forms for retUrt,in-g the defective merchandise; Sally
asks you to mark iie price tags_ for eVerything that you received. Since
Don has not done this before, she atkt ydd tb show him the procedure for
marking new price tags. YOU eXplain tO Don that Logan's uses the cost_
code of "PARISCLOTH" and the seasonal code is "HAVEFUNTO
D A Y," You also explain the Logan's uses a keystone markup to determine
the retail price. You mark ohe tag for each style of merchandise tO show
Don how it is done. 0r -;uur answer sheet you will find the tags. Mark
them now using size 9.

5b. While you are marking te price tags, Sally asks you to mark down a jumper
30% that was damaged un display. YoU_ Will find the tag to be changed and
the price change form on the anSwer Sheet.

6. Don asks you what "class" on the price ticket mecns. Write on the answer
sheet what you would tell him.

7. As she_is getting ready tb leaVe for the day; Sally tells you and DOh to
put the merchandise thatiyod reeei!ied on the sales floor; if there is
time. Otherwise put it in an appropriate place and It will be put out
orilorrow. After she leaVes; Don asks you where else the merchandise could

Le placed. YOu tell_hiM the names of the three major stock lOcations, and
tell him where each is 1^-ated. On the answer sheet write what you would
tell Don.

Sincr the dinner hour is uSually slow, you detide that this is a_good time
for yor. and Don to arranse the neWly arrived merchandise on the sales
floor. Using the floor plan in you:- folder and the list of merchandise
below, indicate b; placing the merthandise number on the fixture how you
will arrange the departMe.

Unless indicated as new_or sales items, assume Other merchandise has been
in your department for a week or so.

.1. Npw blouses and coordinated pdnts
and veSt

c New blouses and coordinated skirts
3. Trendy jumpsuits in 2 colors

Obbrdinated velvet skirts and pants
and tweed blazers; lacy blouses--
new

5; Clearance of summer_skirts
6. Treudy pants--4 colors
7. Jeans
3. basic pants
9. Basic blouses

10. Silk blouses
1. Basic pant style in fashion cblors
12. Plaid shirts
13. Basic bulky Flaters

14. Sale=summer !.'0U5eS_
15. Hand knit sweaters--4_sty1e!.,

16. Velvet skirt5 and ruffle
blouses==new

17. BaSi-( '-cketS
18. sweaters
19. Trendy pants and tops
20. Basc coWl sweaters--8 colors
21. TWeed Skirt coordinated with

tweaters _

22; BaSit blazers
23; BaSic dresses
24; Dresses--four styles in shades

of rust

25. Coordinated sk'ts and blouses
?6. Trendy ,:resses

Operations
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TEST ITEM 073=00= 3

9. Don comments that he is glad that the two of you had to rearrange the de=,
partment, because there is really not much to do tonight. You detide_that
now is a good time to tell him about all the regular stpckkeeping dUtiet
that_must be performed; You emphasize_that in an apparel departMent there
is always something to do; List at least ten of the stockkeeping dUtiet
that you would describe to Don.

10. Finally customers begin to come in again andiyou make several sales. How-
ever, you miss two sales_because you do not have_any plaid blazers, in size
5 or 13. You feel that it is_impottant that Sally be made aware of the
requests that ybu haVe had; You leave her a want slivfor the blazers.
Fill out the want slip that yoli Wiil find in your folder, as you would leave
it for Sally.

11 Noticing that sone_of your Top Seat jeans ate_getting 1;;wi you decide that
this is a_good time to_show Don how to requisition itertit fl'om a basic stock
list. You show Don the basic stock litt and the StOCk_teqUisition form anii
tell him that as long as youihave two items over the MiniMUm required it 7s
not_necessary to request additional iteMt. You exnlain, however, that vitin
an item is requisitioned it_is necessary_Lto bring your stock up to maximum.
You and Don make the following count of Top Seat jeans:

Style 496

Style 497

Size Color .tAntity

6,8,10,12 blue d. 10 in each size
6,12 beige 6 in each size
8,10 beige 4 in each size
6,8 grey 6 ir each size
10,12 grey 4 in each size

6 blue d. 2

802 blUe d. 4 in each size
111_ blue cL 7

6,12 beige 6 in each size
800 beige 8 in each size
6 grey 2

_ 8 : grey 5

10,12 grey 4 in each size

These jeans are classified utaar 65. Using the_baSit ttOCk litt, complete
the stock requisition form. Both of these are in your fOltiet.

12. you Watch Don while he is making a cash sale and notice_that he is having
trouble making ctange. After_the_customer leaves, you go over Cie eight
Steps in announcing a sale and returning Cie change to the customer. Litt
these steps on the answer sheet as you_woold explain them to Don, being
careful to list them in the proper order.

13. YoU have had_only five_cash sales today; On theanswer sheet you will find
the amount Of these sales and the amount tendered. Indicate the amount of
change that loc;_returned to each of your customers, using tne least number
Of coins and

14. Don brings two checks to you for authorization.

%)erations 4 79
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TEST ITEM 073-00-13

You wiiiifind these checks on the answer sheet: Indicate if they are
acceptable or_unacceptable. If the checks are unacceptable, circle the
parts that make them unacceptable:

F. You explain to Don that certain types of checks are not usually accepted
at Logan's. On the answer sheet list the types of checks that you would
tell Don are unacceptable.

16. You remind Den that Logan's store policy requires that the name be printed
on the check; that it_is_written_for the amount of purchase or less; the-
you have a driver's license_and a major credit card, and that you get the
Phone m:-.ber and place of employment. Further; if the check is over $50;
you are supposed to call Check Fax. The next customer of Don's purchases
a dress for $45.78. She presents the following check and identification.

pAY
_TO_ THE_
ORDER OF

E. Moore Successful
25 Security Place
Anywhera. U S.A

19 ii

101

000.000
000

1,57 7,13'

7frer.)-v
rn Natio'nal Bank

DOLLARS
Or NORTH ,Ii0t..14A

I 1:000dn00001: Do

NON AI T1
41 -..C.,e-amo-401,-,.....-ardr

ID Presentea: Driver's license and Social Security Number:

Don carefully studes_ the face of the check, writes the identification on
the back, and gives the lady her dress. What wouldlouisuggest to Don that
he do differently to inzurt that the customer's credit is goad? Write your
sktimestions on the answer sheet, explaining anything that you feel Don won't
understand.

17. Just_before closin time;_the_blbuse_buyer_for your_department-calls and_asks
for an inventory on all_Ladyette blouses that you have in stock. He_is going
to re-order_from this vendor tomorrow and needs this information before he
places the_order. _He apologizes for cal]ing so late; but he has just gotten
clearance_on_the funds and needs to act immediately. Since this will be:a
short inventory; you tell the buyer that the inventory will be on Sally's
desk in the morning.

USing the:merchandise description sheet in your folder; have Don call the
items Whileybd list them on the inventory counting sheet (which is also
in your fOlder).

Operations



TEST ITEM 073-00-13

18. Before:you know it,_it iS 9:.00 p.m and time to begin closing yOUr department.
List the duties that yoU and Don will have to perform.

19. AS SOOn'aS the department is officially Closed, _you begin to close and balance
the regiSter. You open the cash drawee and find the following information:

-Cash in:the cash OrawOr is $3.43 in pennies, $11.00 in niCkelt,
$16.00 in dimes, $18.00 in Oarters, and $9.00 in half dollart

4ou cOUnt $351;00 in bills

-Your opening fund verifitation indicates_that you had $50.00, WhiCh
included: $3.00 in pennies, $4.00 in nickels, $6.0C in diMet, $10.00
in quattors $5.00 in half dollars;_and $22.00 in billt

-Other items in the drawer:include: $182_.70_in checks, a $10.00 gift
certificate, $20.00 ih PaidiOUtt for freight charges, $57,42 initath_:
voids, $81.27 in charge voids, $61.80 in bank card charges and $179.16
in store charges

Taking readings from your activity counter indicatet that you had:

-68customers during the day, 7 No sales, 0 returns, 7 voidS, and
1 baid=out

The detail audit tape indicates the following:

2 Se 2 234 0628.60 CA

2 Se 2 235 0322.23 CH
2 Se 2 236 0950.83 TL

.2 S 2 237 0038.03 TX

2 Se 2 238 0452.54 A

2 Se 2 239 0213.28 B

2 240 0285.01 C

2 Se 2 241 0b38.03 Tx

Complete the cash register close out report.

Operations
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-EST :TEM 073-00-13

la.

grord

o.

Date Shipper

SIUDLNI ANSWLR SHLL1

LOCAN'S

RECEMNI _RECORD_ Store No.

origin Retd. 'carrtat NO. Weight Charges Dept: EtC06 Rei
Vii No. Pieces By

Vo.

lb. Mark the inVbite in your folder.

le Check for

2. The pays;

3. Complete the inventory adjustMent report, return to vendor f rm and the memo-
raidum in your folder.

4. "Open return poli6y" means

5a.

Dept.

Style
NO.

Season fittei

--Class

Vendor
--- Cost code

so-13 e
O OHSS

725

Example

çt

-

rt
8.

Operations
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TEST ITEM 073-00-13: Key Name

51UOLNI AW,Alt IILL I

la. LOCIANf5

RECEIVING RECORD Store No.

Rcrord

No.

Date Shipper Orqin Recd.

via
Carriat
No.

No.

Pieces_
,

Weight Charges Dept. Excpt.

lb. M6I-K the invoice in your folder.

lc. Check for

2. The Aa.)L4, pays.

3. Complete the inventory adjustment report; return to vendor form and tAle memc
randum in your folder.

4. "Open return Polity" means /yut

5a.

Dept.

Style
NO.

50=33-81
0 MSS

1725 7

Example

Season fitter

Class

o z

..
Vendor

--- Cost code

),2-7/

It 2;63 co

Vest

Operations
96
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0

psifl4
g

t 3-0.;

Foly blouse

:::

IP

G,32
0 AP4-10

245-
44.

Skirt

Lm 0 '0a bir 0.3

8
-

0
2
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TEST ITEM 073-00-13

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET (Continuod)

5b. Price Ticket to be changed:

LoqAes
.

dr4
15G

Cius su
61. 12

$16,98
4111=1.1...po

RETAIL

Store No.

Type of

By

PRICE CHANGE

Department No. Date

Change: Markdown Markup Markdown

by

__Markup

Authorized

cancellation Cancellation

Style No. Class Article Qty. Old
Price

New
Price

AmoAnt of
Adjustment

Change
Extension

TOTAL

Why the change was necessary:

6. "Class" means

7. Stock locations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Operations
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TEST ITEM 073-0b-13: Key_

STufaNr ANSWER sl-IEET Continued)

5 . Price-ricket to be changed:

Dir)t. iSisAc

Li.
/5G

CL

51 i 2

$16.98

RETAIL PRICE CHANGE

Stbre Department 40. -3
Type of Change: VfMarkdoWn Markup_ _Markdown Markup

cancellation Cancellation

Authorized by

Style No Class Article Qty. i0Id
Price

FT-
New Amount o

Price Adjustment
Change

Egtension

-
iI

TOTAL

1

Why the Chc:nge was necessary:

cA..ii-it 0-1,

"Class" means Zait.4.,4tv.L..-4/reAA., ail. ,c).A.4-2,-cji_a_

7. Stock locations:
.

(1) gd_. - .0a..&.. ,L_ 4,A, ci-m-cr-

(2) 114.-diA, _ art,

(3) iGag.A., - 1:4'L, Zit-e-- %2----ert-tlelt-tfre3-w%-, tgit

Operations
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TEST ITEM 073-00-13

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET (Continued)

8. Mark the floor plan in your folder.

9. List the 10 stockkeeping duties:

(1)

(2)

(5-----

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

10.

SENO TO OFFICE AT ONCE

WANT SLIP
Salesperson Date Store No Dept; No;

CndeL:WI---siiecial Order

Code; DeScription (itemi colorisize; price)

OS out of 3tock

71-67-67-77 customer name & address
if special order

The following stock is low:
Vendori style;color price No. of pieces

in stock_ _

SUWEST A_SUBSTITUTE

11. COmplete the Stock Requisition in your folder.

Operations
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TEST ITEM (.=00=13:

vow ANSWER SHEET (Continued)

tmek tht flow plan_in your folder

Listithe 10 stockkeepin &net:

(7) Recei0e; -chea maAk and:zo-fit new MefiChAndie.

(2) AA)ta,7ge mutchandise on itOOii.

(3) StAaighten tack's;

(4) Stiiaighten tabZes and bins.

(5) Chea ptice ticketz - fuepia-nk 26 nedeSSany.

(6) Check 6ot damage? mejtchandiSe

(7) Steam meizaandiSe wh64 necu.souLy

(8) Peitdte app/LopAiate 4toc2.L.

(9) Maize want stips Advise buyet 66 menChandi4e neutz.

(10) Fitt out :stock tequizition Aen necessaAy.

SEND TO OFFICE AT ONCE

IN A 1,4 ir SLIP
Salesperson-Li Aeu2. Date. I- g- Store No

_C.ode. SO special order

Dept. no .

OS but of stock.

Codei Description (iteM; Color,size, price) of i Customer name g _address
requests _if _Special order

The following stock is 10W:
Vendor; stylecolor, price

no of pieces
in-stock;

SUGGEST_A__SUBSTLTUTE

11. Complete the Stock Requisition in your folder.

Opera ti on sA c
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-TEST ITEM 073=G:=1.i

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET (Continued)

12. Steps, in ordr f making change:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(7)

13.

s)

Amount of
Sale

Amount
Tid-ndered

Denomi_n_Lat ions
.01 .05 . 10 .25 .50 1.00 5.00 10.00

6.9-5 -$10.00

4

9.81
T

20.00

11.22 15.00

5.16 _10_._00

14.

d PA1
(W)114,1

0

First.Citizens. The Can De Bank:
Charmte

_

MARGARET V. L. DEANE
243 TRANQUIL AVE 312-4089

GtiARLOTTE, N.C. 28209

539

iL GC 1044

4 0.110.10

I 1 30 LO to 51:0 3 6a 3 3 qt, 0 3

D01.1. ARS

Acceptable

Unacceptable

"tr...

4

Operations
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TLST ITEM 073-00-13: ):y_

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET (Cóntinu-ed)

12. Steps, in order, for making change:

(1) Announce amount 06 satL

(2) Peate aMOuht tendeted on change oate.

(3) Catt back amount 06 sate and amount tehdmed.

(4) Count change pom 60Lawet.

(5) Count change into Ctothei' hand

(6) Ptace a.iottyt ndeted tkt cash dkaweii and close dtawet.
(7) Give customen the keceipt.

(8) Thank customm
13.

I

Amount of 1 Amottilt

qale I Tend6red

9.81 20._100

11;22

5;16 10.00

2.35 2.50

14.

j NO'Al)_1111
; (,14011401

.01
1.)_e n 1n a t ions

.05_ ;10* _.-25 .50 1.00 5.00

3
0:00 1

MARGARET .V. L. DEANE
243 TRANQUIL AVE. 3-32-4089

CHARLOTTE; N.C. 28209

P117.11

5 3 9

First.Citizens.TheCan Do Bank.'
Chl0o8e. N C 28202

;)/
1. OLL S

1:053010445i:013683394/00.,

Acceptable

Unacceptable loe

am0unts mu,st agtee -at numbeAz

and 1410,601.6. _Si-gnatuke Shoutd be the

same aZ pAinted name.

Operations

102
45'9



TEST ITEM 373-00-13

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET ((nntenud)

ORDERO

El izabeth Smith
435 Carolyn Drive
Raleigh, N.C.

_

ZAA-4-ez.J12

SoutherDnOrtanal Bank:tio

1:0880.sioDool: 00..,0000000

NONN

2)01
000.000

000

DOLLARS

Acceptable

Undcceptable

15. Types of unacceptable checks:

(1)

(2)_
(3)_--

(4)

(5)

16. what would you suggest that Don do differently?

17. Complete the Invento, sheet in your folder.

Operations
103



TEST ITEM 073-00-1 : Key

STUDENT ANSWER SHEET (Continued)

El izabeth_Smith 2)01
435 caroiyn Drive 000 000

0O0Raileigi, N.C;
=..2_,..

,\-.-..!--,pAy
TO_THE ) c:Ot , \\ORDER 0

4. $ & '2: Ygi
\'''

,44

v --ea4MI'....._.T4I'L\ -\' '. //0,° i)01.1.AIPS

..;
,-__ a,.-,,,q4-

Southern National Bank
OR NORTH CAROCINA

i:C)000..,00001: 9ii'0000111

Acceptable

Uhacceptable

NON.N1_,WIVtla.k.;

15. Types of unacceptable checks:

(I) WiN-i-tti

(2)

(4) Tka_ai... titc4LAAA-8.-

_k.:ad,c-r-14.3Cdudt-tervw-a)u-t)
16 What would you suggest that Don do differently?

'dAt iii
tiALIk)

Q./Lk-tie.;

17. Complete the Inventory sheet in your folder.

OPerations

104



TEST FTEM 073=00=13

STUDENT ANSWER SflEET (Continued)

18. CloSing dutiOS:

(0-
(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(2)

19. Complete caSh registE out report in your folder.

Operations
105

492



TEST ITEM 073-00-13: Key

STUDENT'ANSWER SHEET Continued)

18: Closing duties:

(1) Pick up Pbazh ZW in the ztock;

(2) Check dte6zing toorm and put away att metchanctijSe ,:jound.

(3) Put "hotd" merichandi6e in 6otwatd :otoch._

(4) Rack at hangets and move to ztotage cutea;

(5) Sttaighten wtap 4tand and ,te.6toCk zuppZieA.

(6) WAite up deiective metchandi)Se.

(7) Ctoze out tegiztet.

(8) Wtap 6t6nt itack40;

19 Comflete cath iegister close out report in your folder.

aperatiOns

106



TEST,;TEM 073-00-13
-t

SAW_ _TO
& INVOICE_ s

:TREET

OROER
iGIVEN TO

RuYER'S PuRCHASi ORDFR

2808 My-olio-Li Aveoje

Raleigh, NC
71 P C (-IDE 2 75 11

DATE OF ORDLR

IN OUT

PACKAGL
!DENTIFICA t 4

1 .

STCT: NO.

3

ORDER NO

I 71, p
;.) 1) 3

DEPT. NO.

Aroa,ia
06/15/8-

STREET

CITY O. STATE

78934 Seventh Avenue

New York; NY

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
.1. :v., 1.11/1

'=.11 çir "(

qdesijcI ny Traffic Der Charlotte,
tcwIedt)elow.

FOB _vendor

--zipcoDE _10411

VENDOR NO 632
Your account will be charged with any excess
transportation charges due to your failure to
follow Instructions. Invoice must show routing
of shipment.

TERMS: 2110; nJEOM
Fro.n receict of_ invoi:o or gord. whichever

later. 09 shipmeiii1; rf:ce;ved n'terthe
25fh_ of the month. terms teg:n 710 fa?
of the following month

STYLE
OR_
LOT NO.

CLASS DESCRIPTION FIBER COLOR UNITS AND SIZES OUAN. !COST j TOTAL i i ElAIL
PRICE

1-

.1 ]
4

-i
1

5 7 9 11 13 15
i ORDERED I COST

IA33- 1-2 - b .. 5
I

: la. ,S27.1,_Wili

333_ 12 lAsso cot, bloust 3 6 6 4 2

f

,
1

24 .$12 , i 52-88._Lis

271 62 Blk, wool fitted vest 4 4 2 2

,

-1-5-1

265 32 B&w wool wra skirt 3 6 8 4 3
,

1. 1546.

2 4_ 2 2 1 I

2-6-

14 $20. $280.
I252 22 Wh wool drawst. pants

_I

'This Order placethsubiect lo terms arid
condltions on both sides Including all
3overninent fesQlatiOnS

CANCEL AFTER

09/15/8-

-DATE--

Myra Bumgardner

BUYER

3

STORE No.

$1,579.00

Operations BUYING OFFICr
COPY

494
107



TEST ITEM 073-00-13
(Part lb)

Mfg Nome -PRETA PORTA

AiLitsb 125690 SelWyn Avenue

Cfiorott, North Carolina 28209

DUMMY INVOICE
Order # 108856

Dept

980ThPoclong #
DatO 1

Authorization _M ..Ourngardlies.

WANTITY STYLE DESCRIPTION UNIT COST EXtensi_on_

18 48a1 white; long sleeve poly blouses $15.00______L$270...00nI

i

24 333 assort, colors, long sleeve COt. blouses slmo 312.00

15 271 black wool,jitted vests $13.00 195.007

26 265 black and white wool wrap skirt $21.00 545.00

14 252 white wool drawstririgioants $20:00 280.00

1

1-

i

____4_ 1 111/

TOTAL COST $1i_602.00

___-

i

1

DISCIallmAHDUNT-----

_i__

1

Marked By

Dote Morked

Roc'd On Floor By

No. 9360
Operations

108
4 95

N? 9801



TEST ITEM 073-00-13: Key DUMMY INVOICE
(Part lb)

Mfg Nome

AdicircS$

PRETA PORTA

125690 Selwyn Avenue

Char_lott; North Carolina 28209

Order # 108856

Dept i
Pnclong SIp # 980TR

Dble

Burntja-riiii6i'.

QUANTITY STYLE # oEscieIPTioN
,

UNIT COsT , txtellSiOn

iT3 t.2 48Z white, long sleeve poly blouses
,

4l5.00 270.00__

I

24 -, 333 assort. colors, 'ion_g sleeve cot. _blbuses ,I3OO
I .2;.: oo

15 271 b ack wool , fitted vests xv$13.00 it495 . 00

26 i/ 265 black and white wool Wra0 skirt 21.00 ,.545:1-Jr--

1 4 2 2 e0.00 e80.00white wool drawstring pants1/

7

--7
TOTAL COST ,

441 01.e°

DISCOUNT AMOUNT

I
I

Marked By

Date Marked

Reed On Floor Ity

Operations
109

No. 9360

496

N? 9801



Pay this
amount-*

f-

TEST ITEM 073-00-13
(Part la)

FREIGHT BILL

RAINWATER TRANSFER COMPANY
4589 HoLittoh Street

New York; New York 10037

'pate Au'bst 27 ;198
)

---CONSIGNEE SHIPPER

Logan's
2808 Carolina Avenue
Raleigh, North Carolina 27511

Received by

-61 Hour

ArOaja
78934 Seventh Avenue
NeW York; New York 10546

Driver

Carrier No_1478S__

Pt. of Origin New York, N Y.

Pieces

2

DeScription of Contents

apParel (blouses; vests;

shirts and pantS)

Total 2 ICC Regulations require
payment within 7 days

Weight Ilate lhargeS

45
Prepaid /:-/

1 $20.00

Lollect ti/

Total
45

Operations
110 n 7

$20.00



IEST ITEM 073-00-13

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT

DATE Store No. Department

REPORT

NO.

No. 25

by REASON
(Check
Returned

one)
to Vendor

Use

or given to charity

Store

Sale

.;.....11P1-;trOyed

Other

STYLE No. ARTICLE QUANTITY SIZE
OLD
PRICE

NEW
PRICE

AMT. OF
ADJUSTMENT

.

_

Total

Operations
ill

498



TEST 1TLM 073-00-13
(Part 3) KE_Y

DATE q - ..2

INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT REPORT

Store No. 3 Department No.

by REASON
(Check one)

_IeReturned tc Vendor

Store Use

S6le

Destroyed (Jr given to charily

Other

i

; STYLE NO; ARTICLE QUANTITY SIZE
OLD

PRICE
NEW

PRICE
ANT. OF

ADJUSTMENT

;.t. -6 5- o. 4 _Ui W itOili ;e24,t 1
....... ___ --

5 2, ev-e.-,- , . _
_

------

Total

Operations
112 4 T)



TEST ITEM 0-3-00-13
(Part 3)

Date

Dept.

Store 4)

Ship To:

Charge to:

RETURN TO VENDOR FORM

Logan's
2808 Carolina Avenue;
Raleigh, NC 27511

kddress Label

We have charted your account for:

MerChandise returned

Merchandise found short

Merchandise damaged

Reason for Return or Adjustment

FROM VENDORS INVOICE

Date Amount Invoice Number

W8; _

style No1
i

Quantity" Classification Description
Unit
Price Total

Total

Number of
Pieces_

lute
Shipped Signature__

Oper8tions

113

5 0



TEST ITEM 073-00--13
(Part 3) KEY RETURN TO VENDOR FORM

Date 9- 2-8-

Dept . 3
Store N. 3

logaWs _

2805 Carolina M'enue
Rali-;:§hi NC 27511

Address Label

Ship To: ARP4IA

786134 5EVJ4TH AVENUE

tJEw YoRK NY 10411

Charge to: SAME A6 ABO

We have charged your account tor:

Merchandise returned

Merchandise found short

Merchandise damaged

Reason for Return or Adjustment

FROM VENDORS INVOICE

Date Amount InVoica Numbet 180/
Mfg;
Style NoJ Quantity

2496'

Z2-

Classillcation

Number o
Pieces_

Date
_

Shipped

Ilescrijitiort

32 I WRAP 541/27"

21 PZAW57:Zi

Unit
_aric e Total

Tetal

4- -12-

Signature

Operations
114



TEST iTEM 073-00-13
(Part 3)

Memorandum
TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATE:

00er6tioh
115



TEST ITEM 073-00-13
(Part 3) Sample Memorandum

krenaoranchan

TO: Arpaja

FROM: Logan's

SUBJECT: Defective merchandise (Invoice 9801)

DATE : September 2, 198-

Enclosed are two pieces of defective merchandise.

The flaws are as follows:

Style #265 (skirt) flAw in the material
Style #252 (pant) - one leg shorter than the other.

Please replace these items immediately or credit our account.

Thank you for yourattention to this matter.

Operations
116



TLST ITEM 073-00-13
(Kart 3

Memo (Total Poin:

DEFECTIVE/DAMAGED MERCHANDISE
MEMORANDUM RATING SHLLT

RETURN TO VENDOR FORM RATING SHEET
30)

Is the MeMO effettivelY Written, with all information
included?

2. Did the participant include the reaSon for each item
being returned?

Return to Vendor Form (Total Points: 70)

Did the_student correctly:

1. Fill in the date and department number?

2. Fill in the "ship to" addrett?

3; Fill in the "charge to" address?

4. Check both meechahdite returned and merchandise damaged? 5

5. Write in the reasons for return and/or refer to the
attached memo?

6. Fill in the "Feom VendOr't Invoice" section, including
date, amount, and ihVOice number? 5

. Complete the section on merchandise being returned,
including manufacturer; style numbers, quantity,
classification, description, unit peke, total. 30

8. Complete bottoM tectiOn of form; including number
of piecet, date shipped, and signature. 10

P6ssible
Portc

15

15

5

TOTAL POINTS RECEIVED

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS: 100

OperatiOns
117 514



TEST ITEM 073-00-13

(Part 3)

Key to Type
of Fixture

Round Rack

" Stands

Single Rod

Double Rods

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR DEPARTMENT

FLOOR PLAN

Register Stand

1

4-Way
MerchandiSer

I

4-Way Rack

/Mb

Entrance

Operations

118

Entrance

J

4.0



TEST ITEM 073-00-13: Kex

(Part 8)

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR DEPARTMENT

FLOOR PLAN

Register Stand ]

Entrance Entrance

NOTE TO TEACHER: Answers may vary. Key indicates model answers.

Operations

119

506



TEST ITEM 073=00-3
(Part 8)

-FLOOR PLAN
RATING SHEET

Note: Merchandise May be Placed in_more than one spot and still be acceptable;
Theimain consideratiOn is whether thc, merchandise is On the right_type
of fixturei keOt Within Classifications (except coordinated looks) and is
in the best area according to store policy. Teacher judgMent must be an
important part of this rating;

Please rate the student on each of the f011OWing items; Circle the appropriate
score for Ea:h item one total for oVerall rating.

Task Poor Fair Good Excellent

1. Was basic type merchandise Placed
in the back of the department? 1-2-3 5-6-7 8-9-10

2. Was sale merchandise_within it's
classificatiOn and Placed at the
back of that area?

0 3-4-5 8=9=10 13-14-15

3 Were new arrivals and high fathiOh
colors placed in the entrance area? 1-2=3 5-6=7 8-9-10

LL Were "trendy"items placed in the
second row of fixtures, or in that
general area?

0 1-2-3 5-6-7 8-9-10

5. Were Clatsifications kept together,
eXCept "go,together" separates_on
Wall rods and_coordinated_items on

4-way_rocks_and "T" stands?

0 2=4-6 9=1113 16-18-20

Weee coordinated_items placed on
4=way rackt or "T" standt? 1=2:-.3 5-6-7 8-9-10

7. Weet singie classifications and
Clearanceisale items placed on
round raCks?

0 1=.2-3 5=6=7 8=9=10

. Were wall rods hung with
coordinated looks? 1=2;.3 5=6=7 8-9-10

9. Were shelves _merchahdiSedLwith
easily folded merchandise? 1-2 3=4 5

TOTAL SCORE

TOTAL POSSIBLE SCORE - 100

Operations
120

41



TEST ITEM 07340-13
(Part 11)

BASIC STOCK LIST

Store No. 3 Dept. No. 3 Itein Top Seat jf.ans
. _

_

Vendbi- and address:___ Top Seat, 1926 Seventh Avenue, NOW York, NY 10144 _

Style N . I Description Color Size min. clty.1 max. -city.

-----
Retail Price

6

_

5 12496 ___Ta,gered-leis blue d.

10 1 7 _l16 :_.=.L.:.=

beige C. 6 , 4 _ 10 ___!_$1398

10 6 j --1-4 -I

12 6 14

grey c. 6 3 8 : $13.98
1 --f-

8 3 8 1

10 5 12 1

12

497 _straight legs blue d

8

[ 5
4 12 $15.98

5 12_

10

10

$13.98

12 7

be_i_ge_ 15 4

48

-10 6 14

12 6 _____IA

grey c, 6

8

3

3

8 $13.98

8

10 5 12

12 5_ 12

Operations
121



TEST ITEM 073-00-13
(Niq 11) LOCIANr5

STOCK REQUISITION

Store No. Dept. No. Date By

Vendor

Address

Merchandise Description

ClasS

Style # Color ze Qty. Needed styld #

OperbIionsla
5 rs9

Color Size Qty. Needed



TEST ITEM 073=00=13:
(Part 11)

258

Store No.

STOCK REQUISITION

Dept. No. Date Sept. 2, 198- BY _.Studeatilime--

Vendor Top Se-at

Addre-S 1926 Seventh Ave , N. Y._10144

Merchandise Description Jeans-

class 55

style 4 Color size Qty. Needed Style COlcir Size Qt:

496 , Beie 8 6

10 10

12 8

Girey 10 8

12 8

497 Blue 6 10

iDenim 8 8

10 9

12 12

Beige 12 8

Grey :6 6

110 8

12 8

i

1

I

Operations
121

5 0

. Needed



TEST ITEM 073-00-13
(Part 17)

°

1-644ei

3 56A_

Size

60

$4.98

Low's

Dept. style

3 9 10
cuss Site

17:98

INUNTORY
MLRCHANDI SL DLSCIt !HI ON !dll 1 1

Ladyette BloUses
/---

These are long sleeve
cotton-plaid;

You have 12 on hand .

These are long sleeve
cotton-with lace
collar .

You have 15 on hand .

Loceires 4
i These are long sleeve

Dept. Slytit silk blend .

.3 Ii*A910-8

Vim Sae YOU have 10 on hard .

60 11

1 Loctues

Dept. Styk

1
C3tett

us\
`il (

1

)e-C''

\

M60

Sr :98

These_are long sleeve
silk-cowl .neck .

You have 12 on hand ;

Low's
mut. . _style

iso/ 865'

SiiCl.s6

61 12

$16.98

Loitives

LOW/ S

Dtpt _SIOL

3 6A5
cu. so Site

61

4.98

Se&sonCOde: HAVEFUNTODXY
Day is first* then month.

Fixtures are not numbered.

Operations
124

r7 1 1Li .1

These are short sleevo
cotton with lace col-
lar.

You have 20 on hand .

These are short sleeve
cotton-stripe -

You have 10 on hand

These are short sleeve
ptily blend-jewel neck ;

You havo 12 on hand

These are short sleeve-

silk blend-ruffle neck

You have 8 on hand .



TEST ITEM 073-00-13
(Part 17)

Nrs
INVENTORY COUNTINO SHEET

Date

called by

TOTAL SELLING VALUES A

Recounted by

IStore No .

1111 i

Idsted by

Extended by

Department No. Fixture No.

LIST ONE DEPARTMENT PER SHEET--

Operations
125



TEST ITEM 073-00-13

(Part 17) KEY

N'S
INVENTORY COUNTING SHEET

Check if
recounted Description

I Style I Claes
No;

Age
A,BiX

Unit Retai
_

uantity Extension

i. -,.. ,
I

--z--T -6
_ /$ ,

re, _-
ie,-,0 60 i I /-5

1

16

1
ow, % ' -6)

1

+=.92 I9f 7g1 go"4.-0

. .. -._.,, .." -1- i_l_

,:i

,i5512(g__
1

339 '66

-

,-6e_ cdhr g65 eP.1 a
1_

/140 19P 6.-i,./)

orti 40 1 4 , LP 1 i jel 1 9f : /2) 1 a9 i 80

, 65i Z 0 1

1

/ eol ,f. .,io 3 &

1-
i
I

1 0
. .

11.1 I

12

13

I

1

4) i
'......_ ...... _

TOTAL _S_ELLIVC, _VALUES A B X Sheet_ i'ut_.11_

Recounted by

1

Store No Department No;

1

Fixture No;

Listed by

Extended by .2,14-0.11 1/(2-77f-e

LIST ONE DCPARTNETT PU SHLET

Operations
126 r, 0



TEST ITEM 073-0C-13
(Part 19)

CASH REGISTER CLOSE OUT REPORT

ate Opening Fund
_Amount

tore

CASH: List amount at cloSing less
opening fund.

pt.

No.1

Register Emp oyee CloSng:

,ennies

_Nickels_

Dimes

narters

Half Dollars

_Currenc

1. TOtal Currency and Coins
(after removing opening
flint!)

; Total Checks

3; Total Gift
Certificates (40

TotAl_Paid_Outs (+)
(attach vouchers)

Postage
Freight
Supplies
Df er
aher

Refunds (t)
(attach titketS)

Cash Voids- (+)

Total CASH SaleS

Cash: Proven
Over $

Short $

8. charge VoidS

9. Store Charges

10. Bank Card Charges
-V

t

11. Total Daily Sdles
1

i

(Add lines 7, 8, 9 & 10

i --]
t

Readins_of_TatalSales
._1__L

13: Register:

12. Detail Audit lape

Proven

Nee.

Short

DAILY SUMMARY

Total Cash Sales

Total Charge SaleS

Cotal Sales

NUMber Of Paid Outs

Number of Voids

Number of No Sales

Number 6f W4dridS

Reading _of Customer
Counter

AMbutit of Average
SaleS

CommantS:

Operations
127

Individual Employee Totals:
Key A Key C.

Key B Key D



TEST ITEM 073-00-13: Key

(Part 19)

A

CASH REGISTiR CLOSE OUT REPORT

IQpeni'g Fund
Amount

itTO

CASH: Litt amount at
opening fund.

Store No. Dept. No. Pegister 'Employee Closing:

I

4 No.

3 3 I P' -1---A-4_2(c7i,t 7-ktaNie_
closing less

Pennies_

Nickels

arterS

Currency 9

00

1. Total Currency and Coins
(after removing opening
fund)

2. Total Checks (+)

3554/ 43

/02.. 1 70

3. Total Gift
Certificates t+1_

[4. Total Paid Outs (+)

/0 I"
(attach vouchers) 20 I

_Rosta9e

t er
Other

2o 00

. Refunds (+)
_4a_t_tacti_ tickets)

b. Cash Voids (4-)
. Total CASH Sales

Cash: Proven
Over $

$ .06

onments:

10°

6 I 41
213156

chaege Voids (-0
1 _aL 2.17

Store Charges

10. Bank Cara Charges So

11. Total Daily Sales
(Add lines 7, 8, 9 & 10 1619 78

12. Detail Audit Tape
Readln of Total Sales 5619 183

13: Reg)ster:

Prover.

Over

St Short

DAILY SUMMARY

Total Cash SuleS 57/. 18
Total Charge Sa1es__240. l&

TOtal SaleS

Number of Paid Outs

Number of Voids

Number of No Sales 7
Number of Refunds

Reading of Custonkr
Counter

Amount of Average
Sales //

Individual Employee Totals_:
Key A 482 54 Key C
Key 8 _II Key D

Opera ti on s
128



055-00-11

See KeY for Test Item 073-00-13.

055-00-12

Customer 1: oavy striped tennis shoe, B-4-c_
yellow wedge sandle, A-21-e

Customer Z: white Mary Jane. 001, bring
C-174

057-00-11

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 8).

058-00-11

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 9)-

058-00-12

Weekly: Wash plahtt ahd water them, wax rods, dust
basebOardt and Aresting rooms, sweep and
MOp tteh-age and office areas, clean bath-
rbOias,_moVe fixtures and vacuum.

Daily: DUtt all furniture, fixtures and ledges,
tleah mirrors and glass, sweep, vacuum,
remove trash, and polish chrome.

Mather jUdgment depending upon class discusslon.

059410-1-1-

See Key fcr Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 10).

060-00-11

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 11),

061-00711

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 18).

062-00-11

See key fey- Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 1).

062-00-12

Illd.-1/
WRATH UM! Mart

_ _ ............... ,....,
41131

1.44m0

1. ,,f&.dt,)1...A. A,.... . , , a , 4, I
.thasirikr!.e wiy_tiz

r...... ......... r 1=9....

I, ends .

mils. ......4, d. di. ft.fir

TLS.T ITEM KEYS

062-00-1L

1. PerSCO Or hOsinesS buying the
merchandise

2. Number takeii from the buyer's
pUrthate Order

3. Wher the bill is due and the
iouiune,and due date of the dis-
tbUht alit the buyer caR get.
if aJy

4. KOW the Merthandise is sent
ahd who pays for the transpor-
tation costs

5. How many boxes, cartons, etc.
the shipment was sent in

6. How many items were sent
7. Number assigned to a certain

style of apparel helps to
identify a_specific_style

8. Brief description of the
merchandise to help identify
it_

9. The cost to the_retailee bf
one_item_of aispecifit style

10. Unit_costimultiplied_by the
quantity ofieach ttyle. Will
be_the total_amouht that the
retailer will have to pay
for eath style
Total Of all extensions

12: AMOUnt the retailer must pay
the Vendor for the merchan-
dise. Will have the discount
amount subtracted, if there
is one

buyer order form

buyer's order form

the vendor sets

agreed upon by Ihe
retailer ana vendor

vendor

vendor _
vendor-will be Oh
buyer's Order

Vendor-Will be on
bukee's order

vehdbr-Will be on
buyer's order
"-mdor

Vendor

061-00-11
-

Count the items and see that the quantity is the Same
as_on_the invoice.-

2. Compare the invoice with the buyer's purchase Order
_ to_tee that the items sent were the items ordered.
3. Verify the arithmetic taltUlations.
4. Check for physical damage Of the merchandise.

063-00-12

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 1).

064-00-11

Operations
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065-00-11

1: A 6. 8

2: D 7. A
3. A C.

4: C _9.
5: C 10.

U6b-UU-12

See Key foe Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 3).

065-00-13

1. Used when the damage is discovered during
receivrig.

2. Sent to vendor prior to returning the mer-
chandise to get permission to return the
Jierchandise.

3. Pinned to the merchandise aS sbon as the
damage is:discovered:

4. Filled out when the_iheethaiid'te is marked
out_of stock oe maeked

5. Sent when the serchardise is actually
being returned to the vendor.

067-00-11

1: B
2. A

3: 0

4. 0

5. FirSt, B; Second, C; Third, A

06-7-00-la

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 5)

068-00-11

1. C. b. I

2, G 7: F

3: H 8. 0

4; A 9. E

5: B

068-00-1-Z

Rating will be devised by the teacher according
to the procedure for your cash register.

068-00-13

See Key for Test Item 069-00-13.

069-00-11

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 12)

069-00-12

See Key for Test Iten 073-00-13 (Part 13).

069-00-13

Use_rating sheet. The student should reach a
proficiency rating of 80.

070-00-11

1. Detail audit tape
2. At the end of a selling day
3. Proven
4. Cash
5. Opening fund

070-00-12

See Key for Test Item 073-00=13 (Part 19)

070-00-13

1 AMount that_was placed in the register at the beginning
of the day for the purse of making change. Informa-
tion on th? C,,ening Lind Verification Form found in cash

era!,h tharsils taken tn aerie's Chn,day Found in cash_
*over afid 7i9urid After opefiing fund has total removed

J. Money:that was_paid nUt of_the register during tne day.
Vouchers for that airoUrit bf Money Will be found in
cash drawer.

4. Eerors made during cash sales. Found in cAsh_drawer.
5. Tbtal Cath Sal-et for the day. Found by adding lines

;, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
6. indicates whether you_have the rIght_amount_of cash

in the drawer, as compared to the detail audit tape.
Tapc._is_found inside register and it is compared to
the amount on line 7.

7. Amount of money charted on store .charge aCCOunts.
Sales tickets are found in_cash deawee.

8. Total amount of_sales for the day: Found by adding
lines 7, 8 ..9, and 10:.

9. Tens how much_the cash Peoistee.sys the total
sales_should be. Found inside the register.

10. Indicates:whether the aMoUnt bh line 12 aerees with
the amount on line 11::

11: Total amount_charged fne the day: Fbund by adding
lines S and 10._ _

12: Tent individUal sales-totals for the employees
using this register. Found on the detail audit
tape.

Operatitht
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071-00=11

1. Check number - Should be high ni.mber; question low
numbers, by carefully checking all other identifi-
cation, etc.

2. Customer namea address and phone number - Usually
needs to be printed on the check:

3. Date - Must be current accept no post dated cheat:
4. Payee - Person or business to whom check is weitten;

Must be_to the store; Accept no 3 party theCks.
5; Amount:in words and nuMbers_that the Check is worth -

Amounts must agree with each other and be written so
that thEy tari be ecad.

6. Signature - Must agree with customer's identification
and with the name printed at the top of the check.

071-00:12

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Jarts 15 and 16).

071=00;13

See Key for Test Item 073-00-13 (Part 14).

0-72-00-1-1

Check the expiration date on the card;_check the list
of stolen and lost cards;_ask:to see other identifica-
tion such as a drivers license and compa-re signatuees
and Picticres, call the bank card company for authori-
zation anyway;

072-00-12

1, Check SidnatOret, Call the Credit office for
autherilat inn , 11k for other identi f on Ind
compare.

2. Do-not return the card
3. (1) Customer doesn't have to pay for the purchase

if it is not signed
(2) Gives the salesperson a ch-ance to compare the

sales ticket signature with that on the charge
sard.

4. The salesperson should visit the credit office_to
aet more information;_:Apologize; and explain that
it_could:be the_store's mistake.:

5. The highest_amount that a. customer carrcharge at
one_time and not have to have the purchase
authorized.

073-00-11

I; C
2; C

3. B

4. A
5. 0

6. 0

5 7



073-00-12

1. Trie
2. Triie

3. Valst
4. Trbe
5. ii-ue

073-00-13

Will be found or the back of-the appropriat,

student.answer sheet or irmediate1y _followr;
each form that needs to be comple,:cd

r- r
t.) 8
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Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising - 7271
Fashion Merchandising and Management - 7272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271 CO

I. IntrOdUttion to Sales Promotion

A. Purposes of Sales Promotion

074 Identify the uses and purposes of sales promotion.

The Stüdent will list the broad purposes of sales promotion

The student will match the specific purposes of sales promotion with examples of
promotional activities.

The student will define personal and nonpertonel prOmbtiOn.

B. Forms of Sales Promotion

The student will identify the Various forms of sales promotion and advantages and
disadvantages of each.

II. Visual Merchandising

A. Orientatior

075 Dr.VeltiO display ideas congruent wizn the purposes or uses idIntified.

Tie student will identify display objectives.

Me student will distinguish between mass and faShion displayt.

The student will develop a mass and/or fashion display.

B. Art Elements and Principles of Design_iI_DisPlaY

076 Identify the basic art elements of display and the principles of design.

The student will recognize art elements and their characteristics.

The student will label principles of design at work in display illUttratiOnt.

The student will use art elements and design principles in creating effective
displays.

C. Interior Display and Store Arrangement_

077 Highlight advertised items on shelves and ditplays.

X

The Student Will explain the purpose and importance of highlighting an advert,sed
item in a display;

078 Select appropriate_display fixtures, propsi and backgrounds;

The student will label the various props used in a ditplay according to their
function.

079 Plan location of displays_considering logical gtOUpingt, MakiMUM eustomer ex-
posure' present and anticipated sales volume' in keeping with the store layout.

The student illtsuggest appropriate, display lotatiOnt.

080 Develop point-of-purchase signs (show cards) and banners.

The student will recognize the qualities of a gOOd thoW card.

The StUdent Will prepare a good point-of-purchase sign.

D. Display Planning

081 Obtain information and materials for displays.

082 Selett Merchandise for display that is seasonal and_timely.

The student will choose a seasonal display theme and plan merchandite accordingly.

The Student will list the sources for display thenes.

X

Sales Promotion
1
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Marketing and Distributive Education

Fashion Merchandising - 7271
Fashion Merchandising and Management - 727

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271 C S rn

E.

083

084

085

Display

086

087

088

089

Coordinate displays with other promotional actiVitieS.

The_student will determine if a display is coordinated with other promotional
attiVitieS.

The student will select the display that is most appropriate for a promotional
campaign.

The student will describe a display that could be coordinated with a special
eNent.

Display merchandise appropriately.

The student will identify the characteristics of display arrangements.

Build displays.

The student will list in proper sequence the steps to building a display.

The student will construct a miniature window display.

X

Maintenance

Prepare merchandise for display including pressing, repairing, etc .

The student will identify proper procedures in preparing merchandise for display.

X

Maintain sales appearance of displays by rearranging when necessary or replacing
merchandise sold from displays.

The student will identify the procedures used when replacing merchandise sold
from displaysE

Use housek eping procedures necessary for the proper upkeep of siepartment displays
of merchan ise.

The studen will identify housekeeping procedures.

Evaluate the effectiveness of display by analyzing sales results with regards to
the purpose of the display.

The student will evaluate the effectiveness of the displays by analyzing sales
results.

X

Sales Promotioh
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I. Introduction to Sales Promotion

A. Purposes of sales promotion

Broad purposes (All hroad purposes should he present in each form of sales
promotion):

a. Sell a product, service, or idea at a profit.
b. Build customer allegiance to the store.
t. Arouse customer interest for the product, service, or idea.
d. Provide informationAo prospective customers.
e. Promote the image of the store.

2. Specific Purposes (One or several specific purposes is present in any one
sales promotion activity).

a. Introduce new products.

(1) A new line of makeup may be promoted by having-a free "make over"
available ,to customers in the cosmetic department;

(2) A new food processor may be promoted by a cooking demonttratiOn
held in_the housewares department.

b. Indicate product assortments:

(1) A display may feature all the colors available in a line of sport
shirts for men;

(2) A spring advertisement may feature assorted straw handbagt in
various sizesi shapes, prices.

c. Present special offers, prices, and conditions of sale.

(1) A television _commercial may feature the special offer of one free
pair of childrent' shoes with the purchase of one pair at the
original price.

(2) Direct mail sent to homes mz advertise a special half price tale.

d. Coordinate related products.

(1) A window display may coordinate accessories with apparel.
(2) A magazine Advertisement may feature the "total" look for men for

fall

e. Attract new cuttomers.

(1) A fashion show for the "large sized" woman may feature clothes from
a new department in the store.

(2) A bicycle giveaway may be held in the sports department to
encourage preteen shoppers.

f. Identify brands.

(1) An advertisement may feature designer jeans.
(2) Free perfume samples may be given away in the cosmetics department:

Establish the store as a fashion authority;

(1) An-advertisement way feature a designer trunk showing in the
_ better_dress department:

(2) A fashion show may feature the latest fall/winter looks.

h. Render community service.

(1) A store may sponsor a marathon to raise money for a local charity.
(2) A store may support the local symphony by sponsoring a Symphony

Day.

I. Give useful information on use of product.

(1) An advertisement may feature facts and selling points about the
product._ _

(2) A demonstration may be given on how to use a prOduct.

j. Reach persons who influence the purchaser;

(1) Commercials are featured on Saturday morning during cartoons for
children's products.

(2) Jewelry adver..isements are placed in women's magazines.

3. Nonpersonal promotion [Communications are sponsored by a store that reaches
many prospective customers by various media).

o

Sales Promotiob'
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4. Personal promption (Face to fate ComMuhicatioh occurt between the store's
representative and a customer usually at the point-of-sale):

B. Forms of Sales Promotion

1. Publicity (Verbal or written nonpaid mehtioh of a company, produt, or
ter-vice is made in public information media).

a. Advantages include:

(1) Can:create, develop; and maintain goodwilL
(2) Establishes a belief in all forms of sales prOMOtion (Paid and

unpaid) presented by the company.
(3) Communicates to the public what a company is doing in the public's

interest.
(4) Printed or Spoken At no charge to the company.

b: Disadvantages include:

(1) Lack of control.
(2) Does not direct when; where; or how the message appeart.
(3) Discourages customer trade, if poor.

2: Advertising_(Paid message is sent to a Mats audience of potential cuttomers
by an identified sponsor).

a. Advantages include:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

A large-number of potential buyers.

Presales of_a product; service; or idea so that less time is heeded
for personal selling.

Drawing customers into the store to look at merchandise and to the
point of personal promotion/selling:
COntetl by the CoMpany that pay for-and sponsors it.
Information to_help the customer select the right product;
Reduction of Other expentet by treating more business-.
Gaining-acceptance of new products, services; or ideas;
Reduction of-per unit selling expenses by allowing more efficient
use of facilitiet.

iL Disadvantages include:

(1) Results cannot be det.:!rmined immediately.
(2) Intended customer not always reached:
(3) Considerable expense and coordinated efforts are involved.

3. Visual_Merchandising (A_nonpersonal physical presentation of merchandise is
made at the point-of-sale).

a. Advantages include:

(1) The MerthandiSe

(2) The merchandise
(3) Mannequins--that

accessorized.-
(4) Customer_converience
(5) Window displays that

closed.

. Disadvantages inclUde:

it teen by customers.
can De handled:
show how a garment will rook when worn and

in asking questions:
continUe to tell eVen after the store has

(1) Merchandise may often be damaged; soiled; or stolen;
(2) Merchandite May not be seen unless people intentionally visit the

store or-are attracted to the point-of-sale by other forms of
sales promotion;

(3) Daily maintenance and upkeep.

4. Special Events (Special Jemonstrations;
tales_inducements promote the sale of a

a. Advantages include:

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

exhibits, attractions, service or
product, service, or idea).

The-increase Of store traffic-.
Interest in educational and entertalning events are deVeloped.
A constant interest in the store and its activities.
Opportunities to receive free publicity by local media:
Provides merchandising impact when used in conjunction with other
means of sales promotion.

525
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. Disadvantages include:

(1) Thorough planning and coordination arc required.
(2) A large budget may be requited.

5. Personal Selling (Face to face communication occurs between the store's
representative and customers).

d . A6vantages include:

(1) First hand Lustomer reactions and impressions:
(2) Personal attention and service is offered customers.
(3) Immediate respcnse tc customer's questions.
(4) Increased sales by suggesting additional merchandise.
(5) completion of the sale;
(6) Overcoming objections to the sale.

b. Disadvantages include:

(1) Sales lost by unqualified, uninformed sales personnel.
(2) Expense of seles promotion.
(3) Preference of customers for simplified selling/self-service.

U. Visual Merchandising

A. Orientation

1. Display ideas congruent wh the identified purposes

a. Display objectives include:

(1) Promotions are designed to produce immediate Salts and feature
current merchandise with timeliness.

(2) Institutionallevents and themes of public interest attempt to
create a feeling Of goodwill -coward the_store.

b. The store image indicates the personality the store wants to impart to
the customer.

(1) Mass displays are made up of related items.

(a) Large amounts of merchandise are crowded in the display.
(b) Often no spacing is left between groupings;
(c) Items have high volume sales potential.
(I Mass displayed items suggest buying to customers.
(e The display suggests a sale, a special promotion, or budget

prices;

() Fashion c:isplays add to the store's prestige.

(a) Less mcrchandise is displayed.
(b) Large amounts of unused space are allowed.
(c) Nigher prices are reflected.

B. Art Elements and Principles of Design in Display

1: Art Elements

a. Space is an area where there is a void;

(1) Space is essential in design because of the physical and mental
relief it provides;

(2) Space in a display can be obtained by ^lid, subtle color used on
the walls, in fabrics, and on paper.

(3) Neutral colors and smooth textures usually offer good space In a
diolay.

(4) Space in a display can occur between_objects in the window:
(5) Mass_merchandise displays have very little space opposed to the

fathion display where there is more emphasis given to space.

b. Form is the shape of things and falls into four categories.

(1) Geometric forms are made up of lines-.
(2) Naturalistic forms are real_or appeeir real_: _

(3) Stylized forms look like a form in nature but do not appear life-
like or-real.-

(4) Abstract forms do not relate to anything in nature and are not
geometric in form.

;$
c a
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c. Lines create certain feelings that are important to the impact of the
display.

(1) Curved lines create a feeling-of femininIty because they di-8
representative of the female body.

(6
(b)

Curved lines suggest other-forms that are found in nature:
Curved lines suggest movement; elegance; softness; and
spontaneity:

(2) Straight lines creaLe a masculine feelin9 because they are
representative of the male body:

(8) Straight lines that are vertical create d formal atmosphere;
add height; suggest Loldness and strength.

(b) Straight lines that are horizontal create a relaxed atmosphere,
add_width; sugoest tranquility and stability.

(c) Straight lines that are diagonal create an insecure feeling
if used alone in a display and must have support from another
diagonal line or a vertical line.

Texture is the visual feel or surface quality of an object.

(I) Textures creating formal feelings are smooth, ShihY, etc.
(2) Textures creating informal feeling are dull, bumpy, rough; etc:
(3) Textures creating masculine_feelings are tough; hard, coarSe, etc.
(4) Textures creating feminine feelings are smooth and soft.

e. Color is powerful; expressive tool of visual merchandising.

(1) Warm colors are red, orange, and yellow ard their variations.

(a) Warm colors tehd toicome forward and are hoti-ced mote.
(b) warm colors make objects appear -closer aad larger.
(-c) Warm colors suggest action; movement; and infrmal feelings

when used in high intensity.

(2) Cool cOlOrs are green; blue; and purple and their variations.

(a) Cool colors suggest relaxation.
(b) Cool colors create an illusion of space.
(c) Cool colors offer less distraction and suggeSt a formal,

stately feeling.

(3) Colors have personalities and emotional meaning.

(a) Yellow indicates sunshine;:heati_and happiness.
(b) Blue indicates coolness; sky; water, and calmest.
(c) Orange indicates harvest, vItality, tensioni ani action.
(d) Green,ihdicates_coolness; plants; sprnotime; and nature:
(e) Red indicates fire; warmth, action; eXerteMent, danger, and

passion.
(f) WhitOndicates purity_and cleanlincss.
(g) Purple indicates royalty, seriousness, and richness.
(h) Pink indicates ruffles, kindnesst-and softness.
(i) Gray indicates dullness, quietness; and formality;

(4) Colors must be seen in centraSt to be easily distinguished from
each other.

2; Principles of Design

A. The shape of items in a:display must be functional or have a defihite
purpose that is appropriate for its use.

(I) The shape of the display_case should be deSigned se that fUnetional
and decorative props will fit adequately.
Mast mannequins are designed to be easily dismantled for quick
changing of the merchandise:
Display cases (CloSed back) are usually covered with cork or some
other materia1 in which staples, pins; and thumbtacks cul be
placed.

b. Variety in_Uhity_is sometimes reterred to as "Harmony".

(1) Variety is created when different aSpects bf each art element are
used in a display.

(2) Unity is created when the same art elements are repeated in a diS=
play.

(2)

(3)
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balance .1s the arrangement of merchandise and props around Oe center
of the display_in such a way that their weights will balance when th2y
are equally distributed.

.

(I) Symetrical or Formal Balance is achieved when-objects of similar
size and weight are placed on both sides of the display windo or
spice.

(2) Asymmetrical or Informal Balance is created when-objects of varying
size; weigh_'.; or quantity are placed on both sides of a display,
and. they .acoieve balance of size and weight.

d; Rhythm creates eye movement that has an easy, fluid pattern:

(I) Repetition repeats a single element over and over again in a regular
pattern spaced equally apart:

(2) Alternation is a form of repetition with the art eletentS Slightly
varied

(3) Progression is the placement_of similar items in varying sizes
neXt to each other in a steplike arrangement.

Emphasis is created when the eye is 9uided to a certain point of interest
(focal point) in the display.

f. Proportion shows:how one object_used in_a display relates or compares in
size to another object and how they each compare to the display as a
whole.

g. Scale is determined when you compare an object to the average in life.

C. Interior_Display and Store Arrangement

1. Types of Promotional InteriorlDisplayS

a. An assortment display:

(1) Is geared toward a self selection operation.
(2) Gives-customer the opportunity to select and buy different types of

merchandise:
(3) Is much like a mils& display.

b. A fashion display:

(1) Concentrates on one or several related items of apparel and
accessories.

(2) Attracts cuctomer tnterest by effective use of light and color,
artistic arrangement of mrnnequins and the correct use of
accessories:

c. An impulse display;

(1) Arouses customer interest and desire to buy 3n item he/she had not
planned to purchase.

(2) is located where_they will be easily seen by a number of people.
(3) :s labeled and clearly si9ned so it will attract even disinterested

passersby.
(4) Can be a mass or fashion display:

An environmental ditplay:

(1) Places merchandise im lifelike settings.
(2) Depicts ownership of merchandise.
(3) Is especially suited for furniture.

2. Fixtures for Interior Displays

a. A showcase display:

(1) Can be classified as a glass case, glass wall case, shado4 box or
interior window:

(2) Is inaccessible to the custOmer.
(3) Is used for fragile and easily soiled merchandise,
(4) Is used for expensive items such as jewelry to cut down on theft.

b. A counter display:

(1) Allows the custOmer to handle the merchandise.-
(2) Assists the salesperson-in illustrating selling points.
(3) Should he small so the display does not block the view_of other

merchandise beneath the glass counter or interfere with selling.
(4) Typically features currently advertised items.
(5) Is an effective location for_impulse_items
(6) Is located on top glaSS of glaSS Selling caSe.

Promotion
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c. A ledge or wall display:

(I) is usually located above the normal eye level of_tuStomerS.
(2) Ray be used to draw attention to a particular line of goods or to

display small items.
(3) May help customers locate_deoartment from a distaoce.
(4) Is Often USed for seasonal decorations.
(5) ls relatively expensive to construct.
(6) May be used to hold decorative signs and banners.
(7) May be used to hold pinned or draped merchandise.

d. A hanger display!

(I) Is suspended from the ceiling.
(2) Is practical_in stores where display spate is liMited,
(3) MUSt be tMall and confined to a few items to avoid a cluttered

appearance:

e. Ah opeh bih:

(1) Allows customers to see and examine the mtrchandiSe.
(2) Encourages impalse bUying.

f. An island display (platforms):

(I) IS an isolated display placed amid the shelves and counters to
highlight merchandise:

(2) Is piited at at.-e-.35 Of ttihtehtration for effect;
(3) Is-used to show featured merchandise and related items:
(4) Should not be usea as stock areas or crOWded With baxCS and SignS.
(5) May or may net have .-. background.-
(6) Is often finished with carpet, grass, linoleum or wood.
(7) Should be well illuminated, not troWded.

g. A point-of7purchase (POP) display:

(1) 15 Often deVelaped by manufacturer for retailer use.
(2) Is most often seen as customer self service units:
(3) Stimulates impulse purchases.

3. PropS for diSplaYS

a: Functional props are used to diSplay Wearing apparel and/or hold
merchandise.

_
(I) Mannequins are full figured formS ahd are hot flexible.
(2) Bady forms represent a part of the human body and are often used

as space saving devices:
(3) Display stands can be aC.justed to various heights.
(4) RackS can be round, cross-bars, or a "T" form:

h. Decorative props may hold MerchandiSe but their primary objective is to
present a display atmosphere.

(I) Can be used to eStabliSh a Mood br Settihg for merchandise.
(2) May or may not be for sale.

c. Structural props support fUnttitnial and decorative props.

(1) Are architectural in design:
(2) Can change the physical appearance of the display.

1. Display Backgrounds

a. The purposes of the background are:

(1) To create appropriate envicrnment for merchandise being displayed.
(2) To help unitize the merChandiSe being displayed.

b. Factors to consider when planning:

(1) The store image.
(2) The amount of money that has been budgeted.
(3) The type_of_merchandise to be:displayed.
(4) cength_of tie L'isplay-is to be used.-
(5) Size ar";_type o( display window or store space:
(6) Architectural nature of window or store space.
(7) Type of materiel used in construction.

Sales Promotion 429
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5. Principles of interior Display

a. Fixtures, mannequins, and props are orchestraLed to nring the merchandise
into the-spotlight.

b. Visual merthandising should allow for ease of selection and self-Set-Vice.

5. Locations cf Interior Displays

a. The area between the entrance and the esCalatOr/eleVatbr it the most
important selling space on the main floor.

b; Impulse items_and featured advertised items Should be placed at loca-
tions that neighbor traffic patterns.-

c. In the highly traffic area, the merchandise must be changed frequently.
d. Windows-on-the-Aitle art the primary area of presentation and are

located at the front of a department.

(1) Fixtures and merchandise mutt make strong fashion statement and
provide immediate inte'est-and excitement.

(2) Fixtures are kept low_in height to allow a view into the department.
(3) The merchandise ShoUld be "facing out" tO the altle.
(4) Stocks on these fixtures-are limited. _

(5) Coordinated outfits are out front on each fixture:

e. The bread-and-butter display area is the center of a department.

PLANNING NOTES

(1) Mass merchandising of large coordinated groups are located in this
core arta.

(2) Fixtures include rounders, 4-ways, and other fixtures that allow
great stock tapatity.

(3) The-heights of these fixtures may be varied to allow more visual
impact;

(4) Color coordinated merchandise on these fixtures ".e sized within
each color group.

(5) Fixtures are removed as stock quantities decrease.

(6) Sale or promotional racks are located in this area to draw customers
into the department.

f. Vistas are located on the back walls of the department and can be seen
from the aisle; (H0-4)

(1) Should he visually interesting enough to entice the customer into
the-department.-

(2) Must_offerivariety.
(3) Should avoid one level of-presentation.
(4) Should create focal points for the department.
(5) Color is of peime importance in arranging merchandite. [CTIB 079-00-11)

7. Point-of-Purchase signs (show c js)

a. A qood show card: (SA-2)

(1) Serves asia_silent_salesperson._
(2) Tells what the product is, itS benefitt, and the cost.
(3) Is factual and informative.
(4) Tells about the_product from the customers' viewpoint:
(5) Stands out and is large enough to be-easily read.
(6) Keeps display information fresh and attractive; (TM-9)(TM-10)

b. Parts of a show card include:

(1) A lead,in line_that identifies the main_benefit of the product. (HIM)
(2) A headline that identifies the merchandise, often by the brand

name,
(3) The body copy that tells the features of the merchandise.

CT113_080-00-11]
TM-11)

D. Display Planning

1. The theme

a. Sources include the merchandise to be displayed, special events/promo-
tionsi dealer aidsi tustomersi-fashion periodicals, and own creativity.

b; Should project_a single and emphatic impression;
t. Can show the direct relationship of various types of merchandise.
d. A single theme is most effective.

t

:Sales Promotion
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2. The merchandise

a. Should be in demand.
b. Should impress customers.
C. Should relate to the theme,
d. Can be displayed by several groupings.

(I) A sIngle_type of merchandise can be showr.
(2) A line of_merchandise can be shown in a range of prices.
(3) A group of related merchandise can be shown in one display.
(4) Seasonal merchandise or merchandise for a special event can be

shoWn.

3. The plan

a. The display must be considerea as a whole when selecting the theme,
merchandise and_props.

b. A series of sketches of the planned display should depict the background,
foreground, and bird's-eye view.

4. The construction

a. The old display must he removed and the area cleaned in preparation for
the new display. _

b. The merchandise should be collected and prepared for display.
Q. Materials and props must then_be collected or built.
d. In constructing_the display, the background is developed first and then

props are installed.
e. The merchandise can be arranged in a number of patterns, including:

pyramid, step, zigzag, radial, and repetitious arrangements.
f. Once merchandise is appropriately arranged; the show card should be

placed
g. The display should be properly maintained and all merchandise sold from

it should be replaced immediately.

5. The effectiveness

a. Sales_results from the display should be evaluated in terms of cost
effectiveness.

b. Other influences to be considered in evaluating a display include
current economic condWons, the support of the sales staff, and the
competition.
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SktES PROMOTION FUR FASHION MERCHANDISING

Divide the class into groups of four. Have each group choose a mall or shopping center with_which
they aeefamiliar. Have them list those stores which present a mass image and those stores which present a fashion image.

See page 14.

Have the students examine the outfits' they are wearing and decid t. which forms are represented in the fabrics. Ateacher may have samples to trirg to class to support the discussion of form (i.e. fabric sampleS).

Have students bring several fabeic swatches to class. The classs shuuid identify the feelinP projected by each(i.e. masculine; feminine, formal, and informal).

See page 17. Using the colOr wheel, have students color and label the warm colors and cool lors.

See page Ie. Have students color ea,:h illustration with crayons or color pencils td aceieve the effect listedbelow each illuStratiOn.

See page 19.

See page 20.

See pale cl

See 0-Pge 22.

SCO page 23.

See page 24. Instructions to teacher: Assign students_to_groups of three. Have ea.J1 Student dsS1.16C a rdle as
Ither the junior buyer, the display manager; or the merchandise manager.

Obtain copies of mail order cataloguesi_Magazines-iiand newspapee advertisements from the teathe,-. FrOM these
resou.'ces. cet out illustrations Of merchandise that_you can paste-up to illustrate '.1e follOWing basic display
arran;enents: AIL PyraMid .arrangements, (2) radiation arrangements, (3) repetition arrangement, (4) Step
arrangement; (5) zig-zag arrangement.
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MINTATDPI D1SPIAY

SA-2

INSTRUCTIONS_TO TEACHER: This project should be used as a culminating
a'cliV--i-tTd-r---t-his unit. Students should be told what is expected of
them early in the unit. HoWeVer, their aCtual Work on the OrOject
should be completed in phases as pertinent content is discussed in class.
A rating sheet is provided for your evaluation of each stUdents work;
You may want to US0 thiS activity aS an evaluation meaSure to document
student competence.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: YOU ar. Lo plan and construct a miniature
window-di-Splay using_a box. You will go through all the Ste0S a di-

y artist would follow when constructing an_actual display. Activi-
es will be assigned at_various points in this_unit_to assist you with

,-Jur planning; The final completed window disOlay will be due at the
(:-.nd of the unit on sales promotion,

Step 1: U.s1 available resources in the classroom to look for display
ideas Look carefully at the way merchandise is presented in
advertisements; LoOk in display referenceibooks; Think
about what merchandise you would like tb diSOlay. Let your
imagination go.

Step 2. Plan a theme for your display that coordinates your ideaS.

Step 3. Decide on the merchandise to be dsplayed;

Ste0 4; Decide on the type Of display you will constr,c

Step 5. Decide on your display background.

Step 6. Decide on the props to be used;

Step 7. Draw skematics for your display.

Step 8. Plan the point-of-purchase sign.

step 9. Actually construct your display.

534
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SA-2

MINIATURE DISPLAY

RATING SHEET

INSTRUCTIOUS: Encircle the points earned on each faCtor_that iS_being
eVYFUated.--Total the score for the _entire project (total_possible_
points is 100). Each student should reach a proficiency leVel of 70.

FACTORS 10 BE EVALUA-

I; Display Idea/Theme

a. The display idea indicates
creativity and research on
the part of the student.

The display theme is obvious
and provides unity for tne
display.

c. The display theme compliments
the Merchandise that is fea-
tured;

II. Technical Excellence

a. The arrangement adds to the
overall appearance of the
display.

The morchandise is well
placed and creates a pleasing
eye HOW.

c. Design principles (balance,
proportion, etc.) are
effectively applied.

d. COlor and line principles
are effectively applieth

III. Arrangement

a. Display props enhance rather
than detract from the mer-
chandise featured.

b. Related items enhance overall
appearance.

c. Amount of merchandise dis-
played is appropriate for
the area allocated. 4 3 2 1

Excellent Good Average Poor

6

6

4 3

3

2

2

1

1

Sales Promotion
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III. Arrangement (Continued)

d. The display has a focal
pOiht WhiCh attractS
interest.

e. The background is appropri-
ate for the overall effect
of the display.

IV. Selling Powe!

a. Marketihg features of the
merchandise are tlearly
shown.

The most important; featured
merchandise stands out.

c. The point-:Of=pOrthaSe_ign
conveys a message designed
to Sell.

V. Neatness

a. The overall appearance of
the display is neat.

b. The total display is
pleasing to the eye.

&a-10S PromOtiOn
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Excellent Good Average Poor

6 4 3 1

6

6 4 2

6

6 4 3 1

4

4 3 2 1

TOTAL SCORE
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SA-6

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: With crayons or cOlored pencils achieve the
effect named below each picture.

1. Show strong contrast

3. Make appear formal

Sales Promotion
18

2. Make appear far away
and small

53s

Make appear up close
and larger



SA-7

Select one .season_and_one in-store_promotion event listed below. Then
select a type of mannequin and using up-to-date fashion magazines,
write a list of merchandise and accessOries that you would select for
dressing the mannequin.

Types of mannequins: Adult male,_adult female, teenage male, teenage
female, child male, child female

Seasons: Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall

In-Store Promotions: Back to schoOli Coming Of Spring, Sports,Fans,
Summer Clearance, Wedding, Sports Events, Introducing New Fashions,
Rainwear.

Type of Mannequin to be Used:

Season Featured: _

In-Store Promotion:

Clothing to be Used Accessories tn_be_Used

- Sales Promotion
ti 19
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SA-8

USE OF DISPLAY Fix-TURES

I. Read the three statements below. From the column at the left, sele,t
the term that best matches the statement.

A. Functional Prop

B. Decorative Prop

C. Structural Prop

1. The major prop, such as platforms,
columns; and stops that support
other props and merchandise.

2. Props such as easels, legs, hands,
and mannequivi forms used tO Sup-
port merchandise.

3. ProOt:SUch as flowers, trees, and
aniMalS.

II Look at_the "Item" column. For each iteM, check either Column (A),
Column (B), or Column (C) based upon the tYpe of prop;

ITE M STRUCTURAL
(A)

FUNCTIONAL

(B)

DECORATIVE
(C)

1. Stuffed Cat

2. Sunglasses

3. Books

4. Floor Carpet

5. Step background

6. Palm tree

7. Torso

8. Roses

9. Peg Board

KEY:_

I. 1. C, Structural Prop II. 1 Column C
2. A, Functional Prop 2. Column C _

3; B, Decorative Prop 3. COlUmn B and C
4. Column A and C
5. Column A
6. Column C
7. Column B
8. Column C
9; Column A

I=
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SA-9

Select three newspaper advertisements. Following the previous suggestions
for developing good copy; prepare the show card copy you woOld use in an
interior display for each of the advertisements you have selected; Write
that copy in the spaces provided;

nterior lisp ay-- ow Card opy #

Interior DistfrayShow Card Copy #2

Interior Display--Show Card Copy

Sales Promotion
21
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SA-10

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDEN7M: Read the situation and assume the role of the
display manager in making the necessary
decisions.

You are planning a Valentines fashion display for the Ladies Designer
Department.

1, F,==lect the merchandise to be featured.

2. Choose one of the fixtureS available for interior displays.

3. Select functional, decorative, and structural props.

Functional =

Decorative =

Structural -

4. Decide on a display background that is appropriate for the Valentine
promotion.

5. Describe the location of your display within the Ladies Designer
Department.

6. Desi9n a point-of-sale sign for your display.

Sales Promotion
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SA-11

DEVELOPING DISPLAY IDEAS

Effective displays usually result when the display person has a clear
idea of what the finished display should look like._ There are many
sources for creative display ideas which can save time and effort and
produce displays that will sell merchandise. Some_excellent sources
for ideas include the merchandise itself, publications, other diSplayS,
customers_; special events, and personal display fileS. Very often the
experienced display_designer w-111 coMbine several ideas from these
sources to construct a single display.

ThiS display project provides opportunities to become acquainted with
the various sources of display and to practice developing creative
display ideas.

MERCHANDISE

For each item of merchandise below, list smile customer uses and briefly
describe a creative idea you would u5e to display that Merchandise.

_

ITEM CUSTOMER USES CREATIVE DISPLAY IDEA

MEN'S TIES

CHILDREN'S
PAJAMAS

DESIGNER
JEANS

RAINCOATS

TENNIS
SHOES

Sales Promotion
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SA-12

CASE STUDY

Logan's Department Store is planning,to hold a Special_back,to-SChboli
promotion during the second week of August. TOday is June 2; Realizing
that merchandise and display supplies must be ordered for the event; Mr.
Mayberry, the store manager, sends out memos to hiS junior buyer, his
merchandise manager, and the display manager.

MEMORANDUM

TO: Junior Buyer_
Merchandise Manager
Display Manager

FROM: R. K. Mayberry, Store Manager

DATE: June 2, 19--

Please plan_to meet in my office at 1:00,.p.;m. on
June 5 tO our back-to,school special pro-
motion .cor this meeting_, the three
of yru 1)i develop a proposed plan for
this pr, -:r plan should include the
follnwir.

,se needed_for the promotion,
(2) Will be neded

for t romoticni
(3) A q6-ri-r.: l theme for the promotion.

We Will make fin a! decisions regarding your plan
during our meeting.

544
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Unit VI- Sales Prombtibn

10 HO-1 Examples of Effective Use of Proportion in a Display
HO-2 Suggested Procedures For Preparing Mannequins for Display

Display LAP 13, #193, H.0.2.
H0=3 Things to Consider When Planning Display Background =

Display LAP_14, #182=8, H.0.1.
H04 Prime:Locations for Special Displays Display LAP 19, #200-A,
HO-5 Guidelines for a Good Display Sign
HO-6 Procedures Necessary For the Proper Upkeep of Department Displays

of Merchandise - Display LAP 8. #177-A, Hu-1.

TM-1 Broad Purposes
TM=2 Special Events
TM-3 Mass Display
TM-4 Mass Multiple or Related Products
TM-5 Art Elements
TM-6 Design Principles
TM-7 Repetition; Alternation, Progression
TM-8 Emphasis
TM=9 Locating Signs in Displays - Display LAP 30, #225-A, T.M.#1

TM=10 Locating Signs An Displays, Display LAP 30, #225-A, T.M.#2
TM=ll Headline, Body Copy, Price

Sales Promotion
24.1
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H0=1

EXAMPLES OF EFFECTIVE USE OF PROPORTION IN A DISPLAY

1. If a feminine look is deSired:

Use about 2/3 curved lines and 1/3 straight lines
Use about 2/3 soft textures and 1/3 hard textures

2. If a maScUline look is desired in a display:

Use 2/3 straight lines anc11/3 curved lines
Use 2/3 hard textures and 1/3 soft textures

3. If a formal look is desired:

Use about 2/3 vertical lines and 1/3 horizontal lines
Use about 2/3 smooth textu)-es and 1/3 rough textures
Use about 2/3 subtle; cool colors and 1/3 warm colors

4. If an informal look is desired:

Use about 2/3 horizontal lines and 1/3 vertical lines
Use about 2/3 smooth textures_and 1/3 rough textures
Use about 2/3 warm, bright cOlors and 1/3 cobl colbrs

5. Wheniusingia mannequin or another tall object in a display,
another object should be about 2/3 the height of the tall
object, and other objects should be about 2/3 the height
of the second object. The eye will flow_easily from the
top of the display and willimove to the floor by resting on
the various sizes:of the:objects. This is much more pleasing
than an:abrupt fall straight from the tallest object to
flat objects on the floor of a display.

6. Props should be only about 1/3 of the items found ih the_di;71-851
with merchandise making up the other 2/3. The purpose of props
is to enhance the merchandiSe, not to over2ower it.

546
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HO-5

GUIDELINES FOR A GOOD DISPLAY SIGN

1. Signs must serve as a 2ilent salesperson.

2. Signs should tell what the product is, its benefits, and itt coSt.

3. Signs must be simple, factual, and informative.

4. sigh thbuld tell about the product from the customers' viewpoint.

Sign lettering should stand out (black or red on white signboard)

and large enough to be eatily read.

6. Sigh thbuld be legible,

. Sign should be in good condition as it keeps display information

fresh and attractive.

54
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I ART ELEME TS

Space

Form

Line

Texture

Color

552
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ES!GN PRINCIP ES

Form biloviit FUnction

Imeièty hi unity

Balance

Rhythrh

Emphati8

PrcOrtjon

Scal
553
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R60etition

AlternatiOh

Peogrestioil



TM-8

E mphasis

555
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LEAD INLINE

HEADLINE

BODY COPY

PRICE

TM-11

S10 US

rz.E.f# EliA..a.3 rE

S p -al Vekadr. at& 41 L
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TABLE OF 'JPLC'7ICAIIONS fOR TIST-CA3NSTRUCIION

IIIPROGRAM AREA__ _&E_Let.i_au auct_D-isirtztnitive--Enora ti up

COURSE NAME FaShion Merchandising

UNIT Sales Promotion

Competency

074. Identify the uses and purposes of sal:2s promotion.
_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0T5,_ Develop display ideas cbngruent with the purposes or uses identified,

076: Identify the basic art elements of display and the principles of
design.

EXpECTED STUDENT OUTCOME

Cognitive Level*
Performance

II III

Total

No, of
Items

077. Highlight advertised items on shelves and displays.

078. Select c.ppropriate display fixtures, Props, and bAckgrounds

079: Plan location of displays considering logical groupings, maximbm
tustomer exposure, present and anticipated sales volume, in ieeping
iiith the 1,0re lay_dut,

080, DeVelop pbiht=uf=0-tkchase signs (show cards) and banners.

11110181. Obtain information and materials for displays.

x

x

082. _Select merchandise for di-splay that is seasonal and x

083. Coordinate displays with other promotional activitier..
_

084. Display merchandfse apk opriately.

085. Build displays.

-4

086. Prepare merchandise for display including pressing; rin.:urg,
etc:

_ _ _______ _ _

087. Maintain sales appearance of displays by rearranging When necessary
or replacing mercnandise Sold from disOlay

_ _

088: Use housfkeepinq procedures necesSary fbr the proper upkeep of
department disklays tf merchandise.

089: Evaluate the effertiveheSS of diSPlay by analyzing sales results
with regards to the purpose of the display.

*LEVEL I - Recall; II - Comprehension; III - Application 558



CCMPETENCY 074

3M=1!===IMIE,.
COMPETENCY 074: Identify th: es and purposes of promotion.

CEST ITEM 074=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: List the five (5) broad purposes of

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

TEST ITEM 074-00-12:

promotion.

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In ColUMn I, Varibbs sales promotion activities are
listed. Specific purposes of_sales_promOtion are listed in Column II. Match the
specific purpose to each Of the actiVitieS. In some cases, more than one specific
purpose is addressed. Record the letter(S) of your choice in the space provided
to the left.

Column I

ACcetsories matched with apparel
in a WindoW display:

Commercial during cartoonS

DeMOnstration on how to use a
produtt

Fashion shrv for petite i2OS

Ad featuring Aigner handbags,
shoes and accessories

A large annual fashion shOW

- 7. Ad featuring a 20';; off sale

8. Free samples given _away to
CUStOMerS tb intrbduce a
product

9. A drawing for free concert
tickets

10; Ad ShOwing various styles and
price§ of men's shoes

Column II

A. Attract rE: lro00 -mers

B. Coordinat lated

C. Establish 5Lor i tashion
authority

O. Give u0ful information on use
of proouct

E. Identify brandS

F. Indicate product assortments

G. Introduce new product

H. Present special offers, prices
and sale conditions

I. Reath persOns who influenee the
pUrthaser

3: Render community service

Sales Promotion
28



TEST ITEM 074-00-3

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Define the terms nonpersonal promoticn and persc-
promotion. Provide an example of each term.

Nonpersonal promotion:

Example:

2 -rsonal promotion:

Example:

560
Sales Promotion
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COMPETENLY 075

COMPETENCY 075: Dievelop idezis congrutric. th t
identified.

TEST ITEm 075-00-11

he purposes or uses

IASTRUC_TIONS_TO-SIUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about display
objectives. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left
of each statement.

1. A display can only be used to sell a product, service, or idea.

2. Institutional displays are usually of a noncommercial nature

A promotional display features current merchandise.

The purpose of an institutional display is to produce immediat sales
for the store.

5. A feeling of goodwill toward the store sually a-.complished by an
institutional display.

TEST ITEM 075-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following Statements about mass and
fashion TiSPlayS Write the correct reSponSO (trUe or falSO) in the blank to
the left of each Statement.

1. EMphasiS iS oh budget pricOS in a maSS disOlaY.

2. In a mass display there is a lot of space allowed between Aems.

A fashion display attempts to have a prestigious look.

Higher priced items are hinhlightod best in a fashion dis4:7p.y.

Store image is unrelated to displays the store,

Sales Promotion
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COMPETENCY 079

......

7

............

1

COMPETENCY 079: Plan lmation of displays considering logical groupingS;
......

maximum customer exposure; present and anti,:ipated S-810
.

volume, n keeping with the firm layout.

TESi. ITEM 079=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TQ STUDENTS: ROA tarefUlly the following statements about floor
plans. Write the correct response (true or false) in the blank to the left of
each statement.

1. WindoWS-oh=the-aisie are located at the back of the department.

2. The newest, most exciting JierchandiFe is lOcated in the bree.,: and
butter section of the department.

3. The Vistas are located at the back of the department and shoulc' entice
the Customer into the department.

4. The windows=on=the-aisle should include li-mted Coordinated outfits
that "face out" to the aisle.

5. In high traffic areas the merchandise rmist be changed freque,tly.

562
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COMPETENCY 080

-4smommmip.

COMPETENCY 0_80: Develop po epurchase signs ,.;ld banners.

TCST ITEM 020=0011

INSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS:_ Read the fact sheet sent o the advertising department
ahd then design a point-of-purchase sign for a display.

MERCHANDISE FACT SHEET
-

:tem: Briefra,0
Price: $85.00
Mater.i6: Leathe:
Vendor: Mr. Leati-:.

Style: zipper oe:- with handles
int2riOr pockets
brass fittings on corners to cut dOWn on wear

Colors: BroWn, Black, COrdivan
:

inf6ribr pockets, lightweight, slim styling
Submitted oy. :lin Mayberry, buyer

56'3
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COMPETENCY '

COMPETENCY 082: Select merchane'. .or display that is seasonal and timely.

TEST ITEM 082-nC;-11

INSTRUCTIONS TC :,.-LIDEUTS: List six sources for display themes.

3.

4:

5.

6.

TEST ITEM 082-00.12

INSTRUCTIONS-TO-TEPFNTS: clect .-; of .the following display theMes. 1_St

appropriate merciknYise and structural, decorative and/or functional props to be

used in this seasrmFil display.

Themes: "Christmas is Ne-r"
"Stay Cool"
"Court Down to Fall"
"Warm and Woc'y"

and Sur:

o bE use : Structural:

Decorative:

Lnctional:

Merchandise to be feat:red:

Apparel:

Acr?ssories:

564
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1

COMPETENCY 084: DiSplay merchandise apvopriately.

COMPETENCY 084

EST ITEM 084-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STYDEN-S: lh CbluMil I fre types of display arrangeients. From the
characteristics of amogemehts in Column II select the one which is MOSt appropri:
ate for each arrangerent. Record the letter of your rescionse in the sOace provided
to the left.

2.

3.

Colur I

Pyr8W -rangement

Radia nriemnt

Re007 ion rrangementa

Step arrangement

Zigzag arrangement

a

b.

C.

4.

5.

Column II

i(angement that has no planning
or StrOcture.

Olen itPms of the saMe Shape and
size are_placed eguidiStant apart
in a direct line.

Arrangement uSed only with men's
wear.

d. When no two heights throughout the
display are the same.

e. ArrAhement forms a perfect
triangle.

f. Fye is lead trOm low point to the
7;oint in the center or to the

oppnsi'e side by progressive steps.

g. Ar-angemerit may be full
semi-circular or oval in shape.
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074-00,11

A. 561 a product, service, or idea at a profit.
2. [Wild customer_allegiance to the store_
;. Arouse_customer_interest for the product.

service. or idea.
4. Provide information Lo.prospectiv? customers.
5. P-omote tile image of the sto

074-00-12

1. 6 6. C,B.G
2. .1 1. H

5. 6.6 3:

4. A,C 9:

5, L,1 10: r

074-00-13

I: NoripersOnal promoti71--communication sponsored
by a StOre that reaches many prospectIve

customers by various media, mail:rigs or special
OVehts.
EXample: publicity, advertising; visjal ner-

handising,.special events
2. Personal prootiwi--face to_face concunicatioh

between the store's representative and a
customer
Example: permmal selling by a West)ersoh

C75-00-11

1. Folst
2. Tr_ue

5. -rue
4. False
5: True

0/5-:10-12

7-6e

1a1se
_

True
5. False

070_ 00711

I. False
2. FaTsi!

3, True
4. True
5. True

00-11

er disLr'tion. ShoOld inclOde the foi.,4ing
Executive stylin:i.from Mr. leather;
deloi,2 fitted insides,
100:.--leather

sMboth surface
SW:MO

08210:ji

1. Key_handise
Special Events or Promoti0os

J Dealer aids
4. Custoner,
5. Fashion Periodicals
b. Own creativity

082-00-12

Teacher DisCretion.

004-00-11_

EST ITEM VIYS

Sales Promotion
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Marketin ahd DiStributiVe Edeation

Fashion merchandising - 7271

Fashion Merchandising and Managemqt, 7272

COMPETENCY STATEMENT 7271

I. Fashion Image

A. Physical Appearance

090 Maintain appearance and health:

The student-will identify characteristics and fectors which contribute to
appearance and health: _

B. Self-Developmeit

091 Demonstra e appropriate social SkillS in termS of self-development.

The studeft will identify appropriate behavior for self-development.

. Pre-EF0loyment Skills

A. Job Seeking

R. Letter of Applications, ReSume, Applicatie!s

C. Job Interviev,

D. Follow-Up

o-I: Professional Ethics

A. characteristics of a Good Employee

092 Be depcndable in the work envifon

The student will determine characteistics of a dependable employee.

093 Maintc.in necessary endurance, forebearance, and persistence to accomplish
g3als and objectives

The stud?nt Will select behavior characteristi,:S neCess5ry foi accOmplishing
goals and objectives.

094 DemonSteate Cfectikee Work habitS by planning 5nd scheduling rk tasks and

assignments.

The student will identify behavior necessary for efrective work habits.

09'. Demonstrate good work habits such as punctuality, orderliness, and patience.

The student will identify facters which contribute to ponctuality, orderli-
ness, and pat ,nce.

096 AdjuSt to demands Of job reouieomerts Such as deadlines; pressures; and
conflicts.

The StUdent will identify faetors which 1.,fc,.ssary for meeting job

demands.

397 Eercice self-cOntrOl &ring tryin

The student will exhibit self-control in handling a customer complaint.

098 Maintain an obJective point o in prOblem situations.

The .:tudent will identify factor-, which_indicate an objective viewpoint.

099 Demonstrate appropriate cEtics such_as integrity and honesty,

The :;tudent will identify situations where appropriate ethics such as
honeSty ani integrity are demon..:tl'ed.

BEST COPY '.;1 AP I
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Marketin and Distributive Educa'ion

Fashion 1IerchahdiSing 7_7271
tashlhh Merchandising and Managemett 7272

COMPETFWY "TATEMENT
7271

, ' '_: CO

100 Establish and r-Jintain credibility with castemers, co-workerS, employees.
ahd mahagers. x X

Ihe student will mait.i:.
.:.-_-',i,ility with others in deal ';,'ith a Customer

sint.
_ ___________________ ______ _____

1' '.. :c. iippropriate assertiveness when working with ott- -Ps, mana7ers,
,:iltoters.

student will use asserti,. 1wi,s in handling a cc,' __
o,c Demonstrate initiative in dea: ..;' with customers, -- .ndst ,-rvisors.

__

X

___

x

_

_

____

X

x

The studeht will demonstrate initiative in handlih -. laint:
___L. .sbnii_, responsibility fel- individual action', and/or

i companyoperationS. x X

The student will_identify situatiens where responsibility fcc individua.1actions is u.hibited.

104 Assume a sha-ed responsibilityfor
Success or failure of the work grciiip.__.

x xThe Student Will identify situations where responSibility for shared successlr tailure is exhibited:

105 DemOhstrace knowledge of hovissuccess or failUre depends not alor.,: on te'llni-
cal proficiency but on quality of interpersonal relations as ,ioll.

__

X x

The stUdent Will identify situations
where the importancc of interpersonal

relations is indicated:

106 Use sOctess or failure constructively in a work SitUaticin.
X X

The student.will ideotify behaVior which contributes to constructiVe uSe of
ioccess Or failtire in the work situation.

___
10/ Work sooperatively with other etployees, sutwrvisors, and manags'rs:

X X
The student Will identify behaviors which exhibit ceoperative orkino re-lationships.

the student Will identifyithe_benefif.s
' 'i positisse at' .e. ald the

advantages of a negative att4tude:
,

X

,

X

108 Demonstrate knoWledge_that L. needs, d-: 'is; nd 90-61s of iiiaividuals
vary_with social and cultural backgroUtios:

The student will idehtify situationsirelat..0 to .social and sultural hail,-OrOunds and the needs, desires, and goals of indiViduals.

B. Customer-Related Relations_

109 Avoid misrepresentations of procuttS, Services, people, and poiicies.
X x

The stUdent Will identify situations where products. SericeS, peoplp, andpolicies are misrepresented.

The student will identify sources of reliable infOrmati0O.

The,student will avoid misrepresentation of products, servi«,s, people, andpolicies:

_________ _____ _110 Respond to customer complaints in aCtordance with company policy:
_____

X X
The stUdent will respond in a satisfactory manner tb.customci- complaints.
The student will identify Situations related to company polity.

The Student will respond to a customer complaint according to cmnpanypolicy.

Employment Skills
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o

and t71trIbutl

Fashi., Merchandising - 7?-2

!-ashien MerchandisinG anfl roPmen!.

11

CO'-iPvTrNC-

ployee Relaton;

:,strate knowledge of hoW to sugc;est changes to manL.H-ert.

student will identify leader:hip sTylps ar]d hew to sutsigeSt charoos

.e student Will identify hoW tb make sucg,tins tc rnel manacemert
correttly.

_ .

Accept constructive Criti.-iSm ahd täo .:;r:)priate corr,2ctive actions.

The Student will identify corri--ct ir accepting consti.j:tive criti-
cism and corrective actici,s.

'i-Employment Skills
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I. Fashion Image

A. Physical Appearanne

I. Importance of appearance and health

a. Influences way others think aboUt you.

(I) Our judgments are bas t. on appearanct ,ihr: first impress:
and we rarely chahoe

(2) PaCkage yourself in such a w-2.! that other, will rece r

posive first impression:

b. InflUericeS way others react to what you say ang do;

Chances in y7ur personal packaging, such as 4,tet.h. );foite, man ;-
isms, arid dre-,S affect how others react to you.

c. Gives you cont',uence:

you will be more positive in your attl:,Jie if vnu How yoo LrL
gond and are in good physical iondition.

d. CreateS impression on customek and business ascociates as it

creates a positive or negative public imaue.

ChangeS in Makeup, hair styling and a few bas, clothing choices
nan project a "management look

Develops StereOtYPes.

(1) Ex., people who wear a beige rainrnat are_thOughtto_te members
of the upper-middle class; people who wear bla0, raincoats
are thought to-be members of tl: lower-middie nlass (Dress
for Success, Malloy;,

(2) W.-tend to think ot one mode nf dress tor a particular
occupation.

f. Adds treclibility to your business and personal life.

(1) Ex., attractive people are thought Sn be kinder,_more interest-
ing, poised, mcideSt stronger, sociable,cutgoing and sexier
tnam the unattractive; and are expected to got prestigib6s
jobs, make good husband5 or wivet and have happy fArriages.

i2) HoW a perSon dresses and feels influences almost anyone's
judgment; either consciously or unconsriow.Ay.

2. Take care Of yOur health.

a. Sleep eight or ten hours a nintil

(:) Utile people re-quire more sleep than others.
(z) Find out what amount of sleep he,p, you maintaln a good levil

of energy and wOrk performance.

b. Take 5hort rest breaks.

(1) Fihd Some tiMe for_a_short break during the day.
(2) Rest breaks tend to revive our minds and bodies so that better

prAuction can be attained.

c. Have an annual check up.

Keep yOUr bridy_tuned Up ahd ih good-rL.nning order just as you have
your car checked so that it continues to run at top perfonmance.

d. Take good Care_bf yobr teeth and eyes,

Have your vision checked .-,.nce a year and Viit your dentist twice
a year Unless there are unexpected problems.

e. Eatproperly.

It has been said that you dIT what you eat--,J)me of os arh ih bAd
shape if that is true! The fol lowing is from Seventeen's Ddi1Y
Food Guide:

(1) A guart Of milk or milk products,
(2) Two_or more servings of meat, fish, or pou ry or eons; or

Meat subStitaes.
(3) Two-or more vegetablesone leafy yellow or nreen--plUS one

potato.
(4) TWo Cir_MOre fruit servincn.
(5) At every rieal, some product made of flour or :ereal, and butter

or Margarine.

Employment Skills
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(6) Six.to. eight glasses of water each da:,--this is a must which
most of us avoid.

(7) SweetS. bUt ih frItidei-dtiOn:

fi EXerciSe t health, stamina and quod appeararce.

fl) Sat-aside a .ciaily half hour for an at_ h.cm6 exereise.seSsion.
'2) likem wo_looK good and feel good awe make. d (NOre potitiVe.

_impressfan on

Goc'_ Grooming

A clean, attractive appearance pays dividends through acceptance and
respect from friends and family and reflectS cohSideration fer Others.

a. bath .or s'lower each_cay (preferably v.-1th a deodorant soap)--or
ice a day i you have t;c:n active and have another important

engagement.
b. Girls-should keep_underarm a'd legs clean shavenyoung men should

Make sure facial hair is cleiih shaven,
c: Use an ahti-perspirant dcot-rdot daily,
d. Wear fresh, clean unde- ahd outer garments;

(1) All the debdbrants ahd soaps in the world will ya very little
good_if clean clothing is i',ot placed over a Oran bod):

(2) You do not necessarily-need an expehSive Wardra,2 tc dress
neatly ,and_attractively.

e. Scents should be fresh and pleaSant to the people arouhd you.

Lie to different body.chemistries, do not purchase perfumes,
colognes; or shaving lotions, etc:, until you have worn them on
your own skih fOr about ah

f. Hair should be clean and C.e style flattering;

(1) Oily 'Air needs to be washed every-day, sometimes twice a day;
and dry hair needs to_bLe washed less often: _

(2) A visit to a hair sty12 can he10 determine face shape and-
features that will help ;r-your decision ibr a flattering hair
style and one that is appropriate for the occasion,

O. Harms .nd feet do attract attention,

(I) Fingernails arid tc)cnails.reed attenti^n at iet onee Wo6k.
(2) Men heed to have relative:y-short,.rounded nails that_are

impeccably cleun-,and ladies should nct have "dragon laci"
fing?rnails or Wilo .

h r,akeup application should onhance beauty, not detract from it:

(I) Visit makeup departments ahd 5aihns for free or minimal cost
lessons and makeup-counseling.

(2) Makeup_should_not be_the same for every occa5inh:
(3) The color of h(ir and eyes, as well as skin tone and the color

of the wardrobe all have a determining factor in selecting
makeup; _

(4) Avoid a line of demarcation to show-where-makeup leavos off--
extend the makeup_ past the jawline and blend comnletely
shade of makeup that minSt clOSely reseMbleS yobr natui-al
tone.

(5) ,ctice makes perfectnever leave Our 100kS to thante hy
trvihq new techhiques and makeup just before an importart
,ingagement.

6) Some facial "flaws" may even be camouflaged with makeup tech-
niques and contouring.

(7) Do not_"date" yourself with outdated methodS Of applicatiorts
and colors in cosmeticsjust as clothing fashions change; so
do-cosmetic fashions.

(8) Read and study the latest fashioh magazineS to keep up=to=date
.ar'th_the hows and whys of cosmetics.

4. Erect and relaxed pnrtere is a must.

le-c-ning to walk, stand,-atd sit in a proper fashion ,,fiould become a
nat;t-.31 part of your appearancc in order to exhibit self-confidence and
graco

5. Dress t. unpress the right people at the right timei

a: F):e nistakgS made in chooSing clothing for business impressions:

Employment Skills
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The spouse, boyfriend, or girlfriend SelectS the tlothing.
The-high-fashion industry-designers dictate what to wear.

(3) kfavorite salesperson_chooses the attire. .

(4) The person find'S it difficult eVercbming their background and
environrient-.

(c,) Cheep clot'es are bought .
.

b. Choose your Clothing appropriately for the ncrasion or the career.

Remember, we never get a second chance to make a first ir.pressiont
C3othing serves cas a_means of communication. -Clothing tends to
reveal a lot about.our. self-concepts and image. Persons_ who reflect

confideoce and self-esteem tend tO be more concerned with appear-
ance than those persons who suffer 'rpm Feelings of inadenuacy.

Read current fashion periodicals to keeo up-to-date on fashion
trends as they apply to various situations. However, be-
selective. :Your geographical area as your work en-
Vironment Will tend te dictate what is appropriate..

(2) Keep in-mind-your- figure and phynioue when selecting certain
Fashions. Make_tne:most. out of :io(,r dP1Tarance, do not wear
the latest fashion jnst becauSe it iS faShibri if it cloes not
enhance your appearance.

(3) Learn to recognize the difference br.ween good and poor
faShiOnt.

(4) Decide what kind of_image:you wish to prflect,.
(5) Remember that quality clOthing can be reasonably priced.
(6) Shoes-and-stockings-can-make or break a good appearance.
(7) Accessories should be kept tuna minimum: A watch and ri-n for

a young man is -appropriate. Young ladies should st..y away
from long, dangling earrings_for business attire and a. rino on
every finoer_is not acceptable:_ All accessories (whether
hats, bags,-jewelry, etc.) should be keet in proportion to the
person's size, .

(P) Plan your wardrobe and take inventory Of your cl-set5 and
drawers bef9re_ shopping for the season,

(9) Color,_line, and design should:be appropriate: _ Molloy's
Dress--o-r-SOcces,, relates now important these fattbrs are.
Bold-st77-7-a7ge-patterns, bright-colors have very-little
place_in business attire: He suggests staeing with tailored:

:--olorS as gray, navy, brown, tan, beige, and
blue, dependinn g skin; hal), and eye coloring of the person.

B. Selt-Uevelooment

1: 'rour Self-image

You have a_mentai image of yourself--the way you see yourself. You
broadcast this image to others in t),-_form of your pe-sonality by the
way yoc dress, talk, move, and act. If you dnn't like what you see,
maybe it is time for a change!

a. IMportante of Odtitive self-image

Has to do with:how people reLpond to_you;_
Usuallj Jetermines what career or lifestyle you choos.,.
Dttermines whether you .are_w.11ing to try new things.
Can determine whether you advance quickly in a career.
May determine whether you get the right kind of help and under-
standing from others.
'Ara ny determines hew you respond to the world around enu.

b. Factors that determine self-image

(1) Who you think you are.
(2) What and:who you think you will become in the future.
(3) How you belive o,hers see vou.

2. "Aaracteristics of Personality

a. Physical chararteriStics

(1) Health
(2) Grooming an d.-css

(3) Structure of body.
(4) Posture and bodily movements
(5) Facial expression

A pleasing_appearance does not:require a person to_have_a
pretty or handsome face, but it does require a smiling face.

Employment Skills
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(6) Manr,eriSM

habits may be done unconsciously and are annoying to other5.
Ex., cracking knuckles: clearing thy throat, tapping fingers,
clicking a pen.

(7) cpteCti

Your voice and speech contribute as much to_your total image as
rur physical appearance, poise and personality. A strong-voice
and good grammar draw attention, a weak voice and poor grammar
may detract from an otherwise positive opinion from otherS.

Mental characteristics

(1) Intelligerceability to undtrstand ol learn from past experi-
ences and acquire or retain knowledge.

(2) Attitudecthe way you look, thin!,-,:or act that shows your
disposition or_opinion toward a subject,

(a) Initiative-.the ability to think or act without being tOld
to de; Sn;

(b) Industrious--mental attitude that causes a person to want
to work_ hard:

(C) Dependabilitythe attitude that causes a person to follow
through on obligations and responsibilities,:

(d) Enthusiasm--the intense or eager display of interest in a
sUbje.:t,

(e) Interest in others--the attitude that causes others to be-
come your friend;

(3) Characterusually refers to a person' moral reputation.

Honesty is the most important character trait.

c. Emotional characteristics

An emotion is best described as a desie or a feeling,-such-as hate,
fear, love,-anger, worry, or pride. People who arelunable to
properly control their:feelings are said to be emotionally immature.
Strong emotional reactions are-to-be expected of small children,
buias you grow older people expect you to learn to cope w.th and
control your emotiOns within reason.

3. Evaluate Your .7,?.1f7Image

a. Positive self7image

(1) Take risks :

(2) Are not afraid to fail
(3) Have-realistic expectations mr_thomselves
(4) Are self-cietermining anzLconfident of their own perceptions
(5) Know the:, have control of, and are willing to take responsi-

bility-ft, change-
(6) Are proud o themselves and their strengths
(7) Expcct to succeec.

b. Negative self-image

(1) Do not zake-risks
(2) Are afraid ofifallure
(3) Have unrealistically high expectations
(4) Make-assumptions about opinions and expectations of others

without reality testing
(5) Abdicate responsi:jlity; procrastinate
(5) FOcus on failure
(7) Expect to fail

4. How to 'improve

S. Social Graces Help With Confidence

Social grace; or:etiquette may be defined as_the usages or rules which
are conventionally established for behavior in polite society or in
official or professional-life.- Knohirg what to do; how to do; and when
to do can make you feel more at ease in a professional situation and
call help you present the positive image you want to project. Remember:
"Do not be-afraid of mistakes; providing you do not make the same one
twice:" - Roosevelt.

a. Be thoughtful at-all-times.
b. Keup a promise and_confidences.
c: Try to find something good to say about others.

Employment Skills
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d. Be friendly, but respectful.
e. Laughwith people, not at_ them;
f. Remember-to say "Please" and-"Thankiyou".
g. Appretiate other's time and be on time yourselt
h. Put others at ease.
i. Never tease someone to the point of. tears.

.

3: Tidy-Tip after yourself and return items to their propiir place.
k. Avoid smoking, chewing gum.-or-eafing in public._
A. Hold the door:open_until the other person can catch it;
M. Do not call attention to yourself by making a great deal of noise in

public places.
n: Acceptia compliment with a smile and a "Thank you%
O. Use ashtrays for smoking, never the-flcor or a saucer.
p. Always say "No" as politely as rnssible without hurting other's

feelings;
o. Good table manners_are always in order.

(1) Wait until others have been served before you Start.
(2) The napkin goes in-your lap
(3) Elbows are:never on the table.
(4) Don't reach across someone else's place.
(5) A-glass-with a-stem is held by the bowl.
(6) Spread:butter and jelly only:on small piehe5 of bread.
(7) Never leave a spoon in the glass or cup.
(8) When in-doubt about silvorware, choose the piece fartherest to

the left or right:first;
(9) If you drop something on the floor, leave it unless it is in a

dangerous- position.: :

(10) chew_ with your mouth closed.
(11) Toothpicks are for private use.-
(12) When in doubt, tollow the lead of your host or hostess.

r. A gratuity should always be given-for servico rendered--the rates
will vary accordingito the service.

s: When attending meetings and conferences, you should remember who
and-what you represent and should put your_best foot forward at all
times to project a positive, self-confident image.

II. Pre-Employment Skills

A. Job Seeking

There are job opportunities for everybody! You only need to find the_one
that. is right for yott!_ Decide what kind Of job:you want and then work
toward getting that job--by planning ahd Preparing.

1. Career Planning

a: Conduct a self-appraisal

Make a review of_your interests, aptitudes, and abilities.

(1) Professional tests
(2) School-studies and activities
(3) Hobbies
0) Teachers, parents,-counselors, business and church persons
(5) Newspaperand magazine articles
(6) Career publications

b. Determine life goals

Consider how you would-like to live,-the environment in which you
would like to live, and your ultimate life goals.

Take actioo

Examinelthe career cluster for possible advancementS ilistanch
career information, and develop a-plan of action to secure the
necessary education and_skills required.

Prepare wc;tten summary of career plans

C.

(1) Career-field-information
(2) Long-range goals
(3) Occupational possibilities
(4) Year-by-year plans for accomplishments
(5) Annual self-inventory of attainments

2. Locate Prospective Employers

Employment Skills
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Get suggestions from friends and relatives;

The more people know; thp better are your -chances fbr Making On=
tacts-with-employers. Companiesiare generaliy interested in em-
ployee recommendations made by their current employeet.

b. Vitit placement bureaus and employment agencies.

Make sure you understand your financial ObligatiOn5 te the agency.
Many companies offer-"fee paid"-placementsithrough agencies. (Fee
paid meansithat:the_company hiring the employee will pay the fi-
nancial obligation to the agency_for the new employee).

c. Examine help-wanted_advertisements,
d: Make "cold contaCtS" by applying direttly to the butinett.
e. Write your own ad under "Positions Wanted".

B. Letter of Application, Resume, Appliudions

1. Letter of Application

UtUally your first opportunity to make direct contact with a prospective
employer; therefore; it is a must to make a favorable impression.

a. Reasons for writing

(1) Use as a cover letter for mailing resume
(2) The company requests a letter of applicatiOn.
(3) Use in answering-want-ads ,-
(4) The company is located out-of-town.
(5) A personal contact is not yet appropriate but yo.4 wish to

solicit for a position.

b. Rules for writing

(1) Type neatly and correctly_on quality bond lettersized pape,
(2) If possible, address the letter by name to the appropriate

person-in theifirm.1
(3) Be clear; b.rief, and businesslike--if at all possible, ne more

than One Oage
(4) The first:Paragraphishould state:the:reason for writing._
(5) The second and third paragraph should discuss youe 00alifitations

as given in your ret-666==tell your abilities.--
(6) The-fourth and final paragraph should encourage the employer

to contact you:for an interview and eiolain hi-OWbe tbre to
include a thank you statement for consideration of your appli-
c4tioN:1

(7) Proofread carefully and cheek for SmUdget oe 0o-or eratureS.
(8) Keep a carbon copy, but always nail the-original to the

prospective employer as machine and carbon copies arl ron-
sidered impersonal.

2. Resume

A resume is a sUmmary ef basic information about you that an employer
may scan ard appraise in view of your possible employment.

a. Purdose Of resume

(1) To stimulate interest of an:employer
(2) To obtain an interview for toe prospective employee
(3)_ To save time in the interview process

b: Organization of resume (ftray be written in Variety of formt depending
on purpos)

(1) Personal data
(2) Petition fOr which you are applying

(3) Educational:background
(4) Special skills
(5) Activities and interests
(6) Work experience
(7) References

c. Guidelines

(1) Limit to one page if at all possible.
(2) Be:honest.
(3) List job and educational experience in reverie thronelegiCal

Order.
(4) Emphasize duties most related to_the job for which you aee

applying under job eXperience--giVe emOloyers' names-and
addresses, type of business, your job title, and responsibilities.

Employment SkillS
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(5) Eliminate ;r :elevant or-unimportant details;
(6) Ose simple words and avoid slang.
(7) Do not use abbreviations .

(8) Use present tense-in describing your currant job past tente in
other descriptions.

(9) Make your resume neat and eye-appealing.
(10) Type and:proofread carefully and have professional-looking copies

made if possible.

,. Application Forms

a: Purpose of application forms

(1) As a basis for hiring or not hiring_ employeet.
(2) As an indicatiOri bf an aPplitant's abilities.
(3) Determinesjiowiwell :an individual can follow direttions, under=

stand questions, and organize_8nSWerS.
(4) Gives tbMe inditatiOn of neatness. thoroughness, spelling, and

writing abilities.

b. Guidelines for completing

(1) Have necessary materials on hand--pon and pentil, eras6re, social
security card, resume.

(2) Read tha entire form thoroughly before answering any quettiont.
Read and follow the instructions.

(4) Complete all blanks--drite "NA" or "Not Applicable" if an item
does not_:apply to:you :

(5) Provide honest; complett and accUrate iniermation.
(6) Be as neat as possible--if you mess up baey, ask for another

form.
(7) Spell correctly and fully.
(8; Ute pen With black-or blue ink . 1

i(9) Sign the form properly if requested:
(10) Review completely what you have wri'ten .

C. Job Interview

1. Secure AppOintMents for the Interview.

a. By telephone _

b. By personal visit tc business
c. By telephone

2: Know About YOUr Prospective EmplOyer.

a. What does the company make or_do?
b: What and where is the market for the product?
t. Whb uses the product or service?
d. What is the status of the company?
e: Does the company have a training program?
f. What are company relations with its_employers?
g. Who is in charge of hiring personnel?

3. Be well groomed--your apparel reflects your attitude.

4. Remember how important pertorialitY it.

8. Be positive;
b. Be industrious;
t. Be honest and loyal and exhibit integrity.
d. Re roirteous.
e. Be tful.
f. Be enthusiastic ,
g. Be confident--but not cocky:

(1) The first few minutes are most important;
(2) Introduce:yourself if:the receptionist failt tti do so.-
(3) If the interviewer offers tia shake-hands, do to--however, it is

MOtt proper for-a woman to offer:her hana first;
(4) Wait to sit down until you are asked to do so by the intervie.ver

or receptitnist.
_(5) State the purpose of your visit.

5: Be able to answer briefly and concisely the employer's questions;
6. Close the interview pleasantly-.

When it appears that:the-interviewer has all the:information needed and
isiapparentlyterminating:theiinterview. it is tiMe tOr you to eise and
leave._ Ask whether you shOuld telephdae_the-interviewer for a decision
or whether you can be-expected-to-receive a call from the interViewer==
get a definite time period, such as a week Ot tWO Weekt.
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P. Follow-up

1. Send a letter of appreciation.

Write a letter of thanks to the interviewer for consideration shown you
and reaffirming your interest in the company and the kind of work involved,

2. Make out a future reference card

Make out a card with the name of_the company, the names of the people you
met, the date of the interview, the type Of job, a Summary of the interview,
and the date you should call back or can expLct to hear from the inter-
viewer:

III. Professional Ethics

A. Characteristics of Good Employee

1. Depehdable in the work environment

The dependable employee can be "counted on" to exhibit responsible !

behavier. They can be trusted to do what they Say they will do and what
is expected of them.

a. They get to work on time.
b. They are agreeable-to working extra-hours when necessary.
c. They are on the job when they should be .
d. They carry out their assigned tatks and remeMber to do the little

details .

e: They like their job and put it ahead of personal matters that miaht
interfere.

2. Accomplishes goals and objectives

"A winner never quits; and a quitter never wins."

a; Types of goals

(1) Long-range goals--those which require several months or years to
accomplish.

(2) Short-range goals--give quick satisfaction and usually lead
toward long-range goals.

(3) Tangible goals--easiest.goals to measure since we know their
existence through the senses.

(4) Intangible goals,-difficult to measure since they are more
emotional and internal.

b. Importance of setting goals

(1) Gives you something to work toward.
(2) Forces the setting-of priorities.
(3) Makes you responsible fnr!your_success;
(4) Makes you aware of your strengths and weaknesSeS.
(5) Makes you-aware of-realities.-
(6) Gives a sense of past victories.
(7) Improves self-image.

(8) Helps you take action!.
(9) Sharpens decision making abilities.

c. Guidelines for setting goals

(1) Must be your own personal goals--strauld require you to do more of
something-or to do it better or differertly.

(2) Must be stated positively-.
(3) Must be realistic ana attainablebe-ambitious, but set reachable.
(4) Must be specific,shouia describe a specific end result; keep

striving to reach other goals.
(5) Must-be written--written goals can be changed, however, since they

are not chipped in granite;

3. Plans and schedules work tasks and assignments

a. Importance of Time Management

Time Management-planning; scheduling, and using tire efficiently

(1) Helps reduce stress, frustration, and anxiety.
(2) Increases productivity and reduces costs.

b. Benefits of Time Management

(1) You control time,_ time does not control you.
(2) Productivity increases
(3) Efficiency is greater--lets waSted tine.
(4) Eliminates procrastination.

Employment Skills
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(5) Conservesiyour, energy; physical and mental,
(6) Improves health;
(7) Gives psychological lilt.
(0) E1iminates mi,;takes an4 duplication.
(9) Allows for refinement and develoOMeht of interpersonal relation-

ShipS.

(10) Motivates others to use time wisely;

c. Staps in Plannioa

(1) Make planning a h8bit (daiiy, Weekly. ye-,ir-1).
(2) Set priorities using ABC system.

(a) A-High Value--urgent and important,
(b) B-Medium Valueimportant, Out not urgent.
(c) C-Low Value--least important; not Urgent,

;3) Be flekible,
(4) Dele'ate when possible (this is not to giVe you "slack" tme).
(5) Set aside treatiVe time.
(6) Fallow plans .

4. Demonstrates good work ftabts

"Patience is a virtue." Patience can only be achieved throunh
tolerance-and understanding of others and self-control -and self-
discipline of ourselves:

b. Punctuality

Being on time for appointments, Oth aSsiahmehtS, fdr Social engage-
mehts, and to the job can be representative of your mental attitude,
and your mental attitude can be,the determining fae:tar ih your
success or failure. Other peOple'S tiMe iS juSt a; valueble as yours.

C. Orderliness

(1) OrganiZed behavior is cruci81 to buSiness success.
(2) BenefiLs of being organized:

(a) Productivity ihcreaSes;
(b) Accuracy ana efficiency improve;
(c) Rewards--praisc, promotions, sel 0rAe

(3) Steps in organizing activities

(a) Identify the activities.
(b) Classify the-activities,
(c) Put priorities on the activities:
(d) Schedule the activities.
(e) Perform the activities.

5. Adjusts to demands of job requirements

Self-panagement:is ne key to makingithe best possible use of time so that
theiamount of time spnt will automatically beimbre Orefit8ble,-not only
in the ouahtity Of Work performed, but in the quality of work performed:
'eople don't lack time--they just don't use it effectively." (Alan

:akein),

a. Plan.

KhOW trL difftrence between "prime time (the most productive hours
in th2 day-for-you) and "availability time" (the best time to take
care of th2 needs of others

b. Orgar

Recognize:your abilities and respansibilitieS. _When At all possible,
delegate tasks to others when deadlines, pressures, and conflicts are
strongest.

c. Control;

Schedules indicate,a_planned series of Oveht5 8nd serVe AS 8 time-
control 8id. SthedUlet help aVbid procrastination and daydreaming--
thus allowing for more efficiency and productivity.

6: Exercises self-control

a. flegree:oficontrol varies from person tolperson;
b. Experiences and environments are deterMihing fattOrS.
C. 'Has considerable influence-on:your job and success in life.
d. Socially acceptable outlets can help in learning tO Control.
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e. You can gain cOntrol if you want to and are willing to work at it,
PLANNING NOTCS

(1) first; recognize:that the emotion is causing a problemit is
affectind the_bpinion others have of you.

PI Second, make up your mind tnat you want to control the emotion.
(3) Thied; determine what situations or people set off the undesirable

emotion.
(4) Fourth, use your mind to oVerLome the emotion So that you do no,: (SA-36; fk-I2)

express thOUgh you may feel as though you would like to (SA:_37% Pk-1)1
exp)ode.

[MR 097 00-111
7. Maintains al Objective point of_view

(PR:3; p.

Evaluate the situation withodt allowing p0-stnial biatet, deejudices, or
needless emotion> to get in the way-of good judgment. A person's own
fee) ings must-be put aside as well as their emotions, and the tituation
m,aluated based upon all the fa-ct that are available.

a. IMportance of maintaining objective views

(l) More:accUrate conclusions are drawn,
Y) Problems are solved more appropriately.
(..I) Situations are e 'aluated more accurately.
(4) "Fairer" treatmeit is givin to both parties.
(Si Personal feelings are put aside.
(6) More than one side of the issue iS Seen.

b. Ways maintain objectivity

(l) Doinot allow biases:and prejudices to interfere.
(2) Gather all infeeMatiOn.
(3) Study-the facts.
(4) Understand all peints bf
(5) :nvestigdte all sides of the issue.

3. Demonstrates appropriate ethiC5

loyaltY

(I) Be genuinely concerned about the company and protczt its
interests-.

(Z) Do not destructively ceiticize.
(3) Know when to keep confidences.-
(4) Do not habitually complain_or gripe to follow employeet.
(5) Give 100 percent uf yoUr Offortt.

b. Honetty and_Integrity

(1) Take care in handling money.
(2) Be cOMpletely honest in handling merchandise.
(3) You are paid for your time--don't steal it

.

9. Establishes and maintains credibility

CreHibility is achieved when someone believes and has tonfidence±in
someone:or:something else; it it achieved by developing and maintaining a
favorable image.

a. With customers
b: With co-workers-
c. With supervisors

10. Utilizes appropriate assertiveness

Too many_people never_thallenge their abiliOesisimply because they are
afeaid bf failure. -Self-confidence gives us the feeling of trust.
reliance, and self-assurance necessary te ekeet bur ideas and talents so
that our full potentials may be realized.

11. Demonstrates initiative in dealing with others

A desirable employee is a willing ../orker who finds satisfaction and
OnjOyMent in_their job. People may be classified into theee cateuories:

a. Those who make things happen.
b. ThOse whO watch things happen.
c. _Those who wonder what happened.

In order to setceed, therr,must:be:vcombination ofithinkinq and doing.
The employeeiwho expects promotions must display initiative-and ambition--
theyicannot afford to sit back and Watch things happen or wonder just
exactly what did happen.

12. Assumes individual responsibility for actions and/or department and
company operationt
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Theiperscn who_progresses ih_hosingss is the ono whu useS got% jUdgMent,
nitlative, and drive in perfOtining tasks and does not makc-excuses-for

making mistakes nor blame:the mistakes on others. It:is the employee's
responsibality to 'riow what:duties are.to bo pritfotMed befOte agteeing
to do them and to soak ObrifiCatton uhen the duties ari not uell-definea.

a. Iciesponsible employees hive negative effocts,

(1) oc customer relations;
(2) on cii-worker relations;
(3) on company profits:

b. W3),S tc demonstrate rcvonsible behavior

(1) Know your job tasks and petform them W611.
(2) Ask Questions.
(3) Do what you say you will do.
(4) Observe the rules.
(1:;) Don't-infrinne on others.
(6) Assist others.
(7) Admit your mistakes.
(8) Don't blame others .

13. Assumes shared responsibilities for success or failure of work group

jt_is very difficult; if not impossible, for a company tti haVe sUcceSs
without the cooperation of each employee assuming their responsibilities.
In businesc, tne process-of dividing the responsi,ility; authority, and
work of the business into snoller inits is called to ,inilatiOn.

a. RUleS jf Organization

(1) Clear.cut lines of authority and responsibility Stiodld be
established.

(2) Each employee should report to only one immediate supetViS-Or.
(3) R:tsponsibility Should always be accompanied by the corresponding

authority.
(4) Tne.supervisor should remain tosponsible fot the actS of

emplOyees regardless of how work is delegated.
(5) Line fu6ctions should he separated from staff functions when

Possible,
(6) Reteghi2e the liMited abilities of a sinale person versus a work

grotip

b. Reasons for failure

(1) Roor communication techniques
(2) jPalOus employees

(a) Spends time and energies showing up weak points of othetsl
(b) Has difficulty in remaining objective.
(t) Has difficulty accepting constructive criticism

(3) Uncontrolled anger
(4) Fear--preveats individual from becoming an effective employee by

causing hasty decisions or: no decision at all.
(5) Greed--causes a person to be concerned only with themselves.
(6) Irresponsibility

14, Maintains quality in interpersonal relations_

An-interpersonal relationship exists when two or more persons are "irter-
dependent"- his is to say they need or rely upon one another or
some reason.

a. The number one reasoo for people losing or leaving their jobs is poor
interpersonal relationships.

b. The most important thing any work group_ has in common is that theY
should_be working toward the goa1S Of the business.

c. Group harmony and group effectiveness oriproduttivity are directly
relatedpersonality conflicts greatly reduce the quality Ot Wotk
performance of:the sreup;

d. Technical skills are essential--but so are basic human relation skills;

15. Uses success or failure constructively

We_learn certain_behaviors from our trials; our.successes, and our
failures; .From the time we were born we learned that -certain behaviors
were rewarded or punished, -_Whetherior_not we:succeeded or failed in
securing what we:wanted is pe:haps partly_responsible fOt the way We
presently react to success or failure. "If at first-you-don't-Succeed,
try, try again"--but maybe you'd better use a different approach:

a. Use success for improvement.
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(1) Look at your success realistically and objectively.
(2) Do not take credit for someone else's efforts;
(3) Analyze how_and why your OftortS were successfOl.
(4) Accept pr3isp-grac4Dus1y.
(5) Do not 'et success lessen your efforts next time.
(6) Remember it .s-offort and a positive attitoole that creates

success not the success itself dat creates more 5uccenr5

h. fafiare tor improvement;

(1) Look at the failure or mistake realistically ahd objectively.
(?) Analyze_how and why your: efforts were a failure.
(3) Do not "pass the buck" when you make the mistake.
(4) Accept constructive criticism in the form of advice and

instruction;
(5) Do not be-afraid-to try-again .--
(6) Do not become negative or depressed in your attitude.

16: Works cooperatively with others

The majority of workers quit or lose their jobs simply because they not
get along with other people. Working cooperatively with others is an
important requirement for job success.

a . Cooperative working relationShipS

(1) Individuals working harmoniously together:toward common_goals.
(2) individualsiare free from ill-feelings. misljivings, jealousy.

and skepticism.

(3) Relationships_are built on mutual trust and cooperation;
(4) Helps to avoid conflicts, unnecessary preblems, and th-> risk of

1^sing-a-jeb.
(5) The employee has an understanding of theMSelVeS and Of etherS in

the Work Sit-Uatieh;

b. "Knowing" brings understanding

In order to work cooperatively and harmoniously an employee needs to
understand himself and others. Self-understanding is the recognition
of personal attitudes, skills. needs and motivating factors.

(. Build cooperative relationships

(1) Take pride in your work.
(2) Respect others-and treat them honestly and fairly.
(3) Show interestand consideration for others;
(4) Maintain an objective point of view.
(5) Assist and cooperate with others.
(6) Maintain a positive attutude;
(7) Place business objectives-before personal objectives.
(8) Carry your share of the work.

17. Demonstrates knowledge that needs, desires, and goals of individuals
vary

Understanding the behavior of human beings is not an easy task;
Nevertheless, it is Hnportant to maintain good relationships with co-
workers.

a. EMpathize--put yourself in the other person's position to see
can figurf- out why that person behaved in a particUlar way.

b. Treat. your co-workers as individuals.

(1) Learn their names and somethin9 about them but try net to pry
into private matters. ii

(2) Take an interest in themLand_try tott them involved.
(3) Be a good listener--hut don't sacrifice company time for

personal problems .
(4) Try not to talk_about yourself all the time.

(. Maslow's "need satisfaction" theOry of human behavior

Maslow aefines the term "needs" as Ole things that people must have
in order te lead full and happy lives.

(1) Basic Aeeds

(a) Physical
(b) Safety
(c) Social
(d) Self-esteem

(e) Self-tulfillment

(2) Unsatisfied needs motivatesatisfied needt do not.
(3) Neecit affect interests, values, motivesi and behavior.

if you
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B. Customer-Related Relations

1 Misrepresentations

Misrepresentation is the act cl giving a fake or Wrong imprbssion about
something_or someone.

a. Wiys to avoid RiSrepresebtationS

(I) Cbllect all of the facts.
(2) Interpret the facts accurately.
(3) Communicate the facts honeStly.

b. Importance of avoiding misrepre5entations

(1) Policies--more successful business.
(2) Products--builds and maintains customers.
(3) People--makes for harmonious relationships.

Customer complaints and_company policy

Company policies are rdles that guide employees in making decisions.

a Importance of company policies

(1) Builds goodwill for the buSiness:

(a) customers;
(b) employees;
(c) suppliers;
(d) competitors;
(e) community.

(2) Reduces confusion or uisagreemebt.
(3) Maintains-high employee morale.
(4) Establishes basic guidelines for decision making.
(5) Ensures fair and consistent tneatment of customers.

b Learn and follow policies.

(1) Become thoroughly familiar with policieS;

(a) Written;
(b) Unwritten.

(2) Follow directions.

(a) Listen,
(b) Ask-questions.
(c) Take notes.

(3) Courteously explain to customers.

c: Report to supervisor problems for which there is no eStabliShed policy.

C. alployer-Employee Relations

1. Suggestion of Changes to Management

a. Leadership Styles

People in management positions are employed-to be leaders and are
expected to guide the efforts of their employees: They are responsible
forimakinq sure the company goals are being achieved in the most
efficient and productive manner.

(1) Authoritarian-,be a follower with this leaden aS theY lilay feel
threatened by-initiative,-creativity, and assertiveness. _

(2) Democratic-develop your abilities and act somewhat independently
for a-Satisfactdry Wbnking relationShip;

(3) Laissez-faire--little-or no control allowsiyou toidevise your
own solutions,imake your owo plans and detiSicint in thiS
"hands7off" situation.

b. Communications

Many of the misunderstandings which arise between-management and
employees are the results of a communications breakdowrL

(1) Do not argue or criticize.
(2) Ask questions to-clear up misunderstandings.
(3) Control your temper;
(4) Show your supervisor you are interested by the way you think.

act, ind listen.
(5) Try to see your sopervfSorls poiht of VieVi.
(6) You cannot communicate effectively if you do all the talking.
(7) Choose the right time, right place, and right way to say it.

Employment Skills
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2, Constructive criticism and Corrective_Actions_

Suggesting_to theAtaff better methods of_performing:a job is thd job Of
the supervisor. Remember that_you are not Wail OftitiZed Os-a:person--
youiarti metely_receiving suggestions concerning your action as on
employee.--Keep your emotions out of the situation and adjust yoUr
business conduct accordingly.

a. Distinguish between_criticism offered for yourimprovement Versus
one:used:by the critic tO make thein feel superior to you.

b. DiStinguiSh between justified versus unjustified criticisn4

(I) Do_not let the situation get out of Whd by tonceAtrating on it.
(2) Defend yourself-politely. but briefly.
(3) Prove your_point_through your quality of work.

c: Using constructive criticism

(I) Recognize that_you made a mistake.
(2) A.;ic yourself, "What can I-learrifrom this criticism?"
(3) In order to improve, you must change your behavior.

"
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PRE-EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

Complete "Factots That Affect Personality" on page 27.
SA-1

Complete JeffreyL.s, Mini-Simulation 9, Incident 6, Pp: 22,8,-?').

CoMplete Self-Evaluaticn for Men, p. 57; or Self-tvclu-ation 1, p. 59 in Dress to Impres,s:

Read pages 126-129 in Cress to Icipress;

View "Young iashion forecast":(available
febM Consumer Information Services; Dept. 773 PUblic Relations.Sears, Roebuck and Co.; 7401 Skokie BlVd.: Skokie, IL 60076).

Assume_you have just been emoloyedlat a tuyer for Logan's. You were_ anticipating thiS employment_chanoe andhave savect$750 to spendlin Up-datinglocr
wardrobe for_success in this new j0b. Using current periodicals oryour own sketching talents; illustrate ir
manual_or,poster formAor other chbices made by the teacher and/orstudent) hOw you would spend this money to best advantage_ih seloc,ing your new working wardrobe.- You shouldexplain (1) the_ image you are trying to project. (2) the type of c..._tomer with whom you will be dealing;(3) the geographical area where you will be working-,:(4) Why your selected apparel_and accessories are suitablefOe you and your position. and C.') how it will cobrdinate With your already existing:wardrobe: (NOTC TO TtACHER:YOU may choose to assign this activity early ih the Unit as it will take some time to develop:)

Complete the student activity_sheet_on page 24. Answer the Questions providediin_two ways: firSt; think at.mumhow you feel ,Ihout younself:_then select
ancither person (friend, relative,,teacherl Lb sit d6Wh and discuss hnwthey view you._ in the:next class peried discuss w_you agree or disagree with Ors( compaeiSens of the rationsheet with a second_person. Lead quostitns could asked such as: Do YOu feel you wete tbd hard or too_easy,onyourself? Clo_you_think your ftiehds eeall_ know you s well as you thought they did? Do you need to make someimprovements and if so are yOU Willing tc change?

SA-2

SA-3

SA-4

SA-5

SA-6

Complete "Is Your:Self-Image Strong Enough?" on page 25. Collect sneets feom all Class members. Have_one student SA-8read the answers to each question to see if others in the class can identify the student fr.ol the answers qivenon the queStiodhaire.

ALTERNATIVE: Have students develop a collagelof.illUttrations
they feel best represent them and their poeStihality.See if olh'ers in the class are able to identify the student Umrough their illustrated collage:

Read pages 15-25 in Human Relations ii-,Market
SA-9

Give_each_student a large Sheet Of:art Paper (approximately 11 x 14):and_a crayon: They. Shobld tape the sheet SA-10of_paper to:their backs: Each Student is to qrite a com itplent_on_the back of each persOh in the class;,examples
could be,--pleasing personality; sharp dresser; good-looking; beautiful teeth, etc.. As the students are walkingaround the room writing On_another person's paper, make suie that everyone is participating. (Obiective--Theceis something nice tO be Said about everybody!)

Complete TaShiOn Aptitiide Quiz" on pages 26-27.
SA-11

romplete Getting the Jot., Project 1, pp. 21-22. Read pages 3-6:
5A-l2

COMplete Getting the-,16b, Project 2, Part 3; p. 24: (COmplete this activity for only the job that is your 56-13fieSt priority.)

Complete "Reading the Want Ads in the Paper" on page 28.
SA-14

Read the Case Study "Help Wanted" Oh page 29. Use the questions for classroom discussion.
SA-15

Write a letter of application USing the instructions on pcge lO. Refer back to SA-14 fOr the want-ad. SA-16

Correct the letter of applitation on page 32 by correcting the grammar and filling in any details that are SA-17missing:

Develop a,personal resume.
SA-18

COmplete Jefffeys, Mini-Simulation 01, Incident 01; pp. 7-8.
56-19

Complete Jeffrey's, Mini-Simula'ion kl; Incident 02; pp. 9-10.
SA-20

Have a "Practice_Day"_when_each_student,COMeS
dreSSed to apply for a particular job±at_a store of their_chtiice. SA-21Have the class discuss_eaCh studeht'S ChOiet Of-apparel and accessories, giving_both_complimehts and helPfulsuggestions. Each student should be geaded On hbw appropriately they have chosen what to meat.

Read HO-10 and refer back to HO-3. Ask several different students to volunteer to being to class one of the SA-22following business outfits!

1. an appropriate outfit for the salesperson (male/female)
in:a:department store's mature fashion depantment.2. an appropriate outfit for the salesperson in a teen speciality fashion shop, male/female.

3. an appropriate outfit for the salesperson-in a high fashiOhlWOMen's or men's departmvnt.
4: Add Other type stores that would be appropriate to _yOUe paettcglar community.

The class-should critirioe each_outfit in
relation:to the_type-of-stere for which ;two' chosen. :Be sure to_discussWhy Specific iters would or would not be desirable._ (This activity can lead to controversial class diScuItionsat students express negative or positive feelings about dress codes.)

Complete Jeffrey's Mini-Simulation kl, Incident 04. p. 14.
SA-23
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View_filmstrip =2 from:Entering the World of-Work. (Available from Butterick Publishing, 161 SiKth AythOe, 50-24New York, New York 10013;-1-9-75-)

Complete "PaCing Yourself", page 117 in Getting the Job.
SA-.25

View Transparencies 1, 2, and 4-from-Human Relations LAP 5. Tho discussions and descriptions on pages 2-3 will
Strit_te acquaint you with the transparencies.

View Transparenc4s 1 from Nunan Relations TAP 6. The discussions sod descriptiont on pales Z-5 will Serve to SA-21acquaint you with the transparencies,

Read to the class lime Managepent, "Plann nq Your- Work , pago 32, this may be iled as an introdbction, to the SA-28tiue managcmwnt section.

You might want_to_suggest thatitho students purthase Hew to Get Gotitrol of Your-j-ine_and_Your 1.ite by Alan Lakeln:
This is an_eucellentibook for their paperback library and an be purchase'd In mo-il bookstore-S. for $2.50: Tho
film, "A Perfectly Normal Day" (Ai-iailable from Thompson-Mitchell and Associates, 3384 Rood, N. U.::AtlanLa, GA 30326,) is baSed Oh Lakein's book and serves as a good supplement to this unit,

Complete Handouts #2 and #3 from Tine- Maralement. Adapt nunber 1 and number 17 from HandOUt #3 to OUT- wOrk and 50-30school situation.

Use Transparency #2, Time Mao-alemet, page 46 as an introduction to the Steps in Plantiihg Of time management. SA-31

USO IDLCC Revised Hunon Relations Lap 4. Transparencies #1711 are especiallY aPPlitable to this section, and
the discussions on page 2 and 3 will assist in using the transparencies most effiCiehtly.

Use Transparencies #4 and #5, Time Management; pages 42-49; to emphasize the iMPOrtance of delegating to others. 51-33_

Read Apparel_ aodAccessories:Case Stod1 44 -CoMbined Ate-45,-044e 137. aii6iSS hOW the situation could have been SA-34
handled nore efficiently to avoid all the pressures and conflicts that arose.

Complete Hunon RelatiOns in Marketing, "WOrking with People". Problem 2, page 28.

Read Apparel and Ateessories Case Studies #2--Combined Areas, page 137. Divide the class into several OnOups SA-3bfoe diStitS510hS. Bring the class back together after 5-10 minutes and compere their group solUtions to the
suggested given solutions.

COMPlete Jeffrels, Mini-Simulation 3, Incident 13; page 139-140, 50-37

CoMplete Jeffrey-ls-, Mini-Sinulation 3, incident 12; page 137-138, SA-38

Complete !Vska-re-l--and Accessories Case Studies; Human Relations #3, pagOS 55-56, SA-39

Complete Apparel and Accessories Case Studies; HUMAti RelationS 6, pages 59-61. SA-49

Use Human Relations:Cap 19, Transparencies 1-5. The discussions and descriptions on pages 2-3 will serve lo SA-41
acquaint you with the transparencies.

Complete Jeffrey's_ Mini-Simulation 3, Incident 14, pp. 141-142.
SA=42

COMO:tete Human Relations Lap 19, page 22. Use the role-playing situations:for discussioh_in the claSsnoom to SA-43
tee fioWIthe students would handle each situation. You may wish tosdivide the class iPtO 2-3 groups for smaller
discussions before bringing them back together to compare their solutions]

ConUlete Getfira-the-:Job, Case Problem 2, page 101.
SA-44

Complete Jeffreys's, Mini-Simulation 3, Incidents 16; pp, 145-146 ahd Incidents 18, OP. 149-150.

Complete Apparel and Accessories; Experience 2-3 and Experiehte 2-5, page 19.

Complete Working at Hunan Relatiohs "What's Your Opinion?", page 98. SA-17

Lomplete Appavel ana ACCessories Case Study 42, Human Relations, page 53, and Case Study 7, page 04: SA-42

COMplete Winking at Human Relation& "What's Yogr Opinion?", page 89-90. S0-49

Use Human Relations- Lap 5, Transparencies 2, 6, and 7. The discussinns and descriptions hh pa0-et 7-5 will serft SA-5n
to acquaint you with the transparencies.

Complete WotanRelations in Marketing; "Working with People", PrObleM 1, Page 97. 511-51

Study lime Management Handouts #17 and #'8; pagos 40-41. USe the questions at the bottom of page 41 for class SA-52discussion.

Complete Workilig_at Human Relations; EXperience 2-2, page 18, and Experience 2-6, page 20. SA-53

Complete Apparel and Attessbries Case StUdy, Management Case #3, page 86-87.
SA-54

Use_TDECC Revised Human Relations Lap 9. Use Transparency 1--the discussions on page 2 will assist you in 3A-55instructions,

Comploto Jeffrey:S. Mini-SimUlation, Incident page 131-132. SA-56

Use HuMan Relations !.ao 9, Transparencies 2-7, pages 13-23. Use instruCtion On paqeS 3-4 for better under- SA-57
standing and assistance with transparencies
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Use Human Holations lap Z. Transparencies 1 and 2, pages 9-11. Use discus:ion and intrgctions on pages :2 and SA-Sa3 for assistance with transparencies.

Use gunun Rel,..tions Lap 11, Transparencies
1-8, pages 7-21. Use discussion ind ihStruction; on pages ?-f, forassistance. SA-Y1 11

Complete Jeffrey's: Minl-Slation 9. Incident 3. poges 723-724.

Complete Apparel and ACcessories
Case :Study, Humah Relations #10, pages 71 and 72.

Use_Human RelatiOliS Lap 2, Transparencies 2-10: pages 9-27: USe discussion and instructions on pages 3-5 for SA-hiassistanCe:

SA-6]

Read HOMan Rel.tions lap 9, "Encounter Pairs--A PrograM fen Developing Relationships", page 33:

SA-b4

Read.ahd .:uss Retailing Principles ahd Prattites, "Working With People, pages 540-541:

SA-65

Complete Jeffrey's, Mini-Simulation
3; Incident 15, pages 143-144.

Complete Human Relations in Marketing, "Working with People". Problem 1, page 109:
54-66

Complete Apparel and ACCeSsOries, Experience 2-4, page 19.
5A-67

Complete Apparel and.AccessoriesCase-Study,
Communications Case 1 pages 16-17.

5A-60
Complete...Jeffrey's, Mini-Simulation 3, Incident 17, pages 147-148:

SA-69
Use 1DECC ReViSed Lap 9, Transparencies 8-11, pageS 75-31: Use instructions and discussions on paq, 4-5 for 5,1-70anS aSSistance.

Complete Apparel aodAcesSories., Exper'ence 2-6: Page ?O.
".e1-11

COmplete Apparelarid-Accessories Case Study: COMMUnitationS 44, pages 22 and 73 and Communications 411, 5A-72Pages 38-J9.

Complete Jeffrey's, Mini-Simulation 9: Incident 1, pages 218-720..

SA-73
Use 1CfCC Revised; Hunan Relations. lap 9. "Alternate Croup Learning Activities". pages 8-9.

SA=74
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT PERSONALITY

SA-1

Compare two of your friends, concentrating on traits of_personality
that seem,m0St stelkihg or noticeable; Opposite each characteristic,
Write ah A foe "atset" or an L for "liability" for each friend.

Characteristic

1. Appearance

2. Self-confidence

3; Emotional control

4. Manners

5; Speech

6. Cooperation

7. Courtesy

8. Good spertsmanship

9. Loyalty

10. Sehse of humor

11. Sincerity

12. UnSelfiShnesS
_

13. Politeness

14; Sympathy

15 Tact

Best-Liked Least-Liked
Friend Friend

Compare positive traits of both friendS. How do they differ?

How do you feel that you rate with your friends?
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SA-7

STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET

Answer the following questions With utually, sometimes, or rarely.

MY PERSONALITY

1. Am I likable and congenial sd that other,people want to be around:me?
2., Am I optimistic ihstead Of pessimistic or gloomy when presented With

a new:probleM Or a new situation?
3. Do I like tO be With other people and make the first MOVO to meet new

people?
4. DO:I lobk:for ways to pay genuine compliments about peOple to them-

telVes and_to others.
5. Am_I:tolerant of the way other people act or think, avoiding direct

Criticism or arguments?

-RST IMPRESSIONS

1. Do I take the:initiative to- Meet, gi-eeti and introduce strangers?
2. Am I consciously thinki-3 about:Other people's interest and their

comforts (instead of my own) when I talk with them?
3. Do I try to find ways of being helpful to other people when I talk

with them?
4. Do I_avoid controversial topics when I enter a conversation with a

new acquaintance? :

5. Do I avoid talking abOut personal aches and pains; strong personal
likes or dislikes, ruMorS, and personal prejudices.

MY PERSONAL APPEARANCE

1. Do I know what appropriate business dress is?
2. Do I usually feel well dressed?
3. Are my clothes clean,_pressed, and in good repair?
4. Do I practice strict personal rules of cleanliness and good grooming.
5. Do my personal health habits contribute to my appearance?

MY FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

1. When I first meet_people;does my facial expetooh iAiCate genuine
interest_instead of_pretended interest?

2; AM I usually willing,toireveal how I feel thrbugh oy facial_expressions
instead_of_covering my_feelings with a nbncbñimittäL, deadpan expression?

3; Do my facial_expressions_reflect the way I waht tb be understood?
4; Co I avoid_showing indifference or nerVOUthetS toWard others in my

fáCial_expressions?_ii
5; Do _I refrain from reflecting my own perSonal problems or sad feelings

in my facial expressirns?

MY MANNERISMS

1. DO I present_an attitude of alertness, inStead Of an "I don't care"
attitude in the way I move about?

2; Do my movements indicate a quiet poise and a purposefulness in living
as opposed to an uncertain% frightened,:or nervous outlook?

3. Is my posture straight without being:Stiff?__
4. When I walk, is my_weight well.AiStributed on both legs?
5. Do I avoid meaningless, jerking movements of the body and hands when

I talk?

Employment Skills
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SA-R

IS YOUR SELF-IMAGE STRONG DIOUGH?

INSTRUCTIONSJO THE STUDENT: In the spaces provided, write an answer__
th-at you feel:bet deStribeS_you and your personality. The answer does
hOt necessarily_have to be_your favorite flower or song; etc., but the
One that you feel best interprets who and what you_are as a person
(that iS Your feelings, your body structure, your clothes, your grooming,
your StOdY habits.)

FLOWER

SONG TITLE

MOVIE TITLE

COLOR

BIRD

ANIMAL

PERIOD OF TIME IN HISTORY

MOVIE STAR OR TELEVISION

BOOK TITLE

SOFT DRINK

FOOD (Meat or Vegetable)

FLAVOR OF ICE CREAM

TYPE OF DESSERT

FRUIT

MAGAZINE

NAME OF A BUSINESS

T.V. COMMERCIAL

SUBJECT IN SCHOOL

TELEVISION PROGRAM

Employment Skills
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SA-11

FASiALOIN_APTITUDL QUIZ

DO YOU LIKE TO:

1. Shop for yourself?

2. Shop for others?

3. Arrange parties?

4. Work by yourself?

5. Work with otherS?

6. Woi-k with yOUr hand:?

7. Make and keep a budget?

8. Make clotheS?

9. Be phYsically active?

10. Draw and sketch?

11. Decorate your room?

12; Persuade others to do things?

13. Plan color schemes?

14. Write letters?

15. Go through museums?

16. Talk to an audience?

17. Act in or produce a show?

18. Study faShion magazines?

19. Wear extreme tlOtheS?

20. Analyze What people are wearin ?

21. Assume responsibility?

22. Do creative writing?

23; Meet new people?

24; Do something fent every day?

25. Be a treasurel

Employment Skills
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';EY: SA=11 SA-11

NoW theck ybur checks. Listed below are some probable likeS and diSlikeS:

FOR DESIGNING:

Likes: 1, 2; 4; 6; 8; 10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20.

Dislikes: 3; 5; 7; 9, 12, 14, 16, 17, 21, 2 , 25.

If your checks agree with at least 10 of the likeS _and 8 bf the
dislikes; you will Probably find your fashion field in designing.

FOR MERCHANDISING:

Likes: 1, 2, 5, 7, 34 9, 2, 13i 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25;

If your choices agree with at least 12 of the likes, and if number 4
is your only Strong diSlike, you may be well scted for merchandising.

FOR PROMOTION:

Likes: 3; 5, 9, 12, 14i 15; 16, 17; 18; 20, 21, 22; 23, 24.

If_you agree withiat least 12 of the likes; and if number 4 is your
bhly Strong:dislike; you may be well suited for promotion work,
which uSually includes selecting fashions, writing, and contact work.

This simple test may give you some idea of where your likes would

lead 2ou in the fashion field; The different points come frGm observing

more than 2,000 young people preparing themselves for careers in the

fashion field. Perhaps these points will help you find your niche.

Emoloymetit Skills
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SA-14

READING 1HE WANT ADS IN THE PAPER

1. Have you ever wonderec hoW yOu WOuld go aboutapplying for a job?
What would be the firSt thing that you would do?

Maybe the followinotivitieS will help you decide.

2. Obtain the want-adS section of a newspaper. Look through the WantadS
for a few Minutes and decide for which job you would like to apply
if you were looking for a job.

Cut out the ad and tape it in the space below.

3. Look at the ad you have just taped to your paper. Answer the
following questions about the advertisement:

1. What type of job is advertised?

2. What company ;) per0h is advertising the job?

3. I the salary mentioned? If so, what iS i ?

4. Are any benefits mentioned? If SO, What are they?

5. Is any experience required -1(4' thiS job?

4. Turn in your completed sheet to your teacher.

Employment Skills
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(,iint -15

Case Study "Help Wanted"

Logan's Department Score has a vacancy in their men:s faShibh:d0part-6ient
Mr: Allman; Djrector:ofi Sales_Personnel, calls the high -Sth-obl and asks
that_ipterested young men in the marketing_and d_iqribUtiVe education
program submit letters of application and_data_Sheets. When the letters
arrive; he narrows them down to two, one frOM Frank Brown and one from
John Hobbs.

The=letter from Frank Br,)wn cOntainS the_f011OWing:_ "I am certain that
I oan_sell fashion merchanoite. I got along Well With people I have
always been interested in selling. Since I am about to be married, ;

would like a permanent position."

John Hobb's lett.r contained the follbWihg statements: "I am interested
inineft's fashions. I have Studied Salesmanship in my marketing and
distributive edUtatiOn cl8SS. I haVe worked part-time for two years at zebret
Variety Store and feel thiS experience would help me my work."

QUES1IONS TO DISCUSS:

1. It it better to use general or specific statements in a letter of
application? Why?

. If .,ou were Mr Allman. which student would you hire? Why?

3 How coulo Frank Brown have used specific statementS at tvidence
that he gets along well with people?

4. Is marriage a good selling point? Why or why not?

Employment Skills
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SA-16

LETTER OF APPLICATION

1. You are now going to answer the ad for a job that you feUnd in SA-I4:
First; you will need_to write an application letter. ThiS lettor
will introduce you to the company or person to Whom you are applying
and will ask for an interview.

2. An application letter carries a great deal Of iMOOrtance for it
determines whether or not you are attepted for an interview; Your
letter should be neat and Contise, and never longer than one page.

A rough draft should be Written first so you will be able to iron
out all of the errors. GiVe your rough draft to your teacher_to
check over before_you begin YOur final copy. The final copy of
you application letter should be typed or written neatly in ink.

To your application letter; your organizati3n is extremely important.
Be sure tb ihclude the following items:-._ Read these below as you
follow along with the examples on the next two pages:

1) Firtt, Place your address and today's date in the upper
ri-cjht-hand corner; This is known as the heading. Place

_ it 12 lines from_the top of the page.
2) Then, place the person's or company's name to whom yoU are

Writing on the left-hand side, 4 lines down_from your date.
3) Go down 3 lines and_place_the salutation. A SalutatiOri:iS

a way of_starting_your message by indirectly saying
Examples: Dear Sir: Gentlemen: Deae. Mr. Jones:

) The body of_the letter starts 2 lineS doWiii frOM the salu-
tation;The body of the letter iS yetir_Metsage. Start a
new paragraph everytime you have 8 OW idea;
(1) The firrA paragraph ,Thould inelhde your reasons for

writing._
(2) The second paragraph should ihtlUde ybdr Oalifications

and experience.
(3) The third paragra0. shbuld_iheldde your references.
(4) The last paragraph_should ihClude your offering your-

self for an _interview.
5) The close shOuld bring theiletter to an end; Place this en

the righti 2 lines _below the body of the letter. PYours
truly'; tan be used for most business letters.

) FOUr lines below the close; place your signature. Use your
full name, but never use Mr;, Mrs;, or Miss.

Carefully st0dy the instructions. Now; you can start writing youi-
application letter answering the ad that you found In the newspaper.
Write your rough draftget_ this approved by your L(-(Jch=then you
May start on your final copy; (You may type or Write neatly in ink;)

4. After you have completely finishe6 your final coOY of your application
letter, turn in the letter to your :eacher.

Employment Skillt
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THE APPLICATION LETTER

(HEADING)

SA-16

Street and Numbers
City, State, and Zip
Date

Name of company or person
Street and Number

__City; State, and Zip

Salutation

BODY: Firs_I,p141_13Th--Purpose or reason for writing

(INSIDE ADDRESS)

Secoad/third paragraph( )-=Submit qualifications and experiences

Fcurth_Raragraph--Offer yourself for an Intervlew

COMPLIMENTARY CLOSE

SIGNATURE

EmploYment Skills
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SA-17

CORRECTING LETTER OF APPLICATION

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUJHT: Att3ched is_ letter of rpplication which lack;
important information . ke-write the letter using .orrect rxammar and
filling in any details you find _miSsing. Remember that your letter 111t
be distinctive if it iS to Stand out from the many that will 1-.),T, received.

2/b West 10 Street
Chicago; IL 60617
September 5, 1983

Mr. John_J; Case; Manager
Logan's Department Store
ZS Garth Avenue
Chicago; Illinois 60635

Dear M ; Case:

I am applying for a position with yOUr cOMPanY be-cause I have heard
many good things about the benefitS you provide; and I am_certain I
would like it there. A large company like yours must have many oppor-
tunities for young people.

I am a graduate of high school and hay: had one year additional busineSS
ti-aining. I am 20 Years oldi single; and in excellent health.

My business experience includes one year with the Revco Manufattuing
compa,ly, Where I worked for one of_the division managars. If you sn
to eletk rrit busineS eXperience there; I am certain that the companY
wiiI be happy to SupplY you with any information that you will -reOuire.

I hope that_you will be interested in using my services. If you Will
arrange an interview sometime in the near future, I shall be ha0Oy te
Meet you and discuss my qualifications in detail.

Yours sincerely,

Thomas F. Grady
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TO SAVE MONEY AND MISTAKES

ASK YOURSELF . . .

1. Does the look have double=life possibilities'? For example, can it
go from the office to 6 casual occasion, and further into a dressy
look with the right change of accessories. If it can't, can you
afford the luxury?

2. Will it work into your wardrobe with other pieces you already have? ---
such as shoes, coats, jackets, etc.

3. Is the color right with your skin tone and hair tone?

4. Is the fabric right for your geographic area in which you live and can
it adapt to others when you travel, and will it work for at least
three seasons of the year?

5. Is it of the quality And design that will fit into your daily life style
for durability and wear?

6. Do you feel comfortable in it psychologicallyis the style too tailored
or too high fashion or trendy for you?

7. How long will it be fashionable?

8. Will you have more than one opportunity to wear it?

9. Does it fit you to perfection or will the alterations really be worth
the effort and the price?

1 . AND MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL---DO YOU REALLY LOOK GREAT IN IT?
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HOW 100 TOP_EXECUTIVESiDESCRIBED
SUCCESSFUL DRESS

1. Would they choose people in lower middle claSS dress as their

ANSWERS

YES NO

assistant? 92 8

2. Asked if they would hire the man in the long hair? 74

3. Does your company have a written or unwritten dress code? 97

4. Would a number of people at your firm have a much better
chance of getting ahead if they knew how to dress? 96

5. If there were a course in how to dress for business, would
you send your son or daughter? 100

6. Would you hold up the promotion of a person w o did not drets
properly? 72 28

7; Do you think emplOyee dress affects efficiency? 52 48

8. Do you think employee dress affects the general tone of
the business? 100

9. Would you tell a young person if dress was holding them in!ck? 80 20

10. Does your company at present turn people down that show up
for job interviews improperly dressed on that basis alone? 84 16

11 Would you take_a young person who did not know how to dress
for your assistant? 9_2_

12. Do you think there is a need for telling people how to dreSS? 100

C 33
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HOW TO WRAP THE PACKAGE

FOR PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS

According to William Thourlby, author of You_ Are-What You Wear, the Golden
Rule_is "to remember that the man who packages himself to turn off thei
least number_of people gets_the greatest opportunity." Thit rUle appliet
to men as well as to women in butinest.

GENERAL GUIDELINES

1. If you have a choice, wear expensive looking clothes.

2. Always dress as well as the peopla you are calling on.

3. Avoid gaudy jewelry--keep it funttional.

4; Develop a clothing personality that makes you memorable;

5. Suit jackets should be worn at all times to maintain autoority.

When not sure what to wear, dress more conservatively than normal.

7. Avoid school rings, names on Clothing, political buttons, religious
symbols, or anything that would tie you to a particular group or belief.

FOR MEN

1. Wear traditional classic suits in good-quality wool blend or wool.

2. A white shirt with straight c011ar is preferable,

3. Brown or black shoes are preferable; (For the professional business man
wing-tipped lace shoes are suggested;)

4. A leather briefcase should be used as plastic says all the wrong things;

5. Regimental ties are a professional look. The Klot should look natural
and the tie must touch the belt buckle.

FOR WOMEN

1. Wear a good-quality tailored suit or dress ih a neutral color such as
gray, beige, navy or black. A scarf or blouse can add a touch of color;

2. Hose should be in shades of beige, not colored or decorated.

3. The professional ladies' shoes should be pumps or slingbacks. Backless
mules, clogs and sexy, strappy sandals are not businesslike.

4. A good leather handbag that is not too large, or a good leather brief=
case should be carried, but not both at the same time.

Empl oyment_ Skil 1 s
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DEVELOPING A STRONG
SELF IMAGE

The following list of statements describe high achievers who have devnloped
strong self-images. Which ones could help you achieve yOur desired self-
image?

1. YOU are taking steps to put your personal life in order.

2. You can stay with a task until it is completed.

3. You have listed your life_goals, your short7term goals and yOur "right
now" tasks and are doing the requirements of each.

4; YoU adjd-st quickly to changes in situations, places; and people
without suffering a lot of depression, anxiety, fear or grief.

5. You anticipate success in all the things you strive to do each day.

6. You include ainew interest; hObby; recreation, craft, sport, etc in

your life periodically in order to expand your mind;

7. You have a deep sense of well-being and personal worth.

You use your_mind as a tool to direct itS conscious functioning in a
purposeful manner.

9. You are honest with yourself about your beliefs, the roles you are
playing and what you expect to gain from them.

10. You_maintain a cleam, well-groomed appearance and have no deStructive
habits to your health;

11. You communicate clearly.

12. You do not rush or pressure others into hurrying by taking full
responsibility for scheduling your time.

13. You realize that stinglness or dishonesty keeps you from a positive
relationship with others.

14. You discard clothing that is unbecoming and wear clothing that reflects
an attractive image.

15. You've eliminated the "wish I could" and the "should" from your vocabu-
lary and replaced them with "I want to" and "I can."

16. You visualize yourself doing needed jobs and accomplishing your dreams.

17. You continually and inwardly compliment yourself and others for suc-
cessful, completed tasks.

Employment Skills
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SAMPLE LETTER OF APPLICATION

1982 Career Street
Anywhere, N.C. 28209
June 7, 19--

Ms._ Mary Folio
Belk

409 Tryon Street :

Charlotte, N.C; 28210

Dear Ms. Folio:

I am interested in becoming an assistant buyer on the Belk staff in
Charlotte. I learned of this opening through your ad in the Anywhere
Gazette on June 7th.

As you_can see from my resume, several of my jobs and school_activities
have included retailing experiences that would be helpful. I have
shopped at Belk stores in my area, andihave been particularly_impressed
with their methods of marketing. The junior sportswear_department in
your_Raleigh store has a:selection of [merchandise superior to:any
store I have been in. Since I want to become a buyer of fashion
merchandise; I would especially like to receive my training from Belk.

I would appreciate an appointment at your convenience and will telephone
your secretary next week to arrange for one. It would_give me great
pleasure to begin Oat I hoPe will be a caror in retailing with a
job at Belk.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

6,L6L

Sara Right

Employment Skills
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THE RESUME

_ Often:employers ask for a written summary of your education and
training, jobs you have had and other personal information that might
help you get a job; This_summary is called a resume. A resume is an:
advertisement for you. It serves to introduce you_to prospective employers
and hopefully will_help you in obtaining an interview, You should inClude
a resume when sending a letter of application,

1: There is no one accepted format for preparing resumes. However, the
folloying guidelines should be observed:

1, The length should not_exceed one page. kresume with too mikh detail
may distract rather than interest the employer.

2. Sentences may be incomplete - personal pronouns are not necessary.
Use as many action verbs as possible;

3. A resume should always be typed and reproduced through a high
quality process. Use good quality bond stationery. Never use
carbon copies.

4, Be certain that your resume is error free. Have someone with good
knowledge of language check spelling, etc. Misspelled words, in-
correct grammar, etc. indicate carelessness.

5. The resume:should be uncluttered, neatly blocked and organized.
8 1/2 by 11 inch paper is standard size,

The content of the resume should emphasize strong points and ac-
complishments. Emphasize the jobs, courses and activities that are
relevant to the field in which you are applying. Certain basic informa-
tion should be included:

GUIDELINES FOR RESUME

1. Your names should go in the most obvious place, at the top, (do not
put "Resume" at the top) with your address and phone number just
below.

Current trends indicate that you don't include irrelevant facts such
as height, weight, age, sex, health, marital status, salary wanted or
references (except to say they'll be supplied upon request). You
will find books that suggest you include this information. Consider
your situation and the job you want. Include only information that
you feel will increase your chances of getting the job. If it
doesn't make any difference, leave it out,

2. Job objectives should be included only if you know exactly what you
want and won't take anything else. Another option would be to make
the career objective general enough to cover all employment areas in
which you are interested.

Employment Skills
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3. EdLcation begins with the highest degree earned, indicating name Of
college attended; location, and major and minor fields of_study.
After colleges, mention other types of schooling (technical; extension
courses, company sponsored schools, etc.) and tilen high school. If
you have no degrees note credit hours receive&

Use this section to highlight any academic honors you haVe_reeeiVed
(dean's list, honor society; high grades in one area; etc.).

4. Work Experience starts with jobs most recently held and is listed in
reverse chronological order. Give name of organization, position
held, dates of employment, fuli-time or part-time, and a short
snappy description cf duties and accomplishments.

5. "Other Information" provides a place for other items of inforrlation
that you feel might enhance yGur qualifications. Special skills,
hobbies, special interests and family background are the type of
things that could go here.
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SAMPLE RESUME

Sara Right
1982 Career Street
Anywhere, North Carolina 28209

(704) 332-4079

Educattom: Very Best High School, 19--
(If not yet graduated: Will graduate ficom Very Best
High School, June 10, 19=-)

Business subjects studied: fashion merchandising
(2 units of credit), salesmanship, sales promotion,
and typewriting.

Honor Society, 19== = 19==

Experience: 19-- - 19-- With-it BoutiqueAmywhere, N.C.
In addition to working on the sales
staff, I designed the window displays
which were changed weekly; and assisted
owner in choosing merchandise on buying
trips to manufacturers.

Other:

Summer 19-- Camp Xidrly,_Modp-ath, N.C. Courselor.
Supervised the publishing of the
camp newspaper. Wrote skits for
annual musical.

_

President of Distributive Education Club, Very Best
Chapter. Won 1st place in N.C. in Apparel and
Accessories Written Event, Finalist in the nation.

Yearbook staff. Sold advertisements.

Student Council Representative

Typing - 40 w.p.m.
Cash register
Spanish, read and write

References: Available on request
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HO-8

ARRANGING FOR AN INTERVIEW

Generally there are three ways that you arrange for an interview.

By telephone

By personal visit

By letter

If you arrange for an interview by telephone:

1. Make your call businesslike and courteous.

2. Speak distinctly and with confidence.

3. Give your name clearly.

4. Know the name of the_person who is to interview you and how to
pronounce it corre7.t1y if postible.

5. Make a written note cf time, place, and name of the person
to whom you are to report.

6. As soon as your appointment is made, thank the person and bring
your conversation to a close.

If you arrange for an interview in person:

1. Dress in business7ike attire.

2. Make certain you are in the right place.

3. Approach the person with confidence and sincerity.

4. introduce yourself and state briefly that you would like to
set up an_appointment for a job interview.

5. Make a written note of time, place and name of the person to
whom you are to report.

6. As soon as your appointMent is made, thank the person and bring
your conversation to a close.

If you arrange for an interview by letter:

1. Have it well prepared and properly written.

2. Type the letter unless a handwritten letter is requested.

3. Use short concise sentences with letter not being more than
one page in length.
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THE INTERVIEW

"Most employers hire people because they 1ik them." Discuss
with the class or another class member why_you agree or disagree with
this statement. Ifithe opening:statement:is true, and:most people
agree that it is, then the job interview is the most vital step in
your search for a job. Be certain that you recognize tne importarce
of the :nterview.

Remember that first impressions_are lasting impressions to an
interviewer._ But:equally important is the way you conduct yourself
during the interview -7 how you speak, what:you say, your nocture,
the confidence you display; Each of these items have a be7 ing on
the interviewer's evaluation of you as a prospective employee. Be

confident, alert, and enthusiastic throughout t'4e interview.

Your interviewer understands that it is normal to be nervous and
Will make. allowances. Show that you:have faith in yourability and
that .you consider yourself worth hiring._ If you_don't believe thiS,
there is no reason that the interviewer should believe it. Don't
beg for a job, but sell your services. Be friendly; relax and be
natural.

GUIDELINES TO FOLLOW WHEN GOING FOR AN INTft,:IEW

1. Appearance is important. Be nea'6, clean ard wear conservative
dress;

2. Be on time! Plan to be there 5 to 10 minutes early.
3. Remember the receptionist judges you too;

a. sit properly
b. be_polite, introduce yourself and state why you are there,

and_who:you are:to see.:
t; don't fidget while waiting

4. Never go with anyone -- not your best buddy, not your boyfriend or
girlfriend, and not; under any circumstances, your mother or
father. Getting a job is your business, and yours alone.

5. Look directly at the interviewer when introducing yoursolt. Bo

ready to shake hands, but do:not offer your hand first.
6; Know the interviewer's name before you go in to the interview;
7. Remain standing until you are offered a seat.
8. Use good_posture. Don't slouch, slump, wind legs around the

chair, etc. Hold your hands in your lap and keep them as still
as possible.

9. Use:good eye_contact. DoWt look at the floori_your, handS, or the
ceiling. (Have someone talk to you while they look at these areas,-
and see how it makes you feel.)

10. Show self-confidence (without arrogance). Never underrate yourself.
11. Be a good listener and talker, but let the interviewer take the

lead.
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1 . $ell yourself. Jour answers_should be_businesslike and concise.
You should not be overly aggresyive, but in the course of the
interview, you should_stress your qualifications. YoU MuSti
believe that you can and win be an asset to the company. How
do you do this?

13.' Be enthusiastic! Act like_you want theijOb.
14. Be interested in_advancement. Let the interviewer know that you

want to work up in your job; Have career goals.
15. Tell_the truth; even if it may hurt you. _Most employers_are_more

Willing to take a chance on someone who has made a mistake, than
someone who lies.

16. Be prepared to answer questions.
17. Be prepared to ask questions.
18. Emphasize past experience if you haVe any;
19. Doh't criticize other employers; chew gum, smoke, apply for "any

job open", mention personal problems or use slang.
20. Recognize when the interview is over.
21. Thank the interviewer for his/her time, and the opportUnity to

discuss the job.

Do not be discouraged if the job is not offered immediately.
Frequently an employer needs_time to consider an applicant's qualifica
tions, or the employer may want to interview other applicantS.

It is always a good idea to follow up the interview with a thank-
you note. 1Thisserves the purpose of showing your consideration for
the interviewer's time and it keeps your name actively before the
interviewer. If you have not heard from the interview in about a
week, you may call to check on the status of your application. This
lets the interviewer know that you are really interested in the job.
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STATEMENTS AND QUESTIONS THAT YOU SHOULD BE PREPARED TO ANSWER

1. Tell me a little bit about yourself.
2. Tell me about your family.
3. Describe your personality. What kind of person are you?
4. What are some things about yourself yoU'd like to improve?
5. What have_you_done - or plan tO do to improve in these areas?
6. Tell me why this company appeals to you. (What do you feel this

company has to offer you?)
. What do YOU have to offer this company?

8. Where do you see yourself headed in the future? (What are your
career goals?)

9. What are your hobbies?
10. Everybody likes tO criticize. What do people:criticize about you?
11. What Subjects:in school do you like best? Like least? Why?
12. What did you like best about the previous jobs you have had and

WhY?
13; Why do you think you would like this particular type of job?
14. Are you,particularly interested in making_money?
15. What job in our company would you choose if you were entirely free

to do SO?
16. What extra-curricular activities are you involved in?
17. What are your major strengths? Weaknesses?
18; Are you willing to travel?
19. What do you_do in your_spare time?
20. What irritates or displeases you most in Other people?
21. What qualities do you admire in other people?

QUESTIONS YOU CAN ASK ON A JOB INTERVIEW

1. Exactly what is expected of a person in_this position?
2; What responsibilities would I hive in this position?
3. What opportunities will I have-to learn other jObS?
4. How would_my progress be_rated?.
5. Are promotions .usually.madeifrom within the company?
6. Does the:company have a training program?
7. Is training available at my job level?
8; What kind of fringe benefits does the rompany_have?

a: hospitalization b. insurance c. education etc.
9. What is the company policy on raises?

10. Who would_my supervisor be?
11 what would my hours be?
12. Do you have a resource library available?
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EVALUATION MEASURES AND KEYS

(COMPETENCY / TESI ITEM BANK)
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TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR TEST CONSTRUCTION

PRDGRAM AREA marketing and Distributive Education

:OURSE NAME Fashion- Merchandising

Emeloyment Skills

Competency

EXPECTED STUDENT OUTCOME di

Total
No. 0
Items

Cognitive Level*

I II III

Performance

cm
,,v 17,-

00
i

._.

990. Maintain appearance and health.

091. Demonstrate appropriate cial skills 4.n terms of self-
development,

092. Be de7)eridable in the work environment.

093. Naintain necessary endurance; forebearance, and persistence to
objectives.__accompa4stioaAs_ATIA

094. Iime management. Demonstrate effective work habits by
pianning- and sche6j1ing work tasks and assignments.

095. demonstrate good work habits such as punctuality, orderliness,
and patience.

096. Adjust to demands or ,,e13 requirements such as deadlines, ores-
sures, and conflicts.

X

097; Exercise self-control during trying situations. X

098, Maintain an objectiY6 point of view in problem situations. X

099- Oemonstrate appropriate ethics such as integrity and honesty; Y

100- Establish and maintain credbility with customers, co-workers,
employees, and managers;

X

X
101. Utili.-.e appropriate assertiveness when working with other

emp1oyeesi_managers,__anu_oustomers-

102. Demonstrate-initiative in dealing with customers, other employees:
and_supervisors;_

103. Assume responsibility for individual actions and/or department
ana company operations

104. Assume ::,nared responsibility for success or failure of the
work group.

105. demonstrate_knowledge of now success or failure depends not alone
on technical prefidency but on quality of interpersonal relation

X

:06. Use success or failure=constructively in a work situation. X

107, Work cooperatively with Other empleyees, supervisors, and
managers.

X

108 Demonstrate knowledge that the needs, Aesiresi and goals of
individuals vary with_social_And cultural backgrountls,_

X

109. Avoid misrepresentations of products, services, people; and
policies-

110; Respond to c(stomer complaints in accordance with company

IVEt I - Recall, II - ComprOension, III - ApplicatiOn



TABLE_OF_SPECIFICATIONS -FOR TEST CONSTRUCITUN

PROGRAM AREA Markpting and Dictrihntivp-Fitm-altan

COURSE NAME Fashion Merchandising

UNIT Employment Skills

Competency

ECTED STUDENT OUTCOME 6

Total

No. Of
Items

Cognitive Level*

I II III

Performance

cm

i
e

111: Demonstrate knowledge of how tO SugTeSt changes to management. X X

112. Accept constructiVc criticism and take appropriate corrective
actions.

X

*LEVEL I - Recall, Il - Comprehension, III - Application 616_



COMPETENCY 090

COMPETENCY 090: Maintain appearance and health.

TEST ITEM 090-00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: r-]ce an X beside the characteristics below which contri-
bute to a favorable iMpreSS,,:i.

1. Goo(' grooming

2. Serious facial expression

3. Faded jeans and tee shirt

4. Impatience

5; Erect posture

6; Pleasant smile

7. d uit

8. Slumped shoulders

9. Enthusiastic approach

10. Extreme hairstyle

TEST ITEM 090=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO _STUDENTS::_Read each of_the following statements about appearance
and health and determine if each statement is True or False. Write the correct
responSe (True or FalSe) in the blank to the left of the statement.

1; In business; an employee's personal appearance is not very important as
long as the employee gets his work done.

Employees who maintain good personal appearance help create faVorable
impressions toward the business.

3. Employees should be able to dress the way they want and not according to
store policy.

4. The dress of an employee runs no riskS in offending or losing customers.

5. Employees would probably not lose their jobs because of undesirable
personal appearance,

Employment Skills
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COMPETENCY 091

-IMIN=MMENI!.

COMPETENCY 091: Demonstrate appropriate socials skills in terms of self-
development.

TEST ITEM 091=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: In Column I are definitions or descriptions. From the

words in Column II, select the one which is most appropriate for each item in
Column I. Record the letter of your choice in the space provided to the left.

COLUMN I COLUMN II

1. The physical, mental, and emotional A; attitude
characteristics that make up a whole
person. B; ',motion

The ability to learn or understand C. enthusiasm
and retain knowledge.

D. industrious
. The way a person acts, lor_As, or thinks

which shows his opinion toward a subject. E. initiative

4. The ability_to_think and act without F. intelligence
being told to do so.

G. prestige
5. The mental attitude that causes a

person tO want to work hard. H. mannerism

6. An_intense or eager intereSt in a I. pesonality
tubjett.

7. A strong feeling or deSire, Such as
love or anxiety.

8. Another expreSsion for importance.

EmploymenhSkills
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COMPETE! 3Y 092

COMPETENCY_092: Be dependable in the work environment.

TEST ITEM 092-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS-±TOLSTUDERTS: Read each of, the incomplete sentences. Determine which
of the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the letter
of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. The most prominent characteristic of dependable employees is that they

A. promise to do things they:cannot fulfill.
B. lo what they_say they will do.
C. ninimiZe their_ work and maximize their time.
D. strive for higher wages;

. If a., employee i n a marketing business is not dependable, the results
cre felt by

A. other employees.
B. customers.
C. supervisors.
D. everyone.

3. behavior is associated with fulfilling one's
obligations in a responsible; reliable manner.

A. Irresponsible
B. Appropriate
C. Dependable
D. Uncooperative

4. The term "dependable" means the same thing as

A. punctual.
B. casual.
C. suitable.
D. reliable.

5. Bein dependable has to do with fblfilling your

A. weaknesses.
B. goals.
C. obligations.
D. needs.

Employment Skills
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COMPETENCY 093

Ammommmilor.

COMPETENCY 093: Maintain necessary endurance, forebearancei and persistence to
accomplish goals and objectives.

TEST ITEM 093=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: !Read each of the incomplete sentences; Determine which
Of the completionichoices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the letter
of thiS response in the space provided to the left.

1. Meaningful goals can give you a feeling of
your life;

A; accomplishment
B. need
C. insecurity
D. uncertainty

2. An example of a career goal is to

A. obtain a job_promotion.
B. be more positive.
C. purchase a new_car.
D. be more sociable.

. Goals which normally take a year or more to achieve are known as

A. immediate goals._
B. intermediate goals.
C. long-range goals;
D. short-range goals,

4. Goals which are normally set for a day, week, or month are

A. immediate goals.
B; intermediate_goals.
C; long=range goals;
D. short-range goals.

5. Goals should always be Pmbitious, but

A. realistic.
B. ambiguous
C. conservative.
D. convenient.

Employment Skills
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COMPETENCY 094

COMPETENCY 094: Demonstrate effective work habits by plannings and scheduling
work tasks and assignments ktime management).

TEST ITEM 094-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Below are given the six steps in successful planning for
good time management. These steps are not listed in order. In the blank space to
the left of each statement, place the number that Will identify the order in Which
the StepS ShoUld be made.

1. Delegate when possible.

2. Set aside creative time.

3; Make planning a habit.

4; Be flexible.

5. Follow plans;

5. Set priorities.

11111TEST ITEM 094-00-12

See TEST ITEM 095-00-11

TEST ITEM 094-00-13

See TEST ITEM 09500-12

Emplulut, Jkills
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COMPETENCY 095

COMPETENCY 095: Demonstrate gnod work habits such as punctual; y, orderliness,
and patience.

TEST ITEM 095-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each_of the following statements about thile manage-
ment ar._ good work habitS and determine if each statement_is true or false; Write
the correct response (True or FalSe) in the blank to the left of the statement;

1; Becoming more punctual, and orderly can cause you to feel mere
self-centere&

2; The first step in ',ecoming more orderly and systematic is
things that you want to do in order of their priority

Prioritizing activities helps you to make tre most effectke use of your
time;

put all of the

4 One should always make sure that the most important activities are
carried out first.

; Time management in an orderly and systematic fashion should help lead
you to the achievement of your own success.

Employment Skills
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TEST ITEM 095-00-12

STRUCTIONS_TOLSTUDENTS:: Read each of the incomplete sentences. Determine which
of the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the letter
of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. Using an orderly and systematic approach will usually make a person

_
from your supervisors.

A. tirecL
B. tense,
C. more productive.
D. less productive.

2. On the job, time management and orderliness results in increaSed

A. costs .

B. efficiency.

C. error rates.
D. overhead.

For success in busine's, time management and 1rderliness are considered
to be

A; desirable;
B. essential;
C. unnecessary-
D. undesirable.

4. Basically, time management and orderliness means being

A. arrogant.
B. cautioUS,
C. organized._
D. unorganized .

5. Better time management and orderly beilavior on the job will often bring

A. criticism
B. reprimands
C. promotions
D. resentment

TEST ITEM 095-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Below are the five steps necessary to get organized;
These steps are not listed in order. In the blank space to the left of each state-
ment, place the number that will identify the order in which the steps should be made.

1. Schedule activitieS

2. ClaSSify activities

3. Perform activities

4. PriOtitize actiVitie5

5. Identify activities

EmploymeR Skills
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COMPETENCY 096

COMPETENCY 096: f-Ydjust to demands of job reOuir'ements such as deadlines, pres-
suresi and teinflitU;

TEST ITEM 096=0011

See TEST ITEM 095-00-11

TEST ITEM 096-30-12

TEST ITEM 095-00-12

TEST ITEM 096-00-13

See TEST ITEM 095-00-13
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COMPETENCY 097Or_
ICOMPETEN97: Exerci s,?. self-control during trying situationt.

TEST ITEM 097-00-11

See TEST ITEM 110-00-13
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COMPETENCY 098: Maintain an objective point of view in problem Situations.

COMPETENCY 098

TEST ITEM 098-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO.STUDENTS: Read=each of the following statements about thaintainin
an oVjective point_of view and determine if each_statement is true Or fal50. Write
the correct response (True or False) in the blank tO the left Of the StateMeht.

1. Objectivity means being able to see only your Side of the queStion or
argument.

2. The person who is open7minded or bbjettiVe will give the other person
the benefit of any doubt ih a Situation;

In business it iS VerY milch to your advantage to keep an open mind and
tO maintain an objective point of view in solving problems.

The person who maintains an objective point of view sees no reason to
alloW others to question his beliefs and opinions.

5. The person who looks at problem situations in an objective manner i5 an
unha00y woi-ker.

TEST ITEM 098-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Select those items that indicate an ObjectiVe 00int Of
view in problem solving. Place a check mark in the blank to the left of the *pro-
priate statements.

1. Criticizes other viewpoints.

_
?. Willing to change ideas when appropriate.

3. Respects ideas and opinions of others.

4. Never makes excuses.

5. Resists change.

6. Places blame on others;

7. MaintainS Self=Control.

8; Accepts constructive criticism.

TEST ITEM 098-00-13

See TEST ITEM 110-00-13
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COMPETENCY 099

COMPETENCY 099: Demonstrate appropriate ethics such as integrity and honesty;

TEST ITEM 099-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following incomplete sentences. Determine
which of the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the
letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. Some people are tempted to lie in order t
something they might want.

A. obtain
B. accept
C. dOlay
D. refuse

_-
2. Dishonest behavior is often an expression of

A. Satitfattion with themselves.
dedication to their job:

C. unhappiness.
D. hapOinéSs;

3; The basic moral principles by which you live are referred to 88

A: traits:
B. characteristics:
C; ethics;
D. needs:

4. An employee who is loyal to the company will

Give employee discounts only_to their friends.
B. Punch the time clock early when leaving.
C. Give_100_percent of their_efforts .

D. Habitually coMplain Or gi-ipe to their fellow employees.

5. WheA asked about the dishonest behavior of someone else, a person of
integrity should

A. lie to protect the other person;
B. refUSe_t0 antwer unless they will benefit;
C. respohd hOnestly, but not maliciously:
D. try to avoid answering and getting involved.

Ernp1oymen SkillS
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COMPETENCY 100

COMPETENCY 100: Establish and _maintain credibility with customers, co-workers,
employees, and managers.

TEST ITEM 100-00-11

See TEST ITEM 110-00-13
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COMPETENCY 101

COMPETENCY 101: Utilize appropriate assertiveness when working with other
emplOyees; managers; and customers

TEST ITEM 101-00-11

See TEST ITEM 110-00-13

Employment Skills
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COMPETENCY 102

-davssv.
COMPETENCY 102: Demonstrate initiative in dealing with customerS, other

employees and supervisors.

TEST ITEM 102-00-11

See TEST ITEM 110-00- 3

Employment Skills
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COMPETENCY 103

COMPETENCY 103: Assume responsibility for indiVidUal actioh and/or
department and company operations;

TEST ITEM 103=00==11

See TEST 'ITEM 106-00=12

Employment Skills
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COMPETENCY 104

COMPETENCY 104: Assume a shared responsibility for success or failure of
the work group.

TEST ITEM 104-00-11

See TEST ITEM 106-00-12
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COMPETENCY 105

COMPETENCY 105: Demonstrate knowledge of how success or failure depends not
alone oh teChniCal proficiency but on quality of interpersonal
relations as well;

TEST ITEM 105-00-11

See TEST ITEM 106-00-19

TEST ITEM 105-00-12

See TEST ITEM 110-00-13

Employme0 Skills
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COMPETENCY 106

TEST ITEM 106=00=11

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Select those items that _indicate working cooperatively
for success With fellow employees, supervisors, and management.

1. Jim is willing to help other employees.

2; Tom has a positive attitude toward his employer.

3; Bill loafs when the store manager is not in the department area;

4. Barry is consistently on time and generally completes all tasks.

5. Bob criticizes everyone.

6. Lane follows directions and store policies.

7. Johnny accepts criticism.

8. Phillip discusses confidential company expenses with hiS friends.

TEST ITEM 106-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about employee
re-SIJon-Sribility arid-determine if each statement is true or false. Write the correct
response (True or False) in the blank to the left of the statement;

1. A responsible employee is one who conceals their mistakes.

2; If a customer, co-worker, or supervisor is in need of assistance, yOu
should wait to be asked to help;

3; When you fail to live up to your responsibilities you create a bdrden
for someone else.

. Questions from new employees are resented
and should therefore be avoided.

co-workers and supervisors

. Being responsible has to do with fulfilling your weaknesses.

An irresponsible employee can have a very negative effect on company
profitt.

7. If your job diitie_teem vague or unclear, you should hide your ignorance
at long at possible.

Employment Skills
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*TEST ITEM 106-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each of the following incomplete sentences.
Determine which of the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement.
Write the letter of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. When a SuperVisor offers suggestions concerning your employment, you
shouid accept with a smile and then

A; act_differently when that persons is aroun
B. complain to your co-workers.
C. change ycur behavior in a positive manner.
D. ignore the advice

2. The major difference between "destructive" and "constructive" criticism
lies in the

A. way it was intended to sound;
B. validity of the CriticitM._
C. effect it has on your_emotions.
D. way you put it to positive use.

3. When yoUr SUpervisor criticizes your job performance, you should first

A. gain their sympathy.
B. take the Criticism as being constructive.
C. Write_it off as beng unfair.
D. explain that the supervisor probably doesn't really understand

kodr

. When criticism is not used in a constructive manner it becomes

A. dseful:for future reference .

B. ValUable.
C. worthless.
D. defensive.

5. The personal characteristic that can be valuable in. helping You to
react favorably to criticism is

A. egotism .
B. impatience.
C. pessimism,
D. a sense of humor
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COMPETENCY 107

1

COMPETENCY 107: Work_cooperatively with other employees, supervisors, and
managers;

TEST ITEM 107-00-11

INSTRUCTIONSLTO_STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about working
cooperatively with others and determine if eacJI statement is true or false. Write
the correct response (True or False) in the blanx to the left of the statement.

1. People are said to be cooperative if they are resentful of each other.

2. Frequently personality conflicts can harm the performance of a work
group.

; By improving your self-understanding, yo'l also improve your ability
to understand other people.

4. The difference between success and failure is very often a matter of
attitude;

5. When you have a positive approach to a working relationship, you can
expect more conflicts with the work group.

It is usually pleasant and inspiring to be around people with negative
or pessimistic attitudes.

. You should consciously look for sometning good in everything and
everyone.

. Developing a positive outlook often requires practice.
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111/TEST ITEM 107-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Read each Of the incomplete sentences. Determine
which of the coMpletion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write
the letter Of ihis response in the space provided to the left;

1. A person with a poSitive attitude iS said to be a(n)

A. defatist.
B. optimlst.
C. pessimist.
D. egotist.

2. Negative attitudes are

A; productive.
B. valuable.;

C; assertive.
D; pessimistic.

3. If you feel unconcerned or disinterested toward someone or something
you tend to be

A. assertive.
B. indifferent.
C. negative.
D. patient.

People with an adult outlook tend to believe in and reSpond to

A. eqyality.
B. pessimism,
C. superiority.
D. defensiveness,

5. The major reason for people leaving or lb-sing their jobs is

A. their difficulty in getting along with others.
B. their dishonesty.
C. their job performance .
D. their poor self-concept.
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TEST ITEM 107=00=13

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Place an X beSide the statements below which refl,.ct a
poSitive attitude.

1. "I like my job."

2. "I can't stand my new supervisor."

3. "If that new salesperson isn't fired Soon, 'm goin. to Oft."

4. "I can tut-c-eed if I try;"

5. "my boss has got it in for me."

"No matter how hard I try; I never seem to achieve success."

7; "A positive attitude is important for a successful relationship."

8; "That new student is a vcyy likeable person."

TEST ITEM 107-00-14

LNSTRUCTIONS_TO STUDENTS: In the blank space provided below, identify at least
twn benefits of maintaining a positive attitude and two diSadvantages of negative
attitudes.

1. (positive)

2. (positive)

(negative)

c.6tive)
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COMPETENCY 108

4111111111111Mi

COMPETENCY 108: Demonstrate knowledge that the needs, desires, and goals of
individuals vary with social and cultural backgrounds.

TEST ITEM 108-00-11

INSTRUCTIONS_TG_STUDENTS: Read each of the following statements about individual
differences and determine if each statement is true or false. Write the correct
response (True or False) in the blank to the loft of the statement.

The thihg that people must have in order to lead full and happy lives are
referred to as need;

2. The desire to be recognized for your personal accomplishments is an
examOle of a need at the self-esteem level;

3. Copcerns for personal growth and achievement are found at the physical-------
level;

4. Once satisfied, needs t2nd to disappear.

5. The things we are involved with, concerned for; or curious about are
referred to as values;

. Increased self-understanding should help you to better understand the
behavior of others as well as yourself.

Through mutual understanding, more cooperative and harmoniouS relation-
ships are developed and maintained.
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COMPETENCY109

COMPETENCY 1-09: Avoid_misrepresentationS of productt, tervicet, people; and
policies.

!MI

TEST ITEM 109-00-11

INSTREITONS:MISTUDENTS Read each of the following statements about misrepresenta=
tions and determine if each statement is true or false. _Write the correct response
(True or False) in the blank to the left of the statement.

1. Often incorrect information is passed from one employee tO anOther
employee in the form of gossip or rumors.

2. Because messages can be all Out of proportion when thcy travel through
the "grapevine", care must be taken in delivering or receiving wstages.

3. It is a bad practice to talk about your supervisor with other CO=WOrkert
only if you are afraid they will tattle or slip and tell SoMeone elte.

4. Written information ic cohsidered tO be more reliable than oral communi-
cations and shoo' in stating business policies.

5. It_iS hot neces'..

information
.information as long as you feel the

-,;-11y true.
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EST ITEM 109-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Below at StatemehtS that ShOuld be colsidered either
reliable or unreliable, The source of the inforMation is given following the
StateMent. Basod On the stateitient and the source of the information, place an X
beSide the ttatententS you ShoUld consider as neliable information.

1. Judy; another employee; told you that she heard the company waS going
to close their new branch store since profits were not what they had
hoped they would be. (Co-worker)

a. A notice on the bulletin board said that there woUld be 8 meeting of
all salespersons at 8:00 a.m. Friday morning. (Company)

3; "Iiheard Jack tell Susie that our lunch breaks had been eXtended an
extra 15 minutes." (Co-worker)

"You'll look years younger after using Maximum Beauty Cream for juSt
seven days." (Television commercial)

"All schools in the_area will be closed today as the SnoWfall has been
recorded at 3 inches." (Radio)

6. "I overheard_Mr. Jake felling Me$. JOnes that you were going to oe
fired since sales were f.-31ling off ih the ttore." (Co-worker)

7. Store policyisfatet that Anyone using sick days for any other purpose
will be. dismissed. (CoMpany)

8. "Since your sales bAVe_inCreaSed over the past two months, your next
pay check Will have a 10 percent increase." (Supervisor)

TEST ITEM 109-00=13

See TEST ITEM 110=00:13
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COMPETENCY 110

COMPEIENCY 110: Respond to cuttomer complaints in accordance with company
policy.

TEST ITEM 110-00=11

_ _

INSTROMONS TO_SIUDENTS: Respond to each of the customer statements based On the
titUation described below and the STORE POLICY provided.

SITUATION You are the store manager trainee and to0y you ate Wotking_at the
service desk. The store manager is out to,lunch and the assistant is bff today.
You are in charge of the store and must make decitiont bated upon store policy.

STOP.E POLICY

1. Returned item$ Mutt bb _actomPanied bY a sales slip and me-chandise cannot
be returned after ten days.

2. Extra help it alwayt teheduled during ad days

3. The service desk is the only location which issues rainchecks on ad iteMt
not in ttock;

4. Items for which rainchecks are written are normally received Within 10 days:

5. Quantities of ad merchandise ordered for 8 sale 8re determined for each store
by the chain buyers id are based on patt Salet.

6. Sales run for a three-day period. The datbt for the ad are printed under
the ad in the paper.

7. Displays of items are Obt tOld unlest a line of merchandise is being ciscontinuEJ.

CUSTOMER STATEMENTS AND SITUATION

1. "The cashier won't refund my money on thete theet because I don't have my
sales slip."

2. "I'd like to return these pants that_I bought hete two months ago. They have
not been worn, here is the sales Slip:"

3 "I had to wait in line fot a half=hbur juist to buy these cheap shoes and now
you tell me you don't have my size;"

4. "This coat was given tb me as a gift and it doesn't fit."

5. "Can you guarantee this shirt will be fashionable next teaton."
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111PEST ITal 110=00=12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDE Read each of the foliowing statements concerning
oustomer_comPla)nts and store polics _and determine if each statemeht iS_true or
false. Write the correct response (True or False) in the blank to the left of
the statement.

Cdmpany policies are written just to make it difficuL for emOloyees
to respond to customer comp'aints.

If the customer cornplaining is yQur be friend it iS alright for
you to bend the rules jLst a little in Order to kee0 their friendship

3. Company policies builds goodwill With comPetitiOn for the business

4. If company_policieS tre folloWed _by every employee,fair and consistent
treatment of customers iS enSOred.

5: Fmployees should Make up their Own policijes regardiog customer complaints
if there are no establiShed company policies.
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TEST ITEM 110-00-13

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER: Students are to participate in a role-playing_si_tuation
involving a given_case study where,he/she is a salesperson in an apparel_departMent.
They_will beapproached by a_customer (the teacher, another StUdenti Or buSinett
persoft, etc.) with a merchandise_complaint and will react to _the tOttOmer'S OrobleM
in_accordance with the store policies. Each situation .:nbUld nOt latt More than
ten minutes; Use the rating sheet provided for evaluating ttudent performance.

As you roleplay with the student, remember the f011OWing:

1. You are a very disturbed cutteer returning faUlty merchandise:

2. You have had the following experienc.

YOU re-delved a blazer as a gift last_month. The label indicated tha the
blazer was washable. When the blazer_was washed the lining shrUnk and haS
pulled the blazer completely_out-of-line. You are extremely UPt betaUse
the store sold your friend faulty merAandise._ YOu are bringing the blazer
back for a cash refund. (Another appropriate item of merchandise may be
substituted for the blazer.)

You demand that your money be returned. YOU will_not accept credit because
you never want any merchandise from the store again.

4. You would like to have your charge account Cloted unlets the money is
returned;

5. You are in a hurry to keep a appointment that you have in fifteen minutes,

6. You do not have your sales slip with you since the item was a gift.

7. Keep in Mini that the salesperson does not d, /iiiing about your problem
when you approach hiM/her.

. Please be as realistic as possible; If the Darticipant beomet cO:rfuSed and
cant-1-ot handle the situation, we recommend thi,t yr '! accept credit arid close
the session.
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TEST ITEM 110-00-13 (Continued)

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: YOU are tb Study the Case Problem given to you. You are
to act_as_the:salesperson and Will be approached by a customer who has a problem.
You will he allowed ten (10) minutes to solve the customer's probler. ou will be
given (5) minutes to read the Case Problem. You Will not know anyf aboUt the
cUStomer's problem until he/she enters the StOre area.

CASE_PROBLEM

You are a salesperson in an apparel department. The store CartieS_a Wide variety
of merchandise. _You have been working in thiS eStabliShMeht fbr Six months and
have done_very well in building management't COnfigente in your ability. Hoping
to be considered for the assistant: ManageMent position of a branch store in the
mall that will be opening within the next year, you keep on your toes to show your
abilities as a good salesperson.

The department managr_has left you in charge of the_depotoent fOr tWb dayt while
she is away on a buyng tr. Ycu will be apOrOaChed by_ a CUttomer who is upset
about_a_probiem with erchandis whet WaS purchated in your department; You
recognize the_custome as fteguent vititor to store and a well-known lead_
in the community.

YoUi' human "at'.s skills in assisting the customer with the problem will be
ev.aluated.

ST ORE ROL I C I ES_

No prsonol checks without NO fbrMs of identification.

Sale merchandise many not be retotned.

All lay-aways must be paid out within 30 days.

NO CaSh refunds without the customer's sales slip.

Returns without a salet Slip will be allowed for exchange or credit only.
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TEST ITEM 1104)(1-13

Student's game
EVALUATION

INSTRUCTIONS: Encircle the number of points participant is awarded for each item on the evaluation and enter the
amount in the "Total' column on tho right. Indicate the overall total at the end, Use the following
as guidelines for awarding points.

Eiceptional on this item the participaht reatted eXtremely profess- 7,a1ly, the participant would

rank as one of the top ten percent of persons employed salespeople.

on this item; the participant did a very goOd job and wbbld rank in the top 20-30

percen: of the persons employed as salespeople.

On this itP.M, the participant did okay and would be ranked a aVerage; aCceOtable work,

on this iter, the wti-cipaht WaS SOmeWhat ineffpctive or ignored the situation;

woulci call fo additiohal training;

or thi i:em; the participant was totally irc.ctive; perhapS this person should
ho s a salesperson.

Above Average

Average

Below Average

Unacceptable

Rate the participant on his/her skill

w in using the following human relations

skills_wi-th- the customer:

LA

ABOVE

EXCEPTIONAL AVERAGE

BELOW

AVERAGE AVERAGE UNACCEPTABLE TOTAL

1. TACTFULNESS = the ability to

express ideas and opinions so

they do not offend others....

2. COURTESY = Well mannered conduct

Whith OM consideration of

Othert

3, 0BJEC11ViTY appreCation of

tne other person and his/her

opinions

r\
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
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a ITEM 110-00-13 (Evaluation Continued)

:e.the participant on his/her ski1l ABOVE

uSing the followjng human relati3ns EXCEPT!ONAL AVERAGE

us with the custome-r

SELF=DISCIPL1NE = the ability

tO tohtrOl OheSelf

CON:ERN = the oroblem was

important to the other person

ACCEPTANCE the 8bi1ity to

teteiVe negative fee1ing5

fi-om the customer

EMPATHY - ability to put

oneself in the other's

position

ASSERTIVE - degree to which

participant upheld the

policies of the store----

CREDIBILITY - represented

the busineFs favorably to

the customer

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS - de-

gree to which the participant

was able to avoid argument and

win the customer's goodwill...

INITIATIVE degree to which

the participaht's skills pro-

Vided a satisfactory Solution

for the customer'S problem...

648

a

10 9 3 7 6

5

c,

11 10 9 8 7

11 10 9 8 7

11 10 9 8 7

12 11 10 9 8

AVERAGE

BELO

-.LERAGE UNACCEPTABLE TOTAL

5

5

A 3

3

2

2 1

2 1 0

6 5 4 3 2 1

6 5 4 3 2 1 0

6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 0

TOTAL POSSIBLE POINTS: 100

TOTAL POINTS:
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COMPETENCY 111

COMPETENCY 111: Demonstrate knowledge of how to suggest changes to management.

I

TEST ITEM 111-00-11

INSTRUCTIONSTOSTUBLENTS: Read each of the incomplete sentences. Determine which7 the completion choices is most appropriate for each statement. Write the letter
of this response in the space provided to the left.

1. An _"authoritarian" leader usua,ly makes major decisions
independently.

A. all

B. no

C. few
D. many

2. Most misunderstandings between management and employeeS reSult from

A. "I don!t care" attitUdeS.
B. tommuhioatioh breakdownS.
C. authority sharing.
D. management styles.

3 A leader is employed to the efforts of his/her
subordinates;

A. criticize
B. gu: le

C. prjse
D. record

4. The term "leadership style" refers to the with
which a supervisor approaches the task of leading.

A. experience
B. knowledge
C. manner
D. time

5. If you like tO feel_you are a "member of the team", you will probably
Work bett under a(n) leader.

A. authoritarian
B. democratic

haiids off

D. laissez-faire
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TEST ITEM 111-00-12

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS: For each situation liSted_below, indicate those changes
which were suggested to management perSOnnel COrrectly.

1. A salesperson ceels that more_Oetsonnl are needed in the department to
handle lunch-hour traffic. The salesperson tells the other ' 'espeople.

2. A salesperson has a new idea for preventing shoplifting and mentions it
to the manager dutiny the rush of dosing the store for the day.

. A salesperson thinkt of a new arrangement for the department and mentionS
it on a toffee break to the supervisor,

4. The assistant manager has a new idea for inventory control and sends it
to the manager in a memo;

A Salesperson wants to change the method of scheduling part-time employees
and discusses it with the manager's secretary.

TEST ITEM 111-00-13

INSIaCTIONS TO STUDENTS: Identify the management "style" deScribed_in each of
the following statements by circling the "A" for Authotitarian, "D" for Democratic,
and "LF" for Laissez-Faire.

A D LF 1. Like to exercise only moderate conttol over the workers under
their supervision.

LF 2. Prefers to OkOrcie A high deg-ee of control over their subordinates.

LF 3. Usually makOS ii Significant decisions independently;

A 0 LF 4. Generally allows workers under their supervision to make their
bWh plans and decisions;

LF 5. Encourayes employee participation in planning and deciSion-makin

LF 6. Enjoys being "in command".
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COMPETENCY 112

LewCOMPETENCY:112: Accept constructive criticism and take appropriate correctiVO
actions.

TEST ITEM 112=00=11

Soo TEST ITEM 106=00=13
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TEST ITEM KEYS

090-00 . 106-00-11

1, 5, A: 1, 2, 4, 6, 7

090-C6-1? 1:16-0-12

fuse

lise

Tal

T

(iv

1. Fdlse
False

3. True_
4. False
5. False
6. Truei
7. False

106-00-13

3. A
1. C

4. E 2. D
5. 0 3. B
6. C 4. C
7: B 5. 0
6 G.

107-00-11
092-00-11

4193-00-11

1. A

2. A

1. C

4. I)

5. A

094-00-11

I. 4

2. 5

3. 1

4. 3

5. 6

6. 2

095-00-11

I. Fake
1. Trua.

I. True

;. TruP
5. True

095-90-12

c

2. B

3. 13

4. C

5. C

095-00-13

1. 4

2. 2

3. 5

4. 3

5. 1

098-00-11

1. False

2. True
3. True
4. False
5. False

098-00-12

2. 3, 4, 7. 8

099-00-11

1. A

2. C

3. C

4. C

5. C

1. False
2. True

3. True
4. True
5. False
6: False
7: True
8: True

107-00-12

1. B

2. D

3. B

4. A

4. A

107-00-13

1; 4; 7; 8

107-00-14

Student answers to this gue,.;lon will vary. The following
sample respons'as may be used a a guideline to evaluation:

POSITIVE- Nngative
1. increased chances for succeSs 1: 9reaUe pntsibility (failure)
2. improved.self=concept 2. poor relationships w/ othe,S
3. better job _performante 1 poor lob eirformanre
4. more COIntrUCtive_heh-Ayibi'. 4, unproductfve:behavior
5. bettor relationships w/ others 5. poor self-image

108-00-11

1. True
2. True
3. False
4. False
5. False
6. Troo
7. True

109-00-11

1. True

2. True
3. FalSe
4. Trtee

5. False

1.09_oo

2, 5. 7. 8
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110-00-1;

Student answers v,11 vary somewha'.., but th(
following will serve as suggestions in evaluation.

The students should explain that s-,ore policy
requires sales slips for all ref,.;nds, .

The studontS Should also suggest the cUstOilinr
look_for the Sales slip ahd ShOW
about illty 04 custtilier it retilrnr. tnow,

2: The StUdent_shOuld explain tha' store eelicy
requires all returhS be made in '01 days
frOM date of sale and maintain an ,ntez-cst
ih the customer.

The student should explain that the store
personnel try to work as ,luickly and effi-
ciently as possible And apologize for the
customer's wait. The student should also
apologize for the fact that the shoes were:such
a fast selling item and for the fact that the
right size is not in stock. Another item might
he suggested for the cestomer:

4. The student: shOuld_remain intereSted in the cus
.

tomers problem and offer to make an exchange
for the correct size.

5: There is no way the student can offer such a
guaruntee. Perhaps a reassurance could be
offered to the customer as to the ,,election
without offerinc. any type of guarritee.

I. False
2. False
T. True
4. True

5. false

110-0CI3

The , !Odent should reach a proficienc/ ruling
e-

4-11---thi IA

1. A

).

3. B

4. (

5. B

111-00-12

NOhe ShoL10 be checked.

111-00-13

1.
2, A

3. A

4. Ll

5. 0

6, A
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p PRIN- REENCES FOR EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

TEXT:

Freuhling, Rosemary T. Working-atiHumanHRelations. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1977.

Hiserodt; Donald D. HumanRelations_in Marketing, New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1978.

Kimbrell, Grady and Ben S. Vineyard. Succeeding_in the World of
Woile,. Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight & McKnight Publithing
Company, 1970.

Lynch Richard L. Getting the Job. New York: McGraw-,fill Boo
Company, 1977.

Lakin, Alan. How to Get Control of Your Time and Your Life,

Mathisen, Marilyn Purol. Apparel and Accessories. New York:
McGraw=Hill Book Company, 1979.

PR=1

PR=2

PR=3

PR-4

PR-5

PR-6

Molloy,_John T. Dress for Success. New York: Warner Books, 1975. PP-7
1975.

Richert; D. Henryi_Warren G.Aleyer; Peter G. !-I.nes, and E. Frt,,.ard PR=8
Harris. RetzillngrPrjaciples_land_Pr4ctize: 6th Ne, York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company; 1974.

Troxell, Mary D. and Elaine Stone. Fashion Merchandising, 3rd Ed. PR=9
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1981.

Wingat; John W. ar, Carroll A. Nolan. Fundamentals of Selling, PR=10
10th Ed. Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing CO.., 1976.

Wingate, John W. and Harland E. Samson. Retail Merchandising,_8th PR-11
Ed. Cincinn-,ati, Ohio: South-Western Publithing Company, 1975.

CONSORTIUM AND CURRICULUM LAB MATERIALS:

Anderton, Dr. Mary. Apparel and_ACcetSoriet Cate Stddiet, PR-12
Columbus, Ohi0: Ohi0 DiStribUtiVe EdUCatiOn MateriAlS
Laboratory, Ohio State University, 1979;

Binineri John R. Mike Hilli_Robert_Leönárd, Lloyd Foster, Time PR-13
Management; _Columbusi:OhiO: Ohio Distributive Education
Materials Laboratory, 1885 Neil Avenue, 115 Towns!lend Hall,
Columbus, Ohio 43210;

_
IDECC, Revised. The Ohio State University, 1166 Chesapeake Avenue PR-14

Columbus, Ohio 43212
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jobs_:: Seeking; Finding; Keeping. Owing§ MillS, MarYland: PR=15

Divisici of Instructional Television; Maryland State Depai-trent

of Education; 1979.

Simon, Ronald, George Beshara;_Joy Sommer; Jean Baxter, and Nancy
Greve Rudeno. Columbus., Ohio: Ohio Distributive Education
Materials Laboratory, Ohio State University, 1885 Neil Avenue,
115 Townshend Hall, Columbus, Ohio 43210, 1976.

'MULATIONS:

Koeniger, Jimmy G. and Thomas A. HyShner. Jeffrey:_s Department
StOre = A Retailing Simulation. New York: McGraw=Hill Book

ComPany, 1978.
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